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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The cultural heritage of our country is very vast. The forts, palaces, architecturally rich 

temples with sculptures and paintings, created over the centuries are the symbols of our cultural 

identity and continuity. These monuments have remained a source of inspiration for the 

generations. Therefore, one of the major tasks before the present generation is to accept the 

challenge of preserving the cultural heritage for posterity.

Anand Coomaraswamy (1948) expressed his opinion about the cultural heritage as, 

"Each race contributes something essential to the worlds civilization in the course of its own 

self-expression and self realisation", while Percy Brown (1956) described the architectural 

development in these words, "In each of the major historic developments of architecture, there 

is one basic principle underlying its conception and one which is supremely distinctive" - "The 

refined perfection of proportion in Greek architecture; scientific construction of the Romans; 

passionate energy revealed in French-Gothic style; and the Italian Rennaissance reflects the 

scholarship of its time. In the same way the outstanding quality of the Indian Architecture has 

its spiritual content. It is evident that the fundamental purpose of the building art and technology 

was to represent the prevailing religious consciousness and aspirations of the people in concrete 

forms, "It is mind materialized in terms of rock, brick and stone" based on the principles of 

Vastu Sashtra.

Rajasthan, the land of Princes, comprised of many kingdoms and principalities, ruled 

over by various clans of Rajputs. Rajput rulers were great patrons of art and architecture and 

their rule saw the zenith of architecture in north India.

Amber, the ancient capital of Dhundhar, was a stronghold of Meena tribe, long before 

the Kachhawaha Rajputs rose to power. In AD 1017 a descendent of the Kachhawaha hero,
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Dholu Rai conquered the city of Amber and established his capital here. Later in the year 

AD1727, Maharaja Sawai Jai Singh II laid the foundation of a new capital Jaipur, in the 

south-west of Amber.

Number of architecturally important buildings developed in Amber and Jaipur during the 

last 1000 years but at the same time due to the negligence and other causes of decay, number of 

important buildings and sites got degenerated and turned into the ruins. These structures need 

careful study of their history, designs so that these could be conserved or restored.

According to Feilden (1982) conservation of historic buildings demands wise 

management of resources, sound judgement and clear sense of proportion and above all, it 

demands the desire and dedication to ensure that one cultural heritage is preserved.

The value of the historic buildings and the messages contained therein must be assessed 

and put in aa^great, order of priority before planning the conservation/ restoration work. The 

architect should also remember that the conservation and restoration work of historic buildings 

is multi-disciplinary and involves many skills/materials for the balances solution.

Review of the work of Archaeological Survey of India (ASI) for the last 40 years shows 

that ASI has done some conservation work of historical monuments in Rajasthan and have 

made important discoveries of sites and materials but they have done limited conservation work 

in Amber and Jaipur region, while the maintenance of the historic buildings of Amber and 

Jaipur has been done by the State Public Works Department (PWD).

In the year 1983 a Comprehensive Conservation Master Plan, based on the historical 

maps of Amber/Jaipur was prepared by a special committee constituted by the Government of 

Rajasthan. The Committee submitted a plan to the Government under the Coordination of M/s. 

Rajiv Khanna and Landscape Associates, Delhi The Rajasthan Government approved the 

landscape and architectural conservation master plan in August 1984 and declared the area of 

the master plan as a conservation zone. The zone comprised of Forts, Palaces, Temples and 
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other historical buildings and sites of importance within an area of 28 sq. kms. stretching 

between walled Cit^/Jaipur and historical town Amber.

The first phase of the master plan started on 16th November 1984 with the objective of 

restoration of historical buildings and sites of Kanak Vrindavan temple complex with the 

budget of Rs. 13 crores. The Government of Rajasthan decided to launch the project with the 

public participation. The Governor of Rajasthan, approached Shri G.P. Birla, Chairman, 

Hindustan Charitable Trust, Calcutta for undertaking a part of restoration work in Kanak 

Vrindavan Ghati. The author of this thesis was the Chief Architect of the project.

After doing the preliminary study of this area, work on the thesis titled, ’’Architectural 

Restoration in Historical Buildings - A Case Study of Kanak Vrindavan Ghati and Galta 

Ghati Jaipur”, was undertaken during 1990 to 1996.

The present study deals with the restoration and development of historic buildings and 

sites of Kanak Vrindavan Ghati located in the north-east of Jaipur, about five kilometers 

from Zorawar Singh Gate and Galta Ghati, situated about one kilometer from Suraj Pole gate 

in the east of Jaipur City as shown in the following map No. 1.

The detailed information of the present study has been described in the following eleven 

Chapters.

CHAPTERS:

1. INTRODUCTION

2. BASIC FUNDAMENTALS OF RESTORATION

2.1 Study of International Charters

2.2 Historical Study of: Amber/Jaipur Kanak Vrindavan Ghati

Galta Ghati

3. DOCUMENTATION OF SITES

4. CAUSES OF DECAY
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5. ANALYSIS OF ARCHITECTURAL COMPONENTS

6. RESTORATION TECHNIQUES

7. ANALYSIS OF ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

8. ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION MEASURES

9. DISCUSSIONS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

10. GLOSSARY

Architectural Terms

Traditional Terms

11. BIBLIOGRAPHY

ANNEXURES-
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CHAPTER!

BASIC FUNDAMENTALS OF RESTORATION

2.1 STUDY OF INTERNATIONAL CHARTERS

Introduction

The international bodies like UNESCO, ICCROM and ICOMOS have proposed the 

basic principles guiding the preservation and restoration of ancient buildings and sites under 

different charters issued in the last 60 years. But our country has been following essentials of the 

principles of these charters from the beginning of the present century and thus, is ahead of time. 

In the year 1903, Sir John Marshall, Director General, Archaeological survey of India, in his 

work on the operation and future conduct of the Survey mapped out guidelines for arresting the 

process of decay in ancient monuments. He pointed out that hypothetical restorations were 

unwarranted and that every original component of the structure should be preserved. These 

principles and ideas were listed in a subsequent Government resolution in 1915, highlighting the 

deplorable harm that could have taken place to any ancient building by ill- conceived attempts 

at restoration. They were elaborated and published in a book entitled, ’Conservation Manual by 

Sir John Marshall in the year 1923. Later, Sir Bernard Fielden, Director Emeritus, ICCROM 

and Chairman ICOMOS, published the books Conservation of Historic Buildings:, and 

Guidelines for-Conservation - A Technical Manual in the year 1989. Sir Bernard Fielden stated 

that "We must remember, that decay is a law of nature and as conservators we can only delay 

matter so that future generations may benefit from our actions," but we should raise the public’s 

consciousness of the value of their cultural heritage before it is lost forever.

The present thesis entitled : ARCHITECTURAL RESTORATION IN HISTORICAL 

BUILDINGS - A CASE STUDY OF KANAK VRINDAVAN GHATI AND GALTA 

GHATI, JAIPUR, is an attempt in the above direction.
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Before restoration was initiated, the author desired it essential that the basic concepts 

and limitations of undertaking the task were clearly understood. Towards this end the following 

international charters were carefully studied.

2.1.1 VENICE CHARTER

International Charter for the Conservation and Restoration of Monuments and Sites

Imbued with a message from the past, the historic monuments of generations of people 

remain to the present day as living witnesses of their age-old traditions. People are becoming 

more and more conscious of the unity of human values and regard ancient monuments as a 

common heritage recognizing the common responsibility to safeguard them for future 

generations. What is also important to remember is that it is our duty to hand them over in the 

full richness of their authenticity.

It is essential that the principles guiding the preservation and restoration of ancient 

buildings should be agreed upon and laid down on an international basis, with each country 

being responsible for applying the play within the framework of its own culture and traditions.

By defining these basic principles for the first time, the Athens Charter of 1931 

contributed towards the development of an extensive international movement which has 

assumed concrete form in national documents, in the work of ICOMOS and UNESCO and in 

the establishment of the International Centre for the Study of the Preservation and the 

Restoration of Cultural Property (ICCROM). Increasing awareness and critical study have been 

brought to bear on problems which have continually become more complex and varied. It is 

now time to examine the Charter afresh in order to make a thorough study of the principles 

involved and to enlarge its scope in a new document.
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Article 1. The concept of an historic monument embraces not only the single architectural work 

but also the urban or rural setting in which is found the evidence of a particular civilization, a 

significant development or an historic event. This applies not only to great works of art but also

to more modest works of the past which have acquired cultural significance with the passing of 

time.

Article 2. The conservation and restoration of monuments must have recourse to all the sciences 

and techniques which can contribute to the study and safeguarding of architectural heritage.

Article 3. The intention in conserving and restoring monuments is to safeguard them no less as 

works of art than as historical evidence.

(A) CONSERVATION

Article 4. It is essential to the conservation of monuments that they be maintained on a 

permanent basis.

Article 5. The conservation of monuments is always facilitated by making use of them for some 

socially useful purpose. Such use is, therefore, desirable but it must not change the layout or 

decoration of the building It is within these limits only that modification demanded by a chany 

of function should be envisaged and may be permitted.

Article 6. The conservation of a monument implies preserving a setting which is not out of 

scale. Wherever the traditional setting exists, it must be kept. No new construction, demolition 

or modification which would alter the relations of mass and colour must be allowed.

Article 7. A monument is inseparable from the history to which it bears witness and from the 

setting in which it occurs. The moving of all or part of a monument cannot be allowed, except 
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where the safeguarding of that monument demands it or where it is justified by national or 

international interests of paramount importance.

Article 8. Items of sculpture, painting or decoration which form an sole means of ensuring their 

preservation.

(B) RESTORATION

Article 9. The process of restoration is a highly specialized operation. Its aim is to preserve and 

reveal the aesthetic and historic value of the monument and is based on respect for original 

material and authentic documents. It must stop at the point where conjecture begins, and in this 

case moreover, any extra work which is indispensable must be distinct from the architectural 

composition and must bear a contemporary stamp. The restoration in any case must be 

preceded and followed by an archaeological and historical study of the monument.

Article 10. Where traditional techniques prove inadequate, the consolidation of a monument can 

be achieved by the use of any modem technique for conservation and construction, the efficacy 

of which has been shown by scientific data and prove by experience.

Article 11. The valid contributions of all periods to the building of a monument must be 

respected, since unity of style is not the aim of a restoration. When a building includes the 

superimposed work of different periods, the revealing of the underlying state can only be 

justified in exceptional circumstances and when what is removed is of little interest and the 

material which is brought to light is of great historical, archaeological, or aesthetic value, and its 

state of preservation good enough to justify the action. Evaluation of the importance of the 

elements involved and the decision as to what may be destroyed cannot rest solely on the 

individual in charge of the work.

Article 12. Replacements of missing parts must integrate harmoniously with the whole, but at 
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the same time must be distinguishable from the original so that restoration does not falsify the 

artistic or historic evidence.

Article 13. Additions cannot be allowed except insofar as they do not detract from the 

interesting parts of the building its traditional setting, the balance of its composition and its 

relation with its surroundings.

(Q HISTORIC SITES

Article 14. The sites of monuments must be the object of special care in order to safeguard their 

integrity and ensure that they are cleared and presented in a seemly manner. The work of 

conservation and restoration carried out in such places should be inspired by the principles set 

forth in the foregoing Articles.

(D) EXCAVATIONS

Article 15. Excavations should be carried out in accordance with scientific standards and the 

recommendation defining international principles to be applied in the case of archaeological 

excavation adopted by UNESCO in 1956.

Ruins must be maintained and the necessary measures taken for the permanent 

conservation and protection of architectural features and of objects discovered. Furthermore, 

every care must be taken to facilitate the understanding of the monument and to reveal it 

without ever distorting its meaning.

All reconstruction work should, however, be ruled out a priori. Only anastylosis, that is 

to say, the reassembling of existing but dismembered parts, can be permitted. The material used 

for integration should always be recognizable and its use should be the least that will ensure the
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conservation of a monument and the reinstatement of its form.

(E) PUBLICATION

Article 16. In all works of preservation, restoration or excavation, there should always be 

precise documentation in the form of analytical and critical reports, illustrated with drawings 

and photographs.

Every stage of the work of clearing, consolidation, rearrangement and integration, as 

well as technical and formal features identified during the course of the work, should be 

included. This record should be placed in the archives of a public institution and made available 

to research workers. It is recommended that the report should be published.

2.1.2 THE BURRA CHARTER 1981

Charter for the conservation of places of cultural significance.

Preamble

Having regard to the International Charter for the Conservation and Restoration of 

Monuments and Sites (Venice 1966) and the Resolutions of Fifth General Assembly of 

ICOMOS (Moscow 1978), the following Charter has been adopted by Australia ICOMOS.

(A) DEFINmONS

Article 1. For the purpose of this Charter

1.1 Place means site, area, building or other works, group of buildings of other works together 

with pertinent contents and surroundings. (Note: Place includes structures, ruins 

archaeological sites and areas.)

1.2 Cultural significance means aesthetic, historic, scientific or social value for past, present or
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future generations.

1.3 Fabric means all the physical material of the place.

1.4 Conservation means all the processes of looking after a place, so it may, according to 

circumstance, include preservation, restoration, reconstruction and adaptation and will 

be commonly a combination of more than one of these.

1.5 Maintenance means the continuous protective care of the fabric, contents and setting of a 

place, and is to be distinguished from repair. Repair involves restoration or reconstruction 

and it should be treated accordingly.

1.6 Preservation means maintaining the fabric of a place in its existing state and retarding 

deterioration.

1.7 Restoration means returning the existing fabric of a place to a known earlier state by 

removing accretions or by reassembling existing components without the introduction of 

new material.

1.8 Reconstruction means returning a place as closely as possible to a known earlier state and 

is distinguished by the introduction of materials (new or old into the fabric. This is not to be 

confused with either recreation or conjectural reconstruction which are outside the scope of 

this Charter.

1.9 Adaptation means modifying a place to suit proposed compatible uses.

1.10 Compatible use means a use which involves no change to the culturally significant fabric, 

changes which are substantially reversible, or changes which require a minimal impact.
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(B) CONSERVATION PRINCIPLES

Article 2. The aim of conservation is to retain or recover the cultural significance of a place and 

must include provision for its security, its maintenance and its future. (Note: Conservation 

should not be undertaken unless adequate resources are available to ensure that the fabric is not 

left in a vulnerable state and that the cultural significance of the place is not impaired. However, 

it must be emphasised that the best conservation often involves the least work and can be 

inexpensive.)

Article 3. Conservation is based on respect for the existing fabric and should involve the least 

possible physical intervention. It should not distort the evidence provided by the fabric. (Note: 

The traces of additions, alterations and earlier treatments on the fabric of a place are evidence of 

its history and uses. Conservation action should tend to assist rather than to impede their 

interpretation.)

Article 4. Conservation should make use of all the disciplines which can contribute to the study 

and safeguarding of a place. Techniques employed should be traditional, but in some 

circumstances, they may be modem ones for which a firm scientific basis exists, and which have 

been supported by a body of experience.

Article 5. Conservation of a place should take into consideration all aspects of its cultural 

significance without unwarranted emphasis on any one at the expense of others.

Article 6, The conservation policy appropriate to a place must first be determined by an 

understanding of its cultural significance and its physical condition.

Article 7. The conservation policy will determine which uses are compatible.

Article 8. Conservation requires the maintenance of an appropriate visual setting, for example
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- form, scale, colour, texture and materials, No new construction, demolition or modification 

which would adversely affect the settings should be allowed. Environmental intrusions which 

adversely affect appreciation or enjoyment of the place should be excluded. (Note: New 

construction work, including infill and additions, may be acceptable provided it does not reduce 

or obscure the cultural significance of the place, and it is in keeping with Article 8.)

Article 9. A building or work should remain in its historical location. The moving of all or part 

of a building or work is unacceptable unless this is the sole means of ensuring its survival. 

(Note. Some structures were designed to be readily removable or already have a history of 

previous moves, e.g. prefabricated dwellings and poppet- heads. Provided such a structure does 

not have a strong association with its present site, its removal may be considered.

Article 10. The removal of contents which form part of the cultural significance of the place is 

unacceptable unless it is the sole means of ensuring their security and preservation. Such 

contents must be returned should changed circumstances make this practical.

(C) CONSERVATION PROCESSES

(a) Preservation

Article 11. Preservation is appropriate where the existing state of the fabric itself constitutes 

evidence of specific cultural significance, or where insufficient evidence is available to other 

conservation processes to be carried out.

(Note: Preservation protects the fabric without obscuring the evidence of its construction and 

use.

The process should always be applied where the evidence of the fabric is of such 

significance that it must not be altered. This is an unusual case and likely to be appropriate for 

archaeological remains of national importance where insufficient investigation has been carried 

out to pennit conservation policy decisions to be taken in accordane with Articles 23 to 25
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A new construction may be carried out in association with preservation when its 

purpose is the physical protection of the fabric and when it is consistent with Article 8.)

Article 12. Preservation is limited to the protection, maintenance and where necessary, the 

stabilization of the existing fabric, but without the distortion of its cultural significance. (Note: 

Stabilization is a process which helps keep fabric intact and in a fixed position. When carried out 

as part of preservation work, it does not introduce new materials into the fabric. However, 

when necessary for the survival of the fabric, stabilization may be effected as part of a 

reconstruction process and new materials introduced. For example, grouting or the insertion of 

a reinforcing rod in a masonry wall.)

(b) Restoration

Article 13. Restoration is appropriate only if there is sufficient evidence of an earlier state of 

the fabric and only if returning the fabric to that state recovers the cultural significance of the 

place. (Note: See explanatory note for Article 2.)

Article 14. Restoration should reveal a new culturally significant aspects of the place. It is 

based on respect for all the physical, documentary and other evidence and stops at the point 

where conjecture begins.

Article 15. Restoration is limited to the reassembling of displaced components or removal of 

accretions in accordance with Article 16.

Article 16. The contributions of all periods to the place must be respected. If a place includes 

the fabric of different periods, revealing the fabric of one period at the expense of another can 

only be justified when what is removed is of slight cultural significance and the fabric which is 

to be revealed is of much greater cultural significance.
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(c) Reconstruction

Article 17. Reconstruction is appropriate where a place is incomplete through damage or 

alteration and where it is necessary for its survival, or where it recovers the cultural significance 

of the place as a whole.

Article 18. Reconstruction is limited to the completion of a depleted entity and should not 

constitute the minority of the fabric of a place.

Article 19. Reconstruction is limited to the reproduction of fabric the form of which is known 

from physical and/or documentary evidence. It should be identifiable on close inspection as 

being new work.

(d) Adaptation

Article 20. Adaptation is acceptable where the conservation of the place cannot otherwise be 

achieved, and where the adaptation does not substantially detract from its cultural significance.

Article 21. Adaptation must be limited to that which is essential to a use for the place 

determined in accordance with Articles 6 and 7.

Article 22. Fabric of cultural significance unavoidably removed in the process of adaptation 

must be kept safely to enable its future reinstatement.

(D) CONSERVATION PRACTICE

Article 23. Work on a place must be preceded by professionally prepared studies of the

physical, documentary and other evidence, and the existing fabric recorded before 

disturbance of the place.
any
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Article 24. Study of a place by any disturbance of the fabric or by archaeological excavation 

should be undertaken where necessary to provide data essential for decisions on the 

conservation of the place and/or to secure evidence about to be lost or made inaccessible 

through necessary conservation or other unavoidable action. Investigation of a place for any 

other reason which requires physical disturbance and which adds substantially to a scientific 

body of knowledge may be permitted, provided that it is consistent with the conservation policy 

for the place.

Article 25. A written statement of conservation policy must be professionally prepared setting 

out the cultural significance, physical condition and proposed conservation process together 

with justification and supporting evidence, including photographs, drawings and all appropriate 

samples.

Article 26. The organisation and individuals responsible for policy decisions must be named and 

specific responsibility taken for each such decision.

Article 27. Appropriate professional direction and supervision must be maintained at all stages 

of the work, and a log kept of new evidence and additional decisions recorded as in Article 25.

Article 28. The records required by Articles 23,25,26 and 27 should be placed in a permanent 

archive and made publicly available.

Article 29. The items referred to in Article 10 and Article 22 should be professionally catalogued 

and protected.

2.1.3 LAUSSANE CHARTER ARCHAEOLOGICAL HERITAGE

This doctrinal test will be presented for approval at the nest session of the Executive 

committee in November 1989.
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Introduction

It is widely recognized that a knowledge and understanding of the origins and 

development of human societies is of fundamental importance to humanity in identifying its 

cultural and social roots. The archaeological heritage constitutes the basic record of past human 

activities. Its protection and proper management is, therefore, essential to enable archaeologists 

and other scholars to study and interpret it on behalf of, and for the benefit of present and 

future generations.

The protection of this heritage cannot be based upon the application of archaeological 

techniques alone. It requires a wider bases of professional and scientific knowledge and skills. 

Some elements of the archaeological heritage are components of architectural structures and in 

such cases must be protected in accordance with the criteria for the protection of such structures 

laid down in the 1966 Venice Charter on the Conservation and Restoration of Monuments and 

Sites. Other elements of the archaeological heritage constitute part of the living traditions of 

indigenous peoples, and protection and preservation of such sites and monuments the 

participation of local cultural groups is essential.

For these and other reasons the protection of archaeological heritage must be based 

upon effective collaboration between professionals from many disciplines. It also requires the 

cooperation of government authorities, academic researchers, private enterprise, and the general 

public. This Charter, therefore, lays down principles relating to the different aspects of 

archaeological heritage management. These include the responsibilities of public authorities and 

legislators, principles relating to the professional performance of the processes of 

inventarization, survey, excavation documentation, research, maintenance, conservation, 

preservation reconstruction, information, presentation, public access and use of the heritage, 

and the qualification of professionals involved in the protection of the archaeological heritage.
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The Charter has been inspired by the success of the Venice Charter guidelines and a 

source of ideas for policies of governments as well as scholars and professionals.

The Charter has to reflect very basic principles and guidelines with global velocity. For 

this reason it cannot take into account the specific problems and possibilities of regions or 

countries. The charter should therefore be supplemented at regional and national levels by 

further principles and guidelines.

Article 1: Definition and Introduction

The archaeological heritage is that part of the material heritage in respect of which 

archaeological methods provide primary information. It comprises all vestiges of human 

existence and consists of braces relating to all magnificence of human activity, abandoned 

structuresand remains of all kinds (including subterranean and underwater sites), together with 

all the portable cultural material associated with them.

Article 2: Integrated Protection Policies

The archaeological heritage is a fragile and non- renewable cultural resource. Landuse 

must, therefore, be controlled and developed in order to minimize the destruction of 

archaeological heritage.

Policies for the protection of archaeological heritage should constitute an integral 

component of policies relating to landuse, development, and planning as well as of cultural, 

environmental and educational policies. The creation of archaeological reserves should form 

part of such policies.

The protection of the archaeological heritage should be integrated into planning policies 

at international, regional and local levels.
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Active participation of the general public must form part of policies for the protection of 

the archaeological heritage. This is essential where the heritage of indigenous people is 

involved. Participation must be based upon access to knowledge necessary for decision-making. 

The provision of information for the general public is therefore an important element in 

integrated protection.

Article 3: Legislation and Economy

The protection of the archaeological heritage should be considered as a moral obligation 

open all human beings; it is also a collective public responsibility. This obligation must be 

acknowledged through relevant legislation and the provision of adequate funds for the 

supporting programmes necessary for effective heritage management.

The archaeological heritage is common to all human society and it should, therefore, be 

the duty of every country to ensure that adequate funds are available for its protection.

Legislation should afford protection to the archaeological heritage that is appropriate to 

the needs, history, and traditions of each country and region, providing for in situ protection 

and research needs.

Legislation should be based on the concept of the archaeological heritage as the heritage 

of all humanity and of groups of peoples, and not restricted to any individual person or nation.

Legislation should forbid the destruction, degradation of alteration through changes of 

any archaeological site of monument or to their surroundings without the consent of the 

relevant archaeological authority.

Legislation should, in principle, require full archaeological investig^tinn and 

documentation in cases where the destruction of the archaeological heritage is authorized.
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Legislation should require, and make provision for, the proper maintenance and 

conservation of the archaeological heritage.

Adequate legal sanctions should be prescribed in respect of violations of archaeological 

heritage legislation.

If legislation affords protection only to those elements of the archaeological heritage 

which are registered in selective statutory inventory, provision should be made for the 

temporary protection of unprotected or newly discovered sites and monuments until an 

archaeological evaluation can be carried out.

Development projects constitute one of the greatest physical threats to archaeological 

heritage. A requirement for developers to ensure that archaeological heritage impact studies are 

carried out before development schemes are implemented, should, therefore, be embodied in 

appropriate legislation, with a stipulation that the costs of such studies are to be included in 

project costs. The principle should also be established in legislation that development schemes 

should be designed in such a way as to minimize their impact upon the archaeological heritage.

Article* Survey

jHyjrotection of the archaeological heritage must be based upon the fullest possible 

knowledge of its extent and nature. General survey of archaeological resources is, therefore, an 

essential working tool in developing strategies for the protection of the archaeological heritage. 

Consequently archaeological survey should be a basic obligation in the protection and 

management of the archaeological heritage.

At the same time, inventories constitute the primary resource data bases for scientific 

study and research. The compilation of inventories should, therefore, be regarded as a
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continuous, dynamic process. It follows that inventories should comprise information at various 

levels of significance and reliability, since even superficial knowledge can form the starting point 

for protectional measures.

Article 5: Investigation

Archaeological knowledge is based principally on the scientific investigation of the 

archaeological heritage. Such investigation embraces the whole range of methods from non 

destructive techniques through sampling to total excavation.

It must be an over-riding principle that the gathering of information about the 

archaeological heritage should not destroy any more archaeological evidence than is necessary 

for the protectional or scientific objectives of the investigation.

Non-destructive techniques such as aerial and ground survey and sampling should, 

therefore, be encouraged wherever possible, in preference to total excavation

As excavation always implies the necessity of making a selection of evidence to be 

documented and preserved at the cost of losing other information and possible even the total 

destruction of the monument, a decision to excavate should only be taken after thorough 

consideration.

Excavation should be carried out on sites and monuments threatened by development 

landuse change, looking or natural deterioration.

In exceptional cases, unthreatened sites may be excavated to elucidate research problem 

or to interpret them more effectively for the purpose of presenting them to the public In such 

cases excavation must be preceded by thorough scientific evaluation of the significance of the 

site. Excavation should be partial, leaving a portion undisturbed for future research
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A report conforming to an agreed standard should be made available to the scientific 

community and should be incorporated in the relevant inventory within a reasonable period 

after the conclusions of the excavation.

Excavation should be conducted in accordance with the principles embodied in the 1956 

UNESCO Recommendations on International Principles Applicable to Archaeological 

Excavations and with agreed international and national professional standards.

Article 6: Maintenance and Conservation

The overall objective of archaeological heritage management should be the preservation | 

of monument and sites in situ. Any transfer of elements of the heritage to new locations 

represents a violation of the principle of preserving the heritage in its original context. This 

principle stresses the need for proper maintenance conservation and management. It also asserts 

the principle that the archaeological heritage should not be exposed by excavation or left 

exposed after excavation if provision for its proper maintenance and management after ' 

excavation cannot be guaranteed.

Local commitment and participation should be actively sought and encouraged as a 

means of promoting the maintenance of the archaeological heritage. This principle is especially 

important when dealing with the heritage of indigenous people of local cultural groups. In come 

cases it may be appropriate to entrust responsibility for the protection and management of sites 

and monument to indigenous peoples themselves.

Owing to the inevitable limitation of available resources, active maintenance will have to 

be carried out on a selective basis. It should, therefore, be applied to a sample of the diversity of 

sites and monuments, based upon a scientific assessment of their symphonies and representative 

character, and not confined to the more notable and visually attractive mm,™™.
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The relevant principle of the 1956 UNESCO Recommendations should be applied in 

respect of the maintenance and conservation of the archaeological heritage.

Article 7: Presentation, Information Reconstruction

The presentation of the archaeological heritage to the general public is an essential 

method of promoting an understanding of the origins and development of modem societies. At 

the same time it is the most important means of promoting an understanding of the need for its 

protection.

Presentation and information should be conceived as a popular interpretation of the 

current state of knowledge, and it must therefore be revised frequently . It should take account 

of the multi-faceted approaches to an understanding of the past.

2.1.4 FLORENCE CHARTER (MAY 21,1981)

International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS)

The ICOMOS-IFLA International Committee for Historic Gardens, meeting in Florence 

on May 21, 1981 decided to draw up a Charter on the preservation of historic gardens which 

would bear the name of that town. The present Charter was drafted by the Committee and 

registered by ICOMOS on December 15, 1982 as an addendum to the Venice Charter covering 

the specific field concerned.

(a) Definitions and Objectives

Article 1. "An historic garden is an architectural and horticultural composition of interest to the 

public from the historical or artistic point of view". As such, it is to be considered as a 

monument.
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Article 2. The historic garden is an architectural composition whose constituents are primarily 

vegetal and therefore, living, which means that they are perishable and renewable." Thus, its 

appearance reflects the perpetual balance between the cycle of the seasons, the growth and 

decay of nature and the desire of the artist and craftsman to keep it permanently unchanged.

Article 3. As a monument, the historic garden must be preserved in accordance with the spirit 

of the Venice Charter. However, since it is a hying monument its preservation must be 

governed by specific rules which are the subject of the present charter.

Article 4. The architectural composition of the historic garden includes:

• . Its plan and its topography.

• . Its vegetation, including its species, proportions, colour schemes, spacing and respective 

heights.

• . Its structural and decorative features.

• . Its water, running or still, reflecting the sky.

Article 5. As the expression of the direct affinity between civilization and nature, and as a place 

of enjoyment suited to meditation or repose, the garden, thus, acquires the cosmic significance 

of an idealized image of the world, a '’paradise" in the etymological sense of the term, and yet a 

testimony to a culture, a style, an age, and often to the originality of a creative artist.

Article 6. The term, "historic garden", is equally applicable to small gardens and to large parks, 

whether formal or "land-scale".
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Article 7. Whether or not it is associated with a building in which case it is an inseparable 

complement - the historic garden cannot be isolated from its own particular environment, 

whether urban or rural, artificial or natural.

Article 8. An historic site is a specific landscape associated with a memorable act, as, for 

example, a major historic event; a well-known myth; an epic combat; or the subject of a famous 

picture.

Article 9. The preservation of historic gardens depends on their identification and listing. They 

require several kinds of action, namely maintenance, conservation and restoration. In certain 

cases, reconstruction may be recommended. The authenticity of an historic garden depends as 

much on the design and scale of its various parts as on its decorative features and on the choice 

of plant or inorganic materials adopted for each of its parts.

Maintenance, Conservation, Restoration, Reconstruction

Article 10. In any work of maintenance, conservation, restoration or reconstruction of an 

historic garden, or of any part of it, all its constituent features must be dealt with 

simultaneously. To isolate the various operations would damage the unity of the whole.

(b) Maintenance and Conservation

Article 11. Continuous maintenance of historic gardens is of paramount importance. Since the 

principal material is vegetal, the preservation of the garden in an unchanged condition requires 

both prompt replacements when required and a long term programme of periodic renewal (clear 

felling and replanting with mature specimens).

Article 12. Those species of trees, shrubs, plants and flowers to be replaced periodically must 

be selected with regard for established and recognised practice in each botanical and 

horticultural region, with the aim to determine the species initially grown and to preserve them.
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Article 13. The permanent or movable architectural, sculptural or decorative features which 

form an integral part of the historic garden must be removed or displaced only insofar as this is 

essential for their conservation or restoration. The replacement or restoration of any such 

jeopardized features must be effected in accordance with the principles of the Venice Charter, 

and the date of any complete replacement must be indicated.

Article 14. The historic garden must be preserved in appropriate surroundings. Any alteration 

to the physical environment which will endanger the ecological equilibrium must be prohibited. 

These applications are applicable to all aspects of the infrastructure, whether internal or external 

(drainage works, irrigation systems, roads, car parks, fences, caretaking facilities, visitors' 

amenities, etc.).

(c) Restoration and Reconstruction

Article 15. No restoration work and, above all, no reconstruction work on an historic garden 

shall be undertaken without thorough prior research to ensure that such work is scientifically 

executed and will involve everything from excavation to the assembling of records relating to 

the garden in questiqn and to similar gardens. Before any practical work starts, a project must 

be prepared on the basis of said research and must be submitted to a group of experts for joint 

pyaminatinn and approval.

Article 16. Restoration work must respect the successive stages of evolution of the garden 

concerned. In principle, no one period should be given precedence over any other, except in 

exceptional cases where the degree of damage or destruction affecting certain parts of a garden 

may be such that it is decided to reconstruct it on the basis of the traces that survive or of 

unimpeachable documentary evidence. Such reconstruction work might be undertaken more 

particularly on the parts of the garden nearest to the building it contains in order to bring out 

their significance in the design.
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Article 17. Where a garden has completely disappeared or there exists no more than 

conjectural evidence of its successive stages, the reconstruction could not be considered an 

historic garden.

(d) Use

Article 18. While any historic garden is designed to be seen and walked about in, access to it 

must be restricted to the extent demanded by its size and vulnerability, so that its physical fabric 

and cultural message may be preserved.

Article 19. By reason of its nature and purpose, an historic garden is a peacefill place 

conducive to human contacts, silence and awareness of nature. This conception of its everyday 

use must contrast with its role on those rare occasions when it accommodates a festivity. Thus, 

the conditions of such occasional use of an historic garden should be clearly defined, in order 

that any such festivity may itself serve to enhance the visual effect of the garden instead of 

perverting or damaging it.

Article 20. While historic gardens may be suitable for quiet games as a daily occurrence, 

separate areas appropriate for active and lively games and sports should also be laid out 

adjacent to the historic garden, so that the needs of the public may be satisfied in this respect 

without prejudice to the conservation of the gardens and landscapes.

Article 21. The work of maintenance and conservation, the timing of which is determined by 

season, and brief operations which serve to restore the garden’s authenticity, must always take 

precedence over the requirements of public use. All arrangements for visits to historic gardens 

must be subjected to regulations that ensure the spirit of the place is preserved.

Article 22. If a garden is walled, its walls may not be removed without prior examination of all 

the possible consequences this is likely to lead to in its atmosphere and to affect its 

preservation.
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(e) Legal and Administrative Protection

Article 23. It is the task of responsible authorities to adopt, on the advice of qualified experts, 

appropriate legal and administrative measures for the identification, listing and protection of 

historic gardens. The preservation of such gardens must be provided for within the framework 

of land-use plans and such provision must be duly mentioned in documents relating to regional 

and local planning. It is also the task of the responsible authorities to adopt, with the advice of 

qualified experts, the financial measures which will facilitate the maintenance, conservation and 

restoration, and, where necessary, the reconstruction of historic gardens.

Article 24. The historic garden is one of the features of the patrimony whose survival, by 

reason of its nature, requires intensive, continuous care by trained experts. Suitable provision 

should, therefore, be made for the training of such persons, whether historians, architects, 

landscape architects, gardeners or botanists. Care should be taken to ensure that there is regular 

propagation of the plant varieties necessary for maintenance or restoration.

Article 25. Interest in historic gardens should be stimulated by every kind of activity capable of 

emphasizing their true value as part of the patrimony and making for improved knowledge and 

appreciation of them; promotion of scientific research; international exchange and circulation of 

information; publications, including works designed for the general public; the encouragement 

of public access under suitable control and use of the media to develop awareness of the need 

for due respect for nature and the historic heritage. The most outstanding of the historic gardens 

shall be proposed for inclusion in the World Heritage List.

(f) Nota Bene

The above recommendations are applicable to all the historic gardens in the world.

Additional clauses applicable to specific types of gardens may be subsequently appended 

to the present Charter with brief descriptions of the said types.
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2.2 HISTORICAL STUDY

2.2.1 Amber and Jaipur

The territory of Jaipur lies between latitude 25° 40' N and 27° 40' N and between 

longitude 75°.8rE and 77° 20*E. It is bound in the north by the district of Churu (Rajasthan) and 

Hissar, Rewari, Mahendragarh (Haryana) in the west by Nagaur and Ajmer (Rajasthan), in the 

south by Bhilwara and Bundi (Rajasthan) and Gwalior (Madhya Pradesh) and in the east by 

Bharatpur and Dholpur (Rajasthan). The territory of Jaipur was about 150 miles in length and 

140 miles in breadth with an area of about 14,500 square miles.

As present work deals with the restoration of a few historical buildings in Amber-Jaipur, 

it was felt necessary to study the history of the rulers of Amber and Jaipur so that a relationship 

of the origin, design and structure of the historical buildings included in the present study could 

be properly understood.

In AD 967, one branch of Kachawaha Rajputs from Gwalior migrated to Dhundar as 

this established state of Amber/Jaipur was called, and established supremacy.

History of the Kachhawahas of Dhundhar

There are number of theories about the origin of the name Kachhawaha but the 
^protagonist^jthe theory, that the Kachhawaha derived their nomenclature from Kusha, son of 

Ayodhya's ruler Shri Ram Chandra is an acknowledged one. The word Kachhawa or 
Kachhawaha was prevalent during the firstjmSeijajDf the Vikram era, while the earlier historical 

reference from contemporary sources, other than those of Sanskrit, is available in 

Futuh-us-sklatin by Isamis, which contains the word Kachawa Kotal (Kuntal - 24). It is stated 

therein that Sultan Muhummad bin Tughlak, while returning from a visit to the Dargah Sharif at 

Ajmer in the year AD 1323-28 attacked Kachawa Kotal. Similarly, two Rajasthani poetic 

works written in the fifteenth century also contain the word Kachawa. (Achaldasa Khichiri, 

Vachanik, AD 1423 Rao Jaitosi-ro-chand AD 1542.
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The historical narrative of the Kachhawaha rulers of Amber, preceding that of Prithiraj 

(AD 1503-1527), is rarely corroborated by reliable sources of contemporary history. Historians 

are of the opinion that the Kachhawaha chronology, prior to Prithiraj, is quite confusing and 

does not stand the tests, wherever it contains casual references to historical personages or 

events, of serious and well- settled history.

The geneology of the Kachhawahas mentions Isa Singh the ruler of Narwar, who came 

into possession of Gwalior, as the first person from whom the line claims its direct descent. Isa 

Singh once consulted his priests to know how he could give perpetuity to his kingdom for 

posterity. He was advised to bequeath it to Jai Singh Tanwar, his maternal nephew, and native. 

His father having done this, Isa Singh’s son, Sodhadev (AD 966-1006) had to shift to a village 

named Nindravali along with his family. Another version of this incident holds that Isa Singh 

ended his life by poisoning himself VS1023/AD966. In course of time, Sodhadev had a son 

named Dulahadev who on maturity, married the daughter of Silaram Chauhan of Lalsot, a tract 

in the territory around Dausa. The town of Dausa was then under the joint occupation of 

Silarasi Chauhan and the Badgujars who had their main seat at Devati[140]. On a request for 

help from Sodhadeva, Silarasi invited his son-in-law, Dulahadev, to come prepared for a 

surprise attack on Dausa and occupy the territory. Thus advised, Dulahadev marched with his 

contingent in the guise of a horse-caravan and got hold of this stronghold of strategic 

importance by vanquishing the Badgujars. Gradually, he extended his sway over the mines of 

Bhadarej, Manchi, Khoh, Jhotwara, Getor, etc. and also subjugated the Badgujars of DevatL 

Manchi was supposed to be a formidable stronghold of the Shihara Minas which, on conquest 

was renamed as Ramgarh. A temple in honour of his family deity, to mark the victory was 

erected by Dulahadev in the midst of a valley near Manchi, which still stands testimony today. 

Finding himself rooted he sent for his father and family, and shifted his head-quarters to Khoh 

which was well guarded palace with strong ramparts and fortifications. It was while residing at 

Khoh Sodhadev breathed his last in VS1063/AD1006.
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Dulahadev’s son Kakildev (VS1036-AD1046) is credited with conquering Amber, the 

most important of Mina strongholds. The place, formerly known as Kalikhoh' or 'Ghata Rani' 

the area was renamed Amber by Kakildev in honour of the god Ambikeswar. Kakildev expired 

in VS1096/AD1039 and was succeeded by his eldest son Hanuji. The latter lived an eventless 

life which ended in VS1110/AD1053. His son Janharadev was an equally unaspiring person. 

On his death in VS1127/AD1070, his eldest son Pajjun ascended the Gaddi. His was an 

extraordinarily remarkable career. He had the privilege of a matrimonial alliance with Prithviraj, 

the great Chauhan, being married to his niece, the daughter of Kaka Kanh. The bard, Chand 

Bardai, has immortalized his chivalry, loyalty and fearlessness. Pajjun met a heroic death in the 

battle of Kannauj. The eldest son Malleus was crowned in VS1151/AD1094 when he was still 

an infant. He is said to have conquered the Devras of Abu and restored many a king who was 

converted to Jainism at Gimar in Gujarat to their own faiths. He was succeeded by his son 

Bijaldev on his death in VS1203/AD.

We pass over the intervening princes and come to Kilhanadeva who ascended the Gaddi 

in VS1273/AD1216. The shrine of Ambikeshwara is also believed to have been built by him. No 

notable event of his reign is reported. He is supposed to have been killed by Jaitra Singh 

Chauhan, father of Hammir, as mentioned in the Balwan stone inscription. His presence at the 

court of Maharana Kumbha, as opined by Kaviraj Shyamaldas, however, is apparently 

erroneous. Out of his six sons Kuntal, the eldest, was enthroned in VS1333/AD1276.

Kuntal was a daring person. Other contemporary sources also bear witness to his 

valour. He is said to have died in an attack by Sultan Muhammad-bin-Tughalaq, while returning 

from a visit to the Dargah Sarif at Ajmer in AD1327-28. As the Kachhawaha genealogical 

tables mention VS1374/AD1317 at the year of his death, this difference of about ten years 

needs to be reconciled. The hostility of the imperial power towards the petty state of Amber 

may be inferred from a similar mention in the Kanharade Prabandaha which describes how 

Maladeva, younger brother of Kilanadeva, launched an attack on the imperial forces at 

Bahadurpur in Mewat, from his base at Amber. This event took place before AD1311-14 
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before the fall of Jalor. Gaur Thiraraj of Maroth is also said to have invaded Amber and subdued 

Kuntal. Junasi, the eldest of his sons, succeeded him and ruled peacefully for fortyeight years 

till his death in VS1423/AD1366. Three successive rulers of little importance, Udai Karan, 

Nar Singh and Banbir followed him one after the other, respectively, in the years 

VS1423/AD1366. VS1445/AD1388 and VS1485/AD1428 Udai Karan fathered Balo and Nar 

Singh, the progenitors of the Shekhawats and Narukas respectively, which are treated as the 

most important of the Kachhawaha branches.

Two more names Uddharan and Chandrasen intervene till we reach the well known 

Prithviraj. Uddharan succeeded his father Banbir VS1496/AD1439. He was married to the 

daughters of Maharana Kumbha of and Rawal Ranmal Rathor of two most outstanding 

personalities of their times. It was this matrimonial alliance which seems to have prompted 

Kumbha to rush to his son-in-law's help when some Muslim forces attacked Amber. The 

Kyamkhan Raso, though not a contemporary work, also contains a mention indicating the 

incident. Chandrasen, who succeeded his father Uddharan in VS1524/AD1467 is said to have 

successfully resisted the forces of the Sultan of Mundu, when the latter attacked the 

Bhankharot Kachhawahas who picked up a quarrel with a dealer of horses at Chatasu.

Twelve Kotaris

Prithviraj, the eldest of his sons, who has become a legendary figure in the annals of 

Kachhawaha history. There are many anecdotes relating his leanings towards the 'NatH cult, as 

also to his association with his favourate queen, Balabai from whom alone he had twelve out of 

his nineteen sons. Prithviraj is more known in Kachhawaha history for the creation of twelve 

'Kotaris' by which he assigned fiefs to twelve of his sons. These 'Kotari^ have wielded 

considerable sway in a later history by shaping the destiny of the State of Amber and Jaipur. 

Prithviraj breathed his last in VS1584/AD1527. Where upon his son Puranmal took over. 

Puranmal was killed while fighting against Mirza Hindal on the side of the Shekhawats at 

Sikhargadh. Historians differ on this issue. Munsi Devi Prasad is of the view that Puranmal was
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a favourite of Humayun and fought for him against Hindal, and was given the title of Raja by 

Humayun. Abul Fazl records his death in VS1593/AD1536 on the side of the Mughals when 

Mirza Hindal took military action to oust Sultan Mirza and Ulugh Mirza from Bilgram.

Puranamal's son Suja was an infant when his father died, and the right of succession, 

therefore, passed on to Bhim, When of age, Suja approached Mirza Sharfuddin, Governor of 

Ajmer, for help and attacked Amber, but could not achieve the desired result. Suja then begged 

Rao Maldev of Marwar for assistance he deputed a contingent of five thousand horses. Suja, 

however, lost his life to the evil designs of Lala Naruka who managed the Marwar contingent's 

retreat from Niwai in Rajasthan.

Bhim wielded considerable influence with Puranmal and fought along with him on the 

side of the Mughals, in the fateful battle. But could rule for a short period of two and half years 

only. It is alleged that he was murdered by his younger son Askaran. Bhim's eldest son, Ratan 

Singh succeeded him in VS1593/AD1536. He was murdered in his bed- chamber in the 

twelveth year of his reign, VS1604/AD1547.

No sooner had Askaran succeeded Ratan Singh he is said to have committed a blunder 

in sitting on the royal seat with his brother-in-law’s son be side him. This turned out to be 

pretext enough for the nobles to demand expriation from him by way of a pilgrimage for a dip in 

the Ganges. This, it is said, was a crooked design planned by Bhannal and his supporters who 

lost no time in seating him on the gaddi immediately on Askaran’s departure.

Askaran, when he realised of the trick played upon him, approached Emperor 

Islamshah, son of Sher Shah, for help Ashlam Shah asked Haji Khan, Governor at Ajmer, to 

proceed to Amber. Bhaimal, however, appeased the Pathan by offering his daughter 

Kishanawati to him in marriage.
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The best strategy that Bharmal employed was to seek patronage from Akbar. The 

marriage of his daughter with the great Mughal further strengthened the relations. This resulted 

in bountiful favours to the Amber Kachhawahas from the Mughal Court. Bharmal took full 

advantage of this situation, and not only extended his sphere of influence over Mirza 

Sharafiiddin of Mewat, who was source of continuous threat to him, but also managed to crush 

the Mina tribal chiefs as well as his own rebellious followers. Almost all of his sons, including 

his grandson Man Singh were enrolled in the Imperial services, which gave a sudden lift, 

financial as well as political, to the Amber house. He was made the first Rajput Mansabdar of 

the rank of 5000, and was deputed on various important missions and placed in highly 

responsible positions. Akbar left for Gujarat, Bharmal was put in the command of the city of 

Agra. He died in VS1630/AD1573 and was succeeded by his son Bhagawandas (Plate Va, 6).

Bhagawandas proved to be a trusted servant of Akbar, who reposed his confidence in 

him by appointing him as the Governor of Lahore, and also by using his inborn abilities on many 

crucial junctures. He was also deputed to Gujarat, Surat, Kabul, Kashmir and Samal on 

important missions and expeditions. His role was mainly of a peaceful nature. He tried to 

persuade Rana Pratap to accept subordination of the Mughals. The Emperor granted him the 

honour of a standard and a kettle drum, besides Raising his status to a 'mansaV of five 

thousand. He adhered to his faith though he also gave away his daughter in marriage to Prince 

Salin^ and caused a Masjid to be built at Lahore with his own money. He died at Lahore in 

VS1646/AD1589. Man Singh (Plate Vb,7) succeeded his father to the gaddi of Amber, he was 

the first Hindu 'mansabdar' to be raised to the rank of7000. Enrolled in the Mughal services at 

the age of twelve as early as AD1562. He served the mughals for fifty-two years with rare 

distinction. While he enjoyed the confidence of Akbar, he could not find favour with Jahangir 

who demoted him to the rank of 5000 and deputed to the Deccan with little power, where he 

died a sad death at Elichpur in VS1671/AD1614. He was a great builder of temples, forts, 

palaces and gardens. ShilaMata, the presiding Goddess of the Amber house, was brought by 

him from Bengal. A temple of Govind Deoji was built by him at Brindaban. The fort at Ramgarh 

and the first structure of the palatial complex at Amber are his creations (Plates Va,8a & 

Vb,8b).
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Bhao Singh (plate VI,9) son of Man Singh was granted succession with the title of 

Mirza Raja by Jahangir in AD1614 though the real claimant was Maha Singh, son of Jagat 

Singh, the eldest son of Man Singh, who died of excessive drinking in his father’s life time. 

Jahangir consoled Maha Singh by conferring upon him the title of Raja and also raising his rank 

and bestowing the territory of'Gadh' in 'Inam.1 He died at Balapur (Barar)[199] in V.S. 1694 

AD.

Bhao Singh, whom Jahangir renamed Bahdur Singh,left no issue, It was therefore, 

Maha Singh's minor son Mirza Jai Singh I (Plate VI, 10) who claimed succession which was 

granted by Jahangir in AD1621. Admitted in the imperial service at eleven years of age, he had 

a liberal training in languages inclusive of Turkish and Persian, along with other disciplines of 

education. With a modest beginning of 1000/500 in AD1621, he rose to the rank of 7000/7000 

at the height of his glory. His services were appreciated by Jahangir, Shahjahan and 

Aurangzeb, all three of whom he served during his long career.

Shahjahan favoured him by granting honours and jagirs and by raising his rank when he 

was successful in suppressing Khan-i-Jahan Lodi at his orders. His conquests in the Deccan 

earned him the Subedarship of Agra and Faujdari of Mathura besides other favours by way of 

increments and case rewards. He was deputed in the campaigns of Kabul, Kandhar and Balkh. 

Under orders from Shahjahan, during his last days as Emperor, he set out to fight Shuja. His 

success in the expedition pleased Dara who showered many favours upon him.

When Aurangzeb emerged victorious in the first decisive war of succession at Dharmat, 

Jai Singh waited upon him at Delhi and was honoured with the charge of Delhi and grant of the 

pargana of Sambhar. He was then asked to pursue Dara. He also played a conspicuous role in 

alienating Jaswant Singh from Dara, and also, in return, managing Aurangzeb's favour for him. 

His achievement in making Shivaji agree to present himself at the Royal Court, was a 

marvellous feat of statesmanship and foresight. As a true Rajput he honoured his word given to 

the great Maratha, and is believed to have managed his escape through his son Ram Singh.
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Enraged at this incident Aurangzeb forebade Ram Singh's entry into the court. Expressing his 

displeasure at this incident, and also for Jai Singh's failure in the expedition against Bijapur, 

Aurangzeb recalled him from the Deccan. While on his way to Delhi, he died at Burhanpur in 

AD1667. It is alleged that Aurangzeb, being skeptical of his growing influence, poisoned him 

through his son Kirat Singh who accompanied him.

It was with some hesitation from Aurangzeb that succession was granted to Jai Singh's 

son, Ram Singh, (Plate VII, 11) with the title of Raja. To show his displeasure, however, 

Aurangzeb deputed him to Assam. Ram Singh's performance in Assam for a period of about 

nine years was appreciated and his 'mansab' was increased to 5000. He was then directed to 

proceed to the Subah of Kabul. He died in distress at Kohat in AD1688 before he could reach 

Islamabad (Mathura) to take over as Faujdar, on transfer. His son Kishan Singh had died 

earlier at Parenda in the Deccan in VS1739/AD1682, leaving his son Bishan Singh (Plate VU, 

12} or Vishnu Singh, grandson of Ram Singh, to be crowned in VS1746/AD1689 after his 

grandfather's death.

Bishan Singh accompanied his grandfather in the campaign to the frontier. Having 

granted a big 'Inam' in cash with a robe, his success in the campaign was rewarded by the 

assignment of 'Zamindarid of Sinsini and Sonkh, with restoration of the Pargana of Malarana 

which had earlier been taken from him. But Aurangzeb was never really pleased with him and so 

he was again posted to Kabul. He died at Peshawar in AD1699 Jai Singh II (Plate Vm, 13) 

was hardly twelve year old when Aurangzeb granted him the hereditary 'gaddi' of Amber in 

ADI700, with the title of Raja. The Emperor immediately called him to the Deccan, to be 

deputed under Prince Bedar Bakhata as a ’Mansabdcd of 1500/1200 in AD1701. His show of 

valour during the siege of Khelna fort was rewarded by an increment of 500 'Zed in his 'mansab'.

Bedar Bakhata was so pleased with him that he recommended him for appointment as Deputy 

Subedar of Malwa under him. Acting on his policy of deep-rooted hatred for the Rajputs, 

Aurangzeb rejected the prince's recommendation at first, but granted the the same later on in 

AD1705 Jai Singh's II fortunes were thrown into the doldrums on Aurangzeb's death in 1707 
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AD. Though special favoures sere shown to him by Azam, who increased his mansab to 7000, 

and granted the title of Mirza Raja’, Jai Singh crossed over to the winning side in the battle of 

Jajau (Dholpur) when Azam's had become imminent. Bahadur Shah, who emerged victorious in 

the war of succession, deprived Jai Singh of his Watan Jagir of Amber and bestowed it on his 

brother, Bijai Singh. Jai Singh and Ajit Singh of Jodhpur, were asked to follow the Emperor in 

his march to the Deccan. Jai Singh was wise enough to take a bold step by defying the imperial 

order and returning with Ajit Singh to Mewar. Here he was married to the daughter of 

Maharana Amar Singh.

Jai Singh's Diwan Ramchand, with the help of Sanwaldas, deputed by the Maharana, 

was able to oust Saiyyed Hussain Khan Barah from Amber, and recapture it. The combined 

forces of Jodhpur and Jaipur also succeeded in occupying Sambhar which remained under the 

joint command of both the states. Meanwhile, Jai Singh was betrothed to the Rathor Princess, 

Suraj Kanwar of Jodhpur. After the death of Bahadur Shah in AD1712 Farrukhshiyar came in 

possession of the throne, and appointed Jai Singh as the Subedar of Malwa in AD1713. He 

dealt successfully with the Marathas and the Afghan rebel Dilerkhan.

He was sent by Emperor Farrukh-shiyar to supress the Jats headed by Churaman who, 

however, managed to save himself from a difficult situation through the connivance of Saiyyed 

Abdulla Khan the Wazir. During AD1719-20, Jai Singh had to face the wrath and opposition of 

the Saiyed brothers but after their fall, his position became secure and his rapid rise as a 

prominent figure on the political stage of India commenced. In AD1772, during Muhammand 

Shah's rule, he vanquished the Jats for which he was honoured by the Emperor by conferment 

of honoured titles. The famous Jat stronghold of Thun was raged to the ground and their 

headship was bestowed upon Badan Singh, who declared himself as a Thakur* and treated 

himself as a mere noble of Jai Singh, through his life.

In AD1730 he was appointed as Governor of Malwa, when the province was in a 

deplorable state of affairs, due to Maratha offensive raids. But neither his second governorship 

of Malwa nor the third (AD1733-34) could check the Maratha tide. Jai Singh took a leading 
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part in Peshwa Baji Rao's negotiations with the Mughal government in ADI736 for a political 

solution of the Maratha problem but the intrigues of the Nizam and Saadat Khan came in the 

way. Jai Singh did not take any part in the muddled politics on the eve of Nadir Shah's invasion 

of 1740.

When Abhai Singh of Jodhpur invaded Bikaner in AD1742, Jai Singh used the occasion 

to humble the Rathor, on the request for help from Zorawar Singh of Bikaner. On hearing the 

news of Jai Singh's invasion of Jodhpur, Abhai Singh rushed back, but could save the state only 

on terms dictated by Jai Singh, which included payment of Rs. twenty lakhs among others, 

amounting to surrender. Bikaner also felt deeply indebted to him.

He is more known for his interest in astronomy, town planning and patronage to art, 

culture, literature, and religion. The modem city of Jaipur was founded by him in AD1727 

(Plate Vin. 14). The plan of the city was prepared by a Bengali Brahmin, Vidyadhar 

Bhattacharya, who had made a deep study of Indian architecture (Map No. 2). Astronomical 

observatories were erected by him at Jaipur, Ujjain, Delhi, Mathura and Varanasi (Plate IX, 

16). Jal Mahal was also his creation (Map No. 3). As a warrior-statesman he laid much stress 

on the modernization of his personal army. From a bare one thousand soldiers at the beginning 

of his career, he expanded its strength to 30,000 horsemen and a still larger number of 

matchlockmen. His forts were well equipped with garrisons, He had to his credit the expanding 

and consolidating his territorial boundaries. The best diplomacy used by him in gaining control 

over vast territories was to secure 'Ijarag of Khalsa lands as also of those of Jagirs of various 

nobles. His clear foresight could anticipate the impending chaotic conditions of the falling 

empire which offered every chance to usurp the territories to make them a part of his state for 

ever. The vast tract of land known as Shekhawati was also gained in the like manner. As a 

devoted Hindu he performed Vajpey sacrifice in AD1711 and Asvamedha in AD1734 and 

again in AD 1742.

Jai Singh had entered into an agreement with the Maharana on the occasion of his 

marriage with the Mewar princess, to appoint the son bom out of that wedlock, as his 
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heir-apparent. But, contrary to this, Ishwari Singh (Plate X, 18), ascended the throne in 1743 

• on Jai Singh's death. The Emperor applied the 'Tika' of investiture with his own hand when he 

called on him in Delhi. Ishwari Singh had fought against the Marathas with the Nizam at Bhopal 

and displayed conspicuous bravery. He tried to normalize his relations with all other States, but 

Udaipur, Kota and Bundi were opposed to him. Maharana Jagat Singh was interested in placing 

his nephew, Madho Singh on the throne of Jaipur, and Maharao Umed Singh, son of late Budh 

Singh Hada, claimed his ancestral seat of Bundi, which was passed on to Dalel Singh by Jaipur. 

Over and above this combined strength, military help was also purchased by them from the 

Marathas. Ishwari Singh was able to thwart the combined opposition initially when a treaty was 

entered into at Jamoli (Jahazpur), which conferred territory worth five lakhs on Madho Singh. 

He also paid twenty lakhs to the Marathas as promised but the Maharana failed to keep his 

promise. A battle was again fought at Bagru (Jaipur) in AD1748 which ended in ceding five 

parganas to Madho Singh in evacuating Bundi for Umed Singh. Ishwari Singh, however, could 

not keep the promise of payment to the Marathas, which enraged the Holkar, who marched on 

Jaipur. The Kachhawaha king had no courage to face him, and the sane advice of his counsels 

failed to prevail upon him. He, therefore, took his life in desperation by poisoning himself. His 

was a reign of constant turmoil and worries.

On the sad demise of Ishwari Singh, Malharrao Holkar invited Madho Singh (Plate XI, 

20) from Mewar and seated him on the throne. The show of strength, coupled with indecency 

by Holkafs soldiers, enraged the local populace, who killed a number of them and looted their 

belongings in a fuiy. This anti-Maratha wave reached the country-side also and people rose up 

in arms and murdered the Maratha soldiers wherever they could lay their hands upon them. 

Madho Singh could pacify the Holkar only with promises of payment of dues and 

compensation for loss.

Madho Singh had also his part to play in the strained relations between Ahmed Shah, 

the Mughal Emperor, and his Wazir, Safdar Jang, who had also enlisted the support of 

Surajmal Jat. His negotiations bore fruit in bringing about a settlement which pleased the
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Emperor, who rewarded him by conferring the Fort of Ranthambhore and the honour of Mahi 

Maratib' on him.

When Dattaji Sindhia attacked Marwar, Madho Singh deputed a large force to face him 

at Nagaur. Unfortunately, his army had to flee for life after heavy losses of men and material. It 

was during AD1756 that Raghunath and Holkar besieged Barawara and made a demand of fifty 

lakhs. Madho Singh managed a show of force which resulted in payment of Rs. six lakhs in 

ADI 757. Next year, Jankuji Sindhia visited Jaipur and demanded thirty six lakhs which was 

promised by Madho Singh as usual. This hide and seek of promises and threats had become an 

everyday affair. In ADI 759 Malharrao Holkar again laid siege to Barwara and gave a crushing 

defeat to the Rajputs.

Another notable event in the life of Madho Singh was the defeat of his forces at the 

hands of Kota at Bhatwara. The cause was the attempt of Jaipur to demand allegiance from 

seven Hada principalities, falling under the jurisdiction of Ranthambhor fort, now assigned to 

Madho Singh. Kota granted protection to them which resulted in the aforesaid battle.

The rising power of the aspiring Jawar Singh Jat, whose fore-fathers had always 

behaved as nobles of the Jaipur king, needed a strong blow once for all. This was done at 

Maonda (Jaipur) where the Jat army, on its return from Pushkar, was attacked by the 

Kachhawahas. Heavy losses were sustained on both the sides, but Jawahar Singh had to flee for 

his life. He was pursued to his own country and a severe defeat was inflicted upon him at Kama 

(Bharatpur) in AD1768. This was Madho Singh's last battle, as he died that every year.

Madho Singh left two minor sons behind him. The elder Prithvi Singh (Plate XI, 21) 

was only five years old when he ascended the throne. His mother, *the Chundawat' from 

Devagadh (Mewar) acted as regent. But actual power was wielded by her father Rao 

Jaswantsinha. Khusaliram Bohra, Rajsinha Ghurchara, and Feroz, the elephant driver, were the 

ministers. As none of the Kachawaha nobility had any say in the affairs of the state, they tried 
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their best to topple the administration. Pratap Singh Naruka stole the show and succeeded in 

carving out a separate principality for himself by wresting parts of land from Jaipur, Bharatpur 

and the imperial Mewat. He managed to bring the Mughal General Najafkhan on his side, to 

persuade the Emperor to grant him the territory of 'Macher^ with the title of Rao Raja. The 

restlessness of Kachhawaha nobility found its way in the actions taken by Rao Pratap Singh in 

assassinating Feroz and squeezing out a sum of Rs. seven lakhs from him. He also imprisoned 

Bohra Khusaliram and outsted Jaswant Singh from Jaipur.

Prithvi Singh died prematurely in ADI 778, leaving a widow of eleven years. The throne, 

therefore, passed on to his younger brother, Pratap Singh (Plate XU, 22), who was only 

fourteen years old, being bom in ADI764. He ruled for 25 years and died at the age of 39 years 

in the year AD1803. He was a good poet and patron of arts, literature and culture. He has 

twenty-three books of poetry to his credit, besides his translation of'Bhartrihari Shatakas'. The 

famous Hawamahal’, alongwith other edifices of culture, and religious shrines were constructed 

during his reign.

His was a period of constant struggle and difficulties. The Marathas, Sindhia and 

Holkar, frequently raided his territory for exacting tribute which was demanded in lakhs, 

accumulating to over three crores. Though assisted by Jodhpur, he earned the credit of repulsing 

an attack of Sindhia at the battle-field of Tunga, he sustained a serious defeat at Patan, which 

resulted in the ravaging and plundering of his territory. George Thomas, an independent Irish 

aspirant, who occupied Fatehpur and wanted to retain it for himself was driven away by his 

minister, Rodji, who chased him out of Jaipur territory with the help of4000 troops of Bikaner.

During his last years, from 1791 to AD1801, Pratap Singh managed amicable relations 

with the Marathas and the European generals of the army. He also attempted to seek British 

protection but the East India Company was not in a mood to inferfere. The Nawab of Avadh 

sought refuge with him, but he was made over to the British on payment of Rs. 2 lakhs as 

expenses of his stay at Jaipur, and on promise of good treatment to the Nawab. It, however, 

goes to his credit that despite his continuous preoccupation with wars, and struggling with
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financial difficulties, he found time to devote to learning, art and culture. His patronage to all 

these disciplines is still cherished by the local people.

Jagat Singh (Plate Xm, 24) was seventeen years old when he ascended the 'Gaddi' in 

ADI 803. He is more known in the history of Rajasthan for the famous case of Krishnakumari, 

the Mewar princess, whose hand was sought by him, and also by Man Singh of Marwar, who 

laid his claim being the successor of late Bhim Singh, with whom her initial engagement wasd 

to take place. This led to a struggle between Jaipur and Jodhpur which ended only with the 

poisoning of the poor princess, managed by the Maharana on advice of the Pindari chief, Amir 

Khan. After the death of the princess, both the kings could negotiate peace by matrimonial 

alliance between them. Jagat Singh was married to the daughter of Man Singh, while the latter 

was married to the sister of the former.

Jagat Singh is also blamed for his undue attachment to a concubine named Raskapur 

who wielded so much influence over him that the nobles were in a state of rebellion on this 

count. Contrary to the prevalent anecdotes of her confinement in Nahargarh fort, and her 

elopement with the Marathas, the state records mention that she committed sati on the king’s 

death.

There had been a constant menace from the Marathas as well as from the Pindaris for a 

pretty long period, and the position continued to deteriorate from bad to worse, day by day. The 

demands of invaders which was found impossible to be fulfilled went on increasing due to 

financial stringencies and lack of able administration. Ministers were changed too often and 

none put his heart and soul in face of constant intrigues. A treaty was, therefore, signed with the 

East India Company in AD1818. The initial treaty, signed in AD1803 was repudiated by the 

Company in 1805 as the Directors of the Company had decided on a policy of non

intervention to avoid the displeasure of the Marathas. The terms of the treaty contained, among 

others, a provision for payment of Rs. 8 lakhs as annual tribute to the Company in perpetuity, in 

consideration of enjoying absolute rule of their territory and dependents by the Kings of Jaipur.
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In the very year of signing the treaty, Jagat Singh breathed his last, leaving no male issue to 

succeed him.

Mohan Singh of Narwar, a distant relation of Jaipur house, laid his claim to the Gaddi, 

and he was, therefore, adopted and seated on the throne with the help of Megha Singh of Diggi 

and Nazar Mohan Ram, two very influential persons in the administration. This arrangement 

was resisted by many nobles, and the situation would have taken a serious turn but for the 

timely birth of the posthumous son of Jagat Singh from his Bhatiyani queen. Mohan Singh had, 

therefore, to quit, and the infant Jai Singh HI (Plate XUE, 25) was declared as the ruler in 

AD1819.

All powers of administration of the state were vested in the queen mother who acted as 

the regent. As she was a ’parda’ lady, her orders were communicated through her favourite 

maid-servant, Rupan, who was a clever and intriguing woman. Sir David Ochterlony, the British 

representative, was very helpful in setting matters right. He constituted a Regency Council 

under the Queeen Mother and put Rawal Bairisal of Samod at the helm of the affairs. Despite 

his sincerity and hard work, no significant success could be achieved. The main obstacle was 

Sanghi Jhuntharam and his party who connived with the Queen-Mother, through Rupan, and 

wanted to use the position to their own interests. The British representative sent him to exile 

only to have him recalled and posted as Diwan, and again to be shortly removed. It is alleged 

that he managed to have the minior king poisoned, as the poor boy died in mysterious 

circumstances in ADI83He left a son named Ram Singh II (Plate XIV, 26), who was only 

Sixteen months old at the death of his father. There was an uprising against Jhuntharam and his 

partisans, which culminated in the misconceived action of injuring Major Alves, the British 

representative, and the murder of Mr. Blake. On a judicial enquiry, some of the miscreants were 

hanged and Jhuntharam was sentenced for life. Rawal Bairisal of Samod also found it 

impossible to control the situation: Jai Singh m died in ADI836.
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When Ram Singh H was declared ruler in 1835, Rawal Bairisal was there to manage 

the administration. But, on the latter's death, a Council of Nobles was formed to conduct the 

administration. The State was running in deficit, and it was deemed necessary to curtail the 

expenditure, which was done by Major Thorsely. This move was opposed by the Queen- 

Mother and certain nobles. Major John Ludlow, who was resident from AD1844 to AD 1847 

had the credit of introducing some social reforms which included the abolition of the customs 

of sati, infanticide, and extravagent expenses, as that of tyag (compulsory payments to Charans 

and Bhats, etc.).

Ram Singh had a thorough education in language, literature, arts and state-crafts, before 

he began to attend the meeting of the State Council, even as a minor of sixteen years. He got 

full powers in ADI854 in his twentieth year. Pt. Shivadin, Faiz Ali Khan and Fateh Singh 

Champawat were his prime ministers in succession. He was nominated to the Legislative 

Council of the Viceroy for his outstanding abilities. His help to the British in the upheaval of 

AD1857 was highly appreciated and rewarded by the assignment of the Pargana of Kotkasim. 

During the famine of AD1868-69, he spared no pains in providing genuine relief The city of 

Jaipur was enriched by him by erecting buildings like Albert Hall Museum, laying of the Ram 

Niwas Garden, and providing for amenities and facilities, such as the Water works, Mayo 

Hospital, Maharaja College, Sanskrit College, School of Arts, Public Library, Ram Prakash 

Theatre, Giris School, Public Works Department, etc. His forty-five years' reign is still 

cherished by the oepole of the State. When he was on his death bed in AD1880 he nominated 

Qayam Singh of Isarda as his successor.

The growth of the early Kachhawaha nobility, their territorial principlities and 

geographical distribution of the Estates:

The growth of nobility under the Kachhawahas may be described under the following 

broad categories; (a) Chiefs already occupying allodial estates, as independent or subordinate 

rulers, before they were forced into allegiance by the Kachhawahas, (b) near blood-relations of 
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the ruling family who were offered sustenance grants from time to time, (c) relations by 

matrimonial and other alliances who were granted fiefs as a gesture of goodwill, (d) nobles of 

other States who sought patronage or refuge, or were admitted into the personal service of the 

ruling house or that of the state, (e) hereditary and faithful employees who were granted token 

fiefs, as a mark of honour, in addition to their cash remuneration, (f) Majis, Maharanis and other 

laides of the seraglio who were granted life-time jagirs, (g) Jagirs gifted in appreciation of 

services, (h) religious and charitable endowmenets to temples, priests, bards, etc. They were 

called Jagirdars, Sardars, Bhai-Beta, Bhomia, Parsangi, Ganayat, Inami, Udaki, Tankhadar, 

Rojindar, etc. according to the particular category to which they belonged. For the purpose of 

our present study, we are concerned with such of the nobles only who hailed from the 

Kachhawaha tribe, irrespective of the gradations, such as, Tazim, Khas Chauki, Imtiazi, 

Mamalaguzar, subaguzar, Istamarar, Chakotidar, etc. The branches or individuals who 

migrated to other territories, and settled in an independent or subordinate position, have also 

been excluded from the scope of this study.

The first major attempt as is currently believed by the historians, was made by Prithviraj 

(ADI502-1527), in creating twelve principalities, known as Bara Kotari, with marked chunks 

of territories, for twelve out of his nineteen sons. This event may be taken as a dividing line in 

the historical growth of the Kachhawaha nobility, thus, separating the lesser known 

pre-Prithviraj period from the comparatively better known post-Prithviraj period, upto Sawai 

Jai Singh. The only sources of our information for the pre-Prithviraj period is the genealogical 

account preserved in the form of Vanshavali manuscripts Pedigrees maintained by the family 

bards also provide some such details. There is no option but to rely on these assorted accounts 

to enable us to have an idea of the foimation of principalities. By scanning these details in 

chronological order, we find thirty three branches of the Kachhawahas, who were either known 

from the territories occupied by them, or carried the names of their respective progenitors.
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Table 1

Chronology of Rulers of Amber/Jaipur and Their eriod of Rule

Name of the Ruler Ruled upto the 
period 
VS/AD

No. of 
Years 
of rule

Important event/s during 
the regime

Isa Singh 1023 966 Ruler of Narwar - 
of Gwalior

Sodhadev 1023-1063 966-1006 Village Nindrowali

Dulahadev 1063-1093 1006-1036 Won Manchi, Khoh, 
Jhotwara, Getor of and 
nounced Macchi as 
Ranegarh.

Kakildev 1093-1096 1036-1039 Won Kalikhoh or Ghatarani 
and renamed Amber in the 
mirror of god-ambikeswar.

Itanugi 1096-1110 1040-1053

Janharadev 1110-1127 1053-1070

Pajjun 1127-1257 1070-1095 Crowned. Conquered the 
Devras of Abu.

Malesi 1157-1203 1095-1147

Baijaldev 1203-1236 1147-1180

Rajdev 1236-1273 1180-1216

Kilhanadev 1273-1333 1216-1276 Ascended the Gaddi and 
shrine of Ambhikeshwara 
killed by Jaipra Singh 
Chauhan father of Hamuir.

Kuntal 1333-1374 1276-1318 enthroned

Junasi 1374-1423 1318-1367 ruled for 48 years.

Udaikaranji 1423-1445 1367-1389
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Narsinghji 1445-1485 1389-1429

Banveeiji 1485-1496 1429-1439

Uddaranaji 1496-1524 1439-1467

Chandrasenji 1524-1559 1467-1503

Prithvirajji 1559-1584 1503-1527

Puranmalji 1584-1590 1527-1534

Bhimji 1590-1593 1534-1537

Ratanji 1594-1605 1537-1548

Ashkaranji 1605-1608 1548-1551

Bharmalji 1608-1630 1551-1573

Bhagawat Singh ji 1630-1646 1573-1589

Man Singh ji I 1646-1671 1589-1614

Bhausingh Mahasingh 1671-1678 1614-1622

Mirza Jai Singh ji I 1678-1724 1622-1667

Ram Singh ji I 1724-1746 1667-1689

Vishnu Singh ji 1746-1756 1689-1700

Sawai Jai Singh II 1756-1800 1700-1743

Ishwar Singh ji 1800-1807 1743-1750

Madhav Singh ji I 1807-1824 1750-1768

Prithvi Singh ji 1824-1835 1768-1779

Pratap Singh ji 1835-1860 1779-1803

Jagat Singh ji 1860-1875 1803-1817

Jai Singh ji m 1875-1892 1819-1835

Ram Singh ji II 1892-1937 1835-1880

Madho Singh ji ?937-1979 1880-1922

Sawai Man Singh II 1979-1990 1922-1949

Bhawani Singh 1990-present 1949-present
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Table -2

LIST OF IMPORTANT HISTORICAL TEMPLES AND BUILDINGS ETC. 

CONSTRUCTED BY THE MAHARAJAS AND MAHARANIS OF JAIPUR

S.NO. Historic buildings location by whom constructed construction 
year (AD)

1. Temple of Shri Jamwa 
Mataji

Jamwa
Ramgarh

Maharaja Duleh 
Rajji

1007-37

2. Old Palaces below 
hill

Amber Maharaja Raj Deoji 1180-1217

3. Ten Pillared Palace Vishram 
GhatMathura

Maharaja Ratan 
Singhji

1537-1548

4. Jama Masjid Amber Maharaja Bhar Malji 1569

5. Old Amber Palace on 
the hill

Amber Maharaja Man 
Singhji I

1590-1615

6. Shri Shilla Deviji's 
Temple

Amber -do- 1604.1942

7. Jagat Shiromaniji’s 
Temple

Amber Shri Kankawatiji. 
Maharani of Maharaja 
Man Singhji I, built 
this temple in 
commemoration of her 
beloved son Maharaj 
Kumar Jagat Singhji

1601

8. Man Mandir Pushkar Maharaja Man Singhji 1590-1614

9. Man Mandir Benaras -do- 1590-1614

10. Govind Dev Temple Brindaban -do- 1592

11. Canotaph of Maharaja 
Man Singhji

Ellichpur 
(Berar)

Maharaja Bhao 
Singhji

1615-1622

12. Dewan Khana and 
Ganesh Pole

Amber Palace Mirza Raja Jai 
Singhji

1639

J3. Govind Deoji’s 
Temple

Kanak 
Vrindavan

Sawai Jai Singhji 1707-1714
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14. Jai Niwas Garden Jaipur Maharaja Sawai 
Jai Singhji

1726

15. Observatories Jaipur,Delhi 
Banaras,Ujjain 
Muttra

-do- 1724-34

16. Shri Sitaramjis 
Temple

Vishram Ghat 
Mathura

-do- 1732

17. Shri Surajji's Temple On Galta 
Hills

Rao Kripal under the 
patronage of 
Maharaja Sawai Jai 
Singhji

1734

18. Sudarshangarh Fort Jaipur Maharaja Sawai Jai 
Singhji

1734

19. Jal Mahal Amber road -do- 1734

20. Chandra Mahal City Palace -do- 1734

21. Badal Mahal Jaipur -do- 1734

22. Dewan Khana Am. City Palace -do- 1734

23. Sharbata (Darbar 
Hall)

City Palace -do- 1734

24. Shri Govind Deoji's 
Temple

Jaipur -do- 1735

25. Shri Gowardhan
Nathji’s Temple

Gowardhan 
Parwat

-do- 1736

26. Ranawatji's Garden 
(later on called 
Majika Bagh or 
Residency)

Jaipur Shri Ranawatji 
Maharani of Maharaja 
Sawai Jai Singhji

1739

27. Shri kalkiji’s Temple Jaipur(Sireh 
Deorhi 
Bazar)

Maharaja Sawai Jai 
Singhji

1740

28. Ishwar Lat Jaipur Maharaja Sawai 
Ishwari Singhji

1749
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29. Shri Govind Deoji’s 
Temple

Udaipur 
(Near the 
temple of 
Shri 
Iklingji)

Maji Sahiba Shri 
Ranawatji w/o 
Maharaja Sawai Jai 
Singhji

1764

30. Shri Niritya Gopalji's Brindaban Maji Sahiba 
Dhundawatji w/o 
Maharaja Sawai Madho 
Singhji

1779

31. Shri Brijnandji's 
Temple

Jaipur Maharaja Sawai 
Pratap Singhji

1792

32. Hawa Mahal (Wind 
Palace)

Jaipur -do- 1799

33. Chatar Shiromaniji's 
Temple

Brindaban Maji Sahiba Shri 
Ranawatji w/o Sawai 
Pratap Singhji

1810

34. Shri Brijraj
Behariji's Temple

Tripolia Maharaja Sawai Jagat 
Bazar, Jaipur Singhji

1813

35. Radha Agar Shiromaji's 
Temple

Brindaban Maji Sahiba Shri 
Rathori Udaibhanotji 
w/o Maharaja Sawai 
Jagat Singhji

1819

36. Chand Behariji's 
Temple

-do- Maji Sahiba Shri 
Champawatji w/o 
Maharaja Sawai Jagat 
Singhji

1820

37. Sareh Behariji's 
Temple

Pushkar 
Ajmer

Maji Sahiba Shri 
Rathoreji w/o 
Maharaja Sawai Jagat 
Singhji

1820

38. Gokulnandji's 
Temple

Brindaban Maji Sahiba Shri 
Bhatiyanji w/o 
Maharaja Sawai Jagat 
Singhji

1820

39. Mohallalji's Temple -do- Maji Sahiba Shri 
Jhaliji w/o Maharaja 
Sawai Pratp Singhji

1822
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Temple Singhji II

40. Krishna Chandra 
Temple

Brindaban Maji Sahiba Shri 
Bhatiyaniji II w/o 
Maharaja Sawai Jagat 
Singhji

1836

41. Shri Anand Manoharji's 
Temple

-do- Maji Sahiba Shri 
Bara Bhatiyaniji w/o 
Maharaja Sawai Jagat 
Singhji

1827

42. Naya Mahal 
Council Building

Sireh Deorhi 
Bajar, Jaipur

Maharaja Sawai Ram 
Singhji II

1853

43. Shri Ramcandraji’s 
Temple

-do- Maji Sahiba Shri 
Chandrawatji mother 
of Maharaja Sawai 
Ram Singhji II

1854

44. Shri Ratneshwaiji’s 
temple known as 
Deoriji’s Temple

Johri Bajar Maji Sahiba Shri 
Deoriji w/o Maharaja 
Sawai Jai Singhji in

1865

45. Mayo Hospital Jaipur Maharaja Sawai Ram 
Singhji H

1870

46. Museum Ramniwas 
Gardenjaipur

-do- 1869

47. Ram Prakash Theatre 
Hall

Jaipur City -do- 1879

48. Extension to the 
Sudershangarh Fort 
(Nahargarh Fort)

Jaipur Maharaja Sawai Madho 
Singhji II

1887

49. Shri Ramchandraji’s 
Temple

C handpole 
Bajar,Jaipur

Maji Sahiba Shri 
Dhirawatji w/o 
Maharaja Sawai Ram 
Singhji II

1894

50. Gangaji's Temple Gangotri Maharaja Sawai Madho 
Singhji II

1915

51. Mubarak Mahal City Palace -do- 1900

52. Radha Madhoji's Temple Brindaban -do- 1915

53. Kishal Behariji's Barsana Maharaja Sawai Madho 1916
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Historical map of the valley, with the Mansagar Lake, (Courtesy National Museum, Delhi)



54. Madho Behariji's 
Temple

Station Raod 
Jaipur

Maji Sahiba Shri 
Tanwaiji w/o Maharaja 
Sawai Madho Singhji

1926

55. Ram Bagh Palace 
(Remodelled)

Jaipur Maharaja Sawai Man
Singhji II

1926-42

56. Zenana Hospital Jaipur -do- 1932

57. Maharaja's College -do- -do- 1934

58. Bhagwantdas Barracks -do- -do- 1936

59. Infantry Barracks -do- -do- 1936

60. Kachhawa Horse banacks -do- -do- 1936

61. Lady Villingdon 
Hospital

-do- -do- 1936

62. King George V 
Solorium

-do- -do- 1939

63. Jaipur House Delhi -do- 1940
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2.2.2 Kanak Vrindavan Ghati

(a) Mansagar Lake

The Jaipur city was laid during time of Maharaja Swai Singh in the year AD1727. It is 

located on 26°55‘ North latitude and 75°49’ East longitude. The valley adjacent to walled city 

on the northern side is surrounded by Aravalli ranges which was initially the hunting ground of 

rulers of Amber from early 10th Century AD. The site of valley is conjectured to be dried up 

lake according to the Imperial Gazetter of India (1908). This view is further confirmed from 

available plan with Jaipur Museum showing water bodies as existed before the city was laid out. 

This plan belongs to circa AD1700 (Map No. 4). Mansagar lake seems to be a remnant of the 

same old lake. A small river called Dharbavati used to flow into it.

(b) Jal Mahal

A great famine occurred during the reign of Sawai Man Singh I of Amber in AD1596. 

Sawai Man Singh as the commander of Emperor Akbar's forces had supervised several famine 

relief programmes throughout India. He had the advanced scientific knowledge of trapping, 

harnessing and storing water for the lean times by building 'Talabs^JBandhs and Bawris. He 

thus undertook the construction of a 'Bandh' over a river Darbhavati, across the eastern valley 

between the Amber hills and Ambargarh hills. The 'Bandh' was first made temporarily of mud 

and Ambargarh quartzite, but later in the beginning of the 17th century under Sawai Man Singh 

I, the 'Bandh' wall was reinforced with embankments, Bwjs and spillways. Besides this, series 

of Bawris, tanks and embankments were also constructed between the Nahargarh hills and the 

Man Sagar Dam (Map No. 5). The seasonal rain water was also harnessed by means of talab 

and embankment walls. Some of these exist is the ruined state, even today.

The present Jal Mahal was originally a small Jal Mandir with a 'Baradari' in the middle 

of the walled enclosure built on the western Bank of Mansagar by Sawai Jai Singh n (Map 

No. 6,7,8). The enclosure walls had a passage all around and ’bugs' on each comer (Map No. 

7). The raised platform few feet from the ground with a baradari was connected by stairs. Jal
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Mandir was near the eastern wall of the Mansagar but was not surrounded by it. A 'Bawri’ was 

built in the western side of the Mandir and a few more Baradaris were constructed on the 

vacant land in north and southern side of the ’Bawri’. On the axis of the present Jal Mahal 

towards west, there was a Varadha Raja’s Temple and a Yagyashala Maharaja Sawai Jai 

Singh II performed Ashwamedh yagya in this place before laying the foundation of Jaipur and 

built up a Yagya Stambh on near small hillock near the Yagya Shala. Holy water from various 

rivers of India was collected in a kund adjacent to the presently known Jal Mahal during this 

legendary Yagya.

The Jal Mandir was further developed by Sawai Jai Singh ITs younger son Sawai 

Madho Singh I, whose interest in this building was certainly not religious but was based on the 

designs of Udaipur building because Madho Singh I had spent major part of his childhood at 

Udaipur. He built two 'Hammams’ on the north eastern and south eastern comers of the ’Jal 

Mandir’ complex. The Jal Mandir, 'Baradari’ and surrounding walls with open arches that 

soared high above the central 'Baradari. It is quite possible that Madho Singh I tried to bring 

the water close to this Jal Mandir by building canals from Mansagar and diverting the water 

upto the eastern side of the Mandir.

Maharaja Swai Pratap Singh son of Madho Singh I developed the raised boundary 

walls of the Jal Mandir and developed the galleries, known as ’Bhool Bholaiyan’ (a maze) 

around the Jal Mandir. The building structure of Jal Mandir became weak due the movement 

of water near the building and therefore the entire vacant area within the walls of the Jal 

Mandir was urgently filled by mud and some passages leading to the Jal Mandir were 

constructed. Gradually the structure was surrounded with water from all sides and since the Jal 

Mandir got burned, the building with new structural additions took the shape of a pleasure 

house and given the new name ’Jal Mahal’ (Plate, XVII, 32). Maharaja Pratap Singh largely 

impressed by the recreational potential of the structure, later developed it as a pleasure garden 

and raised the existing structure even higher (Map No. 8). Due to frequent fluctuations in lake 

water during the monsoon the surface area of Mansagar expanded and surrounded the structure
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(map to be referred at City Palace Jaipur). To resist the increased water pressure the entire 

vacant area within the structure was filled with soil. The arch and bracing walls were provided 

to further strengthen the structure. The central pavilion got buried by the lifted walls up to the 

upper floor level. The terrace garden was developed and kabanis were added, giving Jal Mahal 

the shape of a garden as it exists now.

Towards the north of the lake Maharaja Jai Singh II developed the temple complex in 

Kanak Vrindavan Ghati offering a pleasant sight from the lake.

Kanak Vrindavan Temple Complex

The Kanak Vrindavan Valley is about 4 kms. from Zorawar Singh gate in the north of 

Jaipur city. Sawai Man Singh I developed the Valley. Sawai Man Singh I was worshiper of 

the Sun God he built a small Jal Mandir in the form of a 'Baradari1 on a raised platform to the 

west of Mansagar. Not much development occurred during the reign of Sawai Man Singh 

(AD1589-1614) upto the beginning of the reign of Sawai Jai Singh II (AD1700-1743).

Sawai Jai Singh II brought the idol of Shri Govind Deoji from Vrindavan in 

ADI706 and installed it in a temple in a small village called Gopalpura near Amber. In AD1714 

the idols were shifted to the present Govind Deoji’s temple. In AD1714-1727 Rani Kanwar, 

sister of Sawai Jai Singh n, built the temple of Natwaiji in the north east of Govind Deoji's 

temple.

Kanak Bagh

In the east of Govind Deoji temple and south from Natwaiji’s temple, there is a garden 

known as Kanak Bagh. The present Kanak Bagh was a bagichi built up by Shri Ranawatiju, 

Maharani of Jai Singh. The bagichi was later modified on the pattern of Mughal garden by 

Sawai Jai Singh II after the installation of idols of Sri Govind Deoji. The garden has an 

interesting history as mentioned below.
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Following the critical examination of the maps and information available about Amber 

and Jaipur with the 'National Museum', Delhi and 'City Palace Museum', Jaipur, on a large map, 

21x21 feet, of Amber and Jaipur made under the instructions of Maharaja Sawai Jai Singh II 

dated ADI 710 was located. The map (No. 9,10) shows the presence of a square garden on the 

southern side of the Valley near the water reservoir with sixteen equal divisions. Kanak Ragh, 

was owned by Maharaniji Shri Ranavatiji wife of Sawai Jai Singh ji EL The garden had one 

entry towards the east and a well. Outside the garden there were number of temples. One of the 

temple on the north side was Mansa Devi (titled as Mansa Devi Ka Dham) situated on a 

small hillock and a temple of Radha-Madhav (as per the Mahantji of present temples). The 

map also shows the presence of habitation (number of houses) named as Gaon Ki Ghati (village 

in a valley (Map No. 10) to the east of the garden and at the base of a rocky terrain. An 

agricultural field and water resevoir in the south had also been prominently shown in the map.

2.2.3 Galta Ghati

The name is derived from the Sanskrit 'Galita' which means in 'Oozing of flowing water*. 

The pilgrimage place Galtaji is situated in a valley about one km east of Surajpole Gate, Galtaji 

is also approachable from Ghat Ki Guni which is about 5 kms away. It is believed that during 

'satyayug' period Galav rishi meditated at this place for many years to realize the dreams of his 

teacher Vishwamitra. Rishi Galav through his meditation brought the holy water of Ganga to 

this place. The water flows throughout the year from a Gaumukh (Cow’s mouth). Taking a dip 

in Galav-Ganga is considered very holy by the pilgrims. It is believed that the pilgrimage yatra 

begins from here and the bath taken here has its own significance. The hills 100 to 500 feet 

high, spread over seven kms were once covered with thick vegetation. The Valley thus formed 

became the abode of Rishi Galav - the Great grandson of Lord Brahama. The hills are known 

as Ambikachal hills. The Nature dominated decades back with abundant species of natural 

Aravallis flora & fauna which are now scanty.
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In the middle of the Valley at the place where Rishi Galav meditated and performed 

Yagya (a holy ritual). A Yagya Vedi Kund is made by Miija Jai Singh I (AD1622-1667) the 

ruler or Amber who also built other Kunds in AD1636 and completed in AD1644. The history 

of Galta acknowledges shelter from various rulers of Amber even before the period of Miija 

Raja Jai Singh I, stretching back to the period of Prathviraj (AD1502-1527). Although this 

place was prominent pilgrimage place for Meena tribe thousand years back as supported by 

recent Archaeological investigations in the adjoining areas. However, it is known that Rajputs 

later overpowered meena tribe in the year AD966 but systemic historical information is available 

only from the period of Maharaja Prathviraj. Prithviraj was contemporary of Mughal 

emperor Babar. During the Rule of Maharaja Prithviraj, Galta xvas dominated by 
, - -—------------- ------------------------ - ---------------------——

'Nampanthi Yogis' (a Tribe of religious people) underMafiant (religious teacher) Chaturnath 

who was the religious guru of Maharaja Prithviraj and his wife princess Balabai. It is 

believed that during the period of Maharaja Prithviraj a sage Payohariji ascended to this 

place for meditation in (ADI 503-1523) and had to confront with existing mahant 

Chaturnathji. He astonished him and his followers by his spiritual powers and made them their 

disciples. The Maharaja and his princess too became his followers and donated eighty villages 

to Galtaji for sustaining it as a spiritual centre. The place where Payohariji meditated, still exists. 

It is a cave named in his memory and a flame bums since the last 500 years. Payohariji later 

established this place as the seat of Ramanuj Sect in the North India and placed it under 

Mahant Keel Das before going for pilgramage in other parts of India. The Kilha Dasji, a 

favourit of Payohariji among his fifty two disciples also meditated at this place and gave 

blessing to Mughal emperor Akbar who visited this place before going to Ajmer for praying for 

a son.

Payohariji began the construction of Temples at Galtaji. Kilha Dasji first established 

idol of Sita Ramji in the central ’Gaibha Griha' of Sita Ramji’s Temple (Plate XX, 36). He 

also installed an idol of Lord Hanuman in Hanuman Temple with an 'Akhand Deep'. Later 

rishi Nabha a disciple of Payohariji added another Hanuman Temple at Hanuman Garhi, 

opposite to the place now known as Nabha Niwas' where he wrote a famous Granth (holy
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religious book) 'Bhaktmal' which is considered even today an authentic encyclopedia of two 

hundred saints of this regim. Saint 'Tulsidas' (A prominent saint who wrote Ram Charitra 

Manas), who wrote sacred religious book on Lord Shri Ram had also visited to this place to/ 

meet Nabha Rishi as described by him in his granth. After Rishi Nabha, another sage who 

gained popularity was 'Agra Dasji' who wrote holy book "Bhayan Manjri” in the year 

ADI 575.

This place kept gaining patronage from rulers of Amber. After Maharaja Prathviraj 

(AD1527) during periods of Puran Mal, Bhim, Ratan Singh, Bhannal, Raja Man Singh 

and Jai Singh or Mirza Raja Jai Singhji. The area was at its peak as described by the court 

Poet Dawarka Bhatt. He witnessed three rulers of Amber Madho Singhji I (AD1750-1768), 

Prithviraj Singh (AD1768-1779) and Sawai Pratap Singhji (AD 1779-1803). The poet 

received titles like 'Sursati', 'Bharti and 'Bant from them. He compared Galta in his poetry with 

'Vyasashram' (a divine place where Rishi Vyasji lived), 'Valmikashram' (place of Rishi Valmiki), 

'Sukdevashram', (Place of Rishi Sukdev) and 'Vashisthasharam (place of Rishi Vashistha, 

known for highly spiritual souls meditating in his Ashram).

The court poet Shri Krishna Bhat of Maharaj Sawai Jaisingh II described the beauty 

of this valley in Galav Geetam' written in Brij as follows:

The natural surroundings of Galta Ghati can not be overlooked. Its enchanting beauty, 

the songs of birds echoing over the mango trees encompasses the human mind the poet 

describe these songs as melodious as that created by music over instruments and the sound of 

wind over the trees causes such a rhythm that leaves its impression and enhances the devotees 

prayers to the Lord. The sound of the lord seems to echo all around the ghati by the birds leaves 

and all says the poet, Shri Rama. The water flows in harmony to the birds songs and the 

peacocks dance.

The detailed account of the development of Galta temple complex has been given in the 

Appendix.
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CHAPTER 3

DOCUMENTATION OF SITES

3.1 KANAK VRINDA VAN GHATI

3.1.1 Topography

3.1.2

The Kanak Vrindavan Valley stretches between Ghati gate at the north and the temple 

complex towards the south, Kilangarh hills in the eastern direction and Nahargarh hills towards 

the west measuring approximately 2.5 sq. kms. area. The Valley starts descending from the 

Ghati Gate towards the temple site and spreads at Mansagar lake. The hill towards the east 

has the highest level of 1750 feet which streches from Amber to Mansagar Dam with appex 

reached at east of Kanak Bagh. (Map No. 12)

The hill towards the west i.e. Nahargarh hill has highest level i.e., 2000 feet. The hills at 

Amber, Jaigarh and Nahargarh Faortshave thick forests.

The level at Ghati Gate is about 1500 feet and at the Temple complex is about 1360 feet 

from M.S.L. The level at the periphery of Mansagar is about 1350 feet. The terrain is undulating 

in nature, with scattered boulders. Rocks are completely devoid of soil due to the erosion and 

has silted the lake over a period of few decades (Plate Seasonal streams flow in the 

valley. The drainage pattern is clearly visible on the ground level due to the accumulation of 

stones and boulders along the run-off.

The soil in the area consist of clayey loam. The soil strata below 0-10 mts. depth is dry 

clay and kankar boulders. At 20-50 mts. depth the soil is medium hard rock with fractures, and 

between 50-100 mts. it is hard and compact strata. The saturation level is poor at ground level 

but is nil at 20 to 40 mts depth. Here the soil has a low saturation level (Plate XXTV 40)
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3.1.2 Climate

The climatic variation are as follows; mean temperature is 30.8° to 32.6° and minimum 

17.5° to 19.2°C. However, the maximum temperature reaches 45°C during summer.

The average annual rain fall of this area is about 600mm, with relative humidity 54.8%. 

The direction of the wind during summer is south west. The central portion of the valley in the 

north-south direction remains shady even during summer when the valley has extreme climatic 

constraints for vegetative growth and therefore has conducive microclimatic conditions for rich 

growth of vegetation. Bare rocky area experiences excessive radiation due to exposure to sun 

for the major part of the day.

The evaporation of water in the Mansagar lake and nearby ponds during summer 

reduce, the water level as per the details given in the Table in Chapter 7.

3.1.3 Vegetation

The 'climax’ vegetation of major parts of the hills is represented by Anogeissus pendula 

(Dhok), (Plate XXIV, 41), which covers most of the hills. This tree has defined branching 

pattern. It appears green during rainy season and remains defoliated and becomes brown during 

winter and summer season. The canopy of this tree is sparse spreading in fifteen feet diameter 

and approximately the same height. This 'climax’ vegetation is usually associated with 

Boswellia serrata and Lannea coromandelica.

• . The west facing hills have steep slope towards the Mansagar Dam and have Euphorbia 

neriilfolia as pioneer vegetation which grows on the barren rocky regions.

• . The upper region of the valley shows thick growth of Boswellia seratta with mixture of 

Anogeissus pendula which extend half way on the slopes and is associated with Lannea 

grandias Diospyros melanxlyon and Grewia spp.
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• . The periphery of the lake near the temple complex is impregnated by a huge growth of 

Periphyton, Polygonum, and Typha species.

• . The aquatic plants are Eichhomia crassipes which covers most of lagoon adjoining temple 

complex. Polygonum glabrum, Cynodon daectlon and Alternanthera Spp. are also found 

in this zone.

The lower tier of the valley is represented by Crypstotegia grandiflora, (Plate XXV, 

42), which is evergreen and bears profuse mauve colour bell shaped six inches long flowers. 

The shrub attains a size of tall bush which grows upto 8 feet height, with lush green leathery and 

shiny leaves.

The small shrubs growing under the trees are represented by Adatoda vasica, Barleria 

Spp.. The species of plant Dichrothesis sinneria^ (Plate XXV, 43), is also found in the valley 

which bears multicolour flowers. Yellow, white and pink resemble a tricoloured mulberry fruit 

shape. It is an ideal shrub which adds colour to the otherwise barren valley.

The valley also has species like Acacia Senegal, Holptelia integrifolia, prosopis juliflora 

and Mytragyna parvifolia etc. found in clusters. The under cover is absent in this area due to 

soil erosion resulting from deforestation and heavy grazing of mammals. Only seasonal grasses 

appear during rainy season giving green look to the valley.

3.1.4 Hydrology

The surface run-off of water is a persisting phenomenon in the valley and therefore 

substantial storage underground in aquifers is not possible. The hydro-geological survey 

comprised of the study of physiography, drainage pattern, vegetational growth and soil 

characteristics. Other features recorded are the depth and lithology of acquifers water level 

during summer its quality and quantity. The Geoelectric Survey was carried out which shows
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that first regional ground water layer occurs mostly in the clays mixed with Kankars in the 

.depth range of 10-12 meters. The thickness of unconfined aquifer varies from 20 to 26 mts. 

(Existing investories of tubewells in the area around the site shows that yield of water is to the 

tune of average 3000 to 6000 liters per hour from one well upto depth of 45 meters. However, 

expected yield is 60,000 lit/day at the depth of 56 meters.

The surface drainage is marked by dry natural seasonal streams joining the main stream 

at the base of the eastern Kilangarh hill. This drainage joins the Mansagar lake behind Kanak 

Bagh. The run off is speedy and unintercepted thus allowing water to flow out of the valley 

without adding to the ground water table. The absence of vegetation cover, steep slopes, rocky 

terrain all contribute to speedy run- off. (Plate XXVI, 44).

Source: Ground Water and Mineral Investigation Consultancy Centre.
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3.2 KANAK VRINDAVAN TEMPLE COMPLEX (Map No. 13)

The temple complex consists of the following structures.

3.2.1 Govind Deoji’s Temple

It is located adjacent to Mansagar lake with a square plan measuring 200 feet by 200 

feet with four comers marked by 'Burfs crowned by Chhatri's. It has a rocky terrain at it's base. 

The main entrance to the temple protrudes 56 feet in the east beyond the square plan. The 

structure is built in two levels with the 'Garba-griha' located in the centre on a terrace level 

measuring 72 by 72 feet. It consists of sixty four rooms, and twelve 'Tibara^, on the ground 

floor.

3.2.2 Natwaiji Temple

It lies towards the north-east of Govind Deoji’s temple on an elevated hillock. The 

planning and designing is similar to that of Govind Deoji’s temple with a rectangular plan 

measuring 111 feet by 101 feet. An approach towards the east projects 50 feet from the main 

plan. There are rooms on the lower level and Tibaras around the western free.

The striking variation in the two temples is that Natwaiji lacks Pavilions and [Kabani^ 

on the entrance gate.

3.2.3 Kanak Bagh

It is located on the axis of Govind Deoji’s temple. It spreads in an area of 3.75 acres. 

The rectangular Bagh' is surrounded by an eight feet high Parkota wall with four ’Bug’s' or 

comers crowned by 'Chhatri' with pavilions in between. Adjoining the pavilion there is a well, 

located on the western periphery. Presently under agricultural use this Bagh teAzBaradari in 

the centre with water channels in axis dividing the Bagh into eight equal parts.
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KANAK VRINDA  VAN TEMPLE COMPLEX 

Surroundings

The ground remains barren and it exposes, the rocky terrain underneath resulting into 

shallow depressions. The scattered rubble from the broken Parkotd wall, buildings and malba 

debris heaps, served potential ground for the growth of wild weeds and shrubs. The main 

species of shurbs are Adhatoda vasica, Euphorbia neriifolia and the most widely inhabited 

ground flora was Commelina undulata, Portulacca grandifolia and Zizyphus species. At 

intervals trees like prosopis juliflora, Acacia senequal, Holoptelia integrifolia resisted the 

growth of any other type of vegetation.

Since the soil was extremely scanty in humus, its water retaining capacity was very 

poor, its microbial flora found itself difficult to exist in absence of the ground cover as the rocky 

terrain was exposed by the scorching sun. This even raised the temperature of the valley as 

compared to the city. Extreme variation in the diurnal as well as seasonal temperatures coupled 

with the irregular rainfell making it very difficult for the vegetation to successfully adapt itself to 

the above conditions.

Whatever vegetation grew inspite of such extreme and discouraging conditions of 

climate and soil,received more detrimental treatment, due to the biotic factors. The tree species 

were extensively chopped for fodder, fuel and other uses. The domestic animals like Camel, 

Goat and Sheep were the worst enemies of the vegetation. Besides this the local people became 

disturbing by using the immediate surroundings of temple as a defecating ground.

Moving eastwards the landscape showed a possibility of soil erosion which exposed the 

eastern facade of the foundation of Govind Deoji’s temple upto eight feet. The rooms on the 

eastern free were completely inaccessible. The main entrance pavilion of the temple in the north 

was also unapproachable due to heaps of malba debris and garbage dumped out of neglect.
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Between the temple and the Bagh there existed an old. Neem tree giving shade to the 

deserted and barren ground. The roots of this tree extended into the Bagh with remnants of 

Parkota wall topped with broken battlements known as ’Kangooras'. The foundation of the 

walls had exposed masonary and was in a deliberated condition. However, this Bagh was being 

utilised for agriculture and a part of it was occupied by a carpet factory which was discharging 

its effluents into this land. The entrance on the western periphery had a broken ramp approach. 

On the north eastern comer of this agricultural land there flourished an old 'Khajoof tree ideally 

suiting the arid climate.

To the north of Govind Deo's temple were ruins of another temple located on a small 

hillock, known as Natwaiji temple. The structure was surrounded by Barlaria, Cryptostegia 

grandifloa, and Adhatoda vasica scrubs, and weeds.

In between the two temples was an absolute ruin of a structure with only remains of the 

periphery seen buried within malba debris of the structure. The loose rubble lacking soil cover 

had scanty growth of weeds, (Plate XXVII, 46).

Moving towards the north, closer to the lake, white encrustations on the ground were 

seen at places. With careful study it was learnt that the deposition of toxic saline lake water 

exceeded the absorption capacity and the filtrate of salts in form of these patches was found on 

the ground. The area where the sewage water enters the lake is devoid of any vegetation, 

though the margins were occupied by Phargmitor karka and Ricinus communis, whereas the 

drains bringing relatively cleaner water had profuse growth of Periphyton spp^ at the point of 

entering the lake boundary and immediately after entering the lake. It harboured a huge spread 

of Polygonum sppz and few patches of Typha. spp. (Plate XXVII, 47).
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3.2.1 Govind Deoji Temple (Map No. 14)

Description

The ground floor plan is a square measuring 200x200 feet with the comers having the 

octagonal Buns. Each Buri measure 15*xl 5' outer dimension forming an octagonal small room. 

The plinth level with respect to the main entrance gate of the complex is three feet. East face has 

the main entrance with narrow ramps about eight feet in width, on either sides of the entrance 

gate The gate is located in the middle of the east face and is approached by a flight of eleven 

steps leading into the protruding pavilion measuring about 36*x28' feet internally. The second 

flight of twenty one steps reaches upto the terrace level. Between these two flights, there lies a 

longitudinal room crowned by a Kabam. The narrow three feet wide galleries join the Kabani to 

the terrace and overlook the open flight of steps. At the ground floor, the periphery has sixty 

four rooms and twelve Tibaras. Broadly, the rooms are square in shape and are about 10x10 

feet size made up of solid masonary piers and columns.

The central portion of this structure is filled up with rock and mud, except for the thick 

foundation walls for the superstructure above. On the northern face, another open staircase 

reaches the terrace adjoining the Tibara. This staircase is located slightly away from the centre 

of the northern wall and structurally bears no connection with the main building. Presumably it 

is a later addition to the temple.

The first floor plan rises directly above the lower plan with one third portion of the 

superstructure from the western side raised to a plinth of five feet height.

The octagonal Burjs at four comers are highlighted by a special architectural feature, an 

open Pavilion crowned by a hemispherical roof known as 'Chatri’. The two Chatris on the 

eastern face are at the terrace level. The two Chatris on the western face are elevated upto the 

upper terrace level. The south western portion of the temple is heaviest in terms of building 

height and volume.
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There is one 'Kabani' above the eastern entrance pavilion and one located directly 

opposite on the western side. The rooms below these 'Kabani^ are larger than the other rooms. 

On the elevated terrace towards west, the Kabani is flanked by rooms on both sides. These 

rooms are identical with multiple uses and are approximately 30 in numberincluding 11 

'Tibarad (Plate XXVIII, 49).

The central mass measuring about 72x72 feet occupies the maximum mass and houses 

the sanctrum or 'Garba-griha' and a Parikrama' on three sides with the western side blocked 

by the rooms. This western side has one large courtyard behind. The 'Garba griha' had rooms 

all around and this area is termed as 'Tibard located on a raised platform (Plate XXIX, 50).

The Parikrama is about ten feet wide at a five feet plinth. It is supported by twin 

columns and arches with a flat roof. The three sided Parikrama is completed by a hidden path 

beneath the Garba griha at terrace level joining north to south directly.

(b) Foundation It is a well known feet that stronger the foundation longer the life but 

another feet is that for all creation aging is inevitable. The foundation of all buildings weakened 

due to various causes of decay, biotic and abiotic, over a period of three centuries. The hard 

rocky terrain served a firm foundation but the collapsed architectural components of the 

superstructure such as 'Chatri', 'Chajjad, Verandah's admit the weakening of the foundation, 

super structure and building fabric as a whole (Plate XXIX, 50).

In addition to uneven settlement which is an ever- present cause of decay. Climatic, 

biological as well as natural disasters such as thermal movements, frequent floods etc. add to 

the weakening of the foundation.

Fluctuating ground water table has damaged historic buildings causing uneven 

settlement of the walls. The larger the structure the more sensitive it is. Constant seepage from 

the adjacent Mansagar lake continuously kept the foundations wet. Assessing the depth of 

foundation it was found that the moisture in the soil rises up by capillary action to evaporate.
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But the thick foundation walls became weak with the ’rising-dampness*. (Plate XXIX, 51). 

This rising dampness carried dissolved salts, sulphates, nitrates, chlorides etc. which crystallized 

and this condition became extremely destructive to all types of masonary. This problem was 

especially acute in arid zones like in the valley. The extreme variations in diurnal temperature 

and seasonal changes caused the mass of masonry to expand and contract which formed cracks 

in the exposed weathered masonary.

The dampness crumbled the lime mortar into powder and proliferated the growth of 

moulds, fungi and algae. The uneven depressions in the ground formed a breeding place for 

microbial flora and thick algae deposits.

The foundation was adversely affected further due to the trees of the Ficus family which 

had taken root in the crevices of masonary and infiltrate moisture. Moisture seeped inside the 

masonary through the roots causing variation in internal and external pressure. During 

Monsoons these damp crevices attract microbial growth and ground termites and during 

extreme arid conditions these crevices expanded to widen the cracks attracting burrowing 

animals and insets.

Superstructure

The main entrance to the temple through a flight of broken steps terminate at the terrace 

level. Apart from these eastern and northern stair ways, remanates of two narrow ramps 

adjoininng the eastern gate on either sides were found. These ramps were directly 

connected to the lower floor rooms but since the foundation was eroded till eight feet on 

east facade the approach to these rooms was not possible (Plate XXX, 52). There was 

complete loss of lime flooring owing to stagnant water on the surface and the 

continual dampness succeeded the absorption capacity of material, thus resulting in loss of 

upper layer. During archaeological findings sixty rooms and twelve ’Tibara^ were revealed 

on this lower floor which were all closed by masonary. The lack of aeration coupled with 

continual dampness promoted salt deposition, microbiological growth which feeds on
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calcium in lime (Plate XXX, 53). The lime mortar of walls and floor thus became powdery 

and disintegrated giving rise to undulating depressions.

The floor was largely damaged by cracks. When carefully inspected and traced it was 

found that these diagonal cracks appeared as a result of foundation movement. The cracks 

which were widest at the middle and tapering rapidly normally result due to uneven settlement 

of the base rock.

On the terrace level the 'Daf flooring was exposed in various levels due to the variation 

in temperature. Severe heat and high dusty winds with equally rapid lowering temperature and 

rains have led to decay of the organic additives. This loss of adhesions of binding materials 

resulted in cracks. Through these fissures and cracks, water percolated into the masonary and 

the salts and other impurities proved structurally hazardous. This distressing rate of change is 

sometimes very slow and sometimes very rapid but for a structure which has been aging for 

centuries every passing day is a step towards weathering.

The flooring of the first floor rooms had undergone similar decay, especially the 'Garba 

griha’ of Govind Deoji's temple which was closed for decades. When opened the 'Garba griha’ 

(sanctum) was black and dingy. Hundreds of Bats hung in the cracks of the ceiling and the floor 

was completely rotten and flaky. Plaster was covered by spiders and ground termites. Dense 

cobwebs hung with stinking odour of excreta of bats and pigeon droppings which made it 

unbearable to stand (Plate XXXI, 54).

Walls

Walls constitute the most vital part of the superstructure of any building. The thick 

random rubble masonary in lime mortar extends above the foundation to form the subsequent 

floor due to continual weathering owing to various causes of decay acting independently or in 

unison and often affecting each other. The microbiological growth such as fungi, moulds, algae 

etc. and the entromological decay was caused in the crevices. The roots having higher water
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content infiltrate deep into the fissures as they grow and force it to a further open. Lime mortar 

is highly porous and thus allows access of water and damp air, hence promoting weathering.

In the lower floor walls the major cause of decay was ’sweat outs*. Due to lack of air 

circulation and increase in humility level the vapour pressure increases considerably above that 

of the outside atmosphere and drives water vapour outwards from the building through any 

porous material. Since the wall surfaces had become weak and gaps were developed between 

the masonary and the plaster and condensation of moisture gathered on the internal lime 

plastered surface. Due to a long period of over three centuries, the water proofing agents 

Methi' (Fenugreek) and Lime-Surkhi mortar had given away and flaking of the lime plaster 

was seen on all the inner walls. This 'Bleeding* of moisture occurs when a thin layer between 

the mortar and masonary is created which results in decreasing the bonding. The sweat bleeds 

out moisture causing leaching of original core mortar and increases the further flaking of lime 

plaster. This leaching of soluble salts i.e. nitrates and chlorides present in lime in small quantities, 

are hygroscopic in nature, and thus efflorescence occurs.

A thorough observation showed that due to the differential variation in temperatures at 

different areas of the same temple the degree of aging and deterioration varied. The facades 

which suffered extreme fluctuations in diurnal temperature showed signs of blistering, cleavage 

and excessive crumbling and powdering of external surface of lime plaster with efflorescence.

The external walls of the temple exposed the weak masonary since the lime mortar had 

disintegrated owing to dump collection at various places and urinating of animals. The 

ammonia concentration in urine is readily absorbed into the porous lime mortar and lime plaster. 

The invariably present bacteria called Nitrosomonas converts ammonia to nitrates. The 

Nitrobacteria further converts nitrites to nitrates which ultimately weakens the plaster (Plate 

XXXm, 57).
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Roof and Ceiling

Roof of a building marks the enclosure and transfers its load to the walls beneath which 

in turn rest on the deep and spreading foundation. The internal side of the roof is termed as 

ceiling, which serves as a sound base for various finishes and ornamentation such as relief work 

and paintings are carried out.

The rooms at Govind Deoji’s temple are flat and domelike. The special architectural 

features such as 'Chatris and 'Kabanis, employed ribbed domes and curvilinear roofs 

respectively. The rooms in the lower level had completely blackish appearance with exposed 

concentric rubble work on the ceiling. This type of flat dome is traditionally called 'Ladav ki 

chat' and shows deep cracks across (Plate XXXHI,59).

The accumulation of debris on terraced roofs favoured the growth of vegetation. The cracks 

on the terrace allowed seepage to rain water forming certain soluble salts as bicarbonates, 

chlorides and nitrates leading to crystallisation. With constant aggravation it resulted into 

crumbling and flaking of lime plaster from the cracked Gardand, (cornices) ceiling surface of 

the 'Parikrama' around the Graba griha'. The extreme variation in diurnal temperature and 

seasonal changes resulted the domed and .arched roofs into ’Map Cracking' where the plaster 

surface cracked into an all over web like crackle design, six to eight or more inches interval due 

to lack of adhesion between the coats of plaster.

The ceiling of 'Tibarad and other encroached areas had deposition of soot and grime 

making the ceiling black due to cooking. The ceiling of Graba-griha’ was in the most 

obileterated condition. It was black, moist, dingy and odourous due to the bats and other birds 

and insets thriving on the calcium in lime plaster and nourishing due to the dampness and lack 

of aeration. The ornamentation was nowhere to be seen except a few traces of a floral motifs. 

Apart from these biotic and abiotic factors the ceiling ornamentation had also outlined its age 

(Plate XXXIV,61).
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The upper level walls too, suffered cracks, especially the 'Burjs' on the western side. 

The vertical cracks resulted due to the poor material strength and differential settlement of 

foundation. The inconsistent and unplanned growth of the building with the subsequent change 

of occupants and its improper use resulted in incongruous alterations and additions. The 

extension of a masonary wall over 'Kangooras' around the 'Tibara^ of the Govind Deoji temple 

caused damage (Plate XXXV, 62). Similarly at several places in the open courtyards and lower 

level people encroached upon increasing the loads more than what the structure was designed 

for (Plate XXXV,63, XXXVI, 64).

The 'Tibaras' on the west had small compartments for private use including cooking, 

bathing, and washing. To secure the arches and other weak areas from collapsing people had 

either filled these arches with brick masonary or embedded iron grills and girders. All these 

additions added to the load on the already weak walls (Plate XXXVI, 65).

3.2.2 Natwaiji Temple (Map No. 15)

In plan the temple measures about 111x101 feet with solid octagonal 'BurjJ. Each side 

of the 'Burf measures 7feet 6 inches. The location of crowning 'Chatri^ on four comers, the 

central 'Graba griha' with three sided 'Parikrama', raised 'Tibard on the western side is 

identical to that of Govind Deoji temple. But unlike Govind Deoji temple, Natwarji temple has 

one strairway protruding towards the middle of the eastern facade, and the other lies on the 

south side of the hillock The difference in both the temples is that, in Natwarji's temple the 

architectural feature of \Kabani’ is absent. The north side constitutes an ancillary block of 

rooms for housing the temple priests and other religious activities. This supporting wing lies 

adjacent to the northern wall of the temple flushing with the western face. The western face thus 

measures 120 feet. The south stair case projects 60 feet out of the square block. The temple has 

two large rooms on lower floor of the southern side. The remaining portion is solid constituting 

the hillock as a rocky strata for foundation of the temple above.
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Natwaiji’s temple was found in a lesser deteriorated condition than the Govind Deoji’s 

temple after analysing the difference in the level of decay in the two temples. Although the two 

temples were built around the same period, their micro climatalogical setting varied greatly. 

Natwaiji’s temple was located on a high elevated hillock and at a greater distance from the lake. 

As a result the seepage of underwater was slower, subsequently preventing the decay caused 

due to 'rising dampness'. Secondly it is smaller in size, more simplified in its structure but 

highly ornamental in design.

The environmental weathering however did certainly took its toll over the temple's 

structure. The lower portion of the building had rooms built up all around the central solid 

consisting of the hillock.

The approach to the temple protrudes out of the square plan towards the east. The flight 

of steps were weathered and broken at various places (Plate XXXVII, 66). Unlike Govind 

Deoji’s temple which has a pavilion in the east entrance, with a 'Kobani' (a curvilinear roof 

spanning a rectangular room) above, Natwaiji’s temple does not have Pavilion or a 'Kabanf. 

The square plan has 'Burjs' on four comers and are crowned by ’Chatris’. The ’Graba-griha’ or 

sanctum which houses the idols of Radha-Natwaiji was raised on a three feet high plinth, 

located in the centre of the temple. The circumabulatory path was well defined by twin 

columns, built in marble, on three sides except in west. On archaeological findings, a tunnel was 

revealed beneath the 'Graba-griha' on the western side (Plate XXXVII, 67).

At the upper level, a terrace extends to join the 'Tibaras' (series of room around). These 

rooms were encroached upon for living and other incompatible uses. The western and southern 

portion being the heaviest in terms of building up mass. The superstructure of walls, roof ceiling, 

and other elements such as 'Chajjd etc. suffered the same fete as Govind Deoji’s temple. The 

most severe of all cracks was one on the roof of adjoining room of Natwaiji’s temple. A vertical 

split in the roo£ resulted in collapsing the entire roof (Plate XXXVm, 68,69).
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Incongruous addition to the lower floor rooms was the closing made by plastered 

masonary walls leaving them inaccessible, damp, dark and dusty. The lime plaster crumbled in 

patches, exposing the weathered masonary structure.

Theft of previous inlay work left behind bare walls with traces of motifs behind. The 

railings and lime 'Jali^ were either broken or missing completely.

3.2.4 Kanak Bagh (Map No. 16)

About 120 feet east of Govind Deoji temple and 100 feet south of Natwaiji temple there 

is a 415x315 feet historical structure having a plan of a garden. The structure had a carpet 

factory towards its north east comer and a number of architectural components. The open land 

was under agricultural use with irrigation from a well located on the western side.

The ground plan (Map No. 16) of the structure shows octagonal rooms (10 feet sides 

and 10 feet high) with 'Chatris' in all the four comers. Each room has a veranda with two side 

staircases leading to the 'Chatri'. The design is like the other 'Chatris' of the temples of Kanak 

Vrindavan Ghati. In the central portion of the four sides there are Pavilions with 'Kabani^ on 

the first floor. The Pavilions on the north and south side are small 36 x 36 feet with a 'Tibard 

in the centre, two rooms on the sides, three arched verandha and two stair cases leading to 

'Kabant. The east and west side pavilions are bigger in size 60 x 36 feet with central 'Tibara', 

two side rooms stair cases and five arched verandhas. These two pavilions have 75x25 feet 

platform in front of the veranda with 10x10 feet and 3 feet deep water tank

In the central portion of the ground there is a 18x18 feet size square 'Baradari'. On the 

western side there is a well of 20 feet internal diameter and a water tank of36x25 feet size and 

three feet depth at a height of 12 feet.
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The building structure of all the above mentioned architectural components were in 

decayed condition (Plate XXXIX, 70). The details of the actual condition of these components 

has been described as follows.

The verandha of all the four comer rooms and north side pavilion were collapsed (Plate 

XL, 71,72). The roof of the verandha of west-side pavilion was damaged and was retained by 

wooden rafters. This was occupied by a gardner due to the availability of water and electricity in 

this area (Plate XLI, 73).

The central Baradarf, is three feet above the ground and is open from all the sides with 

three arched openings. The arches are resting on two central columns and a half column and 

piers in each comer as shown in the photograph (Plate XLI, 74). The roof is fifteen feet high 

with two feet high Parapet wall and projected 'Chajjas' on all the sides. The plaster of the 

masonry upto the plinth level was fully eroded, while the inner and outer plaster of the walls and 

'Chajjad were damaged in a number of places (Plate XLI, 75).

The four and half feet high platform was broken at a number of places. On the southern 

side there was a raised wall with a rectangular opening where there was a pulley for drawing 

the water from the well. Now there is a metallic pulley on the eastern side. The wall was 

connected to the west side wall, which has a 36x25 feet size water tank The well is about 80 

feet deep but the water table is quite high (about 30 feet from the ground level). In the past 

water was drawn by bullocks but now electrical motor is used for this purpose.

The complex was enclosed by a broken Parkota wall. The intact portion of the Parkota 

wah shows that the wall was one and half feet thick and eight feet high with 'Kangoorad on the 

top portion and niches on the inner side (Plate XLII, 76).

After getting the eviction of carpet factory the area was selected for restoration of the 

gardens architectural components as described above (Plate XLII, 77). Planned and careful 

examination followed by excavation of the area showed the presence of water channels and
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tanks as shown in the Map No. 16. The total land was found divided into eight equal sectors 

with the central channel extending in north- south direction having a water tank around the 

Baradari and two other tanks in the north and south of Baradari’. Each tank had also two 

channels in east-west direction with the tank in the centre. The channels also had equally spaced 

openings representing existence of fountains.

Further digging of the channels showed a planned design of water-way starting from 

the overhead tank and linking all the fountains through the various tanks. Although the complete 

water supply channels were not found. The careful study of the system and recovery of specially 

designed containers and pipes of different diameters was carried out. The following design was 

visualised, which might have been used for this garden.

The figure shows the direction and method by which the water was supplied to the 

various components of this water system.

The water was drawn from the well (Plate XLIH, 78) by the 'Wheel' system and was 

raised to twelve feet height to supply water to the big water tank located on the western side 

masonary structure made up of lime mortar. The tank is three feet deep and 36x25 feet size, 

with two feet thick walls made of stone rubble in lime mortar (Plate XLIII, 79, XLIV 80).

On north side water used to flow down through copper pipes of three inches diameter 

and covered by terracota lining. At the ground, water used to flow by gravitational force 

through four pipe lines of two inches diameter to various tanks as shown in the Map No. 16. 

The water from the tanks used to flow in different directions through copper pipes of smaller 

diameter to the terracota pitcher type of structures. This had three openings, two openings on 

the lower portion for the intake and outflow of water and the third on the top for the water to 

get into the systems for the fountain.

The water from the two tanks on the eastern and western side pipelines used to flow in 

two directions. The pipe of the lower portion was meant for the supply of water for the
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fountains as described above and through a slip on the upper portion it used to flow out through 

the designed cascades to the water channels as shown in the figure. The total water from all the 

channels used to flow out through a eight feet wide and three inches deep outlet below the 

pavilion on the southern side. The water from this outlet used to fall 30 feet into the Mansagar 

lake located in this direction.

3.2.4 Ruins

On the southern side of Govind Deoji’s temple a few feet away were the ruins of a 

dilapidated structure with only buried and remanants of the thick \Parkota’ wall and an entrance 

gate. The rectangular plan of the stable or 'Dharmshald was completely filled up with malba 

debris and loose rubble scattered with an undulated surface. The local depressions promoted 

algae, fungi and other microbial flora during monsoons with a dry weed scanty ground cover 

during the remaining year (Plate XLV, 81).The ruin was heaped with animal fodder, fuel wood 

and used as a place to tie the cattle. The settlement living in the temple complex also used the 

area as a defeacating ground.

There were four isolated Gates also sited with traces of 'Parkota' wall defining the 

temple complex. The two main gates on the eastern side were large with encroachment 

abutting the sides. The other two, one facing the lake and other facing the kilangarh hill were 

partly buried with cowdung heaped on them (Plate XLV, 82).

33 MANSAGAR LAKE (Map No. 17)

The Jaipur city with its impressive architectural heritage and sprawling landscape had a 

clean water lake on the north of the city encircled by forested hills with floral and faunal wealth. 

This lake known as Mansagar in the past was the sacred spot where holy water from several 

rivers was accumulated for the performance of Aswamegha Yagya. Various historical buildings 

like forts, palaces, temples and gardens were full of activities. The interference with the nature’s 

system was limited and within its regenerative power.
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Mansagar lake measuring 400 acres during rainy season lies to the north of the historical 

city Jaipur. This area is flanked by hills of Nahargarh and Kilangarh in the west and east 

respectively forming a valley with lake at its centre and a catchment area of 26.88 sq. kms. 

Roads connecting Amer and Delhi with Jaipur walled city lie on two sides of the lake whereas 

the other two sides touch beautiful narrow valleys now known as Kanak Vrindavan Ghati and 

Kadamb Valley. Kanak Valley has old historical temple complex structures whereas Kadamb 

Valley is quite an unapproached zone. The southern side of the lake is encroached by 

unauthorised construction. The remaining side facing west of the lake has old buildings, 

presently under occupation of educational and semi-government bodies.

When the rapid growth and lack of amenities, lost aesthetical and cultural values, 

stresses on short term considerations in development, land uses not adhering to land potentials, 

inadequate resource management and complete lack of enforcement of law etc. resulted in the 

degradation of the lake and its surroundings.

The disturbed hydrological cycle of Mansagar lake resulted in frequent floods, 

elimination of aquatic life, depletion of surface and ground water storage, and high water 

pollution etc. Similarly drastic changes occurred in flora and fauna as well. The vegetation 

deteriorated due to heavy interferences with its natural ecosystem. Introduction of exotic 

plants, wood cutting, grazing, apart from climatic constraints like scanty humus soil, low water 

holding capacity of soil, low microbial flora, absence of carpet vegetation, and extreme 

dikuranal variations all combined, eliminated essential plants of the ecosystem. The effects were 

severe resulting in heavy erosion, heavy siltation in the lake, increased temperature and air 

pollution. The fauna also considerably declined with complete elimination of larger Cats from 

the order of Carnivora and family Felidae. Mammals like Indian Wild boar, Jackal, Indian 

pangolin, Sloth beer etc. disappeared from forests. Similar damages are done to Avifauna 

reducing it to only 12 orders of representations. Such changes that we observe now are 

alarming and call for immediate conservation measures to preserve the fast depleting natural 

resources.
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33.1 Jal Mahal

Jal Mahal has been constructed in various phases beginning from the 18th century. It 

presently lies in the heart of the Mansagar lake, with the Aravallis forming a backdrop. Built by 

Maharaja Jai Singhji II around AD1734, this structure still retains its individuality and invites 

people to visit it.

The two storied structure with Chatris on its comers and Kabanis in the centres of its 

edges, arched openings, traditional 'Mis' and Parapets present an awesome sight as one 

traverses towards the Jal Mahal. The monument has a strong basic geometry, satisfying both the 

structural and functional requirements of the building. Its character resembles that the Kanak 

Bagh and the Govind Deoji temple.

The whole structure is approached by boat from the east side. The square planned 

courtyard with four 'BurjJ at the comers and a pavilion in the centre of the courtyard is the 

basic concept followed. The pavilion now lies buried under the earth, with the walls raised to the 

upper floor. There is an additional floor towards the eastern side. Series of rooms, large and 

small and typical of the olden times, lie around the courtyard. The rooms placed towards the 

north and south have been closed to avoid water seepage. However, on the west side a 

staircase projects out from the square room connecting the terrace floor to the intermediate 

floor. (Map No. 18).

There is an amazing circulation network in the entire structure. The corridor running all 

along the central courtyard leads to various individual rooms that are interestingly connected by 

an interplay of levels. The various floors are linked by staircases at the four vertices (Map No. 

19).

Jal Mahal maintains its own identity, even with less ornamentation and the limited use of 

local materials. Architectural elements such as the Jaalis, Kabanis and the Dasa stone reflect 

the rich architectural vocabulary of Jaipur, which has evolved from the amalgam of Mughal and
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Rajputana architecture. The outer surface is painted as usual with Aaraish' and 'Khamird, and 

lime 'Stucco\ work with floor finish in Dar. The Kabanis and comer Chatris have Dasa stone in 

Andh? marble with finish in Aaraish on the wails upto three feet. The remaining surface has 

been painted with Khamira. Relief work has been found in various places. Some of these had 

been plastered lately.

As one moves around Jal Mahal, the upper terrace floor is reached. The terrace garden 

is the most outstanding feature with Kabanis and Chatris giving it the shape of a pleasure 

house. (Map No. 20).

Jal Mahal has remained in a state of neglect and is in a dilapidated condition owing to 

various reasons. Unfortunately, it has been observed that during the rainy season, the lake water 

brings with it a lot of silt and deposits it around the Jal Mahal. This structure has been subject to 

frequent fluctuations in the lake water. As a result a lot of dampness and algae bloom can be 

seen on the surface. This has considerably weakened the structure to a large extent. Moreover, 

the later additions of modem materials and techniques is totally incompatible to its historic 

fabric. Thus the structure needed to be stored. The existing conditions have been classified in 

Chapter 4 while identifying causes of decay.

3.4 GALTA GHATI

Map No. 21 shows the location of various important historical structures located in the 

Galta Ghati.

About 350 feet down in the valley there is a water tank called Udhar Kund. There is 

another Kund, known as Kadamb or Raja Kund in the southern portion towards Kyara 

Dam is the actual source of water for this region.

Close to the Udhar Kund there is another Kund called Yagya Vedi Kund in front of 

Galav temple (Plate XLIX 90). Yagya Vedi Kund is a square tank 40x40 feet size with a depth
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of about 50 feet connected to a water spring and the main source of water for the other Kunds. 

The Kund is built up in the pattern of a step-well and has four Chatris in the four comers. 

Adjacent to this Kund there is another Kund known as Suraj or Mardana Kund about 40 feet 

below the Yagya Vedi Kund. Suraj Kund is a rectangular structure of (352x100 feet) with a 

depth of about 55 feet with a deep well in the center from this level (Plate XLIX,91).

During the historical times Suraj Kund was a natural Kund in the mountaneous Valley 

as showed in the cross section of the Map No. 22. A retaining wall of about ten feet height 

made up in lime mortar was made during the reign of Miija Raja Jai Singh I. Water from 

Yagya Vedi Kund falls about 40 feet deep through a ’Gaimtukh' and is considered to be sacred 

water coming from holy river Ganga. The overflow of water from Suraj Kund falls through a 

similar 'GaumukH in a 40 feet deep Gopal Kund popularity known as a Zenana Kund (Plate 

XLIX, 92).

The Gopal Kund is 18 feet deep, rectangular tank of 60x80 feet size with a lotus 

shaped fountain made up of marble on a raised platform. The fountain is connected to the Suraj 

Kund and therefore water flows by gravitational force. Gopal Kund has two Chatans and one 

pavilion with a kabani. The pavilion has fresco paintings made during the reign of Maharaja 

Pratap Singh (AD1779-1803). The paintings are made up in Jaipur style with one painting in 

the center showing the Ashram of a saint with desciples in a forest area (Plate XLX 93). The 

landscape is beautifully designed. There are a number of other paintings on the inside walls.

After descending about ten feet the Valley joins a plain area with a number of historical 

buildings in a complex. Near Gopal Kund in the northern side, there is Nabha Niwas (Plate 

XLV, LI, 95) in front of a temple known as Hanuman Garhi (Plate LI, 97). Adjacent to Nabha 

Niwas in the eastern side there is a two storey building of Sitaramji Temple (Plate U, 96) 

connected with Zenana Mahal. In front of Sitaramji temple in the south, there is another 

famous three story temple of Gyan Gopalji (Plate LU 98).
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Both these temples have beautiful structural design, similar to other temples of this area. 

These temples are comparable with the Govind Deoji temple for having Chatans and Pavelions 

with Kabanis. These buildings had beautiful fresco paintings.

The buildings of this area have undergone deterioration due to natural and human 

related factors. The actual condition of the structure is comparable with earlier similar 

structures already described.

There is an approved plan for the restoration of these buildings but only the restoration 

of facade has been undertaken. The procedure followed is similar to that of Kanak Vrindavan 

Ghati complex and therefore details are not recorded here.

Another building in the complex towards east is called Ram Kanwar Mahal. The 

complex also has two Kunds known as Ram Kund, Lal Kund and a Bawri and a number of 

wells. This area in the historical time of Maharaja Ram Singh was called by the name of Ram 

Bagh The Valley is enclosed by a Parkotd wall and a gate also known as Galta Gate. On the 

top of a hill in the north there is a famous fort named as Raghunath Garh, used as a watch 

tower during the reign of Meena rulers of this area. Further east this complex gets linked with 

another famous part of Jaipur known as Ghat Ki Guni having a number of other historical 

gardens namely Sisodia Garden, Vidyadhar Bagh etc. and many other Havelis and temples. 

This is the eastern entry point for Galta Ghati from Jaipur city.

In the year 1981, Jaipur has faced a severe natural calamity due to the heavy rains 

leading to the bursting of a number of natural and historical dams in Aravali ranges. Due to the 

heavy floods buildings in Jaipur city and other adjoining areas were severely damaged. One such 

area was Galta Ghati.

The present study deals with the condition of the three important Kunds after the floods 

and the procedure followed for their restoration. Restoration works of the catchment area of 
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the Galta Ghati has also been done and has been described in chapter no. 7 under analysis of 

environmental components.

The Kyara Dam in the southern side of the Valley was completely damaged during the 

1981 floods. There existed a sand hill in the Valley at an approximate 500 feet height below the 

dam, the release of huge amount of water at a time, generated great force with movement of 

small and big boulders from the Valley and displaced the sand from the sand hill (Plate Lm, 

100). The flow of the above mentioned materials with great rush of water in a short span of time 

destroyed most of the buildings on its way and also damaged and silted the various Kunds. The 

beauty of the historically important Galta Ghati was destroyed. The restoration of this area was 

a mammoth task but with the financial help of Hindustan Charity Trust and cooperation of Galta 

Trust some portion of Galta Ghati has been restored.

The following information deals with the condition of the three Kunds namely 

Yagyavedi Kund, Suraj Kund & Gopal Kund and structures associated the procedure and 

techniques followed for their restoration.

The temple of Galav Rishi and two Chatris of Yagyavedi Kund were destroyed. The 

steps of the Kund were damaged and the kund was filled with sand and boulders. The Suraj 

Kund has undergone severe damage due to the destruction of the retaining wall towards the 

Gopal Kund and heavy silting of the Kund in the lower Valley region. The Shiv Temple near 

the Kund and the platform was also completely destroyed. The next severe impact of the flood 

was on Gopal Kund (Plate LIV, 102,103). It was severely damaged due to the flood waters 

and also by the felling of huge boulders from the hills and retaining wall of the Suraj Kund. The 

lotus fountain was damaged, the floor of the Kund was destroyed and other architectural 

features of the Kund were destroyed or severely damaged.

The Public Works Department of Government of Rajasthan and other such Government 

agencies had undertaken the restoration of the above mentioned Kunds of Galta Ghati in the 

year 1981-82. The department had no knowledge or expertise of restoration work of historical
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buildings and therefore they had started the work on the basis of structural engineering. Plate 

LIV 104 shows the restoration work of the retaining wall of Suraj Kund. The department in 

actual reality had tried to strengthen only the remaining portion of the retaining wall of Suraj 

Kund. Later due to the lack of expertise or the availability of the funds the work was stopped. 

The buildings of the area remained in the form of ruins for the next eight years until the 

restoration work began in the year 1989.

The following information refers to the restoration and rehabilitation work done in the 

above mentioned buildings.

The restoration work was started from the Suraj Kund because this is the main Kund in 

which water flows from Yagyavedi Kund and the water overflows to Gopal Kund and some 

work in this area was already done by the P.W.D.

The actual building was made in lime mortar but P.W.D. had used cement mortar for 

the beams and columns. The further restoration work was done in lime mortar with bricks. The 

structural and repair work was done as per the procedure described in the chapter on 

techniques.

The desilting of the Kunds was a difficult task and had taken lot of time. After repairing 

the various parts of structures of the three Kunds, the reconstruction of the eastern facade of the 

retaining wall towards the Gopal Kund was under taken. This work on the wall includes 

development of the designs, ornamentation and fresco paintings. The work was completed in 

four years and the successful results of research on lime materials, development of fresco 

colours and fresco designs, helped in undertaking of such work on other projects of present 

research.

Normally the restoration work of historical buildings/ structure is also associated with 

rehabilitation work, and therefore in Galta Ghati project, this approach has been given proper 

importance.
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The three Galta Ghati Kunds were developed during the last few centuries. Till the 

middle of this century there was no pressure of pilgrimage and people used to visit this area 

only with religious feelings during particular occasions. The Kunds had no facilities for changing 

clothes or toilets. The portion below the pavilion of Gopal Kund has been developed for 

changing clothes and proper bath- rooms and toilets have been constructed on the southern side 

of the Gopal Kund. Bathing steps with platform with traditional screen wall with Kanguras' has 

also been constructed on the southern side.

The building of Shiv Temple near the Suraj Kund was unplanned and people used the 

veranda portion of the temple for changing clothes. This was undesirable as well as 

inconvenient for the visitors. Under this project, the temple has been redesigned with arched 

openings and eautiful fresco designs on walls matching with the rest of the complex.
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CHAPTER 4

CAUSES OF DECAY

Restorers of historical buildings/monuments have to be aware of the causes of decay so 

that the restored building is properly maintained and suitably rehabilitated.

The deterioration/decay of the historical buildings is due to internal or external causes 

including its design and workmanship.

The following information is based on the opinion given by Fielden (1989) and the 

actual observations made during the study of historical buildings at selected sites, study.

4.1 INTERNAL CAUSES OF DECAY

The information given in the following flow chart is based on page no. 90 (Ref.

'Conservation of Historical Buildings' by Bernard M. Feilden - 1994).

Humidity

(Plate L VI, 107)

▼
Excessive 

dioxide sulphide

(Plate LVI, 109)

Contaminated Air

Sulphur Hydrogen Soot Dust

Neglect

Accident Fire

Bleaching

Tendering

staining Exposure to 

excessive

Embrittlement 

by desiccation

light, heat 

and humidity 

(Plate LV^I, 109)
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4.2 EXTERNAL CAUSES

There are a number of external factors which are responsible for the decay of historical 

buildings. In the following information, only important factors have been considered. The 

analysis is based on the opinion of Fielden (1994) and the site assessment of the decay caused in 

the buildings understudy by the herementioned factors.

4.2.1 Gravity

Gravity is the universal cause of decay because when the building structure becomes 

weak due to various other factors. The weight of the building or its components will not be able 

to stay in its position and the structure will collapse as observed in case of Veranda portions of 

various pavilions in Kanak Bagh

4.2.2 Climatic Causes

There are (Plate LIX 116,117) a number of climatic factors which are injurious to the 

health of the historic buildings. The main climatic factors are Temperature, Rain, Ground 

Water, Dust and Wind.

4.23 Temperature

Due to the radiant heat of sun, the surface temperature shows variation during different 

seasons as well as the diurnal changes. The building materials which are absorbent and have 

non-reflecting surfaces absorb heat upto uncomfortable limits. This causes different types of 

stresses on the building structure. The mass of masonry expands and contracts resulting in 

cracks development in masonary. These cracks are in reality expansion joints and therefore 

should not be filled with hard materials.
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2.4.4 Rain (Plate LX, 118,119)

The water during rainy season becomes an important cause of decay if the drainage 

system of the building is not in proper or blocked. The accumulated water on the terrace causes 

pressure on the surface due to its weight and enters through different types of cracks. After the 

rain the penetrated water evaporates with the temperature and increases pressure in the 

crevices. Sometimes this pressure itself becomes the cause of collapse.

The other influence of the penetrated water is on the mortar. In due course of time 

persistent moisture inside the masonry decays the mortar and in some case, stones of soft 

mortars also decay and make the structure weak.

The third and important cause of decay is due to the rain water or water from any other 

source. The foundation becomes weak due to the penetration of water in the ground near the 

foundation. The stagnation of water makes the soil soft and the soil particles shows movement 

due to the weight of the building and the foundation undergoes uneven settlement. Due to this 

type of settlements buildings develop cracks and water becomes an important cause of decay.

The rain water has created different types of problems in the temples of Kanak 

Vrindavan Ghati and Jal Mahal building nf Mansagar Lake. (Plate LXI,121)

The central portion of the ground floor of Govind Deoji temple is filled with sand. Due 

to the seepage of water during the rainy season and rising of water level in the Mansagar lake, 

influences the structure in two different ways. The absorbed water in the centre creates pressure 

on all the sides and also this moistures keeps the mortar moist. Resulting in the decay of mortar 

and other building materials. The other factor responsible for the decay is the polluted water of 

Mansagar lake which effects the foundation masonary. In this temple and Kanak Bagh it has 

been noticed that the water rises by capillary action and damages the masonary plaster and the 

flooring of these buildings.
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Jal Mahal in Mansagar lake suffers with the different type of problems. Jal Mahal was 

designed in the surroundings of natural water, flowing into the tank in the form of water 

streams from Aravali hills or rain water in its catchment area. Now, the natural streams have 

dried up and due to the silting of the ground level has increased on which vegetable farming is 

being done. The lake gets lot of pollutants in the form of dissolved salts which damages the 

buildings due to their chemical interference with the building materials. (Plate LXI,121)

The composition of salts and their action by evaporation are as follows:

1. The salts that are potentially the most dangerous to the rendering and to the painted surface 

of a wall are the sulphates of sodium, potassium, magnesium and calcium. Wherever they 

crystallize they cause serious disintegration owing to the failure of cohesion of the 

materials. Calcium sulphate can form a white veil over the surface or it can be crystallized 

within the rendering by the sulphation of calcium carbonate to which a polluted 

atmosphere contributes.

2. The nitrates of sodium, potassium and calcium are soluble salts which normally give rise to 

thick efforescences easy to eliminate and of which the disintegrating action is inferior to 

that of the sulphates.

3. Calcium carbonate is a main component in construction in the form of limestone. Calcium 

carbonate does not have by itself a disintegrating effect but once it has crystallized, it forms 

incrustations that are very hard and intractable.

4. Sodium chloride is normally a surface deposit, having been transported by sea air, and in 

itself does not cause disintegration. However, it is by a process of hydration and 

dehydration promotes the disintegration of surfaces by its action on other salts, which may 

be present under the effect of varying temperatures.
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5. Silica contained in certain rocks, clays and in cements, is usually in a form, that can be 

transported very slowly towards the surface by infiltrating water. A long-term effect is the 

formation of white incrustations of silicon dioxide (opal) or of silicate mixed with other 

substances, notably calcium carbonate. (Plate LXII, 123)

4.2.5 Dust and Wind

Rajasthan is known for its dust storms. Now a days the frequency of storms is reduced 

but still during summer there is regular movement of dust particles in the air. The dust gets 

accumulated in the cracks and different surfaces Later the seeds (mostly of Ficus species) in the 

droppings of the birds germinate during the rainy season. This vegetable growth helps in the 

further deterioration of the historical buildings.

43 Biological Causes (Plate LXIV, 126)

Both animals and plants help in the decaying process or damage the building fabric.

Animals like Cows and Buffaloes cause abrasion to the building fabric by their 

movement and striking against the walls etc.

Population of Monkeys near the religious places damages the weak architectural 

components by their jumping from one area to another. In Galtaji even the restoration work 

became difficult because the Monkeys jumped or slided over the repaired structures and on the 

finished surface area.

Among the birds. Pigeons and Bats are more harmful for the historical buildings. 

Pigeons like to nest in buildings while Bats hang in crevices. Their faces contains acids which 

are damaging to glass and metallic parts. Faeces also creates foul smell and blocks the rain 

water, gutters and down pipes.
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Insects like termites are deadly harmful to the timber in historical buildings. The 

following table gives the summary of diagnostic characters of damages caused by the common 

wood boring insects. The information is based on Fielden (1994).

Just like animals, the following plant groups are also injurious to historical buildings. (Plate 

LXV 128,129)

a) Angiosperms

b) Fungi

c) Algae and 

d) Mosses.

The species of Ficus like Ficus religosa (Pipal), Ficus bengalensis (Bar), Capparis 

decidua (Teent), Saccharum benghalensis (Munja) large number of grasses and other 

herbaceous plants grow in the crevices formed due to cracks. The seeds of the above mentioned 

species come through the droppings of birds into these crevices, where dust gets deposited in 

the decayed mortar which also acts as soil for the germination of the seeds. The roots of these 

plants penetrate into different parts ofthe historic buildings and cause serious damages.

Different species of fungi particularly moulds attack wood under moist conditions. The 

mould hyphae release different types of chemicals which disintegrate the food fibers and thereby 

the wooden components like doors, door frames, lintels, rafters etc. become weak and infested.

Lichens, Mosses and Algae species are other group of plants which grow on the outer 

surfaces of the buildings by the germination of air borne spores. During rainy season green 

carpet growth on old buildings is a common sight. They cause great damage to the water 

surfaces. Disintegration of the plaster mortar also creates conditions for the growth of large 

plants.
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4.4 NATURAL DISASTERS (Plate LXVI 130,131)

A number of natural factors like earthquakes and floods cause great damage to the old 

buildings. This area (Rajasthan) is not in the earthquake belt and therefore buildings in this 

region are not affected. Floods are the other natural factors which cause different types of 

damages. Normally, Jaipur and nearby areas get limited rains spread over longer period and 

therefore do not cause much damage but the 1985 heavy rains in a short span of time damaged 

a number of dams in Aravali and Ambikachal hills flooded number of areas. The Galta Ghati had 

severe destruction as per the details given in Chapter 3.

4.5 MAN-MADE CAUSES OF DECAY (Plate LXVII 132,133)

Historical buildings are the creation of human species through the ages. We are proud of 

our heritage and wish to restore the same for the coming generations but at the same time 

advancement in human society has created more problems for the historical 

buildings/monuments.

(a) Industry

Industrial development has helped man enormously but the pollutants from the industry 

are one of the serious causes for the decay/deterioration of the historical buildings. The 

controversial issue of Agra Industries and Taj Mahal is a known example.

(b) Growth of Population (Plate LXVII 133)

The increase in population leads to the increase demand on land. This leads to the 

encroachment on vacant land or unauthorized occupations of old buildings. Delhi alone has 

more than a thousand historical buildings, majority of them are unauthorisedly occupied or in 

other cases, nearby land of the historical buildings is suffering from encroachment. Man causes 

more damage to the building by disposing garbage and waste.
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Kanak Vrindavan Ghati has similarly suffered due to the population growth. The 

unauthorised constructions on the periphery of Mansagar lake has increased the pollution in the 

area due to number of factories, sewerage disposal, installation of Carcus plant in the nearby 

slaughter house, stone cutting and polishing factories, textile and carpet industries etc. Pollution 

in the lake due to the above, has damaged the water quality. The natural aquatic flora and fauna 

is tremendously disturbed.

Similar to the water body, buildings also suffered due to the encroachment. The building 

of Govind Deoji Temple were occupied by a number of families. The walls and floor area was 

badly damaged due to the cooking and other activities of the inhabitants. The drainage system 

was choked causing different types of problems. The open area near the buildings was used for 

defecating by the inhabitants. The domesticated animals causes pollution and deterioration.
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CHAPTERS

ANALYSIS OF ARCHITECTURAL COMPONENTS

Lee H Nelson etal. (1962) has very rightly explained the relationship of materials and 

the condition of the structure of historical buildings as: ’’The function of masonry units such as 

stone or brick is related to the thickness of a wall, the mortar, the bond and the quality of 

workmanship. The relationship of all these materials determines the historical building’s 

structural soundness as well as its appearance while the masonry is among the most durable of 

historical building materials, it is also most susceptible to damage by improper maintenance or 

repair techniques and harsh or abrasive cleaning methods”.

Similar observation have also been recorded in the present study of the historical 

buildings of Kanak Vrindavan and Galtaji. Based on the detail analysis of the design and the 

existing condition of the various architectural components and using the appropriate techniques 

the restoration work was planned and executed.

The causes of decay of the architecture components and the methods adopted for the 

restoration are the same for all the buildings and therefore, these have been described in 

comparative manner.

The total components of a building have been divided into two groups consisting of 

various elements as listed below:

5.1 STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS

5.1.1 Foundation

5.1.2 Walls or supper structure

5.1.3 Roofs and Ceilings

5.1.4 Floors
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5.2.1 Chatri

5.2.2 Kabani

5.2.3 Arches

5.2.4 Columns and Pillars

5.2.5 Chajja

5.2.6 Jharokha

5.2.7 Brackets (toras)

5.2.8 Parapet and Parkota wall

5.2.9 Railing

5.2.10 Doors

5.2.11 Izzaras

5.1 STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS

Foundation

The foundation and super structure is composed of masonry and plastered surfaces. 

While the roof has two basic components - ceiling and terrace. The floor makes the designed 

horizontal surface.

Foundation in all the buildings studied were deep. In Govindeoji Temple, it was 15 feet 

deep, constructed in a stepwise manner. The lowest step was eight feet wide and three feet in 

height raised in stepped manner. At the plinth level it was 3 feet 6 inches wide. The foundation 

was laid in rubble stone masonry in lime mortar. From the exposed part of the foundation it was 

found that the construction was done in layers, with each layer of 2 feet height (the practice is 

stiU followed in Jaipur region). The plinth was about 3 feet above the ground in Govind Deoji 

and Galta Temples. The plinth of Natwaiji Temple was about 7 feet in height. The plinth was 

covered with ’Dasd made-up of 3 feet 6 inches wide, 6-8 feet in length and 4 inches thick in 
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local stone in Natwaiji Temple and in other buildings. Dasa' was used as D.P.C. (Damp Proof 

Course) and for the equal distribution of load of the superstructure.

'Dasd of Natwaiji Temple on the upper floor is made of marble stone which has 

sculptured motifs of petal designs and was found in good condition. The Dasa' of other 

buildings was madeup of plane stone slab. 'Dasd at the lower level below the columns and walls 

were in a few 'Chatrtf and was damaged.

The foundation of Govind Deoji Temple was exposed upto seven feet below the plinth 

on the south east side due to the soil erosion in a number of places. At few sides the rooms on 

the plinth were not approachable. The foundation in the north-east comer of Natwaiji Temple 

had settled lea ding to the collapse of roof and vertical splitting of the wall. Foundation of other 

buildings was in reasonably good condition.

5.1.2 Super Structure or Walls

The super structure was also constructed in rubble stone masonry in lime mortar. 

Thickness of the walls of ground floor was three feet while the walls of the first floor were two 

feet wide. The overall condition of the super structure of the first floor buildings was good but 

the ground floor structure was damaged in various places north- east wall of Natwaiji Temple 

split vertically and one arch of Govind Deoji Temple had developed vertical crack from the 

apex till the arch. The plaster of both the sides was found damaged in the ground floor in a 

number of places. The exposed structures had weak joints, mortar had decayed and was 

powdery in consistency. At few places the masonry was damaged may be due to the weathering 

or aging, burrows, or could be due to vandalism. The seepage from the lake side did maximum 

damage to Govind Deoji Temple and Kanak Bagh.

The exterior walls of Govind Deoji Temple have number of facial arches six inches 

deep but the openings are rectangular spanned by lintel. For these reasons the rear rooms had 

no ventilation. The walls of 'junk ’ portion of Govind Deoji and Natwaiji Temple were intact.
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The outside plaster was damaged only at few places but the inside plaster of both these temples 

was badly damaged. Some portion of cornice ('Gardana') region was intact. Tracery and junk * 

in an area of lOsq inches was visible in a few places. The damaged inside portion was more due 

to the leaking of roof and closed environment.

5.13 Ceilings

The ground floor of Govind Deoji Temple has 60 rooms and 12 'Tibarcri as shown in 

the plan. While the 'Garbh- griha' of both the temples are square in shape and 15x15 feet in 

size. Roof of all the rooms is corbbled type, laid in circular pattern, locally known as 'junk ’. The 

construction of this type of roof is based on the technique used in four sided 'Chatri or the 

development of the dome shaped roof The central portion of the roo^ in the comer rooms is 

covered by four by four feet stone while the central portion of junk ’ is covered by a number of 

10 feet long stone slabs, laid over corbbled comers. This type of construction develops a 

beautiful pattern in the central portion of the roof

The Comer portion of the roof with the wall is covered by cornice ^Gardand) in all the 

rooms but in junk ’ roof lots of ornamental work was found. The ceiling is also made in 

Lime-Surkh? mortar with additives.

Terraces

The terrace of the temples is made up of Dar a particular traditional technique. On its 

periphery the terrace has a parapet of three feet height with a floral relief work on the wall 

sometimes a low wall with stone balustrade and tracery work, or the Parkota' lime screen wall 

with pears. The terrace had spouts for drainage. The dar portion was badly damaged. The stone 

railings were missing and the 'Parkota' wall was also broken at a number of places.
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5.1. 4 Floors

Flooring of the ground floor rooms and terrace was made-up of dar while the floor of 

the 'Garbh-griha' and architectural components like, 'junk*, 'junk' and ’Tibarad were made up 

of'Aaraish' Finish. The 'Dar' in the floor of the rooms was completely damaged and the Aaraish 

floor was also in weathered condition. The flooring was completely redone as described under 

restoration.

5.2 ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES

5.2.1 Chatri

In Indian context 'Chatri' means a parasol that crowns the head and usually it takes the 

form of an open pavillion with a ribbed dome on the top. 'Chatrtf are one of the most 

interesting architectural features. They define the building properly by highlighting the comers.

In the plan the chatris are square, hexagonal or octagonal at the base. In Govind Deoji 

Temple 'Chatrtf directly rest on an octagonal drum like structure called a Buij'. The *Buij' 

projects out of the main building line and contains a small room at the lower level.

The octagonal 'Chatrtf at Govind Deoji’s temple are builtup on the first floor and have 

the following structure (Plate LXIX, 136). Each face of the octagon measures 5 feet in the plan 

with 6 feet high pillars, one at each comer. The columns are enclosed by a one feet six inches 

high railing in pink/red colour Karaoli stone. This open pavillion is crowned by a ribbed 

domical roof with a finial. The pinnacle or finial is an emblem at the summit of a dome in the 

form a 'Kalash'. The shaft or rod of pinnacle pierces through the inverted lotus base at the apex 

of the 'Chatri' into the ceiling where it supports the hanging pendant. The cupola or dome rests 

on a 1 foot high octagonal frieze which has foliate decorative designs on relief work. Another 

such tie band sandwiches the sloping 'Chajjci and in turn distributes the oncoming load of the 

dome on to the arches joining the stone pillars below. The multilobed arches have the apex of 

arch crowned by a lotus flower. The cusped arches are framed by borders.
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Figure 1

GALTA GHATI, JAIPUR



a. Construction

The columns are 6 feet high upto the abacus. The base is one feet three inches high in 

the shape of an inverted lotus resting on a square base. The base sometimes has carved inverted 

leaf motifs. The shaft is tapering into 12 sided floral shaped in section. The curved flutes are well 

rounded. The capital rests on the shaft with a circular ribbed motif and measures approximately 

8 inches in height. On the abacus rests the springing arches above and measures 1 inch 

approximately. Surprisingly, all these three individual parts of a column, i.e. capital, shaft and 

base are firmly joined, not by any mortar but by means of tongue and groove joints wherein one 

member protrudes or tongues into the other member tightly.

The one feet six inches deep overhanging eave was constructed by laying equally sized 

stone slabs at an angle with one third of the stone grooved in rich lime mortars. The second 

means of support were the tapering iron clamps embedded in two consecutive stone slabs in 

order to hold the joint tight.

By projecting horizontal block or stone course that supported the vertical structure or 

covered the opening of the entire dome like hemispherical part of 'Chatri' was created by 

corbelled stone courses laid in lime mortar.

The flooring is in smooth white 'Aaraish' with red/pink Karaoli stone raising all around. 

Sometimes the railing is laid in carved lime 'Jaleel also. The 'Chatris' are seen richly adorned 

with ornamentations in stone relief work over the capitals bases and shafts of the columns. The 

arches were rendered in smooth 'Aaraish' borders in different colours of brown, green, yellow, 

etc. The friezes on top of overhanging eaves were painted in brown floral motifs and the ribs of 

the 'Chatri were also painted. The 'Chatris at Galtaji and Jal Mahal are completely finished in a 

smooth lusturous 'Aaraish'. At Galtaji, the rectangular borders above the arches have finely 

painted panels depicting scenes from the life of Lord Rama, Krishna and the rulers of Amber at 

that time. The pinnacles are either in brass or stone.
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CHATRI Figure 2

GALTA GHATI, JAIPUR





b. Existing Condition (Plate LXX, 137)

The decay in most of the 'Chatris was due to the aging and human factor. In a few 

cases at Galtaji, damage was caused due to the 1981 floods.

The pinnacle portion of many Chatris was broken and only the rod portion was found 

embeded. The outer plaster of the dome was mostly covered with the diy algal growth (Plate 

LXV, 108) the plaster was damaged due to weathering. In a few cases the ‘junk’ had also 

developed. The 'Chajja' portion was damaged in a number of Chatris particularly at Galtaji due 

to the jumping movement of monkeys.

In some 'Chatris the horizontal cracks had developed and the comer portion was 

damaged. The marble columns were white washed and these marble columns had started 

chipping at a number of places.

The railing portion of a number of Chatris were missing and only the square fixing 

groves were left. Dasa was also broken, in a number of places the 'Aaraish' had developed 

cracks in most of the 'Chatri^ and the dar flooring was exposed in a few cases.

5.2.2 Kabani

The term 'Kabani1 has its origin due to its shape of a Bow {'Kaman'). It is most widely 

seen in Rajputana architecture. The uniqueness of the style is that of the functional forms, which 

reduces to symbolic architecture and outline those forms which would most create it. Even the 

cusps of the arches are a profile; on most of the arches only the outer feces are cusped and the 

main structure is a smooth curve. The symmetry of plane massing is the dominant feature and 

thus special architectural features such as 'ChatriJ and 'Kabanif play an integral part of the 

structural composition.
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KABANI Figure 3
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a. Architectural Description

The 'Kabant is normally located between two 'Chatri^. It is rectangular in plan - with its 

width greater than the depth. The size is 30' x 10' and is spanned by a curvilinear roof which 

rises at the centre and the steep sloping sides arch downwards forming a junction at the 

overhanging 'Chayd in an arched form making the comers pointed. The central rib along the 

curved roof has five brass tapering pinnacles equally spaced. The entire load of roof is 

transferred on the side piers and two central columns on the longitudinal side. The shorter sides 

are spanned by single arch. The filler wall is depicted with a false geometry in 'Khamird giving 

the impression of a 'Jalf pattern with a railing and small windows of size 1-6x1 feet located at 

the top of the railing (Plate LXXI, 138).

The two central load bearing columns end at the lintel level from where the arch with 

eleven equal divisions begin. The central arch has the wooden door opening of 3 x 6.5 feet and 

the sides of the rooms have two similar wooden doors. The flooring is in a smooth white 

'Aaraish'.

b. Existing Condition of'Kabani'

Over the centuries the plaster got eroded and the exposed plaster gave way to cracks. 

The stone slabs of 'Chajja' in a number of 'KabaniJ were broken at places and the joints had 

become weak. The brass pinnacles were damaged or missing and only the embedded rod could 

be seen. The tapering brass knobs of the pinnacles were also missing. The comers of the sloping 

curvilinear roof’Chajjas' were broken.

The ornamentation on the 'Kabani^ and facades got weathered due to harsh 

environmental conditions. There were cracks in the piers. The impressions of the floral motifs 

were traced for record and restoration.
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Figure 4
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The wooden doors decayed leaving behind traces of broken planks, metal strips bracing 

and holes due to termite decay.

c. Restored Ornamentation

Normally the exterior ornamentation has Jaipur yellow at the base and burnt sienna for 

the patterns. The line work defines the structure and the edges as richly adorned. The buttresses 

are subdivided by false niches and 'Izzard is a continuous feature upto 3' height with brown 

double border. The area below the ’Chajja' and the curve of the arch is usually painted with 

floral bottle shaped geometry and peacocks at the comers.

The 'Kahana? is kept plain with leaf shaped central rib and repetitive floral pattern on 

the border.

The restoration of Chatris was similar to which has been described for 'Kahan? (Plate 

LXXI, 138).

5.23 Arches

Arches are an inevitable part of architecture both as a structural component and as an 

aesthetic element. The basic arches were blended with distinguished regional styles such as the 

multilobed arches are extensively used in the door ways, entrance gates, jharokhas, niches, blind 

windows, inlay panels, etc. The cusped arch is traditionally called 'Bang!?. The use of arches 

differ at the various places in the same building.

At Govind Deoji temple the east entrance gate is the basic four-centred arch with 

'bangri ornamentation. Similarly, the arches in the pavillion, on the terrace, Parikrama and 

Tibara vaiy in the number of cusped divisions. In the lower floor interiors the arches are again 

four- centered rising from solid rectangular piers of size 2-6 x 2 feet. Usually all these arches 

are framed by rectangular borders either in relief work or in 'Aaraish'. The Kanak Vrindavan 

temples have a lotus motif ornamentation at the apex of the arch.
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At the 'Parikramd in Natwaiji temple the twin columns spring up to constitute a double 

cusped arch or 'Bangri with 1 feet depth. The apex is again adorned with lotus relief work. The 

remaining space between the cusps of the arch and the rectangular borders has intricate 

carvings, marble relief work, like stucco etc.

The junk ’ at Govind Deoji temple and Natwaiji temple are cusped, whereas the junk ’ 

inlay doors on the side rooms at Natwaiji are in shouldered arch forni.

Since Jal Mahal structure was a solely functional building the load bearing element of an 

arch was utilised to its maximum and all the four-centred and drop arches were plain plastered 

without any 'Bangri ornamentation, relief or painting.

Galta temple complex has a variety of arch types including the unique three centered 

arch blended with a 'Bangaldhar* arch (Plate LXXm, 142). This arch spans ten feet wide room 

at Ram Kunwar Mahal at Galta. All the Jharokhas are divided into three arched division filled by 

screens of lime 'Jalees'.

Niches in the walls are mainly of drop arch type, varying in sizes. Blind windows in 

decorative wall panels also employ different arch types.

Various other styles of arches at Amber and Jaipur were studied for shape and geometry 

(Figure 5 to 10).

5.2.4 Columns

Column is an important structural component of the super structure in Rajputana 

architecture. Traditionally it is called 'Khambd. The Padmaka’anti junk' kinds of ’Khambd^z 

more widely used. The chief distinguishing features of these two are that though both resemble
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in shape, they take different motifs; the former of a lotus and the latter of the leaves and garlands 

and other foliage motifs.

It is important to briefly differentiate between a pier, pilaster and column. A pier is a 

short wall or masonary mass shaped into different elements, whereas the pilaster is an 

ornamental small column, complete with capital and bracket, usually forming part of the wall 

construction.

While the columns have different component parts which are broadly classified into 4 

parts. They are the base, entablatures, shaft, capital and abacus. As regards the relative 

dimensions of the component parts and mouldings of the pillar as well as the various allied 

structures - the entablatures, the projections, side decorations, etc. dimensions should conform 

to the volume and the width of the entrance, i.e. approximately it should be maximum a quarter 

of it. Proportionately the other parts are designed. They are used extensively in all components 

of the Kanak Vrindavan temple complex, Galtaji Temple complex and Jal Mahal.

Ornamental marble columns adorn and support 'Chatris*, junk', 'junk', etc. The other 

widely used construction material is lime concrete plastered by smooth loi or Aarish finish and 

at the pavillion in Govind Deoji's temple the twin columns are in grey Ambargarh quartzite.

At Natwaiji Temple the ’Parikrama' has twin marble columns (figure 13); 6 feet 6 inches 

in neight. The 1 inch thick rectangular base measures 1 feet by 2 feet. The entablature is an 

inverted lotus with carved petals. A circular ribbed 12 sided motif joins the base to the shaft. 

The shaft shoots up in 12 sided fluted floral in section, and carved ornamentation of foliage 

adorns the shaft upto 10 -12 inches. Similarly the capital joins the shaft with the same 12 sided 

ribbed motif. The capital bears the maximum ornamentations, richly carved with scroll work and 

the abacus finally tops the column.
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• The columns at Govind Deoji’s temple complex are the major components of the structure 

which also are ornamental features. They are employed for both beauty as well as load 

bearing components.

• The pavillion had rectangular piers at the four comers with twin half columns ornamental 

type.

• In the pavillion the twin columns are of green sedimentary Ambargarh mine stone. They are 

7'0" high with a common rectangular base topped with two separate inverted bowl shaped 

bases. The shaft is tapering and floral in section (12 sided). The capital is again bowl shaped 

which takes the load of the arches.

• The ground floor columns are plain stone without ornamentation and rectangular 1 x 3 feet 

which act as piers. There is no distinct division of shaft base and capital and are employed 

to take the load of the arch above, which in turn undertake the load of the roof.

• The columns in junk ’ are 8 in number, one each at the octagonalbase and have single arches 

above. The column in the 'junk' divide the longitudinal side into 3 divisions. The half 

column at the ends transfer the load of the curvilinear 'Kabani1 to the piers underneath. The 

ornamentation is mainly on the capitals and bases in the shape of leaf and petals.

• The difference in the style of rectangular piers reveal that they were later additions and 

encroachments to the original complex. The base and capital have bands.

• The columns in 'Parikrama' are highly ornamented in relief work above the capital in petal 

shape. The lotus base also has floral patterns.

The diverse pillar - architecture all over the State of Rajasthan vary in proportions, 

degree of ornamentations and in the building material used. A variety of columns at Amber are 

identical in ornamentation and divisions of components. At Jal Mahal the rectangular masonary 

columns are plain plastered and lack ornamented, presumably because the columns act solely as 

a structural load bearing element in the structure surrounded by water.
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5.2.5 Chajja

Chajja or an eave is an overhang that shelters a porch, verandaah or any plain exterior 

wall surface from rain water and acts as a sunshade etc. It varies from T-6" upto 3 feet depth, 

on all sides of a building. The 'Chajjd is sloped downward to drip away water. Stone slabs are 

cut to equal sizes and are embedded one third into the roof at a suitable angle by rich live 

mortar. The joints are clamped by iron clamps. The surface is then smoothly plastered by lime 

mortar finish. This was the widely employed technique in all the historical buildings.

The 'Chajjas* at Govind Deoji Temple are in stone with three feet projection and 

supported by ’gardana' cornice. Very often these stone chajjas are in turn supported by toras or 

brackets; angle or in pair as seen at Natwaqi's Temple. To tie two slabs of chajjas together, iron 

hooks six inches long are used and inserted from the top.

In the sloping curvilinear 'bangaldhaf roofs of 'Kabani' these eaves steeply slope in the 

same curvilinear manner as the roof and form pointed comers at the ends like that of an archer’s 

bow.

Illustrative Example at Ghan Bhamji, Jodhpur.

5.2.6 Jharokha

The term 'Jharokhd explains a projecting balcony out of the building facade supported 

on toras or brackets. These brackets as explained above vary in ornamentations. The Jharokha 

were a vital part of the 'Zenand portion of all havelis, palaces, etc. The women's quarters - the 

Zenana consisted of even ranges around a regularly fornied chowk and the disposition of the 

apartments within those ranges were symmetrical.
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The function of'Jharokhas' was to provide accommodation for women to view outside 

away from the public gaze - because of the presence of jali screens across the windows. This 

area is not self-contained but it is open to the rest of the palace. This architectural feature is 

widely seen at Galtaji at Sitaramji temple and Gyan Gopalji temple which were considered the 

palaces of Lord Krishna his consorts and Lord Rama. At Sita Ramji temple, the Zenana Mahal 

has richly ornamented frescoes over the 'Jharokhas, with stone railings and pierced lime 'Jalee' 

screens.

The roof of these balcony Jharokhas are false impressions of the curvilinear Bangaldhar 

•Kabani'. At temple of Kalyanji, Amber we find 'Jharokha^ in the form of recesses in a wall. 

The projected roof rests upon rectangular pillars placed 3 inches away from the wall. Another 

blind or false 'Jharokha' in the same temple has dummy decorative columns adjacent to the wall. 

Since these two Jharokhas are examples of blind windows, they are not supported on brackets 

and measure 4 feet and 3x1 feet approximately.

Niches

'Niches' are the most widely employed wall ornamentation in form of blind windows.

The 'Niches' in the wall are recesses upto depth of 9 inches to 12 inches with cusped, 

drop arch, bangri, bangaldhar arch or mehrab shape arch exist. The niche is usually made as an 

ornamental feature of wall and therefore located in every place at 3 to 3-6 feet height. Small 

'Niches' are sometime located at the capital level of pillars to be used for candle or diya as seen 

at 'Parikramd of Govind Deoji's temple.

The ornamentation around niche is intricate and usually carried out in manovat relief 

work in floral motifs. All historical buildings have niches as a visual feature at human eye level 

and therefore they are treated with rich motifs. At 'Galtaji' niches are highly ornate with frescoes 

carving themes of Lord Krishna, sceneries or floral motifs.
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5.2.7 Toras (Brackets)

Toras or brackets are load bearing elements employed as a projecting support to assist 

in holding up the lintel roo£ a balcony, overhanging eaves, etc. They are very often highly 

ornamental, richly carved and painted and are employed for purely aesthetic beauty.

The sizes vary depending upon the use of the area and load. For maximum structural 

safety these toras are installed at comers in a triad that supports the comer of the 'Chajjd or the 

balcony above.

The toras at Sitaramji temple - Galta support the eaves in the chowk (courtyard) and are 

of marble and sand stone with aaraish finish. The brackets supporting Jharokhas employ 

hanging motifs, depicted upside down as a pendant. These pendants are usually lotus shaped. At 

Govind Deoji's temple such pendant shaped 'toras' are rendered in 'Kard finish. Very often a 

column takes the load by increasing its surface area in contact with the roof above by branching 

into brackets on all sides of the column.

The brackets at temples and palaces differ in the choice of material and the rendered 

finish. Lime 'stucco' relief work is the most prevalent work at Govind Deoji's temple 

’Parikrama'. At 'junk's' east entrance, stone carved toras are employed. At Parikrama twin toras 

are employed to take the oncoming load of the 'Chajja'. Particular style of material and 

rendering finish in toras; characterises the building as a whole.

A wide variety of 'toras' are employed at Amber, Shekhawati and Udaipur regions etc. 

and a few of them are enlisted below. The inspiring motifs broadened the scope of restoration 

work since one particular type of motif and geometry could be replicated, simplified or made 

richer in the different building materials.
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The creativity of the traditional master craftsmen extended beyond the regular motifs 

and the 'toras' took the shapes of elephant head, a duck, a horse and sometimes peacocks. The 

ratio of width is greater to the length and the maximum angle is 45°.

Brackets at Ganesh pol, Amber are carved in sandstone bearing the shape of a small 

duck sitting on a projected platform. The bracket measures 3'-6” in length and 2’-6" in width. 

In the front view the tora has many divisions but the entire bracket is chiselled monolithically 

and then inserted to the wall.

5.2.8 Parapets and Parkota Walls

Parapet is a wall extending above the roof, often elaborately treated with ornamental 

relief forms. The characteristic ornamentation of the parapet decoration in the historical 

buildings was the architectural accomplishment of a very high order. The ’Parapets’ above the 

Garbha-griha at Govind Deoji and Natawarji temple are 1 feet 3 inches high with a foliated 

meshed frieze in lime plaster.

The pattern is derived from the kind of battlement or parapet decoration which is a 

common feature of Rajputana buildings. Traditionally the battlements are known as 

'Kangoora^. As a dominant element of the frieze the stone corresponds to the recessive element 

of the battlement - the empty space or brown. Dominant and recessive elements are thus 

reversed through the pattern and the colour schemes are constant. The top part of the design is 

itself a schematic and sculptural representation in miniature of a row of arches, and so it too is a 

negative of its original design, since the parapet is solid precisely where as an arcade is open, 

and where an arcade is open it is solid.

The parapet at Jas Mandir, Amber is the embellishment of foliated frieze but varies in its 

material. The parapet is marble in laid. Various floral motifs are striking and imposing 

horizontal bands running continuously at Godikon- ka-Mandir, Sanganer, Jaipur. Lotus flower
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and sun flower being the dominant relief features in the parapet. The fine detailing in marble 

carving being the measure of architectural perfection.

'Parkotd walls around building complexes are divided into regular portions called 

crenellations or 'KangooraJ which crown the wall. In forts and palaces these 'KangooraJ were 

suitable for archers and gunners to use as a cover.

5.2.9 Railings

Railings are upright lattice work in stone or lime with solid intermediate posts called 

'ThamiJ which forms a boundary of a balcony, terrace, 'Chatri', 'junk courtyard, etc. It usually 

measures l'-6" in height. At places where the height is required to be increased, additional stone 

or lime bracing is provided to strengthen the lattice work. One such example is the railing at the 

City Palace.

At Sitaramji temple and Gyan Gopalji temple, Galta is in Red Karoali stone topped with 

a semi-circular round or aquare stone which binds the different screens of stone jalee together. 

It may be called as a coping stone on the top. At more important places the railings are built in 

marble stone. The typical stone railing commonly employed can be divided into four parts. The 

inverted bow shaped base with a polygonal bud shaped shaft topped with an upright capital. 

The capital further extends into a oogee shaped decorative design. Upon this, the coping stone 

or balustrade is kept. At the base of railings are floral dasa stone joined by iron dowel. The dasa 

is usually 2 feet 3 inches thick.

Lime 'Jalee' railings in parkota wall on the north side at Govind Deoji temple has a 

diagonal geometry acting as a screen. The lime 'Jalees' are carved out from solid three feet four 

inches thick lime mortar with specialised tools and are reinforced by rope fibres to avoid 

cracking on the top coat, and it is also strengthened by lime mortar posts.
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In components such as 'KabaniJ use of lime 'Jalee' relief work ornamentation is to give 

a false impression of a railing to the longitudinal front free of a 'Kabanf. All the railings have 

intermediate upright posts and a petal shaped dasa underneath.

The delicately proportioned geometries of lime and stone 'Jalee' existing in other 

historical buildings of the same period formed a base for the replication and restoration of all 

railings and parapet walls.

5.2.10 Doors

Introduction

Rajputana architecture is very exhaustive on door and door ornamentations. The first 

point to note is the different limbs of the door space. The door called junk\ 'junk', etc. is 

constituted of'Bai’ - the lintel under which the door is placed, this lintel and the space between 

the two walls or the entrance is traditionally called 'Paitam', the vertical side frames are called 

TJtranga' and together the process of erecting a door is termed as Bai Varana'. The door panels 

called ’Kapatd, or Varana', were mostly made up of Mango wood and the ornamentations. 

Mouldings were carried at in Shisham wood. The two-fold door panels are called 'Kaptana 

Yugald. The door-belt called 'Kundd, is for the purpose of bolting them together. If the door is 

of a big size, it is called Tor. The other elements of the door, though ornamental, are niches, 

Bangri1 arches and mouldings.

The doors are placed on the different cardinal points, and their different varieties are the 

result of the variations in their positions. As the town entrances were fortified by parkota walls, 

they were called Pol.
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Construction

Regarding the dimension, the general rule is that the height of the door should be twice 

the width, but deviations from this rule are seen at places.

The panel is usually 1 1/2 inches thick and the 'Pustivan' a metal strip bracing is secured 

by iron nails. These bracings divide the door into 3,5 or more divisions depending upon the size 

of the door. The door is hinged to the stone frame, at the top and bottom by means of 'Adab 

datari’ measuring 6" high and 2" diameter. This formed metal strip is 5 cms thick at the bottom 

of the door and much thinner at the head of the door because the bottom has to undertake 

greater load. It is housed in either an iron cover or a stone hemispherical bowl, the latter is used 

for large heavy entrance gates.

The locking system from inside of a door is by means of sliding a wooden patten 1 1/2 

inches thick 10-12 inches long into metal hooks or 'Kundd. Together the lock is called a 

'Kamald. The front face of the door has brass or iron ’Kadas' in circular or oval shape of 

approximately 5 mm thickness. The 'Kadd is secured to the 'palld by means of a metal plate 

fixed by bolt. One panel overlaps the other interlocking the two panels together without 

showing the groove in between. This vertical wooden strip adorned by alternate octagonal and 

starshaped panels adorned by silver, brass, iron or inlay 'Knob^ called 'Phooljharid. This 

vertical member is traditionally called junk'. 'Gotam' actually refers to the mouldings in the 

cusped arch, about 2” thick *Beni' refers to the wooden moulding steeped in section, junk' may 

be hexagonal circular or pentagonal in section. A chain attached to an iron hook embedded in 

the 'Paitam' locks the door from front. This locking system is called 'SaankaP. The door frames 

were of sandstone or marble. The panels were of Mango wood and Keekar1 for economy, 

Shisham was used for all ornamentation, grafting work and inlay work on doors.
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Ornamentation on Door Panels

1. Sandalwood 'Swastik pattern door adorned in Govind Deoji Temple. The wooden beading 

makes a 'Swastik pattern skeleton for inlay work. Then wooden boxes are grafted and 

stuck in the voids, of the bevelled edged beading around. The border alternates with star 

pattern one in square and one elongated. The 'Gotam beni' is 2 1/2 inches wide hexagonal 

in section and fixed in wave pattern in two contrasting woods. Each rectangle pattern is 

fixed with two round brass 'Phooljharis' or bolts all along the central vertical rail.

2. ‘junk’ work in Natwaiji temple. The flat portion of the 'Seep* is obtained from sea and is 

used. In the engraved pattern of boxes grafted and stuck between the wooden beading on 

the panel again form the 'Swastik pattern. Here the ’Gotam beni' is decorated with wood 

and pearl combination. The border's star pattern is similarly engraved in wood and inlaid in 

pearl. The rectangles in the 'Bent are screwed with concealed nails instead of bolts.

3. (a) junk ’ and ‘junk * in Natwaiji temple an iron dye is made in different patterns and 1 mm 

thick silver foil is hammered carefully to the dye and cut to size. Then it is stuck to the 

wooden headings on the door panel by means of silver nails itself. Different dyes were made 

for filler, vertical member and borders.

(b) ‘junk’. Concave copper cups are made and Belgian) coloured glass of different colours 

is poured while in molten state and allowed to set until cooled. Copper is used because of 

its flexibility. Once set only the copper edging is visible. Meena work' flowers are adorned 

all along the periphery of the silver foil door and on the central member. Each panel is 

divided into 4 rectangular divisions upto the base of the arch and one division on top 

echoes the arched shape itself 'Meend flowers (5 nos.) are on the central member and the 

door handle and knobs are designed as elephant trunk shape made in pure German silver.
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4. Brass inlay door at Govind Deoji temple. Its size is 6x10 feet with 5 bracings. 1 1/2 inches 

diameter brass ring patterns were nailed all over to fill in between the wooden bracing on 

the panels. The border has a star patem in brass stuck alternatively in square and elongated 

stars.

5. 2.11 Izzaras

Ther term 'Izzara’ refers to the traditional continuous band that runs all arojnd the walls, 

in both interiors as well as exteriors, like a 'dado'. Usually this band acts as an index of the 

whole colour scheme. Besides the aesthetic value of this permanent wall surface it allows the 

viewer to appreciate the balance of geometries and colour contrasts at an eye level itself

In Udaipur practice this decorative band is l'-6" high and is adorned with rich wall 

paintings. These paintings are based upon vanour themes depicted in natural stone pigments, 

stone inlay work or carved motifs. In Jaipur practice we find the 'dado' vaiying from 3 feet to 4 

feet height.

At Galtaji we find the 'Izzaras' to be the favourite canvas that witnesses the master 

carftsmanship of the painters and artists, who have adorned them with rich frescoes and wall 

paintings. They usually bear themes from the lives of lord Rama and lord Krishna and also the 

daily activities of women of that time.

The Govind Deoji and Natwaiji Temple complexes emphasizes the Izzaras' by line work 

of varying thicknesses all around, thus creating rectangular borders.

AT Ganesh Pole, BISR Jaipur, the 'dado' is 4 feet high with saffron colour in the centre 

and a green border all around. The 'Izzara' thus provides a pedestral to the entire external 

facade.

At Amber’s Jaya Mandir and Jas Mandir one finds exquisite examples in Marble inlay* 

work along the borders and intricate monolithically carved floral relief patterns at the centre.
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CHAPTER 6

RESTORATION

The traditional architecture in different regions of Rajasthan has gradually evolved over 

the centuries into a rich blend of styles. The regional uniqueness has a great relevance to the 

climatic conditions, availability of material and the craftsmanship. Besides the living traditions 

influenced by socio-economical and religious values of the period, it has been noticed that no 

two regions of the state have same architectural style. Each has a distinctive flavour and identity 

of its own crafts and craftsmanship although they have a consistent pattern interms of setting, 

scale, proportions, colours and finishes spreads all over. The distinctive architectural style is 

thus represented in the design of palaces, forts, havelis and temples. The Patwan’s Haveli at 

Jaisalmer, Bagore Ki Haveli at Udaipur (Mewar region), Umaid Bhawan at Jodhpur (Marwar 

region), Hawa Mahal at Jaipur, Sunhari Haveli at Laxmangarh (Shekhawati region), and some 

other buildings represents the impecable architecture of urban context. The rural building 

traditions too shows regional variations due to microclaimtic conditions, constraints of materials 

and variations in living traditions. Thus it is represented at cluster level at Haruti, Shekhawati, 

Barmer, Bikaner, Dungarpur and Jaipur regions with more functional design.

The architecture thus composed elements like 'Chatris', 'Kabanis', 'Arches', 

'Jharokhas', Ornamental, Columns, Intricate 'Jalees', 'Brackets' ftodas) and Inlay doors. All 

these demonstrate perfection in skill and use of material. The finishes and ornamentations also 

reflect perfection of various arts. The 'Mirror work', 'Panniwork', 'Pacchikari', 'Dak Meena' 

and decorative stained glass work in addition to 'Aaraish finish and fresco rendered richness to 

the historical buildings.

With the aim of reviving the heritage, the restoration is carried out adhering to the 

traditional building materials and their application skills. The indiginious materials were used 

after analysing the original materials employed in the historical buildings. The samples were 

taken up from individual building without affecting the integrity and harmony of the structure.
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It was found that the materials used were most adaptable and compatible with the ancient 

techniques of crafts. This prevented the decay and revived the life span of these buildings to a 

great extent.

The traditional building materials have been used for the restoration work of the 

following components of the historical buildings under study.

6.1 MATERIALS

Lime Mortar

a. Lime

b. Surkhi

c. Addatives

6.2 TECHNIQUES OF STRUCTURAL RESTORATION

6.2.1 Repairs of Crack Structures

6.2.2 Reconstruction of the Roof without 

Dismantaling the upper portion

6.2.3 Lime Plaster

6.3 TECHNIQUES OF RESTORATION OF ARCHITECTURAL FINISHES

6.3.1 Lime Stucco

6.3.2 Lattice Work

6.3.3 Dar

6.3.4 Loi

6.3.5 Kara

6.3.6 Frescoes

6.3.7 Khamira
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6.4 TECHNIQUES OF RESTORATION OF ARCHITECTURAL

Ornamentation work

6.4.1 Mirror

6.4.2 Panni

6.4.3 Pachhikari

6.4.4 Manovat/Tracery in plaster/relief work

6.4.5 Silver Stucco

6.5 TECHNIQUES OF RESTORATION OF INLAY WORK

6.5.1 Stained Glass Work

6.5.2 Dak Meena Work

6.5.3 Door Inlay Work

6.6 CRAFTSMEN

6.7 TOOLS

6.8 REHABILITATION

6.9 RESTORED BUILDINGS

6.1 MATERIALS

The restoration of structural and architectural components and their finishes was done 

by Lime Mortar prepared as per the given procedure.

6.1.1 Lime Mortar

The lime mortar for the restoration work consists of the following components:

a. Lime

b. Surkhi/Sand

Additives

These components vary in quantity and preparation techniques depending on the part of 

restoration.
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Lime:

Good quality lime stone is abundantly distributed in the western belt of Rajasthan. The 

pure form of lime deposits are found near Kotputli, Maonda, Ramgarh, Sandhkotra, Ghatra 

while the reserves of impure form are wide spread and occur near Naila, Raori, Sirohi, Nimla 

and Dabla. The best quality of Rajasthan Lime Stones are available at Sojat and Ghatra.

Lime in the mortar is used in the form of slaked lime or (Calcium Oxide - Ca(OH)2). It 

has been made for thousands of years by burning native Calcium Carbonate (CaCos) which 

together with wood or coke in specially constructed kilns produces through calcination Calcium 

Oxide - CaO known as quicklime.

Slaking of Lime (Plate XC,163)

When lime is mixed with water, a chemical reaction occurs and the product is Calcium 

Hydroxide (Ca(0H)2 known as slaked lime or hydrated lime. Theoretically, lime is combined 

with water to the amount of 32.1 percent of its weight; actually, it takes somewhat less on 

account of its impurities. This figure is based on Stoichiometric, and the resulting product 

would theoretically be a dry powder., Because the heat generated by the slaking of lime 

evaporates a considerable amount of the water, and there excess amount of water is required 

based on the type of its use. For lime mortar we require in the form of slurry (55% to 70% of 

free water and for Fresco it will be in the form of putty (30-45% of water). Slaking of lime fbr 

mortar is done in specially designed tank.

Different limes have different types of slaking. Nonhydroulic fat lime slakes rapidly with 

much heat and the expansion on slaking is considerable, whereas Magnesium lime slakes slowly 

with variable expansion and matures in minimum 48 hours. Semi hydraulic and hydraulic lime 

takes 36 hours each.
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Rapidly slaked lime tends to be colloidal whereas slowly slaked lime tends to be 

crystalline therefore it is important that the required amount of water should be added at once 

and quickly mixed with the entire amount of lime. The amount of water differs on the quality of 

lime. Too little water causes "burnings" of the lime resulting into weak currenting of particles 

and known as hydrated lime.

Freshly slaked lime contains unslaked particles of active quicklime which will combine 

with moisture aft er the mortar is applied causing the defect called blowing or pitting.

Surkhi

'Surkhi is the vernacular name for pozzolana, a binding material of Lime mortar 

obtained by burning clayey sand with wood at a high temperature. 'Surkhi1 can also be 

substituted by using the pounded bricks. The grades of 'Surkhi or pounded brick powder varies 

according to their use.

Additives

Resins (Plate XC, 164)

The natural resins are hardened exudation from the trees. Those resins which are 

extracted from living trees are sometimes called "recent resins" to distinguish them from the 

fossil resins which are dug from the earth or steam beds. They are insoluble in water, but will 

dissolve wholly or partially in liquids such as oils, turpentine etc. commonly known as gums but 

the term gum is applied only to water - soluble substances. Resins vary greatly in properties 

such as odor, shape, hardness, solubility, and colour stability.

Traditionally the fresco painters employed coloured resins as paint pigments. Those 

resins formerly used as transparent paint colours. Centuries ago they were replaced by more 

permanent colours. The chief among them are Lac, Turmeric (Curcuma), Aloe vera.
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Turmeric was prepared from the roots of several varieties of a plant. This resin was 

formerly used to some extent as a yellow dry stuffy and Aloes, are the materials received from 

the juice of a great many varieties and is used as deep brown colour.

Gums

Gums are the hardened saps which oxide or are made to exude from certain trees and 

shrubs. When mixed with water will either dissolve or swell to a jelly. When heated strongly it 

chars like sugar with a smoky flame. Most gums are hygroscopic in their original or pure form 

than when they have been mixed with other materials. In case of gum arabic from Acacia 

arabica it is vital to add considerable amounts of honey and other materials to induce this 

property, in order to keep the pigments moist.

The two varieties of gums extracted from Acacia Senegal and Acacia arabica are good 

binders. Gum from Senegal is harder and less easily dissolved than gum arabic which has more 

balanced working qualities. Gum arabic is grouped into two classes. The clean, pale variety used 

for foods and the darker kinds used for technical uses. The later is umber or pinkish brown with 

greater adhesive strength, but their colour difference is because of sun-bleaching during 

collection of gum.

The gum is prepared by cooking with water and adding preservative and an essential oil. 

However the gums used in binding colour pigments and lime is 'Khamird finish it was procured 

from market itself.

Glues (Sares)

Glues contain other materials that impart flexibility, adhesive qualities, body or structural 

reinforcement to the gel. They reduce shrinkage and improve permanent adhesion. They are 

made of hide and gradation but in the traditional techniques a paste of wheat floor and water is 

employed effectively.
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Common paste is made by mixing floor or starch smooth with little water to make a thin 

milky consistency, and carefully, heating with constant stirring until the desired thickness is 

formed. The proportions vary with the nature of material used. Other additives are alum and 

some preservatives. The minute quantity of preservative is not intended to prevent a material 

from decomposing or losing its durable properties by chemical or physical action.

Waxes

All vegetable waxes belong chemically to the group of oils and fats and melt below the 

boiling point of water. They have the greatest degree of impermeability to atmospheric 

moisture of any of the protective building materials. Finished 'Kara' or 'Aaraish* can be waxed 

by beeswax, made from melted honey combs.

5. Curd/Casein

The crude curd from skimmed milk has been employed as a binding or adhesive material 

from the earliest centuries but in modem context it is used as a carefully controlled and 

uniformed product ’caseiri.

Curd as Binder

Curd solution when mixed with pigments dries to form tough masses which are 

considerably more resistant to moisture than those made with glue. The paint cracks, flakes or 

chips off if the binder is too strong. If it is too weak it will crumble and will dust off when 

rubbed with cotton.

Curd as an Adhesive

As an adhesive it has many advantages over glues. It can be applied cold whereas glues 

need continuous heat. It dares to a more water resistant mass than glues.
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Curd as a Purifier

When a small quantity of curd is mixed in lime and churned well it removes the 

impurities in the lime as surface slag, which can be scooped off easily.

Curd for Lusture

In 'Aaraish', technique curd imparts a durable shine and lusture to the finished surface 

making it smooth and resistant to dust particles.

Methi (Fenugreek)

Powdered 'Methf is added to 'Dar' mortar used for flooring and acts as a powerful 

waterproofing agent. The same can be used in all wall surfaces also since it is hygroscopic and 

water repelling by nature.

7. San Fibres

San fibre is used in Lime mortar as san fibres is a reinforcement layer of fibrous skin 

yellowish in colour and maximum 2 m in length with diameter varying between 0.06 to 0.08 

mm usually 0.06 mm average. The fibre is extracted from many type of plants, the best suitable 

San fibre is of Jute which has properties mentioned below.

Jute Fibre - specific gravity 1.5, tensile strength 227.0 N/mm2, elongation at break 1.30
2 per cent, water absorption 120 per cent and modules of elasticity 30,000 N/mm.

6.2 TECHNIQUES OF STRUCTURAL RESTORATION

Bernard Feilden (1989) has described the object and process of restoration as "The 

object of restoration is to revive the original concept or legibility of the object. Restoration and 
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re-integration of details and features occurs frequently and is based upon respect for original 

material, archaeological evidence, original design and authentic documents, replacement of 

missing or decayed parts must integrate harmoniously with the whole, but must be 

distinguishable on close inspection from the original so that the restoration does not falsify 

archaeological or historical evidence. In a sense, the cleaning of buildings is also a form of 

restoration, and the replacement of missing decorative elements is another".

Fielden has rightly said that the restoration is much more than the rebuilding of the 

structure. The restorer architect should know the language of the designer for understanding 

the structure and composition of the building in terms of the conjectural plan, architectural 

components, colour scheme and how the same was related to its surroundings.

Following the above mentioned guidelines the total plan for the restoration of various 

buildings under study was drawn after recording the required details, the restoration of the 

buildings and work on the environmental conservation was undertaken.

The plan for restoration work included the documentation of the status of the buildings, 

structural assessment, recording of the causes of decay, analysis of the materials used, 

identification of the methods and techniques used by the designers and the craftsmen for the 

construction of the building and ornamentation work. The detailed plans of the original designs, 

geometrical intricacies were drawn and aesthetic preferences of the fine elements including 

colour were also recorded.

The analysis of the materials and techniques used were scientifically analysed. It was 

noticed that the materials and techniques used by the craftsmen hundreds of years back, had 

scientific basis. It has therefore, helped in the planning and execution of the restoration work in 

systematic manner.

Restoration of various structures as described under documentation and analysis of 

architectural components has been done by the use of the specific required techniques. There 
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were some typical problems of structural/architectural components which required common 

technical treatment for the restoration and this had been explained as follows:

62.1 Repair of Crack Structures

The cracks in the buildings can be classified on the basis of their nature, sizes and 

locations. Horizontal cracks are common in historical buildings and the same were found in the 

temples of Kanak Vrindavan Ghati. Horizontal cracks develop by the aging and weathering 

process. Due to the damage to the plaster the foundation and structural masonry gets exposed 

and the mortar of the joints undergoes weathering and becomes loose and powdery. Due to the 

weakening of the mortar and weight of the super structure, the stones in the portion of the 

walls were dislocated from their position, leading to the development of horizontal cracks. This 

type of cracks were repaired by removing the weak mortar layers and the loose stones. The base 

masonry was cured properly and the repair was done by properly fixing the required size of 

stones in rich lime mortar. Such repair work was undertaken from foundation to roof level. 

After completing the repair work of the masonry, the plastering of the total surface (foundation 

and superstructure) was redone by using lime mortar with specific additives (as explained in this 

chapter on techniques).

The other type of cracks were the vertical cracks. The vertical cracks develop due to the 

over loading, uneven settlement or other structural causes. These were repaired by different 

types of techniques.

The common types of vertical cracks were repaired by bracing technique. The stone 

slabs of Budhpura or Karoli sand stone of three inches thickness and required width was placed 

in masonry in lime mortar in properly prepared horizontal surfaces at different heights along the 

vertical cracks. The gaps were filled with stones and brick pieces in lime mortar in ratio 1:2 

(one part Lime and two part Surkhi). The repaired portion was cured for few days and then the 

structure was replastered. In one case a wide vertical crack was developed. The crack had 

disturbed the roof portion leading to the collapse of the roof and bending of the comer portion
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of the wall upto plinth level (involving both the sides of the comer portion).

Such cracks cannot be repaired by the above mentioned procedure. In this case the total 

comer portion of the structure had to be dismantled and redone in lime mortar with the use of 

stones with required types of bonding of this new masonry with the old masonry.

6.2. 2 Reconstruction of Roof Without Dismantalising the Upper Portion

There was a challenging task for restoration. The western side Pavilion of Kanak Bagh 

was damaged. It was reconstructed in a traditional manner. The actual condition of the structure 

and method followed for restoration is an interesting case for learning and therefore this has been 

described in detail.

The slab of the roof of the western side of pavilion had developed cracks. This was 

previously temporarily repaired by the use of wooden rafters for transfering the load of the 

superstructure. Thus on to the Archesand piers.

The load of the upper structure was transfered four sets of joists. The stone columns 

were inserted in the required positions and arches were made in using lime mortar. After 

restoring these components a new roof Ladav-ki-Chat was made and therefore by this technique 

the 'Kabani' in the upper portion was retained.

There is another case of similar type but had the involvement of special type of 

expertise. The arches in the lower portion of the central 'Kabant of western side of the Govind 

Deoji Temple had become weak and accoupant had repaired the portion by raising a thick brick 

wall upto the arch level. In this case the restoration was done by using four sets of joists with 

wooden planks and specially designed scaffolding. After transfering the upper load, the 

temporary wall was removed and stone arch of one foot six inches thickness was constructed to 

received the load of Kabani above. The scaffolding were removed after the proper setting of the 

material of the newly constructed arch.
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The restoration of other components of the buildings have been described along with the 

documentation. The other important aspect of restoration work was that the restored buildings 

should have the adaptability to its immediate surroundings and have contextual blending with 

the nature. The restored system should also have the overall acceptability in the conserved 

ecosystem and it should help in the improvement of the microclimate. This aspect has been 

studied in detail and has been described in Chapter 8.

6 J2 3 Lime Plaster

Lime 'Surkhi' Plaster

Lime sand plaster are synonymous to wall surfacing. These terms are now commonly 

accepted by Govt, agencies. While restoring historical buildings repairs of old plastered wall of 

stone/brick are most commonly used item of works. The usual thickness required is 33 mm, 45 

mm and 75 mm which differs in locations in different historical buildings.

Components: Lime, 'Surkhi'/Sand

Proportions : Lime ’Surkhi’ Mortar 1:2 (1 lime putty; 2 'Surkhi’)

Lime Sand Mortar 1:2 (1 lime: 2 Sand)

Tools: ’Kami’, ’Batkara’, ’Gurmala’, ’Gurmali’, 'Saw? (Plumb),

Process : Wall surfacing is carried out with different ratio of lime 'Surkhi’ depending on quality 

of materials in different layers of varying thickness as the requirement of the surface to be 

restored. These identified stages of lime mortar application is known as ’Saresi’, ’Plaster’, and 

’Loi’ finish. The process is as follows:

Step 1:

The old plaster is removed and surface of wall is cleaned properly using iron brushes to 

rakeout old decayed mortar from the joints. The surface thus exposed required to be watered 

properly to saturate the receiving surface for over two to three days.
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Step 2:

The lime mortar 'Saresi' layer in thickness 6 mm to 12 mm is than applied with 'Kami' 

using lime mortar in the ratio of 1:2 (1 part lime putty, 2 part 'surkhf) on the moist surface of 

the wall. In case the surface is very even thickness will vary as per the site judgements. In 

situation where seepage is the cause of decay, water proofing agent must be mixed in mortar in 

all layers.

Step 3:

The second layer of plaster made of lime mortar 1:2 (1 part lime putty, 2 part Surkhi) is 

applied in thickness 12 mm to 20 mm and flattened with wooding Batkard. To achieve good 

results base 'Sorest' should be wet and partially set to provide grip with the upper plaster coat. 

The plaster is applied in two to three successive coats as to achieve desired thickness. Every 

coat should proceed after three days from the previous layer application. The surface is partially 

smoothened with 'Batkara' but left rough to receive the final finish layer of 'Loi* or 'Kard as 

desired for 45 mm lime mortar. Plaster is carried out in six coats to provide grip to the surface.

In case the thickness exceeds 75 mm use of 'Tuman' with brick bats are desirable on 

each successive coats to avoid cracking and to provide grip to the upper coat.

Step 4:

Water is mixed with 'Lapti (Jaggery) in ratio 5 kg to 100 liter of water and sprinkled 

over the surface for proper curing till the lime mortar is set and hair cracks are removed.

Step 5:

Before applying final finish it is necessary to complete the lower surface accordingly. 

When ’Khamird is to be applied then the lower surface is left smooth with the use Qf'Gurmald 
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and for other finishes such as 'Lof or 'Aaraish' surface need to be left rough to receive further 

applications.

Precautions:

1. The lime plaster should be carried out in successive layers in small thicknesses to provide 

grip to the wall surface.

2. All hair cracks must be removed before final layer which may have appeared due to 

shrinkage.

3. The impurities of materials must be removed to avoid later mattering of lime 'kankars'. 

Slaking should be proper to avoid cracks and popping.

4. The surface should be cured properly after every application of coats. The time gap of 

minimum three days must follow between two successive coats.

5. The use of 'San fibre' is desirable in the uppermost layer to avoid 'Map-cracking’ during 

shrinkage of lime mortar.

6. Due compaction of each layer is required to avoid air gaps.

Labour Components

To carry out lime Surkhi plaster in 100 sq.m in thickness, 33 mm, 45 mm and 75 mm, 

the requirement for labour are as follows as per AVS/PWD practice.

33 mm (4 coats) 22 7 20

45 mm (6 coats) 30 10 25

75 mm (9 coats) 50 16 45

'Tumari is required if thickness exceeds 75 mm.

63 TECHNIQUES OF RESTORATION OF ARCHITECTURAL FINISHES

Lime Stucco Work: (Plate XCVI, 174)

To cany out 'stucco' work in lime the thickness of motifs can vary between 10 mm to 20 

mm. The mortar should be prepared in ratio 1:1(1 part lime putty and 1 part 'Surkht) and
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should be hand grinded. The final design is carved out from the surface mortar used for the 

’stucco' purpose varying in depth from 6 mm to 20 mm thickness. The use of 'Naila', 'Kalam', 

'Langot', 'Nair, and other minor tools are used. The coarse variety is used in the under coat or 

plaster known as 'Saras? while the finer and more uniform variety is used in 'Loi' (finest plaster 

finish).

Lime Mortar Proportions

Lime mortar is prepared by adding ’Surkhi' in slaked lime. The quality of mortar 

depends on components and varies in the ratio of its use. For the structural work the ratio is 

1:6, for plaster 1:4 and 'Loi' finish 1:2 (1 part of slaked lime to variable proportion of Surkhi). 

The details can be referd in 6.4.4.

63.2 Lattice Work (Jalee Work) (Plate XCVII, 175,176)

Perforated screens locally known as 'Jalee' are extensively used as architectural features. 

These are used for partitioning of space or for privacy and are good for keeping the area well 

aerated and allow natural light.

The 'Jalee J are prepared in Lime mortar with additives or by sculpturing the designs in 

marble or good quality sand stone slabs. In Mughal architecture red sand stone 'Jalee' with 

omamentational sculpturing is common. The historical building understudy also have stone and 

Lime mortar 'Jaleel. The techniques for making stone 'Jalee' is similar to any stone sculpturing 

techniques but the technique for making lime Jalee' is special.

The materials used are lime putty 'Surkhi' mortar (1 part lime putty two part 'Surkhf), 

'San fibre', 'Lapti' (Jaggery) and 'gugat (1 part gugal in 100 part mortar). The tools used are 

Naila', 'Batkara', 'Batkari' (small size), 'Kalanis' (Barmi', 'Kisni' and other different shapes of 

'Kalanis').
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The procedure of making lime 'Jalee' has been described as follows.

The Lime 'Jalees' are usually 1 to 3 square feet in size and are about one to two inches 

in thickness. The border area or the frame of the 'Jalee' is 1.5 to 2.5 inches broad in thickness 

usually 2 to 3 inches. Lime 'Jalee* is designed at site as per the following procedure.

Four inches thick brick wall in clay is made as a scaffolding at the site of 'Jalee* work. 

The surface of the brick wall is made smooth by river clay or 'Surkhi*, lime mortar of slightly 

less than desired thickness (to allow other layers thickness) 1 to 2 inches thickness is applied 

with 2 to 3 inches thickness in the border area. It is allowed to set and mild beating of surface is 

carried out by wooden sticks and once the mortar gets set, but still not dried up, the second fine 

mortar layer is applied on it. The design is transferred on this surface like that is done in relief 

work. The pattern is cut from both sides with alternating scaffolding on either side with special 

tools and the 'Jalee' thus prepared is allowed to dry up with proper curing. The designed 

portions are made smooth with 'Loi’ or 'Aaraish' finish.

Precautions:

1. The size of lime 'Jalee* should not exceed 3 feet in size as it will be susceptible to damages.

2. Curing should be carried out after beating the surface with wooden sticks. 'Lapti* and water 

is used for curing.

3. Surface should not allow to set before designs are completely cut.

4. Work should not be preferably earned out in extreme summer.

633 Dar

'Dar’ is a local name of a particular type of surface achieved and carried out in a traditional 

manner in most of the historical buildings in Rajasthan. The flooring of the rooms, ’Tibaras’, 

’Varandhas’ and roofing is done by this technique.
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Components:

'Dar' surfacing is done by using lime mortar stone aggregates, and additives like 

'Jaggery locally called 'Gur ki Lapti'. Phaelous mungo crushes in powder form as binding agent 

and 'Fenugreek1 called 'Methi' is used as a water proofing agent. 'San fibres' of Jute are being 

used as reinforcement to provide lime mortar resistance against Map cracking' of surface due 

to temperature variations.

Proportions:

The proportion of 'Surkhi' lime is usually 1:2 (1 part lime putty; 2 surkhi/sand) in lime 

mortar. The Jaggery is mixed in the ratio 1 kg in 5 cuft of mortar. The 'Sanfibre' should have 

specifications such as tensile strength 227.0N/mm, elongation break 130 per cent, modules of 

elasticity 30,000 N/mm, absorption 120 per cent and specific gravity 1.5 is desired. However, 

'Sanfibre' from other source are not to be used.

Tools:

The surfacing is carried out using particular sequence of operations and tools such as 

wooden sticks made out of bamboo three to four feet long, wooden 'ThapieJ slates, 'Durmat* to 

consolidate surface by stone rammer and Batkard and iron brushes. The wooden sticks extracts 

water from wet lime mortar freshly laid. 'Batkara' is spreader for the mix, which spreads it 

evenly. Whereas 'ThapieJ consolidates the surface.

Process:

The process is followed in following steps as mentioned below:
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Step 1:

Removal of old lime 'Dar' surface which has been weathered and work out in layers 

need to be loosened with careful hammering. The loosened material must be cleaned from the 

site and transported outside the site. (Plate XCVm, 177)

Step 2:

Cleaning of surface by using iron brushes to expose lower 'Tumari or hard layer 

underneath. The racking is carried out to remove loose material and sandy substances.

Step 3:

Watering of the surface is carried out for few days before using it for 'Dar* flooring. All 

cracks on the surface must be observed and repaired before further work to ensure no leakage 

to the lower floors.

Step 4:

A layer of 12 mm lime mortar is spread on the surface which is known as 'Sorest coat to 

provide base for the upper aggregate layer. 'Sorest will have lime mortar 1:2 (one part putty 

lime and two parts 'SurkhT).

Steps:

Before the 'Sorest' is applied, 'Tuman' is carried out. This is a local term used for 

arranging stone aggregate in a particular arrangement. Once the receiving floor is ready the 

'Tumari floor has to be laid. In this process the entire surface area is divided into grids 

approximately 5x5 feet from the centre using small stones, placed tightly. These stones vary in 

size from 40 mm to 100 mm. These square grids are then filled with smaller stone grids placed
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in a circular form tightly compacted together in such a way that it leaves an even surface. The 

surface is smoothened by the use of a specific equipment called 'Durmat made of stone. 

Following this the surface is intensely rammed by a wooden 'Ram'. (Plate XCIX, 179)

Step 6:

The surface is cured with water and kept wet. The lime mortar already prepared, is 

spread uniformly over the wet ground surface, following a specific pattern i.e. from the central 

grid to the periphery or in the reverse order. This work of laying lime mortar in 20 mm thickness 

on terracing proceeds in stages covering atleast 100 sq.ft, daily. The edges should remain wet 

throughout the process. The ’San fibre’ is spread over the lime mortar in upper layer to avoid 

Map cracking'.

Step 7:

The 'San fibre’ remains embedded 2 mm below the upper surface. 'Batkard a wooden 

mallet and spreader is used to even the lime mortar over the 'Tumari floor. The surface is then 

beaten with four feet long 'Bamboo' sticks to remove the excessive water from the lime mortar 

(Plate C, 180). This process requires patience and regularity for atleast one to two weeks until 

the floor surface is fully hardened. The surface is than beaten by 'Thapiek in a rhythm to achieve 

compaction of the surface. Water is dropped at places in order to check leakage. In case water 

is soaked, the compaction is carried further by the use of wooden 'Thapiek (Plate C,181). Lime 

water with 'Jaggery? mixed homogeneously is sprinkled constantly to avoid the appearance of 

hair fine cracks on the top layer. The binder 'Jaggery? is added in ratio of five kgs of 'Lapti to 

100 litres of water. Moisture is retained permanently till surface hardens permanently and 

presents a smooth floor of light pink in appearance. In case 'Aaraish' is desired on this 'Daf 

surface then surface is left rough to receive the final 'Aaraish'.
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Precautions:

1. The entire laying of floor is to be completed at a stretch over a period of time without any 

hindrance.

2. The lime terracing should proceed in a well planned manner.

3. Where the two surfaces meet the receiving surface should be wet and the layers of the two 

surfaces should be homogeneous and well protected by 'San' 'Fibre'. 'San' acts as a 

reinforcing agent and prevents minute cracks up on drying.

4. The sequence of work is vital. To illustrate; when one section of both work is undertaken 

the adjoining section should be followed by 'Thapies'.

5. The terracing should not be done in rainy or humid seasons and extreme temperature 

conditions of weather.

Labour Components:

To carry out 'Dar* flooring over 100 sq.mt. area 50 masons, 15 beldar, 45 coolie are 

required to complete terracing.

63A Loi Finish

’Loi’ is final finish layer usually 2 mm thick applied over lime plaster surface to achieve 

smooth, light pink finish surface.

Components: Lime putty, 'Surkhi'

Proportions: 1:2 (Lime putty one part, 'Surkhi' two part
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Process:

Step 1:

The 'Loi' is prepared with fine textured 'Surkhi' with no impurities. To ensure this 

'Surkhi' should be cleaned properiy in water dried before use and sieved in a wire mesh (Plate 

CI, 182). The mixing of lime putty to 'Swkhf should be carried out over few days to avoid 

unslaked particles presence in the mix.

Step 2:

The paste semi liquid is than applied over the surface by use of fine 'Gurmald or brush 

as per the practice of the master craftsman.

Step 3:

The surface is than rubbed properiy to allow setting by use of 'Gurmalct. The 

application of water with 'Lapti' in ratio 100 liter of water to 5 kg of 'Lapti should be sprinkled 

over the surface while consolidating the surface to avoid cracks (Plate CH, 183).

Precautions

1. The lime plaster should be well cured and any cracks appearing on the top surface should be 

immediately filled by 'Lof itself The curing should continue over few weeks.

2. The 'Lof thickness should not exceed 2 mm otherwise it will develop cracks and chip off

3. The application by brushes is undertaken in one layer at a time or hair cracks may appear 

between the two areas on the same surface.
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63.5 Kara

The 'Kard is a local term used for the surface finish achieved by using the paste of lime 

putty with marble powder. The rough 'Kara' finish is also ideal for 'Aaraish' and 'Fresco' work

'Kara' material is prepared by using Lime putty and marble powder in the ratio of 1:1 

(one part lime, one part marble poweder). Lime putty should be prepared as per tire procedure 

described in Frescoes techniques for allowing slaking for more than two months minimum (Plate 

CH, 184). 'Kara' material is prepared by mixing marble powder with lime putty in the above 

mentioned proportion and grinding the mixture on traditional rotating-grinding stone Qchakki') 

or on stone slab with grinding stone locally called ’Sil-batta' (Plate CT, 185). The traditional 

grinding procedure is helpful in reducing the size of marble powder grains and mixing putty with 

the marble powder and changing the chemical nature of lime paste for developing the proper 

binding properties.

Tools

We require the following tools for 'Kara' work. The tools have particular shapes and are 

used for application of 'Kard material on the surface and for the creation of design work, as 

described.

List of Tools

1. ’Kami/Ncdla'

2. 'Bo/Aara'-different sizes

3. 'Gurmald - two types

4. 'Langot'

5. Chisel

6. Special size spatula (5 mm)

7. 'Jhavd and ’Hakik-ka-pathar'
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Hog-Hair flat and round brushes of different sizes •

Other Materials

1. Washing soap

2. Coconut oil

Procedure for 'Kara' Finish

On Walls, Ceiling & Floor

The 'Kard paste is applied in one to two layers on the lime mortar plaster. The plaster 

should be cured for atleast two to three months to over come the development ofcracks due to 

diurnal temperature. The first coat of 'Kard material of about 3 mm thickness is applied on the 

moist plaster surfece with ’Kami'/’Ncdld and spread with the help of 'Batkard. The second coat 

of'Kara' material prepared with finer grinding in about 1.5 mm thickness should be applied on 

the well set moist first 'Kara' layer & rubbed with 'Jhavd stone. We want to have 'Khamird 

finish on the walls it is applied directly on the surface. In case of 'Aaraish' and Fresco' works 

both layers of 'Kard should be applied with a gap of time to allow hair cracks appear on 

surface. The surface shouldn't be very smooth to receive third finest layer of lime putty (Plate 

CIV, 186,187).

'Kara' for Ornamentation Work

'Kara' is also used for giving surface finish to the tracery or relief work done on the sand 

stone e.g. relief work on Jodhpur or Karouli stone or Mehrab and Pillars. The required relief 

designs are made of the above quality sand stones or on pillars or 'Mehrab' and thin 'Kara' 

material of 1.5 to 2.0 mm thickness is applied and the surface is given smooth finish with the 

appropriate tools (Plate CV, 188).
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Labour Components

1. To cany out 'Kard work on a flat surface of 10 sq.m area requires the following man 

power, 25 mason, 14 beldar and 18 coolies.

2. Decoration work on walls of the same area require, 49 masons, 31 beldar and 18 coolies

3. For decoration work on 'Mehrab^ and pillars of the same area will require the efforts of 70 

masons, 36 beldar and 30 coolies man hours.

63.6 Frescoes Fresco Techniques

Wall paintings or ’Bhiti Chitras’ made by the specific techniques on freshly applied, 

still-wet plaster are called Fresco paintings. While paintings made on dry plaster are also known 

as ’Bhiti Chitras’ but the technique is known as 'Seeco'.

The murals of ancient Rome, Pompeii, Herculaneum, Egypt and Ajanta bear witness to 

the high level of development of ancient Fresco paintings. In Rajasthan the technique was used 

in drawing paintings in palaces and temples. The fresco paintings of Amber palace and Galtaji 

are good examples of Fresco paintings of 17th and 18th century. The wall paintings or Haveli 

paintings of Shekhawati region of 19th and early 20th century have been made by Fresco and 

'Seeco' techniques. The third type of art work on walls done in palaces and Havelies of 

Shekhawati is called 'Aaraish1 work. 'Aaraish’ is a type of fresco preparation without the 

figurative work The method of fresco paintings and aaraish work is a complex process and 

therefore this has been described under the following heads.

Principle of Fresco Paintings

In fresco paintings pigments are made into a paste in water and are applied on the fresh 

lime plaster surface. The pigment particles bind with the lime during the process of carbonation 

as illustrated in the following diagrams.
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therefore this has been described under the following heads.
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In fresco paintings pigments are made into a paste in water and are applied on the fresh 

lime plaster surface. The pigment particles bind with the lime during the process of carbonation 

as illustrated in the following diagrams.
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Metamorphosis of Lime

The Metamorphosis of Lime

Limestone(L) is heated and turned 

into quicklime (Q) while giving off 

carbon dioxide(C). When waterfW) is 

added the quicklime disintegrates 

and forms calciumhydroxide powder. 

The addition of more water produces 

pit lime (P). When the plaster 

dries, water escapes and carbon 

dioxide is reabsorbed and the 

The Ground(G), 

consists of lime 

plaster, supplies 

the binding medium 

(B) as slaked lime, 

which cements the 

pigment(P) to the 

support (G).

pigment(s) applied during the process 

in water binds with the calcium and form 

the rocky painted surface.

Lime

Not all kinds of lime can be used for fresco paintings. Lump hydraulic lime and dolomite 

lime are quite unsuitable. Only white lime (Quickfime) should contain ninety-five percent Cao 

and less than five percent magnesia. In Rajasthan lime from Ghatra and Sojat of district Jodhpur 

are found to be best for Tresco'and’Aarfsh'work. Lime stone should be burnt with only wood 
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and not coal because it imparts sulphur compounds to the lime and partly charges it to calcium 

sulphate or gypsum which is treated by all fresco painters because it interferes with the setting of 

plaster and reduces the hardness and the durability of the plaster layer.

Slaked lime is prepared by the addition of water in the quicklime. Slaking process 

requires a great deal of experience because the different kinds of limestone are treated 

differently therefore, neither little nor too much water should be added. The slaked lime should 

be seasoned for atleast six months so that it may become smoother although there is no 

chemical change. The old fresco painters used lime that had been slaked for about ten years. In 

Europe commercial suppliers keep slaked lime upto one year age while in Rajasthan slaked lima 

is kept in the big earthem containers for 3-6 months and it is churned for few hours every day. 

This makes the slaked lime into a paste form and is known as lime putty.

The lime putty is used for 'Kara', 'Aaraish' and fresco work and also in the form of 

’Khamira' for painting the walls and architectural compounds.

Mortar

The quality of 'Aaraish' and Tresco' plaster depends not only on the choice of the 

materials, but also to a very great extent on the ratio of lime putty to sand. The opinion of older 

and modem practitioners differ somewhat on this point. In older fresco works (e.g. Roman) the 

lower layer of plaster contained less lime. Entire of the upper layers contained equal parts of 

lime and sand, while the modem Tresco'painters use one part lime and three parts coarse sand 

for the lower layers and for the upper layers one part lime and two parts sand. The ancient 

Roman plasters are found to contain coarse stone fragments close to the painting surface.

In Rajasthan the plaster for fresco painting is done in three layers. The first layer of 

plaster is done on masonary with 1:3 parts of lime putty and coarse sand. The second coat of 

plaster is called Kara in this mortar lime putty is mixed with marble powder instead of sand in 

the ratio of 1:1 and the last layer of plaster for ’Fresco work' is only pure lime putty.
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In traditional terms when the surface is finished with the above materials and 

smoothened or made glossy is called the 'Aaraish' work and if the painting is done by special 

types of pigments on this surface it is called 'Fresco -work'.

In Roman style it has been found that the use of stones or coarse sand was good 

technique, because, this facilitates the permeation of carbondioxide and thorough carbonification 

down to the deepest layers. Plaster containing too little lime weak freable, while a plaster too 

rich in lime cracks. It has been noticed that the 'Fresco' paintings in Amber and Galtaji and 

number of Haveli paintings in Shekhawati have hair cracks and this must be due to the one of 

the pure lime putty in the final coat for 'Aaraish' work and 'Fresco' paintings. In the present 

work, therefore, the final coat for finish or painting work was done with the mortar of lime 

putty and marble powder in the ratio of 1:1.

Addatives

For the preparation of proper quality of surface for 'Aaraish' and Fresco' work certain 

materials are added in the mortar. In Rajasthan salt (sodium choloride) 'Jaggary' (gur) and curd 

are added. In some cases sugar is added in place ofjaggaiy.

The salt and sugar are hydroscopic in nature and therefore can prolong the setting time 

of the plaster and could thus have a beneficial effect on the complete carbonification and 

eventual plaster hardness. The curd is used for improving the plasticity of the mortar. Curd 

contains weak casein solution and therefore small quantity of casein power will have a similar 

effect. Excessive amount of curd or casein is bad because it deprives the mortar of its plasticity, 

making it fluid and thus the craftsman can't use the pigments properly.

The Roman fresco artists used to add the following inorganic additives like European 

artists of today. Pumic sand, Laval, crushed brick, brick dust and fire clay. These materials have 

hardening effect on mortar.
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Recipes for Fresco Plaster

The lime putty used in 'Aaraish' or 'Fresco' is pit- lime of pulpy consistency. The 

required amount of lime putty should be mixed with moderate amount of water and strained 

through a medium-fine sieve, in Rajasthan straining is done through the coarse pore size muslin 

cloth. Similarly the sand and marble powder is sieved to remove the stone pieces or the bigger 

size of particles. The lime putty and sand is mixed in different proportions as per the 

requirements for different coats. There are a number of recipes for the 'Fresco'/' Aaraish' plaster. 

The following recipes give the proportion of ingredients as used in Rajasthan and other artists 

in Europe.
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RECIPE FOR FRESCO PLASTER

Nature of 
the layer

Name of 
the 
ingredients

European Receipe Recipe of 
Rajasthan 
FrescoReceipe 

1
Receipe

2
Receipe

3

Roughcast Lime putty 1 part 1 part 1 part 1 part

'Plastef Gravel 2.5 part 2.5 part 2 part -

Coarse Sand 0.5 part 0.5 part 0.5 part 2 part

sand/

surkhi

Crushed - - 0.5 part -

bricks

Equalizing Lime putty 1 part 1 part 1 part 1 part

Coat Coarse sand 2 part 2 part 1.5 part -

'Kard Fine Sand 0.5 part 0.5 part 0.25part 1 part

Crushed - - 0.25part -

bricks

Painting Lime putty 1 part 1 part 1 part 1 part

Coat Coarse sand 0.5 part 0.5 part 1 part

'Aaraish' Fine Sand 0.5 part 0.5 part 1 part

Marble grill - - 1 part

Rendering Techniques

There are a number of rendering techniques followed by various Fresco artists but the 

following steps are common for the ’Fresco -work’.
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The wall (surface for fresco) must be soaked with water until it will hold no more water. 

The wall should be wetted not only immediately before curing begins, but also several times 

during the previous evening. The first course is roughcast and the following equalizing coat 

should be done simultaneously. The lower plaster layers should be left rough in order to give 

them the necessary key and only the last coat should be smoothened with the wooden float or 

Batkari', on no account should this coat be smoothened with the gurmala or felt covered rubber 

faced float, because 'Gurmaki will remove much of the lime water from the plaster which will 

be surely needed later to bind the pigments.

There is no agreement between the experts of 'Fresco' paintings about the optimum 

thickness of the various layers of the plaster for Aaraish or Fresco work but the last coat for the 

application of pigments should always be very thin to the maximum thickness of one millimeter. 

Some Fresco' craftsmen beat the equalizing coat (Kara) with special shaped wooden tools, in 

order to compress the plaster layers as much as possible to reduce the risk of cracking but it 

also forces too much water to the surface prematurely which is bad for fresco work but this is 

necessary in the ’stucco- lustro' technique. Before each new plaster coat is applied the previous 

coat must be wetted by splashing with a brush.

Fresco Pigments

Lime is highly alkaline and therefore the pigments used for fresco work should be fest to 

lime, therefore, Fresco' pigments are usually the earth or natural colours.

Colours have an entirely different effect on walls, as compared with that achieved by the 

techniques of easel painting and this difference is particularly striking in ’Fresco’ paintings. Here 

the brilliance of all colours is enhanced, which means that the earth colours, natural as well as 

artificial, become especially important. The pigments also differ due to their use on the location 

of the 'Fresco' work. Most of the 'Fresco' pigments are suitable for interiors but the pigments to 

be used for exterior walls should have the quality of light fastness. The 'Fresco’ pigments should 
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be free of natural clay, gypsum and soluble salts. Some grades of ultramarine causes a white 

efflorescence that, after drying lies on the surface lime.

Ivory black contains salts and therefore has been replaced by manganese black or the 

iron-oxide black White lead is not suitable for 'Fresco' despite the feet that it is basic oxide 

compatible with alkalis. Sulphur fumes in the air turns it brown and eventually black as has been 

observed in some old 'Frescoes?. Zinc white and Titanium are other white pigments but are 

unnecessary because pure slaked lime lime putty is normally preferred as a white pigment. The 

pallet for 'Frescoed is very wide and therefore the comparative list of'Frescoed pallets has been 

given as follows.

Pigments Used in other Countries

(Based on Reference from Ralp Mayer 1981)

Egyptian Mural Palette

Black Carbon (lamp black)

Blue Azurite and Egyptian blue frit

Brown Various native earths

Green Malachite and Crysocolla

Red Native red oxides

White Chalk and gypsum

Yellow Ochre and native orpiment

Minoan Fresco Palette

White Lime putty

Black Powdered slate

Red Native red oxide

Blue Egyptian blue frit
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Green Mixtures of blue, black, and yellow

Yellow Ochre Roman Fresco Palette

Black Lampblack, possible also bone black

Blue Egyptian blue, possibly copper ores

Brown Native earths

Green Egyptian green earth

White Lime

Yellow Ochres

Red Native oxides, Possuoli red etc.

Probably refined, washed, and burnt earths were used. The method of making egyptian 

blue and green was brought from Egypt to Possuoli.

Traditional Italian Fresco Palette

White Bianco Sangiovanni

Black Lampblack

Red Native Venetian red or Spanish red, Possuoli red 

and other native red oxides.

Burnt sienna

Vermilion applied secco

Blue Egyptian blue, Azurite, Smalt

Native ultramarine applied secco

Green Green earth

Mixtures of blue and yellow

Yellow Ochre. Raw sienna

Brown Raw umber

Burnt umber

Burnt green earth
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Refined, washed, and burnt native oxides and ochres were well known.

Modem Fresco Palette

White Slaked lime putty 

Bianco sangiovanni 

Neutral blanc fixe

Black Mars black

Lampblack

Red Several shades of pure artificial red oxides:

Mars red, Indian red, Light red, etc.

Burnt sienna

Blue True cobalt blue

Cerulean blue

Green Viridian

Chromium oxide

Cobalt green

Green earth

Yellow Mars yellow. French ochre. Italian raw sienna

Violet Cobalt violet

Mars violet

Brown Raw Turkey umber

Burnt Turkey umber

Burnt Green earth

Pigments for Fresco Painting

In different countries of the world, fresco paintings are done in lime putty in the base 

and different types of pigments as mentioned below. But the pigments should have these 

properties. The pigments should be light proo£ resist the alkaline action of lime putty and add 
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action of polluted air. Pigments must be free from soluble salts and any other impurities that are 

likely to reach with acids or alkalis. The pigments should be brilliant in texture and contain 

purity of tone in dry state.

Indian Frescoes Palette

Standard Pigment

Black 'Kajal (Lamp black)

Blue Indigo, Lapis, Luzuli

Red Geru, Hirmich native red oxide

Yellow 'Ramraj' yellow ochre

Green Maluchite or Green earth

White Lime putty, chalk or gypsum

Brown Native earth

Pigments used in 'Bhitiehitra' (fresco) as per the local craftsmen from Udaipur

Stone pigments are the most suitable to extract colours since there is no risk of chemical 

reaction of any other non inert colours with lime. Colours are also obtained from mud such as 

'Hirmich' (Gem), 'Ramraj' (laterite soil in Jaipur), etc. Each colour has a different mode of 

application listed below (Plate CVI, 189):

White, Chalk (khariya)

Chalk (khariya) is crushed and soaked in fresh water for a day. Then the water is 

changed and again grounded well on a stone slab called 'Sil bafta' and again soaked in fresh 

water for 1-2 days. This paste is strained with a fine muslin cloth and the white colour is ready.
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Yellow, 'Gau Goli'

The preparation of this natural yellow colour demands extreme patience and skill. Cows 

are fed with the yellow mango tree leaves in spring season and then the cow’s urine is collected. 

This yellow urine is boiled until all the water evaporates leaving behind a thick consistency 

occurs. Gum arabic is added homogeneously to this colour and this mixture is used as yellow 

colour.

Yellow, from Aravalli Plants

Yellow colours are also extracted from flowers of Butea frondosa (Dhak) Butea 

monosperma anABombaxmalabari- cumfyesa).

Black, 'Kajal'

Natural lamp black is obtained by burning a mustard or oil lamp. An earthen vessel is 

covered on top where the soot deposits. This black soot is mixed with gum acacia and used as 

black colour.

Brown, 'Sindur'

'Sindui* is mixed with sheep milk and well stirred until it makes a homogeneous mixture. 

This mixture is cleaned several times by diluted lemon juice. After this process the clean 

mixture is well mixed with Gum Acacia in a coconut shell and readily used.

Red, 'Lac'

The 'Lac' obtained from 'Banyan' and 'Pipal' trees. Carefully these 'Lac' crystals are 

mixed with tepid warm water and then the crystals begin to impart red colour to the water. This 

strained red water is boiled until essential thick liquid is obtained. This is again mixed with Gum
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'Acacia arabic' for binding. The 'Hirmich' earth colours rich in iron oxide are located at Iswal 

21 kms from Udaipur extensively used in 'Khamira' colours.

Blue, 'Indigo'

Indigo (neil) is tied in a muslin cloth and left in water so that clear blue colour is 

obtained. The essential blue water is mixed with diluted lemon juice and thus absolutely clear 

blue colour is attained. When mixed with gum 'Acacia arabic' it is readily put to use.

Silver, 'Ranga Foil' (pt 100)

Extremely thin ranga metal foil and 'Sores' are well grounded by hammer in a stone 

vessal. When the two become a fine powder, it is cleaned with dilute lemon juice as done for all 

other colours and similarly mixed with gum Arabic. Purifying the surface where this colour is 

used, is rubbed with 'Hakik ka Pathar' or 'Agate' stone also known as 'Ghooti in local language 

because by doing this a silver lustre appears on the surface. As a precautionary measure, silver 

foil should be used less since silver tarnishes black with time.

Gold, 'Gold-Foil'

Thin gold foil is pasted with glue in a plate and rubbed immediately with hand. This 

process is followed in all successive layers. The ground paste is now cleaned with fresh water 

added with few drops of fresh lemon. This is followed by repeated cleaning with fresh water. 

The gold will now remain stuck on the plate surface which is used for gold colouring along 

with gum 'Acacia arabic' as an adhesive on fresco/secco.

It may be noted that the information given under list of materials used by Rajasthani 

Fresco workers has not been scientifically tested and the information has been recorded as 

described by a school of Udaipur workers.
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The Fresco Medium

The true fresco normally requires no special medium. The finely grounded pigments are 

made into a paste with water or, if necessary grounded in pastel and mortar with water and 

diluted with water during painting. Distilled water gives good results if the supply water 

contains gypsum/clay or iron salts. Some fresco workers prefer lime water (the clear liquid 

from the container of slaked lime). It contains significant amount of calcium hydroxide in 

solution which helps in binding the pigment particles. For opaque fresco paintings milk of lime is 

used as a painting medium and it is made by strongly diluting slaked lime with water.

Painting Method for Fresco (Plate CXII, 194,195)

The subjects of 'Fresco' paintings are largely historical events, figurative compositions in 

architectural or landscape backgrounds and purely decorative. Religious subjects figure very 

prominently in 'Frescoes' paintings in the temples at Galtaji. However, when we study the 

Frescoed of previous centuries in Rajasthan or of Ajanta caves we find no difference in nural 

and easel paintings but 'Fresco' painting offers a far greater range of technical possibilities than 

the paintings done with tempera or oil colours.

The 'Fresco' artists of antiquity and the middle ages designed the 'Fresco' paintings with 

a brush directly on the coat of plaster immediately below the intonaco as a rough guide. The 

provisional drawing was usually carried out with sinopia, a reddish yellow earth, colour, which 

in turn has given its name to the drawing. The final coat of plaster was applied in small sections 

and on it the drawing was repeated in more polished form and with more details. This technique 

has a great disadvantage because in many cases the lower plaster layer often dried out too much 

and in future, in many Italian Frescoes' the intonaco carrying the Fresco' painting had fallen off.

Now a days the artists first designs his painting on the paper with all the required colour 

combinations and later the full-scale drawing of the design is made on the paper and transferred 

on the surface where the actual painting has to be drawn.
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The transfer of the design is done by two methods. In the first method which is commonly 

in practice - all limes of the sketch are perforated with a needle. The design is then attached to 

the wall with battens, whole or in several pieces and the design is transferred on the wall by 

rubbing and dabbing the dry powdered pigment filled in the porous material e.g. several layers 

of muslin cloth. The second method of transferring the design to the wall is usually preferred by 

the good 'Fresco' artists. In this case instead of perforating the design, design on paper is 

attached over the fresh plaster and all contours are pressed through with a pointed brush handle 

or better still with a metal styles which can be improvised by mounding off the point of a large 

nail. The limes are used into the soft plaster in low relief For such work the paper should be soft 

and there should be sufficient tear strength to permit the lines to be easily pressed through on 

the plaster. The disadvantage of this method is that tracing takes longer time than pouncing 

method but it eliminates the chance of leaving pounce marks on the surface.

The positioning of the design on the wall is of utmost importance. One should never rely 

on guesswork but always use spirit level and plumb line. If the design is transferred in sections, 

each part should contain at least one clear grid line from which it can be aligned correctly.

The 'Fresco' painting on the marked design is simple and water colour is tranferred to 

the wall. The pigments of the required tones (shades) should first be prepared and then applied 

on the required space with soft sable brushes because the plaster should on no account be 

disturbed by careless handling or by the use of hard brushes. The artist should develop a light 

hand and should never touch the painting surface with his fingers. The artist should also 

remember that one cannot correct mistakes in 'Fresco' technique because every line drawn with 

'Fresco' pigments immediately gets soaked into the pores of the plaster and cannot be removed. 

The correction by overpainting like oil paints is not possible in fresco and are comparable with 

the corrections made in water colour paintings which always remain distinct.

If a correction is absolutely necessary, the 'Fresco' painter must cut the respective part 

out with a special type of scraper and replaster the space. As usual, the lower coat of plaster 

must be moistened with water before the mortar is applied. After setting, the newly inserted
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plaster surface must also be moistened and smoothed and the required pigments should be used 

to complete the designed 'Fresco' paintings.

Glazing of Frescoes (Plate CXIH, 198,199)

All 'Fresco' paintings gradually become lighter as the mortar sets and dries. The striking 

difference between the wet and the dry painting can at first present the artist with the most 

annoying difficulties. The lightening effect is different for all pigments and becomes almost 

entirely unpredictable when lime produces various s>haJe& These difficulties are reduced to a 

minimum in the glazing method of Fresco. As it dries the entire plaster surface becomes almost 

uniformly lighter. Different degrees of lightening among individual colours are slight and as in 

water colour painting are hardly noticeable.

In Rajasthan technique the glazing of'Fresco' painting is done by dabbing the painted 

portion by coconut oil. The dry coconut is shredded and the shredded material is kept in soft 

cloth and a pad is prepared when this padded material is softly nibbed on the painting the oil 

released from the shredded coconut evenly spreads on the painted surface. This increases the 

glare of the pigments and improves the tonal effect. This treatment also protects the paintings 

from bright light of the sun and the dust particles. Now a days some fresco craftsman also use 

polish instead of coconut oil. Wax polish gives the same effect and is better than the coconut oil 

because it will not be absorbed by the surface of the painting and will not be damaged by 

environmental factors and on cleaning with soft cloth makes the surface shining.

Secco Painting Techniques

Although 'Secco' is an accepted, durable and legitimate technique of great antiquity, 

some painters consider it an imitation on the Frescoes' process, to be adopted only where 

various conditions will not permit the complex manipulation of true 'Frescoes’. In general use 

the term 'Secco' is not always strictly confined to the traditional limewash-casein Italian 

techniques. It is often used to signify any dry (as opposed to 'Fresco' or fresh plaster) wall
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painting and includes work as regular tempera painting upon a perfectly dry wall or over dried 

'Frescoes?. Large number of Haveli paintings in Shekhawati region have been done in Secco 

and in the modified version as mentioned above.

'Secco' paintings are made on a finished, dried lime plaster wall with pigments ground in 

an aqueous binding medium by the following procedure. The finished perfectly dry lime-plaster 

wall is thoroughly and completely saturated with lime water (or baryta water) the night before 

the painting. In the morning, the wall is impregnated again with as much lime water as it will 

absorb. Painting is carried out on this moist surface as in Tresco', but the colours instead of 

being ground in water only, are mixed according to the painters preference either with glue or 

egg york as a substitute for casein. In Rajasthan, artists normally use gum arabica and a few 

craftsman even use dilute solution of fevicol as the substitute for casein. Casein solution is the 

best medium for the limewash type of secco painting. Egg is also used but may yield defective 

results, especially when insufficient actinic light reaches the mural during the beginning of its 

drying, because egg will not harden properiy without either daylight or heat, whereas casein 

will harden merely upon exposure to air. The drying of egg, however may be expedited by 

improvising a suitable electrical heating apparatus which can be passed close to the surface of 

the freshly painted mural. Some success has been reported with ultraviolet light used in a similar 

manner.

If the wall becomes too dry during the paint manipulations it may be kept moist by 

spraying with distilled water. But if it has been allowed to become thoroughly dry it must be 

entirely re-impregnated with lime water. All secco paints must be thinly applied.

6.3. 7 Khamira

'Khamirct is a special type of Lime wash used with different types of frescoes pigments and 

additives.
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'Khamird contains lime putty and water in the ratio of 1:5; Gum arabic 3 kg (aqueous 

solution) per 100 liters of solution, curd or casein 100 gms per 250 liters solution and 10 gms 

of copper sulphate as the fungicide. The above mentioned ingredients should be properly mixed 

before use.

'Khamira' is applied with flat hog brushes in two to three coats on the moistured plaster 

surface after the repair of the cracks.

6.4 TECHNIQUES OF RESTORATION OF ARCHITECTURAL

ORNAMENTATION WORK

6.4.1 Mirror Inlay Work on Tracery

This highly intricate process requires specific micro tools for eg the 'Kami for applying 

the paste, Naila’ for finishing the surface, different types of 'Kalani for scratching the lime 

paste and pointed plier & scissors for cutting the mirrors and a 'Chimti for gripping the mirror 

firmly — in addition to a special type of glue. The coloured mirrors are not available easily and 

come from Ahmedabad or Faizabad in circular shapes of 30 cm diameter and 2-4 mm 

thickness, costing approximately Rs. 150 per kg. These mirrors are also known as 'Jamid, 

mirror glasses.

The base on which the mirrors are placed is of lime plaster that has been watered for 

few days and made rough to prevent cracks & provide grip to mirrors. A special finish known 

as 'Loi’ is then applied. This is a paste formed by mixing 'Kali' (baked lime) and 'Surkhi (crushed 

burnt brick bats) in a 3:10 ratio with water. This imparts a fine reddish brown look to the 

surface now ready to receive the mirror work. A 20-23 cm long kalam is used to carve out the 

design. (This tool has pointed upper tip for carving, while the lower tip is left flat for scraping 

off the undesired paste. A circular central portion ensures a good grip). The 'Relief work is
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followed in gajmitti after which the finer details are worked out in a paste formed by boiling a 

mixture of 'gum' and 'gajmitti in 1:5 ratio with water. Finally the mirrors are cut into the desired 

shape using pointed plier and their edges softened with a 15 cm long kalam (this one has 

teeth-like edges). With the help of a 10 cm long chimti they are then placed piece by piece to 

form the floral pattern as per the design and geometry (Plate XVII, 209,210).

Mirror inlay in a tracery work at 'Gardanct costs approx. Rs. 600 per sq.ft and Th. 

carryout one sq.ft of design pattern in mirrors two craftsmen require weeks time. Labour 

component varies as per the design and also varies due to the location.

6.4.2 Panni Work (Plate CXIX, 211)

Panni work in another traditional art similar to the Mirror work. Panni is this ( )

Ranga, Copper or Aluminium Foils available in different colours in 10 cm x 25 cm size. 

The process of 'Panni work involves, outlying of floral designs in required colours, on 2 

mm thick plain glass sheet of the proper size. The 'Panni' (foil) pieces of required shape 

are cut with scissors and the coloured side is made concave by rubbing with Agate stone 

(Hakik-ka- pathar) and fixed on the glass plate at the appropriate place by using an 

adhesive made by boiling baked clay, gum and water. The glass sheet thus prepared is 

framed in lime plaster with a slight gap between the glass plate and the wall. The overall 

effect will be three dimensional and with the sun's rays or light reflects the pattern is made 

with great clarity.

6.4J Pacchikari (Plate CXIX, 212)

'Aaraish if carried out with different materials, produces various other traditional art 

forms. 'Pachhikari' is one such traditional decorative art made from coloured glasses with 

'Aaraish'. The famous peacock in 'pachhikari is a symbolic representation of such work in 

Udaipur palace.

* Now a days plaster of pans is used in place of gajmitti with fevicol as an adhesive.
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'Pacchikari' designs are made in the following manner:

Step 1: The patterns of the designs to be made in Pacchikari are first developed on paper.

Step 2 : The required size of coloured glasses are cut with glass cutter and fixed on this paper 

with glue.

Step 3: Property prepared 'Aaraish' material is applied on the surface where the design has to 

be created.

Step 4: The designed motif of glass is transferred on the freshly applied Aaraish' layer and 

pressed so that the glass pattern gets embedded in the aaraish.

Step 5: After the 'Aaraish' material gets set or dries-up the paper is removed with water. 

'Pacchikari art is popular because it forms patterns in deep transparent colours and we 

can also develop figures in three dimensions.

6.4.4 Manovat Work (Relief Work) (Plate CXX, 213,214)

Relief work in lime mortar for ornamentation work is known as lime Stucco or Manovat 

work in local language. The materials and tools used are the same as used in other 

ornamentation works.

The 'Relief work is normally done on architectural elements like arches, ’Parapet' walls 

or in 'Gordana' (cronices) to beautify and also to cover the joints between the wall and the 

ceiling area.

In Rajasthan floral or geometric patterns are commonly preferred for 'Relief work but in 

some cases elephant and Avian designs are also used.
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The relief work is done on property cured rough piaster surface by the following 

procedure.

Step 1: The design patterns in scale are drawn on thick paper and the borders of the designs 

are perforated.

Step 2 : About 12 mm thick lime mortar prepared by mixing lime putty and surkhi in the ratio 

of 1:2 is applied on the wet plaster in the region where the relief designs have to be 

made. The surface is made even by the use ofRatkara and the design is transferred on 

the surface by dusting Indigo powder or Red earth powder kept in muslin cloth and 

sprinkled on the perforated designed sheet.

Step 3: The new plaster layer is removed on the border area of the transferred design pattern 

and the proper patterns are developed by the application of mortar or by cutting and 

shaping the design as required. Once the design is complete it is allowed to set with 

proper curing. After the setting final coat of 'Loi' or Gajmitti or plaster of Paris is 

applied with brush to make the design surfaces smooth for the application of paints or 

the Khamira for coloring of the relief patterns.

6.4.5 Silver Stucco

In special cases the 'Relief designs are given silver or gold finish after smothing the 

designs; special type of glue prepared from gum arabica is applied on the surfaces of the designs 

silver or gold foils are carefully transferred with their tissue paper on the specially prepared 

surface and by the delicate rubbing of the tissue paper the foils are fixed on the surface.

6 J RESTORATION OF INLAY WORK

6.5.1 Stained Glass Inlay Work: (Plate XXII, 217,218)

Use of stained glasses in various building elements like jalees, doors, windows, ventilators
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and other openings have been a pupular technique adopted for various geometrical designs in 

the interiors of Havelis, Palaces of Udaipur and Mewar region.

The stained glass technique was originally introduced in this region by local rulars 

utilizing Belgium glass. The glasses of 3-5 mm thickness and 4-9 inches size of different colours 

likp blue, green, yellow, red and plain white are pupular for stained glasses work. These days are 

available only with a few antigue deolers. Glass have to be imported for larger sizes & special 

specifications.

The tools used for mirror techniques are also used for stained glass work. To protect the 

work from dust or any other disturbing elements plain glass is normally fixed on the out side 

jalee.

Tools used for stained glass work are kalam, glass cutter, pointed plyer, small naila 

scissor, coloured glasses (Belgium make prefered). To complete one sq.ft of coloured glasses 

work in a jalee one person will take two days. The cost of stained glass work including the 

protection glass between Rs. 600 to Rs. 850.

6.5.2 Meena/Dak Meena/Enameling t

Metal enameling is known by the name of 'Meena' or 'Dak Meena' work in local 

language. According to Polly Rothenberg (1969) "metal enameling is an art so ancient, its 

beginning are lost in obscurity". In Europe until the present century, only the wealthy could buy 

on commission a fine enamel. Historically it was customary for members of ruling and rich 

community to support and carefully mixture the talents of enamel craftsmen so they could spend 

all their time creating priceless enamels for their patrons alone. A tight society of craft guilds 

perpetuated the system.
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In India 'Dak-Meena' craft is confined to gold and silver jewelery and some poor quality 

artifacts in other metals, historically this art was used in creating number of other articles as we 

find in Garbh-griha doors of Natwaiji's Temple the floral ornamentation is 'Dak-Meena' work 

has been done in copper base.

The 'Dak-Meena' are glossy, colourful and transmit tight and are of two types : 

Transparent enamels and Opaque enamels.

Enamel is composed of a basis fret and various metallic oxides for colour and opacity. 

Like glass, enamels are silicates and have quality of fusing to metals for giving them brilliance. 

Potash, lime and silica (sand) in specified proportions produce clear glass Potash and soda 

contribute sparkle and elasticity. These ingredients are combined with oxide of lead and borax 

for degrees of hardness or softness. Borax also aids enamel in writing with the metallic oxides 

that give enamels their vibrant colors. For example oxide of copper produces turquoise and 

green. Iron oxide make some browns, greens and blacks.

The oxides are combined with the other ingredients and melted together for several 

hours in a furnace. When mature, the are poured out to cool on steel slabs. The resultant shuts 

of enamel are broken into chunks, pulverized in large ball mills, then strained and sifted 

according to mash size. Brilliance, stability and colour depend upon perfect intimacy of 

combination of component parts and maintenance of temperature throughout the fusion.

Enamel work is done only on a few metals like gold, silver, copper, steel. The metal is 

made into the required shape and then the enamel materials of the required qualities is mixed by 

firing enamel at the desired temperature in specially designed kilns.

The melting temperature of the metal and fusing temperature of the enamel have direct 

correlation. And therefore enamel work can be done only on metals or alloys with high melting 

point. In our country the Dak Meena work is done in artificial jewelry by using ordinary
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coloured glass powder. This develops poor quality of Dak Meena work which cracks and loses 

its grip and gets delivered from the metal surface.

6.53 . Door Inlay Work (Refer in chapter 5.0). 
♦

6.6 CRAFTSMEN

The building crafts flourished over centuries for the taste and requirements of both the 

connoisseurs and the common man. However, since the middle of this century, rapid growth of 

industrialisation and the so called modernisation has felled to understand the importance of 

natural resources present in the region and local materials used traditionally As a result the 

present generation of ancestral craftsman engaged in the building crafts and skills took up 

vocations which were never a part of their heritage.

For the upliftment of these building crafts and to revive the skills of traditional craftsman 

for successful revival of the ancient historic buildings an organised search was carried out in 

different regions of Rajasthan, to identify and locate a few traditional artisans and old families 

who were conversant with these skills but had not practised for over three decades and 

especially in architectural context.

Along with the documentation of the site the documentation and search for traditional 

craftsmen was a vital part of the continuing documentation An extensive search was carried 

out all over Rajasthan. Artists and craftsmen knowing the skills by word of mouth from their 

ancestors; understood the history of their craft but due to lack of patronage, non-availability of 

materials and other reasons had given up the vocation. The very few aged artisans were hesitant 

to impart knowledge to others. Those who were untrained and unskilled but volunteered to take 

up these traditional skills were put forward.

Another major problem was to make the craftsmen work together as a team and with 

appropriate knowledge of the sequencing of various construction activities which were to be 
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followed in restoration. The author being an architect had evolved the skills to match with 

geometries, scale, colour combination, durability of the receiving surface, cost effectiveness and 

most importantly the aesthetics in restoration. The author’s work may depict less work on the 

whole; but towards perfection; rather than overdoing restoration at one place.

A scientific assessment of the technique was undertaken so as to make it more valuable 

in the present condition. Issues such as environment pollutions, existing microclimatic 

conditions, were minutely studied on a regional scale. Interaction between different kinds of 

artisans was envisaged. Thus the craftsmen who was a fresco painter but not an artist could 

learn from the other. Majority of these artisans were not skilled workers but with the traditional 

background and the willingness to take up the building arts, have now ingrained the techniques. 

During the last one decade they have worked on restoration projects undergoing in the state of 

Rajasthan but the author polished their skills and now can be called the master craftsmen of 

today and saviours of the age old tradition for tomorrow.

The following list contains the names of the craftsmen who have undergone training and 

are the members of the team involved in the restoration work of the projects under study:

a. Civil Work

Madanji

LimeJalee

Prabhu Dayal b. Finishes

Aaraish and Khamira

Babulal

Ganesh

Navaratna

Nisar

Ram Sahay
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& Frescoes

Bhagirath Sat Narayan Jagdish

Nisar

LadooRam

d. Ornamentation

Art Work

Ram Gopal

Stucoo Work in

Lime-. Sooraj

Silver. Prabhu Dayal

Gold. Ladooram

Mirror & Parmi Work & Dakmeena work

Sooraj Prabhu Dayal

e. Inlay Work

Wooden inlay

Nanagram

Mother of pearl inlay

Angira

Woodwork

Nanagram

Silver work

Angira

f. Horticulture

Nanagram
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6.7 TOOLS

To cany out the diverse techniques of traditional finishes, ornamentations and other 

inlay work, specialised tools are required. The craftsmen retain the original form and design of 

the tool with changes in sizes for convenience and ease. The tools generally are madeup of 

wood stone or metal (iron). The original form of the tools was based on its function and the 

variations in designs of the tools in terms of sizes and thicknesses has taken place in order to 

achieve details in different designs and materials in various techniques. These are marble inlay 

work, 'Pacchikari' work, 'Parmi' work, ’lime stucco’ relief work, lime 'Jalees', ’Khamira’, 

’Kara’, 'AarctisH work, etc.

Some of the traditional tools used in Jaipur and Udaipur for restoration work are 

illustrated below:

6.7.1 Batakara:

A rectangular wooden mallet with a handle fixed on top. The 'Batakara^ are of three 

types: The size of ’Choti Batakari’ is 2 1/2" x 1" x 1/2" (Plate CXXIV, 221). ’Bada Batkara’ 

has the size of 2 l/2"x 4 1/2" x 1/2". These are used for levelling and consolidating plaster and 

'Kard finish.

For smoothening concave surfaces, such as in arches a special type of ’Batakara’ is used 

which is called as ’Gol Batakara’. It is a solid cylinder measuring 4" length with 1" diameter and 

has a grip extending like handle.

6.7.2 GunnaH:

It is a metal blade mallet with a wooden handle on top. It measures 2 cms x 5 cm x 1 

mm and is known as Gurmali in local language (Plate CXXIV, 222).
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6.73 Gurmala:

For smoothening a larger continuous surface a larger size is required; 23 cm x 10 cm x 

1mm (Plate CXXIV, 222).

6.7.4 Naila/Kami.

It is a flat spatula used for the application of lime with force on to the receiving surfaces. 

The metal spatula is 1 mm thick in the shape of a leal; tapering into a rod. This rod is secured 

tightly inside a 6 cm long wooden handle.

This tool has different sizes and is used for the application of material and smoothening 

of the surface.

6.73 Naila

It is comparatively larger in size with the same configuration of blade into 15 cms long 

wooden handle. The only deviation in design is in the size and shape. 3.4 mm thickness metal 

plate and 9 cm long with the spatula being slightly pointed at the end unlike the rounded spoon 

naila

6.7.6 Kalam

In Udaipur region, 'Kalam' is known as 'Balari’. 'Kalam' is used for engraving 

ornamental designs of foliage, figures etc. in lime *Kara'. It is a spear headed metal tool with a 5 

mm central rod and a rectangular flat of 1/2 mm thickness at the end. The entire tool is about 15 

cms. long and bears a slight curvature in profile. The proportions of three divisions being 6 cm, 

4 cm and 5 cm respectively (Plate CXXV, 224).
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6.7.7 Nail:

Nail is a 5 mm iron flat which bears a curved depression and specialises for application 

of lime plaster in grooves.

6.7.8 Langot:

It is used for rounding outer curves and comers in cornices, walls, etc. It is a kind of 

elongated '.S' shape in plan. The upper and lower curves vary in thickness and the tool is held 

from the middle and measures about 17 cms x 1.75 cms. (ends), 1 cm (middle x 1/2 cm 

thickness. Another type of langot is shaped like the alphabet 'Y’ in side elevation and section 

measuring 2 1/2" in length, 3/4 inch at the width of the curve and 1" height including the handle 

(Plate CXXVI, 225).

6.7.9 Chimii:

Different sized 'Chimtis are used for fixing the mirror piece on the wall surface.

6.7.9 Sawai (Plumb):

'Sawai is the plumb line to check the alignment of different layers of plaster applied to any 

surface.

Jhava Stone-. It is a vernacular coarse grained ordinary stone. It is used to rub the lime plaster in 

the second layer of aaraish where marble 'Jhikkf is added to lime mortar. In Udaipur practice, it 

is popularly known as 'Kotda KaPathar'.
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6.7.10 Ghooti (Plate CXXVI, 226)

It is a small smooth stone used in rubbing in the final stage of 'Aaraish' finish and the 

unique property of this agate stone is that it imparts lustre and smoothens when rubbed with 

coconut water. It is also called as ’Hakik ka Pathar'. 'Jhava' is another type of coarse stone used 

for rubbing of Kara surface (Plate CXXVI, 227).

6.7.12 Brushes:

It is an ordinary nylon brush used for applying 'AaraasH coats and rendering designs in 

'Frescoed and wall paintings (Plate CXXVH, 228).

6.7.13 Ghatti:

It is a kind of traditional grinding equipment, where two heavy circular stone slabs are 

placed one on top of other and a small circular hole in the upper stone horses a wooden rod 

embedded into the lower slab. The top slab has a circular rod like handle on the edge and the 

desired material to be grounded or finely powdered is rotated in continuous circular motion. 

Thick upper slab crushes the lime, brick bats, etc. This 'Ghatti' is mounted on a brick platform 

and is roughly 2 feet in diameter. The fine powder is collected within a 9" high brick or stone 

boundary around the 'Ghattf. The stone 'Ghattf has 6" gap all around.

6.7.14 'Silbatta'

'Silbattd comprises of a 2" to 2 1/2 thick rugged stone slab called 'Sil' and another 

circular hard stone called Silbatta. It is used when the stone pigments are grounded to a paste 

by manually grounding the pigments in brisk to and fro motion of the 'Batta' on the 'Sil' surface.
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6.7.15 Micro Tools for mirror Work:

'Kami', 'Naila', 'Shishe ki Kalam', 'Chimti', 'Plier', 'Glass cutter' and 'Kalam' for glass 

cutting. (Plate CXXVIII, 229).

The shaped copper head has a fine diamond edge for cutting small mirror pieces into the 

desirable shapes.

Plyer (Choch Plaas): This is a special plyer with a bird's beak and is used to bevell and 

smoother! the edges of small glass pieces which are already cut.

6.7.16 Special Tools for

a. Lattice work.

Sawai

Kami

Batakari

Kalam

Since 'Jalee' work involves rendering a variety of geometries in lime Jalee' or stone 

lattice work, a wide range of carving 'Kalams' are available and many more can be derived with 

minor variations in thickness. The local conversant names of some 'KalamJ are as follows:

Burmi-Kalam, Keesni Kalam, Chaku Kalam, Gol Kalam,

Sidhi and Nok Wali Kalam.

b. For Aaraish work

Kami

Naila
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Batakara

Jhava

Ghooti

Brushes

Wooden spreader

In few cases names of the above mentioned tools are the some as described about but 

here their sizes and other specifications differ based on their use.

6.8 REHABILITATION

The ancient historical buildings are a reflection of our past heritage and traditional 

revival of cultural and living traditions. It can be re-established by conservation of this heritage 

alone.

Conservation process plays a crucial role in architectural revival of the entire era. The 

most important exercise after the elaborate restoration is the maintenance of the structures 

restored. The simple key to success of restoration work is to put the building to its original 

function and use for which the building was designed. The Kanak Ghati was a complete revival. 

Those buildings which were not religious places like Bagore Ki Haveli in Udaipur were to be 

rehabilitated by putting the restored parts to its original use with authenticity of cultural, 

architectural traditions of the period when this Haveli was at its peak. (Appendix; published 

article)

It is proposed to be rehabilitate for the haveli by creating a living museum inside the 

Haveli where the diverse environments and uses of an early 18th century haveli are recreated.

Bagore Ki Haveli is the golden era of Mewar and it not only reflects the richness of 

Mewar's culture but also stands as an invaluable edifice of splendid architectural tradition of 

Mewar. Now with the living museum, the experience of a visitor to the Haveli will not be 
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restricted to that of a view of a few antiques in an artificial environment but would be 

transported back in time by a few centuries.

The Jal Mahal structure is proposed to be rehabilitated as a period museum (15th 

Century - 19th Centuiy) depicting the chronology of developments in the entire Kanak Ghati 

and also the restoration undertaken here.

The rehabilitation at Kanak Varindavan Temple Complex is solely an architectural, 

religious and cultural revival. In order to retain the sanctity of the temples which was long lost 

and forgotten for centuries.

The idols of the Radha-Govind Deoji have been reinstalled in 1987 and now the place is 

regularly visited by about 3000 to 5000 visitors daily and on religious discourses allowed by the 

Mahant of city's Govind Deoji Temple. For the last three consecutive years a religious 

procession carried out through the valley. The idol of goddess Gangaur from Mansa Mata 

Temple at foot hills of Amber Fort was brought in a traditional procession and deity is placed in 

the pavilion of Govind Deoji's Temple during the Gangaur and Teej festivals.

It is proposed to establish a Vedic 'Pathshala' in Govind Deoji's Temple to revive the 

forgotten cultural religious values of the heritage. Shows the condition of the building before 

restoration and depicts the condition after restoration and rehabilitation by establishing a 

museum of miniature paintings. The miniatures depicts the episodes from Ramayana, 

Mahabharata and the Epics(Plaie CXXIX, 231,232). (The Kanak Varindavan Ghati was 

visualized as the abode of Lord Krishna, where he lived and performed the various Ras Leelas' 

with Radha and other consorts).

The entire valley has been restored by recreating the lush green environment with water 

bodies. The various episodes of the life of Lord Krishna are depicted at various places in the 

form of sculptures and statues. One of the ponds depicts the scene where the 'Gopis’ (consorts) 

are bathing and Govind Deoji is sitting on a branch of a tree with the clothes of 'Gopis’ in his
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hands. Similarly, Kanak Bagh is recreated with rich green garden with fountains and water 

channels as an offering to Govind Deoji and Radha- Natwarji. (Plate CXXIXa, 233a, 234a)

Rehabilitation at Galta Kunds

After restoration various Kunds of Galtaji have become popular with the local 

population and thousands of pilgrims from the near by villages and towns visit this place of 

certain occasions like solar and lunar eclipse, during Kartik month (October to November) and 

on Makar Shakranti day (14th January). (Plate CXXIX 233,234)

6.9 RESTORED BUILDINGS

Restored buildings of Kanak Vrindavan Temple complex and Galta Ghati complex are 

shown in the following photographs.
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CHAPTER?

ANALYSIS OF ENVIRONMENTAL DEGRADATION

PRESENT CONDITION

The Jal Mahal area has shown drastic changes, especially after the independence. 

The increase of population at the rate of 25.4% within the walled city, where the density is 

already as high as 250 persons per acre. It forced people to encroach on vacant land in the 

immediate neighborhood of the walled city. Thus this area was an obvious choice for the 

people to spill out. More and more unauthorised constructions began to take up in an 

unplanned hapazard growth pattern without adequate ancillary services. The result is highly 

detrimental to the quality of the valley environment. The Valley which represented 

historical landscape is now at ruin. The natural wealth that it possessed in the form of a 

lake, flora and fauna began to diminish.

The Mansagar lake began to pollute after 1960 when the untreated city sewer was 

fed into it at the rate of 5Cu.ft./Sec. annually. Now only a part of this discharge coming 

from treatment plant is treated. There is one small scale stone cutting plant establishment in 

the outskirts of the lake which is a source of dust to the lake. The major source of silt to 

the lake is from open drain known as Nagtalai Nala which brings silt from the Kilangarh 

catchment area. The other drain is Brahmpuri open drain which brings waste water to 

this lake from surrounding areas (Plate CXXXIX, 269).

All these have completely ruined the quality of the lake water. There is no sign of 

Aquatic fauna. Lake ecology is completely disturbed. Undesirable weeds have covered the 

lake. The lake has lost its scenic as well as utility value.
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The outskirts of lake area inhabited by a number of settlements are increasing in 

their population day by day. Exposed areas in the lake are heavily subjected to grazing 

Roughly 1500 mammals graze every day in the lake area. Trucks are also washed and also 

drying of clothes dying is done on the south east Nagtalai open drain. When the water 

level recedes considerably, exposed areas in the lake are cultivated, approx. 40 'Bighas' of 

land is under cultivation annually. Nitrogen fertilisers like urea etc. are used with small 

amount of pesticides (Plate CXXXXIX, 270).

Often birds visit the lake and their excreta along with the cattle excreta is a source 

of organic matter to the lake. At present irrigation during ’Rabi’ season seems to be the 

only use of lake water.

7.1 CAUSES OF ENVIRONMENTAL DEGRADATION

Some salient factors those are responsible in degradation of this area are:

1. The reactivation of some of the recent fluvial and aeolian sand deposits along the 

Western flank of Kilangarh foothills due to quarrying and growth of construction 

activities in the foot-hill areas are the serious interferences with the fragile natural 

system resulting in air pollution. These sand deposits in form of dunes are accumulated 

by wind borne material being on the windward side of Kilangarh hill. These dunes are 

unstabilished as they lack vegetational cover on them. Heavy storm usually transports 

sand in the air.

2. It is significant to note that this tract does not have any major natural drainage pattern. 

Recent deposits of sand dunes are devoid of any compaction and cementing material 

which are characteristic of soil in humid tracts. Infact they are in a state of fragile 

equilibrium which can be easily disturbed by any interference. Monsoon rain usually 

carries with its run-off,this unstable sand to the discharge point in Mansagar lake. The 
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channel known as Nagtalai Nala which brings heavy silt from Kilangarh foothill areas 

usually chokes culverts, creating congestion and water logging conditions.

3. Due to the sanctioned removal of wood growth in the past at the rate of 200 quintals 

per hectare over past 40 years for wood products and fuel and even greater amounts of 

illegal wood cutting, has denuded the forest of Kilangarh and Nahargarh hills thus 

enhancing heat radiation from areas of exposed rock face resulting in increase in 

temperature.

4. Denudation of vast areas of Kilangarh hills by quarrying has upset the 

Geomorphological balance to such an extent as to cause enhanced heat radiation from 

large areas of exposed rock face, resulting in increase in temperature.

5. Generation of dust by stone crushers grinding machinery had repercussions in terms of 

vascular diseases. The enrichment and percolation of ferruginous material of quarries 

into the ground water bodies caused water hardness.

7.1.1 Natural Resources Depletion (Plate CXXXXVII, 267)

Resources depletion is a serious growing concern in this region. With high 

contamination of Mansagar lake water, heavy deforestation of Nahargarh forests and 

Kilangarh hills, reduced recharge of ground water, reduced surface water capacity, 

diminishing of faunal wealth are of great significance.

1. Mansagar lake which is the only largest surface water- body in the Jaipur and its 

environs having 400 acres as submerged area during monsoon and live capacity of max.

83 mcuft. at 116.00 level. This storage capacity is considerably reduced due to 

disturbed catchment area thus reducing potential for its human use for agriculture, 

forestry or daily consumption etc. It is conjectured that this lake had few decades back 

had water through out the year. This decline in its capacity and further continuing
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trend with this rate will end up with complete disappearance of the lake in only half a 

decade; a resource which is so essential and a boon for such a climate.

2. Degradation of flora and fauna has reduced natural wealth of entire region which is non 

renewable. Disturbance in ground flora of 'climax' vegetation Anogoissus pendula 

(Dhok) resulting in interference in its plant associations have made their existence 

difficult. This climax vegetation has lot of significance in overall ecosystem of this area 

and the Aravalies (Plate CXXXXVD, 267).

3. The fauna in the region is on decline because of extensive human interferences and 

commercial exploitation. There is nevertheless a smaltering representation by orders of 

mammals and 12 of birds.

4. Mansagar lake receives rain water run off from Nahargarh hills by two defined gullies. 

Both of these seasonal natural gullies are intercepted by unplanned growth of 

Parasrampuri kachhi basti and Gujarghati settlement. These settlements have altered 

the natural water drainage pattern. The quantity of water coming from hills has been 

considerably reduced because of obstructions in free rain water flow causing ground 

infiltration. The lake monsoon rain water inflow is considerably reduced creating 

problems of its recharge, little amount of run-off that could still reach this lake carried 

with it unhygenic substance from these settlements which lack in their essential 

amenities.

5. These two settlements have a large number of grazing mammals surviving on lower 

vegetation cover in Nahargarh forest. The other settlement known as Kala Mahadev in 

Amber Ghati north of Jalmahal depends on this valley for fodder fuel. This extensive 

removal of ground flora resulted in leaving steep slopes susceptible to erosion. Heavy 

silt is brought from this catchment to Mansagar lake which has been silting up over a 

few decades. The lake depth which was recorded forty feet in depth. This reduced 

capacity of lake is the cause of low ground water recharge.
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7.1.2 Lake Water Pollution

1. Polluted inflow from Brahmpuri open drain carrying 19 lacs gallons waste water daily 

has B.O.D. 380 mg/lit. C.O.D. 980 mg/lit. solids 2856 mg/lit. results in Eutrophication 

of the lake (Plate CXXXXIX 269).

2. Whereas Nagtalai nala having inflow 14 lacs gallons daily adds solids 2772 mg/lit. 

inform of dissolved solids and suspended solids 1930 mg/lit. giving rise to siltation of 

the lake.

3. Run-off from agriculture brings water borne nitrates favouring proliferation of aquatic 

weeds like Eichhomia spp. (Jalkumbhi) (Plate CXXXXIX, 270).

4. Essential amenities lacking is developed area pollutes run-off e.g. Parasrampuri, 

Gujarghati and unauthorised construction in Mansagar catchment area.

5. Disposal from Textile industries pollutes lake water (Plate CXXXXIX, 270).

7.1.3 Incomplete Landuses (Plate CL, 271)

1. Incompatible landuses like small scale industries, particularly Textile Industry, Stone 

Crushers etc. are deteriorating the environment. Most of historical sites are occupied 

by people for living purposes.

7.1.4 Dilapidated Historical Structures

1. Identity of historical site where Ashwamegh Yagya was performed is lost. Existence of 

Yagya_Shala, a temple and a Pillar is of historical significance.
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2. Most of historical site like Maharani Ki Chatri, old Govind Deqji's temple, Kanak Bagh 

are in dilapidated condition with their aesthetic values being severely affected by 

unauthorised constructions adjoining them.

7.1.5 Visual Degradation

1. Exposed land surface due to depletion in lake water presents an ugly view.

2. Growth is lacking in visual considerations.

3. Highways and roads lacking in avenue effect.

Wrong location of road tarrif site creates traffic congestions on National Highway 

No. 8.

7.2 ANALYSIS

7.2.1 Vegetation Analysis

The vegetation of the area presented very different scene than what it is now. Hills 

were thickly forested but plains had vast areas of sand dunes which were also covered by 

the vegetation. But neither edaphic factors nor biotic ones were permitted to flourish. The 

soil was extremely scanty in humus, its water retaining capacity was very poor, its 

microbial flora found itself difficult to exist in absence of the carpet vegetation as the soil 

was bared by the hot Sun. The most disastrous role was played by the irregular rain-fall. 

The average annual rainfall could be compared with some parts of the Gangetic plain but it 

was rendered inaffective due to the long intermittent dry spells of drought-often as long as 

two to three weeks. Amongst the annuals, only species could occur here which were able 

to complete their cycle within a very short-moist period. Amongst the perennial species, 

those which could suitably adapt to these conditions could survive. However, extreme 

variation in the diurnal as well as seasonal temperature made it very difficult for the 

vegetation to successfully adapt itself to above conditions. It was difficulty for the
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perennials to adapt to temperatures as low as freezing points during the cold nights and as 

high as boiling point of water during the summer season. Moreover the diurnal variation 

often as great as fifteen to twenty degrees centigrade during the summer. It is thus 

presumed that a permanent variation is not to be expected in this area. On the contrary, 

plants which could either adapt themselves to high temperatures or to low temperatures 

and discouraging conditions of soil and rainfall could be found. This perhaps was the 

reason for a very low percentage of tree species.

Whatever vegetation grew inspite of such difficult and discouraging condition of 

climate and soil, got a detrimental treatment at the hands of biotic factors. The tree species 

were excessively topped for fodder, fuel and other purposes by people. The domestic 

animals i.e. Camel, goat and Sheep were the worst enemies of the vegetation. The 

vegetation as existing now is described below

The hills surrounding the lake support a rich tree and ground flora. The trees 

making the top periphery of the hills are of Anogeissus pendula (Dhok) which makes the 

appearance of hills reddish, lower hills are occupied by trees like Prosopis juliflora 

(Vilayati babool) Acacia jsenegal, Holoptelia integrifolia, Wrightia tinctoria (Khimi) and 

Cordia gharaf (Goondee).

The lower most part of the hills is generally inhabited by shrubs like Euphorbia 

neriifolia, Cryptostegia grandiflora (Rubber-bel), Adhatoda vasica (aboosa), while the 

ground flora is mainly composed of Commelina undulata, Portulacca grandifolia, 

Amaranthus spp. and Spiteracanthus prostatus.

Lake boundary is surrounded by Prosopis juliflora (Vilayati babool) trees but 

density is not high. Among the permanent vegetation in the lake some plants of Tamarix 

spp. are present on both sides along the sewage drain, some plants of Euclyptus sppjjaA 

Casuarina spp. are present on the road leading to palace and some plants of Acacia spp. 

and Prosopis spp. around the agriculture fields.
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The drain bringing sewage is devoid of any vegetation though the margins are 

occupied by Pharmagites karka and Ricinus communis (Arand), while the drain bringing 

relatively cleaner water is having huge growth of Periphyton spp. before entering into lake 

boundary, immediately after the entry in boundary it harbours a huge stand of Polygonum 

spp. and few pathches of Typha spp. both Polygonum spp. and Typha spp. have been 

recently introduced to water body, and earlier the drain was a mosaic of various aquatic 

grasses and sparsely dispersed Ceratophyllum demersum, Asella, Spirodella and Hydrilla. 

Polygonum has reached to the water level now.

All the exposed areas in the reservoir are occupied by different plants in the course 

of seasons.

Local People tell that in 1975 Eichomia crassipus (Jal Kumbhi) entered into the 

water body through run-off water from a nearby resident's tank, and it subsequently 

encroached the whole lake by April 1978.

7.2.2 Fauna Analysis

The Fauna of Jaipur reduced considerably in the past. Still it is represented by 9 

orders of mammals, 12 of birds, 4 of reptiles and just one of order Amphibia.

Avifauna

Out of 16 order of birds only 12 orders are represented in and around Jaipur. Blue 

Rock Pigion, Blue throated Barbet are well preserved due to religious reasons. The other 

birds such as common green Pigeon, Spotted Dove and Ring Dove, are commonly seen. 

Whereas Weaver bird which prefers solitude is diminishing. The common crow, house 

Sparrow are found in large number, though Jungle Crow has become a rare sight, common 

Myna and Bark Myna are commonly sighted and so is white cheeked Bulbul. The
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population of common Babbler, Kite Hawk has become rare. The three species of Vultures 

found here are KingVultures, Gype and white Scavanger. The popular game birds of 

family Gruidae gaulformes is another which is considerably reduced. Jungle Fowl, Red 

Spur Grey Quai, common Sand Grouse are seen in the area. The common Peafowl is well 

preserved as it is the National Bird. Cuckoo is represented in the environs of Jaipur. In the 

only nocturnal bird found here are Indian Right Jar, Screech Owl and Spotted Owl. King 

Fisher is commonly seen near lake, the population of common green Bee-eater is reduced 

because of deforestation. Cattle Egret and Grey Heron are usually found feeding on 

shallow ponds with cattles. Wood Pecker is diminishing because of interferences in forests.

Mammals

Some of the larger cats from order of Carnivore and family Felidae have almost 

disappeared. The population of Jungle cat, Sloth Beer, Gerbil, Pangol is extremely rare. 

These are large number of Cows, Goats, Sheep, Buffalows, Indian Langur, Monkey and 

Elephants. Striped Hyena is also found around Jaipur, Jackal is rare now. Common Grey 

Mongoose is still found in the area. Some other common animals are Musk Rat, Hedge 

Hog, Desert Garbil, Animals disappeared completely are Chinkara, Black Buck etc.

7.2.3 Hydrological Analysis

Mansagar Lake

The catchment area of the Mansagar lake measuring 26.88 Sq.kms. or 9.98 sq. 

miles contributes through natural run- off from four streams coming from Nahargarh and 

Kilangarh hills approximately 2.00 million cubic meters of water to this lake annually 

considering 25" annual rain-fall. This water earlier used to filter through dense forest of 

hills. The run-off was slowed down because of ground vegetational cover. The water that 

seeped in ground contributed to ground water storage, while run-off was carried to the 

lake uninterrupted. The lake capacity was ten times than what it is now. The major losses 

of this lake water were evaporation and seepage in the ground which were probably in the 
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range of 80 and 30 million cuft. respectively annually. But now most of these seasonal 

streams especially those coming from Nahargarh hills are intercepted because of 

construction in the foothill areas, resulting in disturbed natural drainage pattern. Further 

the quality of rain water deteriorated since it passes through urbanised areas lacking in 

adequate services. This water thus brought with it silt from denuded forests polluted water 

as run off. The total run-off is reduced due to increase in concentration time. The other 

factors responsible now for lack of water recharge to this lake are water coming from 

sewage treatment plant 25 to 35 lacs gallons daily, from Brahmpuri open drain untreated 

19 lacs gallons daily and from Nagtalai open drain untreated 14.00 lacs gallons daily. Thus 

providing inflow of 5 cuft. per sec. approx, daily to the lake water. However a major 

utilisation is for agriculture purpose which consumes 179 m cuft of lake water for irrigating 

1000 acres land annually. The total capacity of lake has considerably reduced due to heavy 

silatation in the past resulting in 83 million cuft of water as maximum storage capacity. The 

lake which has submergence area of 400 acres when water level is at R.L. 116.00 gets 

reduced to 30 acres approx, during dry season when water recedes to R.L. 107.00 reducing 

live capacity to 8.00 million cuft. only.

The lake water which has inflow of highly polluted water from Brahmpuri Nala 

having B.O.D. 380 mg/lit., and C.O.D. 980 mg/lit. solids 2850 mg/lit. contributed to 

pollution of lake water. The other Nagtalai Nala made the situation worse by introducing 

2772 solid mg/lit. Besides this agriculture in dry season in the immediate catchment area of 

lake results in drainage of chemical and fertilizers and pesticides into lake water increasing 

to toxic content. The excreta from grazing animals within the lake area enters lake water. 

Quarrying on western face of Kilangarh hills carried loose ferrugenous material, to ground 

water bodies causing water hardness. Thus all these factors are responsible for pollution of 

lake resulting in increased nutrients gave rise to Algae bloom in form of Eichhomia spp. 

which spreaded on surface causing oxygen depletion (5.5 mg/lit.) in water. High B.O.D. 

already present with this oxygen depletion and toxic input eliminated entire acquatic life 

and other Biota disturbing lake ecosystem. Eichhomia spp. posed problem of its 

eradication due to its rapid regenerative growth. Heavy organic matter which enters the
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lake from untreated Nalas increases B.O.D. and increases free carbon-dioxide (C02) on 

decomposition which helps in algae bloom although lowers the PH value, leaves more C02 

in water. Absence of oxygen on denitrification results in loss of Sulphur. High Algae 

bloom increases PH value and also nitrogen in the water. This high PH precipitate in 

Calcium (Ca), Carbondioxide (C02), and Phosphorous (P). Thus the final analysis shows 

this water gets highly contaminated and unusable for living organisms. Thus disturbing the 

hydrological cycle of lake ecosystem. The consequences are depletion of Natural Water 

Resources.
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Details of Consumption of Water and Inflow in Mansagar Lake as given in Table 3

Table 3

Salient feature (ft.)

Road level 118.00

F.R.L. 116.00

Sluice (Canal) level 95.00

Waste weir (Crest) 112.00

Capacity at 105.00 4 Mcft.

116.0 83 Mcft.

Present irrigation with 79 Mcft. of the Mansagar, lake and 100 Met. inflow is 1,000 acres.

Water received by inflow from 

Brahmpuri and Nagtala Nala 

Irrigation is done in the months 

from Sept, to May/June

Water used from

(a) Mansagar Lake

(b) Inflow

Water available from 116.00 to 112.00 

at 116.00

at 110.00

4.8 Cusecs or

41 Mcft/day

approx. 250 days.

79 Mcft.

100 Mcft.

179 Mcft (give 1,000 

acres of irrigation 

or 5.6 Acres/Mcft.

59 Mcft.

83 Mcft.

24 Mcft.
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Table 4

Capacity of Mansagar Dam on Different Gauges

Gauge (ft) Capacity in Mcft.

R.L. 106.00 4.00

R.L. 107.00 8.00

R.L. 108.00 13.00

RL. 109.00 18.00

R.L. 110.00 24.00

RL. 111.00 31.00

R.L. 112.00 41.00

RL. 113.00 49.50

R.L. 114.00 59.00

RL. 115.00 70.00

R.L. 116.00 83.00
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Table 5

Evaporation Losses per day during different months

Months (mm)

January 2.60 mm

February 3.70 mm

March 5.20 mm

April 7.60 mm

May 9.10 mm

June 9.40 mm

July 5.60 mm

August 5.55 mm

September 5.00 mm

October 4.40 mm

November 3.48 mm

December 2.32 mm
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Table 6

Water Analysis of Inflow to Mansagar Lake

S.No. Sample Site B.O.D. at 20°C C.O.D

Total 

Dissolved 

Solids

Suspended 

mg/lit.

Desolved Oxygen 

mg.1 Lit.mg. Ltd. mg./ 

Lit.

Total 

Solids 

mg/lit.

1. Brahampuri Nala 380 980 2856 1342 1514 1.8

2. Nagtali Drain 18 60 2772 842 1930 7.6

3. Sewerage treatment

Plant 40 96 1092 - - 7.0

4. Mansagar 40 215 1718 1460 258 5.5

Source: P.H.E.D
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Table?

Working Table of Mansagar Lake as recorded in the year 1984-85

S.No Date R.L. in 
ft. 

(approx)

Live capacity 
in Mcft.

Withdrawal Evaporation Other Suppliment- Net Utililisation 
in Losses Losses aring from from Tank

(Mcft) Mcft) (Mcft) Sewage(Mcft)

1. 16 Sept. 116.00 83.00 10.00 3.0 2.0 12.50 2.5

2 1 Oct. 115.80 80.50 10.00 2.8 2.0 12.50 2.3

3. 16 Oct. 115.60 78.20 25.00 2.8 2.0 12.50 17.3

4. 1 Nov. 114.10 60.90 25.00 2.1 1.90 12.50 16.5

5. 16 Nov. 112.40 44.40 25.00 2.1 1.90 12.50 16.5

6. 1 Dec. 110.60 27.90 - 1.1 1.30 10.00 (-)7.6

7. 16 Dec. 111.30 35.50 - 1.1 1.30 10.00 (-)7.6

8. 1 Jan. 112.20 43.10 15.00 1.6 1.30 10.00 7.9

9. 16 Jan. 111.30 35.20 15.00 1.6 1.30 10.00 7.9

10. 1 Feb. 110.50 27.30 15.00 2.0 1.20 12.00 6.2

11. 16 Feb. 109.40 21.10 - 2.0 1.20 12.00 (-)8.8

12. 1 Mar. 110.80 29.90 - 3.1 1.20 12.00 (-)7.7

13. 16 Mar. 111.60 37.60 15.00 3.1 1.20 12.00 7.6

14. 1 Apr. 110.80 30.00 15.00 4.5 1.20 13.00 7.7

15. 16 Apr. 109.70 22.40 10.00 4.5 1.20 13.00 2.3

16. 1 May 109.40 20.10 10.00 5.4 1.20 13.00 3.8

17. 16 May 108.70 16.30 10.00 5.4 1.20 13.00 3.4

18. 1 June 107.80 12.90 10.00 5.7 1.20 13.00 (-)3.9

19. 16 June 107.30 9.00 - 5.7 1.20 13.00 (-)6.1

20. 1 July 108.40 15.40 - 3.4 1.20 13.00 (-)8.4
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7.4.3 Proposed Water Management of Mansagar Lake

(As recommanded by Working Committee under co-ordination of Mis Rajiv Klanna Landscepe Associates New Delhi in 1984)

Table 7a

s. 
No.

Date R.L. in ft. 
(approx.)

Live 
Capacity 
in Mcft.

Drawal in 
(MCft)

Evoporatio 
n losses 
(Mcft)

Other 
losses 
(Mcft)

Supplimentaring 
from Sewage 

(Mcft)

Net 
Utilisation 
from Tank

1. 16 Sept 116.00 (Max.) 83.0 7.5 3.0 2.0 12.5 •
2. 1 Oct. 83.0 7.5 3.0 2.0 12.5 •
3. 16 Oct. 74.5 16.0 3.1 2.0 12.5 8.5
4. 1 Nov. 66.9 16.0 2.1 2.0 12.5 7.6
5. 16 Nov. 59.4 - 1.1 1.9 12.5 7.5
6. 1 Dec.. 67.0 - 1.1 1.3 10.0 (J 7.6
7. 16 Dec 74.6 - 1.1 1.3 10.0 (-) 7.6
8. 1 Jan. 65.7 15.0 1.6 1.3 10.0 7.9
9. 16 Jan. 57.8 15.0 1.6 1.3 10.0 6.2
10. 1 Feb.. 51.6 15.0 2.0 1.2 12.0 (-) 8.8
11. 16 Feb. 60.4 - 2.0 1.2 12.0 (-) 7.8
12. 1 Mar. 68.2 - 3.1 1.2 12.0 7.3
13. 16 Mar. 60.9 - 3.1 1.2 12.0 7.7
14. 1 Apr. 53.2 15.0 4.5 1.2 13.0 7.7
15. 16 Apr.. 42.8 15.0 4.5 1.2 13.0 8.6
16. 1 May 34.2 15.0 5.4 1.2 13.0 3.6
17. 16 May 30.6 15.0 5.4 1.2 13.0 3.9
18. 1 June 26.7 10.0 5.7 1.2 13.0 2.7
19. 16 June. 110.00 (Min.) 24.0 10.0 5.7 1.2 13.0 (-) 8.4
20. 1 July 32.4 8.8 3.4 1.2 13.0

Ramaining Water requirement for irrigatioOn in the month of Sept. 2.5 Mc.ft., Oct. 11.5 M.Cft & Nov. 18 Mc.ft. Schould be met by 
providing adequate table walls in the down stream for irrigating agricultural land.

The lake water should be maintained maximum at R.L. 116.00 & Minimum R.L. 110.00
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It has been observed that the natural inflow within the reservoir (excluding artificial 

inflow,constituted by domestic and industrial sewage) is conditioned by four factors

a. Directrainfall

b. Evaporation

c. Run off from catchment

d. Percolation losses from the bottom.

(a) Rainfall

The average yearly rainfall in Jaipur is around 765 mm (25"). It was observed that 

lake gets reduced to 30 acres approximately during dry season when water recedes to R.L.

107 reducing live capacity to 8.00 cuft only.

Table 8 gives the estimate of the monthly rainfall pattern, for an average year, a dry 

year (1:5 return period) and a very dry period (1:20 return period) respectively.
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TABLES :

RAINFALL PATTERN IN JAIPUR (in mm)

MONTH AVERAGE YEAR 1:5 DRY YEAR 1:20 DRY YEAR

JAN 1.7 1.2 0.8

FEB 11.4 8.2 5.2

MAR 13.4 9.6 6.2

APR 24.1 17.3 11.1

MAY 30.0 21.6 13.8

JUN 107.4 77.3 49.4

JUL 165.0 118.8 75.9

AUG 146.9 105.8 67.6

SEP 163.3 117.6 75.1

OCT 70.8 51.0 82.6

NOV 24.9 17.9 11.5

DEC 5.5 4.0 2.5

TOTAL 764.4 (25") 550.3 354.2

(b) Evaporation

Evaporation losses have been abstracted from the Jaipur development report by 

Rajiv Khanna & Landscape Assoc.

Table 9 shows that the balance of the direct inflow within the reservoir (direct 

rainfall less evaporation) is practically always negative.
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TABLE 9 

DIRECT INFLOW WITHIN THE RESERVOIR 

(average year)

Month Climate conditions (mm) Direct

Inflow 

106m3/Mc

Remarks

>nthRainfall Eva Balance

JAN 1.7 78 -76.3 - 0.09 *

FEB 11.4 111 -99.6 -0.12 *

MAR 13.4 156 -142.6 -0.17*

APR 24.1 228 -203.9 - 0.24 *

MAY 30.0 273 -243.0 - 0.29 *

JUN 107.4 282 -174.6 - 0.20 *

JUL 165.0 168 - 3.0 _ *

AUG 146.9 165 -18.1 - 0.20 *

SEP 163.3 150 + 13.3 + 0.02

OCT 70.0 132 - 62.0 - 0.07 *

NOV 24.9 104 -79.1 - 0.09 *

DEC 5.5 70 -64.5 - 0.07 *

TOTAL 764.4 1917 -1152.6 - 1.34 + 0.02

Note: Reservoir area is assumed practically constant: 120 Ha, after dredging. 

The total yearly releases are as follows: -

Irrigation : 6.19 x 106m3

Percolation : 1.68

Total : 7.87 x 106m3
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Water Balance in the Reservoir

Table 12 hereafter gives a stimulation of the monthly water balance in the reservoir, 

based on the following assumption :

• After dredging, the surface area is constant (120 Ha) and the maximum effective 

storage capacity is 2.4 x 106m3.

• It is a normal average year.

(c) Run-Off

It is assumed that when monthly rainfall is less than 40 mm, the run-off co-efficient 

is nil. During the other months, the run off co-efficient has been estimated as follows:

June 0.20

July 0.25

Aug. 0.30

Sept. 0.35

Oct. 0.30

The catchment area of the lake is around 20 sq.km, (excluding the reservoir area). 

It is constituted by two main hills (Kilangarh and Nahargarh) and four rivlets, Kadamb 

Valley, Kanak Vrindavan Ghati, Brahampuri Open drain and Nagtalai Nallah. Water from 

the two valleys is quite clear. While the seasonal streams coming from Nahargarh hills and 

Brahampuri drain are intercepted because of construction in foothill area disturbing natural 

drainage pattern and the silt from denuded forest and polluted water as run of. The total 

run-off is reduced due to increase in concentration time.
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The yearly incoming flow from each river has been estimated as follows (in 106m3):

Table 10

Description Natural 
flow

Artificial 
flow

Total

Kadamb Valley, Kanak Vrindavan 

Ghati and other small streams 1.88 - 1.88

Brahmpuri open drain - 8.40 8.40

Nagtalai nala 1.84 - 1.84

TOTAL 3.72 8.40 12.12

The total yearly inflow by run-off (natural and artificial) has been estimated at 12.12 
x 106m3/year which compares very closely with the figure given in Jaipur Development 

Report (11.35 x 106m3 /year).

(d) Percolation Losses

When the reservoir is full (R L 116 ft., the percolation losses are around 0.14 x 

106m3/month.
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TABLE 11 

NATURAL RUN OFF WITHIN THE RESERVOIR 

(average normal year)

Month Rainfall 
(mm)

Run off 
co-eff

Run off 
(mm)

Incoming run off 
106m3/month

JAN 1.7 - - -

FEB 11.4 - - -

MAR 13.4 - - -

APR 24.1 - - -

MAY 30.0 - - -

JUN 107.4 0.20 21.50 0.43

JUL 165.0 0.30 41.30 0.83

AUG 146.9 0.35 45.00 0.90

SEP 163.3 0.40 57.20 1.14

OCT 70.0 0.30 21.20 0.42

NOV 24.9 - - -

DEC 5.5 - - -

TOTAL 3.72

NOTE : Catchment area is 20 sq.kms.

This figure is slightly higher than the one given in the report (6,02 x 106m3). This is 

partly due to the fact that the lake area has been considered practically constant (120 Ha); 

therefore the percolation losses are higher.
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Hydrological Balance

(a) Incoming Flow

The monthly incoming flow from natural run-off is given on Table 3. It can be seen 

that most of the run-off is most likely concentrated over 3 months: July, August, 

September.

The total yearly incoming flow may be summarized as follows:

Rainfall less evaporation - 1.34 x 106m3

Runoff +3.72

Artifical inflow (sewage) + 8.40

+ 10.78 x 106m3

(b) Water Releases:

In addition to the percolation losses as estimated here above, the release for 

irrigation area based on the figures given in Jaipur Development Report by M/s. Rajiv 

Khanna & Landscape Associates.

The total yearly releases are as follows:

Irrigation 

Percolation 

Total

6.19xl06m3

1.68xl06m3

7.87 x 106m3
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TABLE 12 

WATER BALANCE IN THE MANSAGAR LAKE (EXISTING) 

(Average normal year)

Month Rainfall Incoming flow Water release Stored Spill
less Volume Over

evaporation Run off Artifical Total Irrig- other Total
ation losses

JAN -0.09 +9.70 +0.61 -0.85 -0.14 -0.99 1.49

FEB -0.12 +0.70 +0.58 -0.42 -0.14 -0.56 1.51

MAR -0.17 +0.70 +0.53 -0.42 -0.14 -0.56 1.48

APR -0.24 +0.70 +0.46 -0.70 -0.14 -0.84 1.10

MAY -0.29 +0.70 +0.41 -0.56 -0.14 -0.70 0.81

JUN -1.20 +0.43 +0.70 +0.93 -0.56 -0.14 -0.70 1.04

JUL +0.83 +0.70 +1.53 - -0.14 -0.14 2.40 -0.03

AUG +0.02 +0.90 +0.70 +1.62 - -0.14 -0.14 2.40 -1.48

SEP -0.02 +1.14 +0.70 +1.82 -0.28 -0.14 -0.42 2.40 -1.40

OCT -0.07 +0.42 +0.70 +1.05 -0.99 -0.14 -1.13 2.32

NOV -0.09 +0.70 +0.61 -1.41 -0.14 -1.55 1.38

DEC -0.07 +0.70 +0.63 - -0.14 -0.14 1.87

TOTAL -1.34 +3.72 +8.4 +10.78 -6.19 -1.68 +7.87 -2.91

Table 12 gives a simulation of the monthly water balance in the reservoir based on 

the following assumptions:

• After dredging, the surface area is constant (12049) and the maximum effective storage 

capacity is 2.4 x 106m3.

• It is a normal average year.
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7.2.3 Conclusions:

(a) In a normal average year, the reservoir is kept full during practically four months : July 

to October. During this period, the losses by spill over area around 2.91 x 106mJ.

(b) During the dry season, the stored volume decreases down to 0.81 x 106m3 which would 

correspond to a water depth of 70 cmsif surface area is kept constant after dredging. 

,rm60

(c) In normal year, the water depth will fluctuate by around 2.0 m; this is not acceptable 

for a lake for recreational activities. This situation will be worse during dry years, 

when the lake may become practically dry.

(d) To rehabilitate the hydrological balance two actions can be contemplated .

• It seems essential to keep using the artificial inflow (Sewage from urban areas); 

otherwise the lake will definitely dry up, applying adequate measures in treatment 

and water management.

• To store part of monsoon spill over to improve the present precarious hydrological 

balance.

Source: Rajiv Khanna and Landscape Associates, 

French Team and Birla Technical Services.
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7.3 HYDROLOGICAL ANALYSIS (Refer Map No 30)

Galta Ghati

The scientific investigation carried out for locating source of water at Galtaji, Jaipur 

during the year 1991 was carried out with the help of Geological, Hydrogeological, 

Hydrological and Geophysical studies.

Based on the findings of above studies, subsurface flow pattern has been analysed 

& with the trend of subsurface water flow, source has been identified. An attempt has also 

been made to evaluate available subsurface water resource in acquifers contributing to 

perennial water out flow in the form of spring at 'Gomukh\ at Galtaji.

7.3.1 Topography

The hills constitute conspicuous topography in the area. The undulating topography 

shows relief variation from 450m to 500m above M.S.L. The physiography is mainly 

controlled by lithology and structure of the area. Massive quartzite stand out as hill and 

valley portions are filled by a eolian sand. General drainage pattern takes course in the 

fractured portions of quartzite. Whereas, the main Nala appears to be in the valley portion 

which is fault controlled. The landscape is composed of varied landforms ranging from 

hillocks of quartzite to alluvial mounds.

7.3.2 Geology

The rocks exposed in the area belong to Alwar Group of Delhi Super Group. The 

predominant rock type is quartzite which is at places ferrugenious and at places micaceous. 

These quartzite show colour banding. The general strike of quartzite is NE-SW. However, 

swings in the strike are noticed at places due to warping. Dip of the formation varies from 

45° to 80°NW. Near the temple, quartzite hill shows scarp face with faint slicken sides.
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Probably this scarp face is indication of fault zone. The valley investigated appears to be 

fault controlled.

Geological observations are depicted below:

Location 1 4m west of temple

Strike NE-SW. Dip 55° NW.

Location 2 To the east of the temple (Near Gomukh) 

Strike NE-SW, Dip 80°

Location 3 Eastern face of valley near sounding

point Si

Strike NE - SW, Dip 55°

Two sets of joints are observed.

Ji - Strike NE-SW, Dip 30°

J2 - Strike N15W - S15E, Dip vertical

The NE-SW joints are generally closely spaced. Spacing of the joint varies 

from 5 cm to 0.5 m.

N 15 W - S 15E joints are widely spaced & the spacing varies from lm to 

5m. Along the NE-SW joints, quartzite is sericitized at places. Along the 

western face of Nala, quartzite has strike of NE-SW & Dip 50° NW.

Location 4 : Eastern face near sounding point S2 strike NE-SW, dip 45° NW Only 

NE-SW joint is prominent. Joint spacing in in general 0.5m to 1 m.

However, occassionally closely spaced joints having spacing of 5cm to 

10cm are observed.

Ji-Strike N-S, Dip 60° W.

J2 - Strike E-W, Dip 60° S.
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Location 5 : 53 mts from S2 towards S3 quartzite along the eastern face of nala shows

strike N15E - S 15 W, Dip 60° Towards N 75 W, two sets of joints are 

observed.

Ji - Strike NE-SW, Dip 50° S.E.

J2 - Strike E-W, Dip vertical.

The NE-SW joints are closely spaced and continuous. Predominant joint 

spacing is 5 cm to 0.5 mt. E-W joints are in general widely spaced 

having spacing of 0.5m to 2m. These joints are discontinuous. Quartzite 

along the western face of Nala shows two sets of joints:

Ji - Strike N25E - S25W, Dip 40° SE.

J2 - Strike E-W, Dip vertical.

The NE-SW joints show continuity where as , the E-W Joint are 

discontinuous.

Location 6 : Near sounding point S3

Along the eastern face quartizite shows N-S strike with 50° dip towards 

west. There are two sets of joints.

Ji - Strike NE- SW, Dip 40° S.

J2 - Strike E-W, Dip vertical.

Along the western face quartzite shows two sets of joints.

J] - Strike NE- SW, Dip 50° S.E.

J2 - Strike E-W, Dip vertical.
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The NE-SW joints are closely spaced and continuous. The E-W joints 

are widely spaced and discontinuous.

Location 7 : 30 m from S3 towards S4.

Quartzite along the eastern face shows two sets of joints :

Ji - Strike N - 10° W,S10°E.Dip 70° N 80°E.

J2 - Strike NE-SW, Dip 80° E.

Location 8 : Near sounding point S4. Along the eastern face strike of quartizite is NE-

SW with 60° dip towards NW.

There are two sets of joints viz.

Ji - Strike NE-SW, Dip 60° E.

J2 - Strike E-W, Dip vertical.

NE-SW joints are continuous where as E-W joints are discontinuous.

Location 9 : Near sounding point Ss along the eastern face quartzite shows strike of 

NE-SW with dip of 60° towards NW. Predominant set of joint is in 

E-W direction.

Location 10 : 101 mt from Ss towards Se.

Along the eastern face the quartzite is highly fractured with E-W 

fractures continuous and dominating.

A perusal of the data obtained reveals the following :-

(a) The N-S and NE-SW joints are in general continuous and closely spaced. The valley 

studied is not only controlled by the fault zone but also by these joints.
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(b) The general discontinuity of E-W fractures have resulted in the formation of small 

nalas in E-W direction.

(c) Near location, 10, E-W fractures are continuous and comparatively bigger size Nala is 

observed near this site.

A few of these data are depicted in the map enclosed.

7.3.3 Hydrology :

The area appears to be pediment region which normally stores rainfed water as part 

of the ground water. The drainage is of dendritic nature and various small drains appear to 

flow from higher region to the lower regions. The various small drains and nalas join the 

main valley depicted in the map. During the period of investigation, no perennial drainage 

flow was observed except emergence of subsurface water through fractures at Gomukh. 

However, hydrological parameters of surface flow indicate probable presence of 

subsurface water along the main valley.

7.3.4 Hydogeology

The ground water occurs under water table conditions in the shallow zone of 

quarternary sediments, deposited in the valley as well as in the zone of weathering and 

fracturing quartzites.

A well existing near the temple shown as Wi in the map shows water table at 6 

meters below the ground level, whereas, well W2 shows water table at 3m. below the 

ground level.

The NE-SW joints along the eastern face of the valley, dip towards NW. Joints 

along the western face dip towards SE. The ground water controlled by this set of joint;
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therefore, flows towards the valley both from the eastern and western faces and then in turn 

flows from the sand dune area towards the temple, through the valley.

To confirm delineation of subsurface flow, seven sites viz Si to S7 were selected for 

geophysical investigation.

Delineation of Subsurface Flow of Water

To demarkate the upper boundary of subsurface flow of water Geoelectric system 

of Geophysical survey was adopted and geo-electric soundings were taken at sites Si to S7 

for depth ranging from 20 mts. to 80 mts. In this investigation, computerised digital 

resistivity monitor as deployed, through which electric currents were injected into the 

ground and resistance offered by ground formation were recorded at every meter depth till 

zone of saturation was encountered. The data was processed by Inverse Slope technique. 

In this technique, reciprocal of resistance was plotted on ordinate and electrode spacing on 

the absicca and straight lines were measured with the help of computer using special 

programme. This programme was devised for the purpose of determining absolute 

resistivity of underground formation at varying depths, directly from the resistance 

recorded from the field, for which the formula given below was the basis :

P = X/Y X 2n

where P = Absolute resistivity in ohm meters

X = Incremental electrode spacing in meters

Y = Incremental reciprocal of resistance in ohms.

For ascertaining subsurface occurrence of water, resistivity contrast was used as 

water saturation would obviously show low resistivity. This "Low" was analysized in the 

light of calibrated data obtained on existing well in the area.
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The interpreted results are given as under :

Table 13

Site
No.

Interpreted depth 
of water level 
below ground 
level

Saturation 
zone in mts.

Relief of 
ground level 
with reference 
to temple ground 
as base level

Calibrated 6 meters 6.7 m. 0 m.

open well(Wi)

Si 6.5 mts. 6.5-8 mts. 0.5 m.

S2 8 mts. 8-11 mts. 2.3 m.

S3 9 mts. 9-17 mts. 3.05 m.

S4 10 mts. 10-24 mts. 4.05 m.

S5 10 mts. 10-25 mts. 4.05 m.

S6 8 mts. 8-16 mts. 8.65 m.

S7 52 mts. 52-56 mts. 58.65 m.

Based on above data, a topographic profile was plotted and saturated zone with it's 

upper and lower boundaries was demarcated to know the behaviour of ground water 

reservoir and to know the direction of subsurface flow.

The figure 3 shows that subsurface water is stored in a acquifer having it's 

maximum depth below sounding point S3, S4 and Ss. The direction of subsurface blow is 

from the sand dune towards the temple. This further indicates that the source of this water 

is in the vicinity of sand dune.
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Source of Present Perennial Water Flow at Galtaji

Hydrodynamic picture obtained from Geoelectric and other studies reveal that the 

hydraulic gradient of subsurface water is steep between sounding point S7 and Se and 

becomes gentle towards Ss where it becomes nearly horizontal. The behaviour of saturated 

zone indicates storage of water between sounding point number S3 to Ss which appears to 

form ground water reservoir. The thin saturated zones below sounding point number Si 

and S2 suggest that subsurface water flows through fractures of rock which allows narrow 

passage.

To know the extent and total quantity of water added to ground water, infiltration 

studies were carried out both in sand dune area and in the valley. In this study, U.S.G.S. 

double ring Intilfrometer was used and following results were obtained.

Table 14

Location Infiltration rate Average infiltration
at complete rate per hours
saturation (Ihr)

Ii

(between sounding 

point number S3 and S4)

4.45 cm 4.5 cm.

I2

(Near sounding 

point number S7).

4.55 cm.
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As the water column in infiltrometer was nearly 15 cms, the infiltration percentage 

works out to be 30 per cent. The parameters required for the quantification of subsurface 

water are:

(a) Catchment area

(b) Rainfall infiltration factor

(c) Average annual rainfall

• In the present investigation, catchment area consists of the sand dune and the valley 

studied. The dimensions of sand dune and the valley are measured as under:

(a) Dimensions of sand dune

length = 120 m

width = 90 m

area = 120x90

= 10800.sq.m.

(b) Dimensions of Valley

length = 449 m.

Average width = 20 m.

Area = 449 x 20

= 8980 sq.m.

The rainfall infiltration as per the infiltration studies is 30per cent. Therefore, 

rainfall infiltration factor works out to be 0.3.
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Average annual rainfall on the basis of the mansoon data of last fifty years (1940 to 

1990) is 62 cms. Annual volume of rain fed water, which falls on the sand dune would be 

= Area of sand dune X Average annual rainfall in meters

= 10800x0.62

= 6696 Cubic meter.

Quantum of water added to subsurface reservoir contribution from sand dune area. 

The contribution of water to the subsurface reservoir in the sand dune area:

Volume of rainfed water x rainfall infiltration factor

= 6696 x 0.3

= 2008.8 Cubic meter

Contribution from Valley Studied

Volume of rainfed water x rainfall infiltration factor

= 5567.6 x 0.3

= 1670.3 Cubic meters

Total quantum of water added annually to the subsurface reservoir both from the 

sand dune area and the valley:

2008.8+ 1670.3

= 3679.1 Cubic meters

This constitutes source of present perennial water flow at Galtaji. This water is 

sufficient, provided water flow at the point of discharge i.e. Gomukh is not more than 

10.08 cubic meters per day i.e. 0.42 cubic meters per hour (420 liters per hour).
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7.3.5 Conclusions:

(a) The terrain is highly undulating and it consists of valley and hills. Hills are made up of 

quartizites of Delhi Super Group and the valleys are formed due to faulting and intense 

fracturing. The main valley which serves as under ground water reservoir for the 

present perennial outflow of water at Galtaji is probably formed due to strike fault.

(b) Hydrogeological and geo-electric studies indicate that the subsurface flow of water is 

from the sand dune towards the temple and this water is stored in acquifer in the center 

of the valley. This subsurface water appears as surface outflow through fractures at 

Gomukh.

(c) A total of 3679.1 cubic meters of water is added to acquifer annually. This water 

emerges in the form of perennial flow at Gomukh because present discharge does not 

exceed 420 liters per hour. However, this water will be flowing provided, there is no 

complete drought consecutively for 3 to 4 years and the present catchment area is 

maintained.
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CHAPTERS

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION MEASURES
(An Ecological Approach) 

t

The restoration and rehabilitation of historical buildings also requires the 

development of environment around the historical complexes. Kanak Vrindavan Ghati was 

rich in flora and fauna as described separately. Due to the various factors as has been 

already explained the eco-system of the Ghati was severally disturbed.

The eco-system of this area was re-established by the use of the techniques of 

environmental conservation. The environmental conservation was proceeded with the 

restructuring the resources, re-establishing the ecosystems, of terrestrial and aquatic 

regions. Importance was also given to the conservation of natural elements like soil, fauna 

and flora, surface and subsurface water resources and micro-climate of the region. The 

vegetation was restored in the Kanak-ghati region by following the basic principles of 

ecology. Initially the native drought resistant plants of Aravali flora with adaptive 

regenerating qualities and landscape values of colour, texture, fragrance etc. were selected. 

Similarly importance to the other qualities of ecological adaptability to other plants was 

considered as an important criteria for the selection of plants.

8.1 CONSERVATION MEASURES AT KANAK VRINDAVAN GHATI

8.1.1 Vegetation Conservation (Plate CLII273,274,275)

The vegetation conservation involved the reintroduction of the native flora of the 

Aravalli with ecological considerations and improving micro-climatic conditions. The 

criteria of selection was based upon understanding the plant associations; within each tier 
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of vegetation, desirable density and to re-establish the degraded eco-system. The lesser 

important criteria of plantation was to provide aesthetic variations, colours, texture and 

contrast to accentuate the human emotions of serenity, peace, aghast, etc.

The limitations of each area, i.e. sun exposure, angle of repose of soil, gradient, etc. 

governed the selection of different plant associations on upper, middle and lower slope and 

in the Valley area. Plants around water bodies differed in their communities due to micro 

climatic variations.

It is no longer unusual to see trees like the "Flame of forest', Amaltas, Kadamb and 

others, adding colour and fragrance in the ghati which is now popularly called the Kanak 

Valley.

The other species of plants which presently adorn the valley are Boswellia serrata 

(Plate CLin, 276) all over the upper hills with SW aspect. Anogeissus pendula and scantly 

plantation of Mytragyna parviflora is found in association with Basewellia serrata. 

Anogeissus pendula is the climax vegetation with 80 per cent cover. Some other species 

are Acacia Senegal, Bombex malabaricum, Sterculia urens and Butea monosperma 

(Dhak).

Typha Spp. were planted in marshy areas near lake periphery. For ornamentation 

Erythrina indica, Anthrocarpus spp. (Kadamb) were planted all over the valley.

The scrubs constituted the lower tier in the valley. Adatoda vasica and 

Crypstostegia grandiflora being the two major varieties. Various ground covers were 

selected in order to conserve the soil.
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Plant Communities

The following plant communities were restablished around Kanak Vrindavan Ghati 

for the development of proper eco-systems.

Hill top Anogeissus - Boswellia;

Anogeissus - Euporbia;

Anogeissus - An individual habitat

Euphorbia - Nivulia

Middle slope - Anogeissus pendula - Mutenus Grewia,

Anogeissus - Holoptelia

Lower slope - Acaia - Prosopis, Euphorbia - Zizyphus, 

Maytenus - Capparis, Acacia -Zizyphus, 

Adatoda vasica single community

Open Dry Valley - Acacia-Cappraris, Adhadoda vasica, 

Balanites aegyptiaca

Moist Valley - Anogeissus - Prosopis, Holoptelia-Ficus, 

Acacia-Capparis, Acacia-Prosopis, 

Saccharum benghalensis

List of other plants which grow favourably with the above mentioned communities 

are listed as follows :

Acacia Senegal, Anogeissus pendula (Dhok), Arsstida mutabilis, Holoptelia 

integrifolia, Boswellia serrata, Butea monosperma, Commelina benghalensis, Cordia 

gharqf, Grewia tenax, Sterculia urens, Tecomella undulata, Commiphora wightii,
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Abutilon indicum, Boerhavia diffusa, Portulaca quadrifida, Adatoda vasica, Euphorbia 

neriifolia, Zizzyphus mtmmularia, Amaranthus spinosus, Ficus glomerata, Holoptelia 

integrifolia, Cryptostegia grandiflora, Acacia nilotica, Acacia leucophloea, Prosopis 

spicigera, etc.

8.1.2 Avifauna Conservation

The large-scale environmental study of the region included technical issues such as, 

effect of the micro- climate, the lake's hydrological cycle, soil characteristics, the patterns 

of flora and food habits of fauna were considered.

The avifauna conservation involved careful study of birds visiting the Valley and the 

plants on which they thrive. This inter-relationship between them and flora was greatly 

considered while selecting plants, resulting in an increased influx of birds, such as the Blue 

throated Barbet, White cheeked Bulbul, King Fisher, Cattle egret, and the Spotted Dove. 

Recently in Jan. 1997 for the first time white crow has been spotted in the Valley (PTI 

News).

The plant Bombax malabaricum which attracts maximum birds was introduced. 

This plant adds orange colour to the Valley during the months of March and April. 

Migratory birds flocking over water bodies and trees are a common sight now. A detailed 

list of Avifauna is given in the Fauna conservation map. Some of the migratory birds which 

have increased in population are Weaver bird, Jungle crow, Common babbler, Common 

peafowl, Common green Bee-eater etc.

The Aravalli hills of Kilangarh and Nahargarh have now been declared as the 

Reserve Forest, as per conservation plan of 1984. This will increase the natural wealth of 

the region. The area of Kilangarh hill will be developed into the Safari Park for animals 

like Spotted deer, Blackbuck Sambars, Chinkara, Spotted deer and Nilgai. These animals 
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will be released from the Jaipur Zoo to an open environment adjoining Kanak Vrindavan 

Valley.

8.1.3 Soil Conservation : A Case Study

The valley had deteriorated considerably when development work was undertaken 

in 1984. The entire landscape conservation had to be carried out considering the 

environmental issues and by preserving the integrity of the historic buildings.

The main task was to reclaim the barren rocky terrain with soil cover. The factors 

leading to the degradation of environment were examined as per the details given in 

chapter No. 7. The soil of Valley had been drained down the steep barren slopes, which 

had in adequate density of vegetation cover, in all its three tiers due to biotic, abiotic and 

environmental factors. Steep barren slopes with speedy winds and run-off encouraged the 

uninterrupted flow of water out side the Valley discharging into the lake. This resulted in 

scanty humus and a low water retaining capacity of soil, scarce microbial flora, the absence 

of carpet vegetation and an inhospitable micro climate in the Valley. An increase in 

temperature, soil erosion, air pollution, and siltation in the Mansagar lake were main causes 

for degradation of environment. Soil erosion had been the initial cause for all other factors 

and therefore has been described below.

Analysing Causes of Soil Erosion

(a) Disturbances of Topography

(b) Unintercepted run-off

(c) Absence of carpet vegetation

(a) The Topographical study revealed that 50 per cent of the area constitutes of steep 

slopes exceeding natural angle of repose of normal soil, i.e. 30 per cent which allows 

water to rush speedily down wards, taking the top soil cover along with it leaving
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behind barren rocky surface exposed to the harsh climate. The temperature of the 

valley thus increased by a few degrees centigrade as compared to the neighbouring 

city.

(b) The run-off from the upper slopes of Nahargarh hills on the west and Kilangarh hills on 

the east left a complete barren surface due to total absence of lower carpet vegetation.

(c) The scanty vegetation on the hills and in the valley resulted in depletion of ground and 

surface water. Extensive grazing and wood cutting and undue interference in the 

eco-system caused severe problems to stabilize the soil surface.

A large scale environmental study of the region was undertaken. Many alternatives 

were studied and finally the terracing system of soil conservation was adopted. The 

availability of loose stone all over the valley and silt in nearby Mansagar Dam was the 

reason to willingly opt for the ’check bund' system.

The first step, was to lay the ground into small terraces and create small pockets 

measuring 4 to 6 feet approximately depends on slope of the terrain and; constructing a 

series of such pockets by loose dry stones in curvilinear boundaries following the contours 

of one feet vertical interval. Adjacent to outer boundary ditch or furrows were made about 

6 inches to 8 inches deep and the conservation plants such as Saccrum benghalensis 

(munja), and Agaves spp. were grown which obstructed the free flow of water and allowed 

deep penetration of water into the ground. Thus capturing the loose sand and silt flowing 

during rains and hence reducing the run-off.

8.1.4 Water Conservation

Mansagar (See Analysis in Chapter 7)

Kanak Vrindavan Valley

The techniques employed for conserving water was by recapturing run-off into 

series of ponds and local depressions and by recycling them. This proved very useful and
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allowed water storage which in turn was utilized in irrigating plantation of the Valley. The 

recycling of water helped in reducing the water consumption.

The underground sub-surface water was recharged due to water percolation 

through roots of plants and intercepted channels allowing water to seep into the ground. 

Thus promoting roots of vegetation to capillarise water from sub surface level as well. The 

surface water collection and storage helped in accumulation of a large spread of water, 

providing evaporative cooling and making the environment more conducive to vegetation 

growth in improved micro- climatic conditions.

The seasonal streams were properly channelised in order to bring inflow of water to 

the desired catchment basins and provide uniform distribution of water all over the Valley. 

Another method employed was obstructing these flowing streams with dry stone boulders. 

This greatly helped in reducing concentration time and thus recharged the sub-soil water.

The use of floating plants like Lotus species over the surface of water were used for 

reducing water evaporation and simultaneously had added to the overall aesthetics of the 

landscape. All these methods were used to allow hydrological cycle to operate in more 

natural environment.

8.2 CONSERVATION MEASURES AT GALTA GHATI

Following measures were taken for conservation of the Galta Valley described 

below.

8.2.1 Soil Conservation was carried out by following strategies listed below :

• To increase density of vegetation cover by providing suitable micro-climatic conditions.

• To increase population of existing flora within the catchment area.
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• To stop grazing of mammals and other biotic and abiotic factors.

• To select plants from communities native to the region and with minimum of 

competition among themself.

• To afforest the area in three tiers to stop wind and sand erosion. Plants selected are 

known for their ability for conservation such as Acacia nilotica, Zizzyphus 

nummularia, Capparis decidua, Sacchrum bengahlensis etc.

8.2.2 Vegetation Conservation

Conservation of flora of the area was carried out by creating conducive 

environment of plant communities existing in the region and introducing more plants of 

same communities to provide least resistance among themselves. The criteria for selection 

is based on their ability to resist soil, wind erosion and to improve microclimatic conditions. 

The plantation is to be carried out in all three tiers to improve ecosystem of the area which 

will enhance the flora diversity and density. This achieving rich catchment basin for the 

perennial water sources to 'hinds' where lacs of pilgrim come to take holy dip.

8.2.3 Water Conservation

To reduce run-off vegetation cover at ground level have been introduced utilizing 

the existing resources.

Kyara Dam has been reconstructed and provided with adequate water proofing 

layer to retain water at high sand dune hill and only overflow will come to the Valley. 

Series ofcheck bunds are constructed in the south Valley to obstruct the flow of sand to 

lower Valley and to reduce run- off.
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The plains are afforested to increase water percolation to aquifers located between 

the valley portion. Series of restoration work at Kunds, bawaries and wells will ensure 

capturing of surface run-off between source and temple complex and ensure perennial 

water flow to the 'Gomukh'.

All mining activities at Purana Ghat area is stopped to avoid air pollution as well 

as sub-surface pollution.
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CHAPTER 9

DISCUSSIONS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

For undertaking conservation or restoration work of historical buildings or 

monuments it is essential to know the historical background of the building, its setting and 

the technical details about the construction work.

The above mentioned principles have been followed in this study also. The 

information gathered for understanding the background of the buildings and sites of Kanak 

Vrindavan Ghati and Galtaji, in terms of their history, ideology of their designs and 

techniques of construction, for undertaking the restoration work. This has revealed number 

of issues about the buildings, sites and techniques. Some of these aspects are important and 

have been discussed as follows.

9.1 INTRODUCTION

Rajasthan, the land of princes, comprised of many small kingdoms and principalities, 

ruled over by various clans of Rajputs. The Rajputs did not confine itself to only Rajasthan 

but during the period of Muhammadin invasions they ruled over the whole of Central India, 

Malwa, Gujarat, Uttar Pradesh and the whole of North India upto Indus.

The Rajputs basically a martial cast showed courage on the battlefield but lived by a 

strict code of honour and even in warfares they were bound by rules of chivalry which 

always distinguished civilization from barbarism. Due to various reasons, Rajputs never 

united and the internal rivalries prevented any combined defence against foreign invasion 

and led eventually to their domination by muslims. They, however, retained a measure of 
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independence of allies of imperial power at Delhi till the advent of British rule, when they 

became figure heads.

Rajput rulers were great patrons of art and architecture, even between battles they 

found time to indulge their taste and talent in poetry, music, painting and architecture. Their 

rule saw the zenith of architecture in North India. Many treaties on architecture were 

written on Nagari or North Indian school of architecture, especially during the rule of Raja 

Bhoj of Dhar and Rana Kumbha of Mewar. The art and architecture of Northern India do 

not bear witness to the Arab, Persian or any other influence as generally believed. It is 

purely and solely Rajput in its concept.

The architectural development in Rajasthan is very rich and every princely state has 

great architectural monuments. Due to the limitation of this study, emphasis has been given 

to the architectural development of Amber and Jaipur and detailed analysis of the 

architectural features of the historical buildings restored has been carried out.

The first Kachawaha ruler of Amber was in the year AD 1017 and the last ruler of 

Jaipur was during the period AD1922 to 1949. During this period of about 1000 years forty 

rulers reigned Amber and Jaipur. When we analyse the number and types of buildings as 

mentioned below with the rulers and their Maharani's (Maji Sahib - after the death of the 

ruler), who built these buildings, we find a number of issues for discussions as mentioned 

below:

Category and Number of buildings

Temples 34

Palaces 10

Forts 02

Observatories 05

Gardens 05
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Hospitals 02

Barracks 03

Colleges 02

Canatoph 01

Masjid 01

Special Building 04

Ishar Lat

Hawa Mahal

Albert Museum

Ramprakash Theatre

These buildings were made by 15 Maharajas and 11 Maharani's/Maji Sahiba but the 

major development took place during the reign of Maharaja Man Singh I (05), Sawai Jai 

Singh II (20), Jagat Singh (07), Ram Singh II (03), Madho Singh (06) and Man Singh II 

(10).

Between AD 1217 to 1537, Amber was ruled by twelve rulers but none of them 

built any significant buildings. Maharaja Man Singh I (AD1589-1614) was fighting in 

different parts of India for Emperor Akbar but he could builtup a special palace and a 

temple at Amber and three temples, at Pushkar, Banaras and Brindavan. When we analyse 

the period in which these buildings were made, we find Man Singh built- up the famous 

temple of Shri Shila Devi at Amber in AD1604 because he was the Governor of Bengal at 

that time and brought the idol of Devi from Calcutta. Till the time of Man Singh, Amber 

rulers use to live in a small palace in the foot hills of Amber built by Maharaja Raj Deo (AD 

1180- 1217). During the time of Man Singh, Amber had become an important kingdom and 

Man Singh took leave from his Military duties of Mughal empire in AD 1608, therefore, 

Man Singh built the Amber palace between ADI590-1615. He built three other temples at 

the Hindu religious cities of Pushkar, Banaras and Mathura.
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Maharaja Sawai Jai Singh II (AD 1700-1743) was also associated with the Mughal 

kings of Delhi but his contribution for this area is maximum. He developed a new capital of 

Jaipur (AD 1727-1734), five observatories and seven temples, two forts, two gardens and a 

dome, three palaces, Jal Mahal, Chandra Mahal and Badal Mahal and a number of other 

important buildings. Sawai Jai Singh II could do ail this due to number of factors. The idea 

of new capital of Jaipur was because Amber was located in a small Aravali Valley and there 

was no scope of further extension. The Valley had two open sides one towards the 

north-east was in the direction of Delhi and therefore was not strategically the good 

direction for further growth, the present site of Jaipur was also not suitable from the 

military strategical point of view because it was developed in plains, exposed from two 

sides. But Sawai Jai Singh was a strong person and could take the bold decision and 

planned a city that had a good source of water from Man Sagar Lake. The second and the 

most important aspect of developments during his period was the death of Mughal emperor 

Aurangzeb and the availability of number of good craftsman from the Mughal towns, 

because Aurangzed discouraged the development of architectural buildings.

Maharaja Madho Singh II (AD 1880-1922) was another ruler of Jaipur who added 

temples and extended Sudharshan fort and City palace.

The last ruler of Jaipur, Maharaja Man Singh II (1922- 1949) added a number of 

modem buildings like colleges, hospitals, military barracks etc. but all this was during the 

period of Britishers and we do not find the development of buildings of architectural 

importance as they are of recent origin and therefore do not come under the purview of 

archaeological monuments of importance.

In the chronology of the rulers of Amber/Jaipur we find the name of Maharaja 

Bharmal, who constructed one Mosque (Masjid) at Amber. No other ruler before or after 

him built any mosque at Amber or Jaipur.
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Maharaja's like Ishwar Singh (AD 1743-1750) built up a tower known as Ishwar Lat, 

the purpose of this tower is not clear while Maharaja Pratap Singh built-up a special palace 

Hawa Mahal for his Maharani and ladies from the palace. This is an important contribution 

to Jaipur and even today Jaipur is famous for Hawa Mahal.

The temples of Govind Deoji and Natwaiji (of diety Radha-Krishna) of Kanak 

Vrindavan Ghati have been restored under this study.

The comparative study of the rulers of Amber and Jaipur for their contributions to 

the architectural development particular to the temples in this area raises the following 

points for the critical examination of the issues.

1. Why the majority of the temples developed by the rulers of Amber and Jaipur belong to 

the deity Govind Deoji (Radha-Krishna temple).

2. Why the design of the temples are simple and

3. Basic nature of the design of the temples under study.

Between AD 1007 to 1590 only one temple of Shri Jamwa Mataji was built-up at 

Jamwa Ramgarh. Maharaja Man Singh I (AD 1590-1615) built up the temple of Shri Shila 

Deviji at Amber in AD 1604. During the 300 years from the reign of Maharaja Man Singh I 

to Maharaja Madho Singh II (AD 1887-1926) there were 12 rulers of Amber and Jaipur but 

only six rulers and their Maharanis developed 29 temples in Amber/ Jaipur region and at 

some other religious places. Out of the 29 temples, 22 temples belonged to Lord Krishna 

under different names like Govind Deoji, Bihariji, Natwaiji, Ghanshyamji, etc. 3 temples 

beonged to Lord Rama and one each of Shri Shila Deviji, Sun Temple, Ganesh Temple, 

Temples for Gangaji and Ratneshwaiji.
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The issue for discussion is that Rajput rulers belong to three clans namely, (1) Surya 

Vanshi, (2) Chandra Vanshi and (3) Agnikula. Surya Vanshi Rajputs claim to be the 

descendents of Lord Ram and Kachwaha Rajputs, the rulers of Amber and Jaipur are one of 

the Rajput class which belongs to the Surya Vanshi group. Now the issue for discussion is 

that why Surya Vanshi rulers developed more Lord Krishna's temples than the temples of 

Lord Rama.

There are different theories to explain the above mentioned trend in the change of 

the cult from Lord Rama to Lord Krishna. One theory suggests that towards the end of 

fifteenth century there was a wide-spread revival of the Krishna cult, brought about by the 

preachings of the famous Vaishnava reformer Shri Chatanya Mahaprabhu (AD1486-1534). 

According to the other local versions/theories, Maharaja's of Amber and Jaipur were highly 

impressed by the Sants of Galtaji, Important religious centre of North India. Well known 

Sant of Galtaji, Shri Krishnadas Payohariji was the follower of Ramanuj Sect during the 

reign of Maharaja Prithvi Raj (AD1503-1527) of Amber; after Shri Krishna Dasji, Shri Agra 

Swami and Shri Nabha Dasji became the popular sants of Galtaji. Shri Agradasji influenced 

Maharaja Man Singh I. He developed the first famous Gobind Deoji’s temple at Mathura in 

the year 1589. He also built up temples of Lord Krishna at Pushkar and Banaras. After Man 

Singh, the next important ruler of Amber was Maharaja Sawai Jai Singh II, who brought the 
t 

idols of Radha and Krishna from Mathura and made the first temple of Shri Govind Deoji at 

Gopalpura from there the idols were brought to the new temple of Govind Deoji at Kanak 

Vrindavan Ghati and later shifted to the Chandra Mahal complex of new capital Jaipur. 

During the same period Smt. Ranikanwar, sister of Maharaja Sawai Jai Singh built up a 

temple of Natwaiji in the same complex of Kanak Vrindavan. Later the other Maharaja's 

and their Maharani's built up number of temples of Lord Krishna in different locations of 

Jaipur and other religious cities of India.

There is one more interpretation about the intermixing of faith between Lord Rama 

and Lord Krishna based on the famous poetic composition 'Galav Gitam' by the poet
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Dwarka Nath Bhat. Poet Bhat sites the episode of the visit of Goswami Tulsidas to 

Brindavan in the following poetry:

4>5I 4)61 tsR 3UM«bl

’W I

I

The story narrates that Goswami Tulsidasji was the worshiper of Lord Rama but he 

went to Brindavan and visited the temple of Lord Krishna. He was fascinated with the grace 

of the lord but he wanted the lord to come in the form of Lord Ram his diety. The poet 

says, that lord Krishna was so much impressed with the sincere feelings of Tulsi Dasji that 

he gave darshan, in the form of Lord Rama with his bow and arrow.

The above mentioned interpretations about the change/ intermixing of the cults, 

clearly shows that although the rulers of Amber claimed their descendance from one sect of 

the religion but they were secular in their approach. The history of Amber and Jaipur also 

supports the above hypothesis.

The architectural designs of Govind Deoji and Natwaiji temples are not comparable 

with the other temples of Amber. The Amber temples are based on the design of the Hindu 

temples with a tall Shikra. Mandapa and Grabh-Griha, while the Kanak Vrindavan Ghati 

temples are simple and the similar conditions has been found in Govind Deoji’s temple in 

City Palace Complex.
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When we examine the architectural designs of the temples built up during the 

sixteenth to eighteenth centuries, we find the influence of Mughal ideology on the 

architectural design of these buildings. Havell(1913) has done the analysis of the Brindavan 

temples constructed during this period. He has described the architecture of five temples of 

Brindavan namely, (1) Govind Deo (2) Radha Ballab (3) Gopinath, (4) Jugal Kishore and 

(5) Madan Mohan.

The largest and most important of the temples at Brindavan is that of Govind Deoji 

built in AD 1590 by Maharaja Man Singh of Amber. Havel says that the principles on which 

the temple has been designed is similar to those of other large temples in the Indo-Aryan 

style but the manner in which this traditional arrangement has been treated, shows that 

during the intervening period the builders had acquired an entirely new orientation in the 

field of temple architecture. Due to the Islamic domination, a change in the case of the 

building art, from the aesthetically natural to the ordered conventional type had taken place. 

The other noticeable change mentioned by Havel is the entire absence of carved figures, 

which were prohibited by the Mughals. Havell expresses his feelings about the design in 

these words, "while the Govind Deo temple is an architectural composition of no little 

formal beauty, consisting as it does of a combination of balconies and loggias, of bracketed 

archways and moulded buttresses, inside caves and ornamental parapets, all carefully 

disposed so as to be in perfect accord with one another, there is at the same time an almost 

complete absence of that quality of craftsmanship, together with a deficiency in that 

supreme spiritual content which one has learned to expect incorporated in the design of all 

Hindu temples of the more orthodox type. In this building, more than in any other we see 

the effect of the imposition of Islamic ideals on those of the Hindus, perpetuated in stone. 

Even more pronounced is the outcome of this impact on the structural treatment of the 

interior, which, except for the fact that the entire conception appears to be an anomaly in a 

very fine architectural effort of great dignity and excellent workmanship".

When we compare the temples of this area built up during this period, we find the 

influence of Islamic ideology in their design also. Although the rulers of Amber/Jaipur were
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Hindus but from the time of Raja Bhar Mal (AD 1348-1574), for almost two hundred years 

the rajas of Amber had been loyal subjects of the emperors. But such a reference to political 

relations is on its own insufficient to account for the cultural influence. It does not explain, 

for example, why the marked degree of Mughal influence evident in Jaipur, reached so late. 

For this first real overwhelming influence of Mughal architecture on the Rajput school - 

indeed it is not an influence so much as an abandonment of the Rajput style and a wholesale 

adoption of the Mughal style - occurred only after the beginning of the decline of the 

Mughal empire. This suggests that the introduction of Mughal ideas was in fact due less to 

political relations than to the movement of craftsmen. For just when Jai Singh founded the 

City of Jaipur, craftsmen trained in the Mughal style became jobless due to the policies of 

Aurangzeb and these craftsmen migrated to the flourishing states of Rajputana like Jaipur. 

Therefore, the architectural design of Govind Deoji and Natwaiji temples are not on the 

Hindu style but still the plan of the buildings was based on the concepts of Hindu 

architecture or Vastu SastraL

As described earlier, the two temples of Kanak Vrindavan Ghati are simple in their 

architectural design but have been developed on the principles of Vastu Sastra.

'Vastu Vidya', the science of architecture was a branch of occult in Vedic, times. It 

was handed down orally from father to son and only during the middle age (8th and 9th 

centuries), the flourishing period of temple buildings the instructions relating to the rules of 

proportion and constructions were written in the form of the manuscripts on the palm . 

leaves. During the nineteenth century British authors of the 'Archaeological Survey of India' 

made an attempt to get the vast knowledge of Vastu Sastra translated in English language.

During this century, number of scholars like, Stella Kramrishi (1920), P.K. Acharya 

(1927, 1939 and 1946) and D.N. Shukla (1995) have dealt with the subject in simple 

language. Vastu Sastra is a vast subject and it is not possible to summarize the total 

information available and therefore the only essential aspects of Vastu Sastra have been 

described based on the above mentioned literature.
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9.2 CONCEPTS OF THE PLAN OF A TEMPLE BUILDING

Kramrishi (1920) described the basic concepts for the planning of the temple 

buildings on the basis of Vastu Sastra as:

"Prthivi, the element and goddess Earth (Bhu), yields her surface; it is the ground 

(bhumi) of architecture ritual, as it is the realm of manifestation, and of bodily existence; "it 

is the place where mortals and immortals reside (vas). The following four are considered as 

Vastu, residences, by the ancients who were experts in architecture: Bhumi, the ground; 

Prasada, the temple or palace, Yana, the conveyance, and Sayana, the couch. Bhu, the 

earth, is considered the main Vastu, it is the underlying stratum of existence. Those that 

originate therefrom, the Prasadas and other works of architecture are Vastu (dwelling 

places, planned sites, because they are Vastu (existing things) and have their support on 

Vastu (an existing, concretely real thing)" CMayamata', II, l-3a). Of these four classes, Bhu, 

the earth, is described first in the 'Mayamata', and the other treatises on architecture because 

"it is the first of the elemental principles (bhuta) and a support for the existence of the 

world".

Vastu* is primarily the planned site of the building. Its shape is square as a rule and 

its full name is Vastupurusamandala. This name consists of three parts, Vastu, Purusa and 

Mandala.

Vastu here, is the extent of Existence in its ordered state and is beheld in the 

likeness of the Purusa. The image of the Supernal or Cosmic Man, the Purusa, is congruous 

and identical to the planned site.

Purusa, Cosmic Man, the origin and source of Existence (apara-prakrti), is its 

instrumental or efficient cause (nimitta-karana) and causes it to be of His substance as its 

material cause (upadana). This is how he is known in the world, the manifested aspect of
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Himself, the Para-prakrti, the Beyond-Existence, the Avyaya Purusa, the immutable, 

Supreme One (Uttama-Purusa). In his identity with the 'plan', Purusa is shown in his 

conditioned aspect. The plan makes the site of the building in his image which is his form. 

The plan of the building is in the likeness of the Purusa, or of the totality of manifestation.

Mandala denotes any closed polygon. The form of the Vastupurusamandala is a 

square. This is its essential form. It can be converted into a triangle, hexagon, octagon and 

circle of equal area and retain its symbolism CBrhat-Samhita, Ch. LII, 56, comm.)".

The Ecliptic, the great circle on the apparent sphere of the sky which the Sun and 

the moon seem to traverse, has its symbol in the square Vastumandala. The square compass 

of the directions symbolizes at the same time the apparent daily movement of the Sun and 

the apparent monthly and annual movements of the Moon and the Sun. The former is shown 

by the lunar mansions, the Naksatras, whereas the signs of the Zodiac are not entered in the 

Vastumandala.

The Ecliptic is drawn in India as a square and this coincides in the Vastumandala 

with the square compass of the orients and all directions. The square symbol of the Ecliptic 

represents the different cycles and the enclosures in space that are separately traversed by 

the celestial bodies and also the number of units of time taken by the bodies in traversing 

such an enclosure. At present in Indian astrology, the Ecliptic is drawn under the name of 

Rasi- cakra, the wheel, a closed polygon, of signs, as a square Zodiac. The astrologer bases 

his calculations and predictions on this square of which he divides each side into four. The 

position of the heavenly bodies is represented by him on the ground by a sub-division and 

bordering of the square, the four square in the centre being obliterated. The 12 signs of the 

Zodiac are assigned to the 12 squares of the border. The 12 signs of the Zodiac are identical 

in number to the 12 Adityas who are the different manifestations of the one Sun God in the 

12 stages of his journey.
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In the Vastumandala on which all architecture rests, the order of the square cycle of 

the ecliptic is not sub- divided into 12 but into 32 units. This original number of the 

symbolism of space accommodates, within the border of the square of the ecliptic, the "32 

waksatras".

The Vastu had come to be the place of the adjustment of solar and lunar cycles. The 

number 32 of the divisible residing in the squares of the border of the Vashimandala is also 

the sum of 4 and 28, the number of the regents of the four planets who rule over the 

equinoxial and solstitial points referred to the cardinal points, and of the regents of the 28 

Naksatras. Their location in the Vastumandala shows a reconciliation of the motions of the 

Sun and the Moon, and they have their nature in their number which is 32; the single 

divinities who make up this sum act each as a 'locum tenens'. In Vastusastra they are nearly 

unanimously identified with the divinities whose names are shown in the border of the 

Figure below.

The identification of the Naksatras with the 32 gods, who are designated as 

Padadevatas, divinities of whom each occupies a square of the outer border of the Mandala, 

is made in the 'Visnudharmottara'. There the names of the gods are listed, four in each of the 

directions and four in the intermediate directions. Then follows, according to the text, the 

list of the "stars". These are enumerated in groups of eight, in the four directions. Their 

names are almost in every instance identical to those of the Padadevatas.

9.2.1 The Mandala of 64 Squares

The Brhat Samhita' speaks of two types of diagrams, one consisting of 64 equal 

squares (pada) and the other of 81 squares. The area of the temple should always be divided 

into 64 squares. Similarly, the Uayasirsapancaratra' lays down that the diagram of 64 

squares is for the construction of shrines, and a diagram of 81 squares for the construction 

of houses. The 'Isanasivagurudevapaddhati' makes it clear that a Vastu of 64 squares is for 

worship by Brahmanas, and one of 81 squares for worship by Kings. These views are not 
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quite the same; but it is obvious that the Vastu of 64 squares is meant for the construction 

of shrines and for worship by Brahmanas and the Vastu of 81 squares is for the construction 

of other buildings and for worship on behalf of kings (Ksatriyas); or that the diagram of 64 

squares and also of 81 squares are fit for temples, but the first is for worship by Brahmanas, 

the sacerdotal power, and the second for worship on behalf of the temporal power.

The special sacredness of the Mandala of 64 .squares is stressed in other texts: the 

'Vastuvidhana' enjoins that the pedestal (pitha) or hearth (dhisnya) for the worship of Vastu 

(vastupuja) should have 64 squares, and the Vastumandala in which is situated the body of 

the Vastupurusa should consist of 81 squares. This is corroborated, for instance, in the 

'Prayogaparijata'. There the Vastu of 64 squares is prescribed for the rites of initiation 

(diksa), the installation of images, (pratistha) and for sacrificial offerings (yaga) whereas it is 

said that the Mandala of Vastu has 81 squares.

In the ancient Sanskrit text, the Vastu-purusha mandala has been described that 

something existed that was not defined by name or known in its form. It blocked the sky 

and earth. When the Gods saw it they seized it and pressed it upon the ground, with face 

downwards. In throwing it to the ground the Gods held on to it. Brahma had it occupied by 

the Gods and called it "Vastu-Purusha".

Existence which as yet does not follow any principle is defined by Brahma, who 

forces it to assume and retain a certain form, with the aid of the gods who are difiused over 

the Vastu-purusha. This story of the creation is of great significance in Indian architecture. 

The name given to form is 'Mandala'. Thus the so-called Vastu-purusha Mandala is the form 

assumed by existence, by the phenomenal world, now that it has been set in order. The 

geometric form of the Vastu-purusha mandala can be explained by reference to the Vedic 

sacrificial rite, during the performance of which the Aryans carried braziers from one altar 

to another. A round altar symbolizes the terrestrial world and a square one the celestial. A 

circular shape symbolizes movement, the cyclical movement of time. A square cannot be 

moved of itself, but is a final and unequivocal form. As perfect form, it is used by the
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Hindus to indicate the Absolute. If one considers the earth merely from its physical, external 

form it is depicted as a circle; if, however, it is regarded as the manifestation of the supreme 

principle, Brahman, it is rendered as a square, fixed by the cardinal points (points of the 

compass). Vastu-purusha is thus pressed into the form of a square. In legends Purusha is 

also represented as a timid-looking old man, ugly and hunch-backed, and walking with a 

stoop. His crippled figure fills exactly one square. Each of the gods who keep him captive 

covers one quarter of his body. Wherever the symbol of Vastu-purusha is marked out on 

the ground, there he lies. The Vastu-purusha mandala is an image of the laws governing the 

cosmos, to which men are just as subject as is the earth on which they build. In their activity 

as builders men order their environment in the same way as once in the past Brahma forced 

the undefined purusha into a geometric form.

All existence is reflected in this magic square. It is an image of the earth, which is a 

square derived from a circle; at the same time it is also the sacrificed body of the primeval 

being, Purusha, Man and earth correspond to one another in this image. Time enters the 

Mandala by coordinating the signs of the Zodiac, and space does so by orienting the square 

towards the four (or eight) cardinal points. The quarters or small squares, called 'padas', 

which are covered by the individual Gods, are grouped around a central Brahma-sthana 

comprising several such small squares. Important Gods cover the innermost ring, and in the 

outer rings there follow the Gods of lower rank in the celestial hierarchy. Strangely enough, 

the central square is no longer assigned to the 'unformed' Brahman, but expressly to the 

God Brahma.

Kramrishi (1920) has explained the concept of human figure differently as "the 

Vastupurusamandala is the magic diagram (yantra) and the form (rupa) of the Vastupurusa 

('Vastuvidhana' of Narada, Vm 26-32). It is his body (sarira) and a bodily device (sarira 

yantra) by which those who have the requisite knowledge attain the best results in temple 

building. It is laid out in tabular notation as man and site (naraprastara, Vastuprastara; ib., 

29).
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In the Purusa, Supernal man, the Supreme Principle is beheld. Beyond form and 

non-contingent, it is beyond description. It is known by intellectual intuition as residing in 

man, the microcosm, and in the universe, the macrocosm. Either is its place of 

manifestation. Man and Universe are equivalent in this their indwelling centre. Of this 

equivalence the Purusa is an image. In the Purusa, the relation of the Supreme Principle 

(Brahman) and of manifestation is seen as coterminous. The Supreme Principle in this 

aspect is called Purusa because it reposes or dwells in Integral or Supernal man as if in a 

city (Purusah = puri- sayah or Puri-sadah; Yaska, 'Nirukta', 1.13; II.3). The city is drawn as 

a yantra, a device in which is bound and situated the Supreme Principle. It is a plan of its 

manifestation and as such it is also the body of the Purusa, itself without substance. It is the 

site indwelt, and pervaded by the Purusa. Any place where this body lies down, where this 

plan is laid out by those who know it, exemplifies the presence of the Purusa and is its 

'bhumi', the ground on which it rests. By its impress that piece of land, freed of all 

associations acts as primordial, undifferentiated substance (Prakrti).

In the net of this plan the figure of Man is caught, not by its likeness, but by its 

proportion and symmetry in its parts, the "head" confronting directly the aim of his being 

(the East, where the Sun, light of consciousness, arises), the feet at the opposite end, a 

schematism in which the figure of Man is seen fitted into the square plan of the extended 

universe. It consists of name and measure. Such a picture or image (pratima) is a workable 

and not necessarily visible, analogy, not of the human being but of the order by which it is 

upheld. Its diagrammatic field of coordinates, intersections and diagonals is sensitive to any 

interference with its order and in this respect it functions like the subtle body of the human 

being.

Such constructions have wide currency in Indian thought where they signify the 

universal law as a working entity. For the sake of identification and reference, the whole of 

it and its parts are placed and named according to the parts and limbs of the human body. 

Purusa in these 'images' is a term of reference. It affords a means of location of the several 

parts within the whole; and an identification by transfer of one's own body. The body here 
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means nothing but a place of coordinated activity, each part being the seat of a special 

function.

Like Vastupursha mandala of North, the designers of temples in South India follow 

a different concept for designing the plan of the temples given by the temple designers 

known as Stapatis as described below:

The south Indian mandala differs from the Vastupurusha mandala described in north 

Indian manuals. South Indian Sthapatis were not familiar with the legend according to 

which disordered being was confined by Brahma within the orderly form of mandala, nor 

with the version according to which purusha, the human-backed primeval man (who is at 

the same time a demon and the cosmos) lies on his stomach under the size of every building. 

Instead, the Sthapati draws a magic sign, which is outwardly similar but has a different 

significance, upon the foundations of the temple or upon the tract of land where a new town 

is to be built. He visualizes the cosmic order as follows: the centre and essence of all Being 

is Brahma (presumably originally the 'non-created Brahman'); around this, in a ring, is the 

world of the Gods. At a greater distance from Brahma, in contact with him only through the 

realm of the Gods, and forming an outer ring around these gods, are the terrestrial 

phenomena, the world of human beings. At the bottom of this hierarchy are the goblins, 

demons and spirits. These have no contact with the Gods or with Brahma, and inhabit the 

fringe of the realms arranged concentrically around Brahmin.

The graphic rendering of this cosmic plan, the so- called 'Sthandila mandala', 

determines the spatial arrangement of the south Indian temple. Once again there are several 

designs, the most important of which is the mandala comprising 49 panels. Besides this 

sthandila mandala, the south Indian texts refer to the 'padmagrabha mandala'. Of its 16x16 

panels, 16 are reserved for the Brahma-sthana, 81 for the ring of gods, 96 for that of the 

terrestrial world, and 60 for the narrow ring of demons and spirits. This padmagrabha 

mandala forms the structural plan of the cella at Tanjore.
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The 16 panels of the Brahma-sthana tally with the interior of the cella; but, as in the 

case of the ground- plans of north Indian temples, the wall is not erected exactly upon the 

line of the mandala, but is adjusted in such a way that it does not touch the mannas, in their 

three-dimensional extension. The wall of the cella and the gallery for processional 

circumambulation fill the ring of the pantheon; the wall is two padas thick and the gallery 

one pada wide. Above the terrestrial world rises the outer wall of the cella, which is two 

padas thick. For the realm of spirits and demons there is no room in the sanctuary. They are 

allotted the width of that part of the foundation which projects outside the building, far 

from the sacred lingam of Shiva in the Brahma-sthana.

The open halls ('mandapa') of the cella and the small shrines within the circuit walls 

of the sanctuary are not incorporated in the original plan. They are the work of later 

generations, when the occult system of dividing the plane had already been forgotten.

The following ground plan maps of Govind Deoji and Natwaiji temples are similar 

to the figure of Vastupursha mandala as explained earlier.
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It has also been found that the entrance of both these temples is in the eastern 

direction as required by Vastu sastra. The other important feature of the temple is 

Grabh-griha. The vastusastra prescribes the central position for the Grabh-griha and we find 

that both these temples have the central raised position for the deities in a special chamber 

(Grabh-griha). The inner sancture sanctorium is also surrounded by a circumbulatory path 

known as 'Parikrama' and therefore, both these temples have been designed on the principles 

of Hindu architecture i.e. the Vastu Sastra.

9.3 THE GARDENS

Discovery of archaeological remains from the agricultural farm near Govind Deoji 

Temple is a great historical finding. The site of this historical building has been located in a 

map (21'x2r size) dated AD 1710 of Jaipur archieves preserved in the National Museum, 

Delhi.

The critical examination of the map with the new finding gives clues of its 

association (relationship) with the Kanak Bagh of Shri Ranawatiji. The detailed study of the 

layout plan and architectural components, necessiated a detailed discussion on the historical 

and structural aspects of this garden with the other gardens of India, planned during this 

period of Indian history.

The present discussion is based on the study of Mughal garden by Stuart (1913) and 

the other information collected from different sources about the historical buildings made by 

various rulers of Amber and Jaipur during the last 1000 years.

Indian gardening, like every other Indian art, is closely interwoven with the history 

of the country and the artistic traditions and religious ideals of its designers who played a 

far larger part in planning of these gardens.
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There are many references to gardens in the old Buddhist literature and the Sanskrit 

plays. The sacred groves round the Buddhist shrines were the earliest forms of garden. The 

Hindus and Buddhists, with their wide sympathies and their simple, joyous love of nature, 

made much use of flowers in their religious rituals. Their monks and missionaries travelled 

far and wide and carried the symbol of'Good law' in the form of lotus. A lotus floating on 

the cosmic waters is the symbol of the creation of the world. Three species of the flower 

grow in India: the Nymphaea lotus, the white lotus of ancient Egypt, the Nymphaea 

caerulea, the blue species; and the Nelurubium speciosa, the rose-coloured or sacred lotus 

of India. Each colour is sacred to one aspect of Trinity: the rose-petaled lotus that of the 

Dal Lake (Kashmir) is the flower of sunrise,is for Lord Brahmha's prayer; the blue flower is 

sacred to Vishnu, upholder of the blue noontide universe; the white lotus of evening is the 

flower of death and resurrection, the emblem of Shiva, the destroyer and preserver.

Plants with coloured flowers and leaves are preferred in any garden but in ancient 

Indian gardens flowers with perfume were considered to be as important because flowers 

were not picked unless they were "acceptable", i.e. sweet- smelling, due to their nature for 

the offering to the Gods. A favourite temple offering is considered to be a bed of flowers 

under a little artrour or house of flowers". The bed is made of sweet-scented petals strewn 

on a sheet, over the petals fine muslin cloth is spread, and this is then considered "a bed fit 

for the Gods". It is also true for the human beings because working in the morning in a 

scented environment restores freshness and health.

Like plants with perfumes, Indian gardening system also had preference for trees. 

According to an old Indian treatise on gardening, five trees should be first planted, as they 

are luck bringing, phalsa (Grewia casiatira), bhila or marking-nut tree, Punag (Rottlera 

einctoria), Sirisa (Mimosa sirissa) and neem (Melia azardirachta). The auspicious sides for 

plannting are: on the east the Bur (Ficus indica) and Karanoda (Carissa carandus on the 

south gular (Ficus glomerata) and bambu, on the west amaltca (Emiblica officinalis) and bila
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(Aegle marmelos) on the north palen (Ficus infectoriae), Bhor (Zizyphus jujuba) and Kaitha 

(Feronica eiephantum). The bur tree was not preferred near the gate or any such part from 

where its shade would fall on the building. Similarly all large trees were considered as 

inauspicious within the building/house i.e. in the central courtyard, particularly those of a 

thorny nature, while Neem tree was considered to be 'lucky' and could be planted around 

the garden and was thought to greatly benefit the other trees by its influential air.

In India plants were preferred and Maharajas, rich people and temples used to have 

plants as mentioned above in a place called 'Bagichi' but the splendid garden traditions were 

introduced by the Mohammedan conquerors into India.

Feroz Shah Tughlak (AD1351-1358) built hundred gardens around Ferozabad but 

all got perished. Nearly two centuries later in the year AD 1526 Mohammed Babar built the 

first garden Ram Bagh in the banks of Jamuna. The other well known gardens of Mughal 

period are:

Babar M. Mahum, AD1494-1531. Bagh-i-Vafa, Bagh-i-Kilan, near Kabul. Ram Bagh, and 

Zuhara Bagh, Agra.

Humayun M. Hamida, AD1531-1556. Humayun's Tomb Garden, Delhi.

Akbar M. Mariam-uz-Zamani, AD1556-1605. Gardens at Fatehpur- Sikri, Sikandarah (built 

on site of Sikandar Lodi's garden). Nasim Bagh, Kashmir.

Jahangir M. Nur-Jahan, AD1605-1628. Gardens at Udaipur. Dilkusha Bagh (Shah Data), 

Lahore; Garden tomb of I'timad-ud-Daulah, Agra. Nishat Bagh, Shalimar Bagh, Achibal 

Bagh, Verinag Bagh, Kashmir. Wah Bagh, Hasan Abdul.

Shah Jahan M. Mumtaz Mahal, AD 1628-1658. Shalimar Bagh, Lahore. Gardens in Delhi 

Fort, Taj gardens. Shalimar Bagh, Delhi. Data Shukoh's garden, Kashmir.
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Aurungzeb M. Dilras Banu, Begam, AD1658-1707. Badshahi Mosque and garden, Lahore.

Roshanara Bagh, Delhi. Chau Buiji Bagh, Lahore. Nawan Kot Bagh, Lahore. Pinjor Bagh.

ADI725.Garden-Palace of Deeg, built by Suraj Mal, Maharaja of Bharatpur.

The mughal gardens are normally divided into eight parts. According to Stuart 

(1913), the idea of eight parts or terraces had been taken from the Paradise-garden of the 

Koran and was considered ideal for the perfect garden because Prophet Mohammed said 

that "God Almighty first planted a garden".

"The Mughal gardens, copied from the earlier gardens of Turkistan and Persia, are 

invariable square or rectangle in shape, their area being divided into a series of smaller 

square portions. A high wall, adorned with serrated battlements and pierced by a lofty 

entrance gateway encircles the garden.

The water runs in a trim stone or brick-edged canal down the whole length of the 

enclosure. The canal flows from a larger or smaller tank, called a hauz", usually studded 

with numerous fountains. The principal pavilion was often placed in the centre, forming a 

cool, airy retreat from the rays of the day sun. In nearly all the larger Mughal gardens, side 

canals were added, leading out from the principal tanks and terminating in architectural 

features such as baradaris built into the wall, raised platforms or gateways.

Gardening demands, more than any other art, peace, leisure, tranquillity and 

patience, and we find that during the reign of Aurangzeb the craft of gardening faced a 

setback. Aurangzed destroyed the Indian unity and Akbar's dream of empire by the 

banishment of the Hindu craftsman from the Muslim court, they took refuge with the Hindu 

Princes of Rajputana and Central Asia. In Rajputana the masons and master builders of the 

Taj and the Mughal garden/ palaces were welcomed and due to the generous patronage of 

Rajput rulers these craftsman could built-up the splendid gardens, palaces and fortresses.
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The Indian art has survived the fall of the Mughal empire and is still a living force. 

The pride of race and the immutable nationality of the Rajputs have combined with the 

isolation and strength of their rocky and desert bound country to save Indian architecture 

and its dependent crafts from extinction, although towards the end of the 19th century and 

beginning of the 20th century garden designs got modified due to the influence of European 

design of Britishers.

In the history of Amber, we do not find the references to gardens and bagichis 

before Maharaja Sawai Jai Singh II. Sawai Jai Singh planned the Jaipur city around a 

hunting lodge and garden known as Jai Niwas (now a part of City Palace), and his Maharani 

Ranawati developed two gardens, Kanak Bagh in Kanak Vrindavan Ghati and Maji Ka 

Bagh outside the Jaipur City.

The Kanak Bagh of Maharani Ranawati was based on the Hindu garden style and 

was divided into sixteen equal parts with different types of trees and flowering bushes as per 

the prevalent practice. Later, the same Kanak Bagh was redesigned by Maharaja Sawai Jai 

Singh II (information about the period of development is not available but it is expected that 

it was built between (AD 1710-1714), on the style of Mughal gardens as per the design 

described in the Chapter on documentation (Map No. 28).

The design of Jai Niwas Bagh, City Palace Jaipur is on the pattern of Kanak Bagh 

(Mughal garden style) (Map No. 28), while the other gardens of this period like Maji Ka 

Ragh (later made into the garden of Residents Palace), Kesar Kyari, Dalaram Bagh and 

Ram Bagh at Amber (Map No. 30, 31), Sisodia Garden, Raj Niwas Garden (Map No. 29) 

and Vidyadhar Ka Bagh ( CL I xi! 284) of Ghat Ki Guni are based on the Hindu style of 

garden designing.

The Ram Niwas garden and gardens of Ram Bagh Palace, Jaipur built during the 

reign of Maharaja Ram Singh II (ADI835-1880) are totally different in their style. The
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design of these gardens is based on the English landscape design. According to Stuart 

(1913) gardens and classical buildings of eighteenth century were adapted to the climatic 

conditions of this region but the later gardens on English patterns took all form and the 

fundamental principles of the relation between the building, garden and the climate of the 

region.

During AD1977-78 ASI had taken up the project on the maintenance of 

archaeological gardens of various states of India. In Rajasthan ASI had worked on three 

gardens, (1) Garden of Annasagar Baradari at Ajmer, (2) Deeg-Palace Garden, Deeg and 

(3) Chittore Fort Garden, Chittorgarh. Overall approach of ASI was only to improve the 

water supply and to plant suitable trees and bushes in these gardens. Unfortunately, the 

condition of number of gardens at Jaipur was also bad but ASI had no project or the plan 

for these gardens. Only after one decade some of these gardens have been noticed and two 

gardens of Kanak Vrindavan Ghati have been restored and developed under this study.

In the year AD1954-55, Rajasthan Government attended to the garden attached to 

the Amber palace but could not maintain that at Mohan Bari (Kesar Kyari), situated on a 

raised platform outside the palace building by the side of Maotha lake due to lack of water 

facility as per the report of ASI in Indian Archaeology Journal AD1954-55. Interestingly the 

above mentioned garden is located on the side of the lake, which is popular for boating and 

its water is used for the irrigation of the nearby farms.

There was only the need of a water pump for lifting the water to 30 feet height for 

the irrigation of Mohan Bari garden but in reality the reason of failure could be the 

unpopularity of the place with the visitors of Amber due to the lack of development of the 

garden by ASI. Now in the year 1992-94, Jaipur Nagar Nigam and INTACH had taken up 

the project and the garden is developing as per the plan and hope to become popular in 

future.
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9.4 DECAY OF HISTORICAL BUILDINGS

Nature operates on.defined principles. The most important principle of nature for 

life is that one who is bom will undergo the process of aging culminating into death. The 

aging process also depends on how we nurture the body and the condition in which one 

grows/lives. Similarly, malnutrition and diseases enhances the process of aging. Now, we 

compare the normal or specially designed buildings, we find close similarity with the above 

mentioned statement. The ordinary building or temporary structure stays for a shorter 

duration while the properly designed building has a long life, but still it is controlled by the 

factor of time.

When we examine the conditions of the historical buildings, we find that these were 

designed for a special purpose and constructed with good quality materials etc. The 

buildings remain in proper shape and good condition due to the maintenance and regular 

use. Whenever the building or its part is left unused even if the portion is locked, we find a 

radical difference in the condition of the two parts of the building, one in use and another 

uninhabitated. The uninhabitated portion gets encroached by some other factors and the 

inner environment develops factors which will deteriorate the inner components of the 

building.

The conservators and restorers of the historic buildings have studied in detail the 

factors which cause decay in the historical buildings. Fielden (1989) has listed number of 

factors on decay as described earlier. O.P. Agarwal and associates (1989, 1992)have 

explained the process of decay by various biological factors and Sengupta (1985) has 

analysed the factors of decay and the condition of the historical buildings, restored or are 

under conservation by Archaeological Survey of India.
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Sengupta, has described the condition of Ajanta and Ellora Caves, Chini-Ka-Rauza, 

Agra; Qutb Minar, Delhi; Bamiyan Buddha, all these buildings got damaged or their 

portions decayed by various factors. The same condition has been recorded in the Kanak 

Bagh and temples of Kanak Vrindavan Ghati, Jal Mahal and historical structures of Galtaji.

The process of decay due to the common factors has been discussed with reference 

to the specific buildings restored by A.S.I. and the buildings restored under this study.

Fielden (1989) identifies the following causes for the decay of the historic buildings:

1. External causes

2. Biological causes

3. Natural disasters, and

4. Human factor.
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Various factors under the above mentioned causes are as follows:
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The impact of some of the above mentioned causes have already been described 

under documentation of sites. Few factors which are responsible for the decay of the 

buildings of Kanak Vrindavan Ghati and are not discussed so far, have been discussed in 

detail as follows:

Neglect

When we go through the historic developments of this area, we find that the temples 

and Kanak Bagh, were specially designed for transferring the idols of Govind Deoji from 

Gopalpura to Govind Deoji temple in Kanak Valley. Natwaiji temple was developed by the 

sister of Maharaja Jai Singh and the design of Kanak Bagh of Shri Ranawatiji was modified 

to the style of Mughal Garden with beautiful architectural components. All these 

developments took place between AD 1710 to 1727. In AD 1727, the foundation of Jaipur 

city was laid and by AD 1734 the City Palace with Govind Deoji temple and the markets 

had developed and Maharaja Jai Singh had shifted to his new city, gradually the 

businessmen and other shifted from Amber to Jaipur. Although it is true that after shifting 

the idols of Radha-Govind brought from Mathura were shifted to new Govind Deoji temple 

in City Palace, new idols were put in the Kanak Valley temple of Govind Deoji, while there 

was no change in Natwarji temple and Kanak Bagh. But when we critically analyse the new 

situation, thus created, we can visualise that the interest of the Maharaja must have changed 

and Kanak Vrindavan Ghati was quite far off from City Palace where new Mughal garden 

was already developed and therefore the buildings and garden of Kanak Vrindavan Ghati 

got neglected and the maintenance and upkeep of the place must have been reduced. 

Gradually the place was encroached by other people who had no interest and means to 

maintain the place. It is also well-known that things deteriorate if not in use.

For the next two hundred years i.e. from mid eighteenth century to mid-twentieth 

century the deterioration of the place was only due to the neglect but after 1947, the 

population of Jaipur started increasing and lot of construction activities started in this area.
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Similarly, the cattle population was diverted towards the valley region and became the main 

factor for the degradation of the eco-system of Kanak Vrindavan Valley.

Ground Water

It is universally known that old buildings decay faster due to the dampness of the 

internal environment and capillary action of ground water. The characteristics of these two 

situations can be compared as follows:

Characteristics of moisture from the ground 
(Rising damp).

Characteristics of moisture from the air 
(condensation of water vapour)

1. Independent of the season. Appears every year during the same season

2. Does not rise for up the wall, 2 or 3 

meters.

Found at any height in the building.

3. Impregnates the entire thickness of the 

wall from one side to another.

Wets only the wall surface but with liquid 

water which contains air pollutants.

4. Takes water from the ground, either 

superficially (seepage from sewers, pipes) or 

deeply (from water table).

Precipitates water by cooling the vapour in 

the air.

5. Eliminated in a few years after drainage of 

all dispersed water or exposing the wall (if 

drainage is not possible) Does not return.

Eliminated quickly by heat and ventilation 

but, naturally, returns. Extremely capricious.
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Most of the damage in the Kanak Bagh and Govind Deoji temple, as explained 

earlier is due to the capillary action of ground water.

The capillary action is based on the type of ground and water table as shown in the 

following figure.

The capillary action can be summarized by the following points:

• The force of capillary action in walls counteracts that a gravity and normally sustains 

large masses of liquid, sometimes in excess of 300 Kg. of water per cubic meter of wall.

• The more the water is laden with dissolved substances, the higher it rises.

• Water tends to rise more in cold walls exposed to the north, due in part to the increased 

constant of capillary action, but especially due to reduced evaporation resulting from 

lack of heat.
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• Capillary humidity, apart from creating health hazards by penetrating a wall, produces 

specific destruction of certain building materials (erosion)

The dampness due to capillary action causes more damage to the plaster of the 

building.

In porous, plaster of old damp walls the demarcation like between wet and dry is 

often clearly marked by surface deterioration. This is due to superficial fragmentation 

caused by the pressure of salts. The salts crystallize in the capillary veins when drying 

periods (which concentrate the solution) alternate with periods of wetting (which 

re-dissolve the salt). In other cases, the changing demarcation line is identified by lavish 

festoons of continuously progressing efflorescence.

The agent for efflorescence is always moisture, which acts as a vehicle for the 

soluble salts. The principal component of efflorescence in magnesium sulfate (one of the 

most migratory of salts) the other common salts are sulfates of calcium and sodium. 

Nitrates seldom appear unless there is a deposit of organic refuse next to the wall.

Soluble salts can either be present as original components of brick, stone or mortar, 

or absorbed from the ground together with rising damp. In the former case the quantity of 

salts is finite; in the latter it is infinite.

The principal components of efflorescence can be divided according to their 

provenance and solubility in water.
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Salts Present in the Wall

Very soluble Magnesium sulfate, sodium sulfate

Not very soluble Calcium sulfate

Soluble in water only if it contains a certain 

amount of CO2

Calcium carbonate

Salts formed with External Supply of Nitrogen or Chlorine

Soluble in water not deliquescent Potassium nitrate

Very soluble and deliquescent Sodium nitrate, calcium nitrate, calcium 

chloride

The efflorescence is mostly responsible for the decay of the mortar and bricks and in 

some cases even of stone. The decay initially influences the plaster surface and once the 

plaster becomes loose and leaves the surface the massonry becomes exposed and gradually 

the stones leave their position. Now due to the weakening the structure, gravity comes in 

action and the structural load develops cracks in the building which leads to the 

disintegration of parts or the total structure.

As mentioned earlier the Govind Deoji temple and Kanak Bagh structures got 

damaged due to the polluted water of the Mansagar.

Sengupta and others of A.S.I. based on the restoration work of Chini-Ka-Rauza and 

Taj Mahal suggest that for protection of the buildings near the water source should have the 

retaining wall/s towards the water source so that the seepage of the water is eliminated or 

reduced. Similar observation was recorded in case of Govind Deoji temple because there 

was a retaining wall towards the Mansagar in Govind Deoji temple and therefore the 
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damage was minimized but in case of Kanak Bagh deterioration of the buildings like 

pavilions and external verandas towards the ground were severe due to the following 

reasons:

1. Irrigation of land under cultivation with chemical fertilizers, raised the dampness of the 

foundations and erosion or mortar due to the chemical action.

2. Due to the lack of maintenance the parkota walls, had collapsed and during rain, due to 

the slope towards the dam side, soil got shifted and exposed the foundation.

The damage to the Natwaiji temple was less due to its distance from the source of 

water.

9.5 TECHNIQUES

Additives In Lime Mortar

The historic buildings of Amber and Jaipur are made up of stone and lime mortar 

and as per the requirements of the archaeological principle, these have been restored also by 

the use of lime mortar.

Use of Fibres

The chemistry of the lime mortar and the techniques used for restoration have 

already been explained but the utility of the additives like jute and san fibres, curd, gur 

(jaggary) and gum in mortar needs clarification. This has been explained with reference to 

the information available on building material research.

Jute fibres in the form of mesh were used in 'Dai3 preparation while gur and curd 

have been used in 'Kara' and Khamira techniques.
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Lot of research work has been done on the use of different types of fibres in mortar 

in recent years. Now a days instead of lime cement is used but the property and utility of the 

fibres remains the same.

In the present practice plant fibres from different sources like stem (Bast) fibres of 

jute, flax and kenaf, leaf fibres from Siosal, fruit fibres, coir from coconut and wood fibres 

from Bamboo and other materials like glass, steel and nylon fibres are also used in cement.

Romualdi and Batson (1963), Shah and Ramjan (1970), Hannant (1974) and Kar 

and Pal (1972) used steel fibres in cement mortar, while Grimer and Ali (1969) used glass 

fibres and all of them found that the use of fibres gives mechanical strength to the mortar 

and development of the cracks gets reduced.

Anon (1974) studied the effect of fibre content and the aspect ratio of fibre on 

workability of the mortar. It is reported that as the fibre content and aspect ratio are 

increased, the workability decreases rapidly.

Krenchel (1976) studied the effect of fibre spacing on the behaviour of the 

composite. The average spacing is calculated from number of fibres crossing a unit area in 

any arbitrary cross section and to the type of orientation. Lewis and Mirihagalia (1979) and 

Islam and Alam (1987) have investigated the effect of introducing various percentages and 

length of different types of chapped fibres of jute and coconut into concrete and their effect 

on compressive and tensile strength. The result shows decrease in the compressive strength 

but increase in the tensile strength.

Siddique (1993) has studied the water absorption capacity and the tensile strength of 

the fibres in natural dry state as well as in the alkaline medium. He found that the jute fibres 

have high rate of water absorption which increases in alkaline medium and fibres increase 

the strength of the mortar and cracks do not develop on setting and he also suggests that 
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the mortar should be set by compacting by mechanical vibration. He also found that fibre 

mix generally requires somewhat greater vibration in comparison to the mortar without the 

fibres. Now, when we examine the prevalent practice, we find that in the present work also 

the compaction of mortar of 'Dar' by the mechanical process by use of manual power as 

described in the Chapter on techniques.

It has been noticed by reviewing the above literature that in our techniques, although 

we use the proper materials and techniques but due to the lack of information on the 

proportion and the procedure, sometimes we use more material and unorganised labour 

strength.

Use of Casein

In ’Kara’ technique used for 'Aaraish1 work and for the base of fresco paintings and 

'Khamird technique for surface finish, curd is used in lime for the preparation of 'Putty. The 

use of crude curd from skim or whole milk has been employed as a binding or adhesive 

material from the earlier recorded periods in fresco work. Now, we know that 'curd' 

contains the milk protein 'casein' which is the real binding material.

Now a days casein is commercially prepared by the separation of milk protein from 

skim milk by the use of dilute hydrochloride or sulphuric acids. After the separation of the 

protein (casein) the material thoroughly washed and dried and now it is available in the 

market in the powdered form. Theophilus (1934) had described in detail the method of 

preparation and use of casein. He had also compared the quality of the material prepared by 

the use of curd and casein separately. He concluded that curd or home made casein contains 

butter fat and milk sugar and its concentration is not easily controlled, its use as a substitute 

for modem commercial casein is unwise.
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As per the local practice and lack of information, initially curd was used in 'Kara' 

and 'Khamird preparation. Now it has been realised that the local practice of use of curd is 

unscientific and not proper.

Use of Gum and Gur (Jaggary)

Gum arabica is used in 'Khamira' preparation. As per the practice 3-5 Kg. of Gum 

powder is used in 100 litres of slacked lime prepared by the use of 20 Kg. of lime. 

Chemically gum acts only as a binder for pigments in water media and similarly acts as a 

binder for lime particles and as per Ralph Mayer (1985) the proportion is proper.

The other additive in 'Khamira' and ordinary lime wash is 'Gur'. Gur is the crude 

form of sucrose or sugar.

In Scientific preparation of water colours, honey water in the ratio of 1:1 or sugar 

syrup or glucose is used. It acts as plasticity and contributes smoothness for grinding of 

pigments and painting. 'Khamira’, which contains lime putty and earth colours in water 

media, develops smooth finish for surface wash/painting. It can therefore be concluded that 

'Gut* is chemically possess the required quality but due to its crude form imparts a yellowish o
colour to the medium and therefore changes the final quality. It is therefore, suggested that 

sugar syrup or honey-water should be used in the required proportion instead of 'Gur'.

Aaraish and Fresco Paintings

Aaraish technique has been extensively used in flooring, Izara and exterior surfaces 

of Chatari and Kabanis of various buildings of Kanak Vrindavan Ghati and Galtaji. The 

details about the materials and techniques have already been explained.
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The history of this art is rich and the techniques are followed in India and Rajasthan 

for centuries and therefore, it is necessary to know the history of this art in Rajasthan and its 

comparison with other places.

According to Chakravarty (1993), aaraish work in Rajasthan has a long tradition of 

about four centuries - commencing from Mughal rule in India. Its lustrous effect was so 

alluring that the aaraish painting did spread over major erstwhile princely states of Rajasthan 

with Jaipur as its nucleus. The techniques requires expertise, is strictly time-bound and 

comparatively expensive and therefore could never flourish with mass base and remained 

confined to some selected talents with sufficient technical know-how of the work. The 

technique has been used in historic buildings of Amber and Jaipur, Udaipur and Havelies of 

Shekhawati region (Three Districts of Rajasthan, namely, Jhunjhunu, Sikar and Chuni).

(Shri Nand Lal Bose, the master artist of modem Indian recorded in his diary what 

he learnt and experienced from Jaipur artist Shri Narasingh Lal who on the invitation from 

Gurudeva Ravindranath Tagore worked in Shantiniketan twice - first in 1927 and then in 

1933).

In Jaipur Aaraish work is known by the name of ala-gila and is similar to Italian 

fresco-buono. The word seems to be of Persian origin and introduced to India during 

Mughal period. From Persia the technique might have travelled to the west (Rome) as well 

as to India and later to Jaipur region.

The materials and the basic technique of aaraish work is similar to that of 

fresco-buno as explained in the Chapter on techniques. The only difference in this work is 

that this technique is used for the floor, ceiling and on the sides of wall (known by term 

Izara) and very little drawing work is done on these surfaces while in fresco paintings, 

figures are drawn based on a theme by the use of different types of pigments.
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This technique can be compared with the fresco technique followed in the famous 

wall paintings of Ajanta and Bagh.

The ground for the Ajanta paintings was prepared by the application of two coats of 

plaster on the wall. First the wall was covered with a layer of clay or cow-dung mixed with 

chopped straw or animal hair. Then it was smoothed by another fine coat mixed with fine 

rock-powder or sand and fine fibrous vegetable material. Finally a thin layer of lime wash 

was applied.

On this ground outlines of figures were drawn in black or red tints and afterwards 

colours were filled. According to Griffiths (1974), Ajanta paintings are the mixture of 

tempera and fresco techniques.

According to Ghosh the condition of the pigments and the flacking of colours shows 

that the technique of Ajanta paintings is not fresco buno. Similarly, the close examination of 

the paintings show that the colours are not diffused in the body of the plaster. The pigments 

are bound only by the gum or glue and therefore, technique of these paintings is only 

Tempera. Lady Harringhour has given the details about the process of execution of 

paintings in Ajanta caves.

According to Haidar (1921) the mural paintings of Ranga Mahal at Bagh are also by 

the technique of fresco secco. The artists of Bagh paintings had used gum or mucilage form 

Belo and neem trees and the tarmarind seeds as adhesive substance with paints. The 

pigments were used on dry plaster and therefore, colours had not penetrated in the lower 

surfaces.

When we compare the painting technique followed in Jaipur region as explained 

earlier, pigments in water medium are used before the surface is dried up and therefore the 

technique of fresco/aaraish work in this region belongs to the category of fresco buno.
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Mannovat (Relief Work) or Lime Stucco

Lot of ornamentation work has been done on the inner walls of Gurbh-griha of 

Govind Deoji and Natwaiji temples. These have been explained under mirror work, paani 

work, paccikari, dak mina, inlay and mannovat work. Most of these techniques have been 

explained but there is a need for discussion on Mannovat work.

Mannovat or relief work is technically known as lime stucco technique. In this 

project the mannovat technique has been used for the decoration of parapot walls, comice 

portion of the ceiling and the relief work on the walls.

The Italian word 'Stucco' has been derived from the old High German word 'Stucchf 

which stands for crust or coating. The Italian Master Architect Vitruvius (1st Century BC) 

has described the qualities of Stucco as:

(a) It is a particular technique in which the base layer (one or more) of plaster must be of 

lime (not gypsum) and sand.

(b) the upper layer (one or more) of mortar must be of powdered marble; and

(c) the surface of the uppermost layer must be highly polished to produce shine or 

brilliance.

Sengupta (1976) describes the two Buddha Colossi of Bamiyan, scooped out of the 

rock and the face dome in plaster, as stucco. Similarly, the work done by A.S.I. in 1958 on 

mutilated painted head of a clay figure, collected from Karakhoto of Mongolok as stucco 

work.
*

In some old buildings relief work done with plaster of paris (gypsum) was thought 

to be the stucco work but as per the definition of Sengupta and based on the work of
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vitruvius the relief work in Plaster of Paris will not be included under stucco work.

The relief work done in lime stucco on parapot walls as shown in the figure 55 and 

on the cornice (Fig. 56) comes under the category of ornamentation in lime stucco. This 

improves the aesthetic value and beautifies the large surfaces of mebrab by giving three 

dimensional effect with light and shade affect as shown in Figure 57.

9.6 ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES (ARCHES, COLUMNS AND BRACKETS)

Structural aspects of architectural components have been dealt in detail in Chapter 

5. The chapter contains information about architectural features like, Chatri, Kabani, 

Arches, Columns, Brackets, Parapit etc., which are prominent in the historic builds of 

Amber and Jaipur.

A few of the above mentioned architectural features like Arches, Columns, and 

Brackets are prominent features of temples and historical buildings and have been designed 

on sound principles, therefore, some aspects of their design have been discussed.

Arches

Fletcher (1986) has described thirty five types of arches as shown in the following 

figure.

The shapes of these arches are different but can be constructed on the simple 

principle of load distribution on the retaining structures but the shapes of these arches have 

interesting historical background. Some of these arches namely, Trefoil, multifoil, Ogel and 

shouldered types are common in Indian buildings and have been designed on philosophical 

bases as described by Havell (1927).
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According to Fergusson (1976) the radiating arch is "Saracenic" and the horizontal 

beam and bracket as "Hindu" and he feels that the former was a great gift of western 

science to India. It led British archaeologists to attribute every Indian building with 

radiating arches in it to foreign inspiration without further investigation.

Haveli (1927) has analysed the evolution of various important details in Indian 

architecture, both as regards to structure and symbolism. According to him the trefoil arch 

originated in Indian Buddhist symbolism many centuries before it appeared in Western art. 

In India, as in Europe, it was a form which architecture borrowed from the graphic arts, for 

it originated with the transcendental ideas connected with the Indian conception of the 

Deity, and with anthropomorphic symbolism.

According to Haveli, "the important point in Indian architectural history is that the 

various forms of foliated arches were associated with the first painted and sculptured 

representations of the divine Buddha, which began to appear with the rapid spread of 

Mahayana Buddhism in the early centuries of the Christian era".

Fergusson calls the shape of the arches of Buddhist buildings as "horse-shoe" shaped 

while Haveli suggests that the shape is not like horse-show but is based on lotus leaf, 

similarly according to Haveli the prefoil arch was a compound aureole, or nimbus, made up 

of a combination of lotus and pipal or banyan leaf.

The structural use of these trefoil arches and their derivatives were introduced in the 

early centuries of the Christian era, for the niches in the walls of the temples with idols, 

monasteries or relic shrines.

The design of the arches have developed in different stages. The first stage of 

development was from lotus-leaf or so-called horse-show arch to lobed or cusped arches or 

the arches of different shapes as shown in the figure. The other modification took place 
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during the Mughal period during this time, the monotonous shape was enriched by the 

ornamentation.

Bracket

A very characteristic feature of Indian architectural design from the fourteenth 

century onwards is the combination of the arch with bracket. The bracket generally plays 

the constructive part in accordance with Hindu tradition, while the arch being used as a 

symbolic and decorative element.

The brackets as the structural components are used for the deep bracketed cornices 

or dripstones, or as a support for the balconies. But in Hindu architecture of temples, 

ornamented and sculptured brackets are used as the part of the arches. They also make a 

part of the shouldered arches as shown in Figure 59.

The Muhammadans commonly used brackets in their buildings but added nothing to 

the Hindu craftsman's knowledge in this respect. Their smaller arches were very commonly 

formed of two brackets joined together. The brackets of Mughal buildings were mostly 

simple or in some cases had a few floral designs only.

Indian craftsmen were perfect in making the brackets with lavish carvings. The 

carvings on the brackets were done by sculpturing the designs or by molding the designs 

with the use of lime stucco or with inlay designs. The brackets in Govind Deoji and 

Natwarji temples are simple but the other temples at Amber have beautifully carved 

brackets as shown in Figure 60.

In Rajasthan stone carving is popular and has a long history. We find brackets of 

various shapes and with different motif designs. The shape and designs of the brackets have 

correlation with the building architecture and there is a need for detailed study of this 

architectural component.
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Column

The column or pillar in Indian architecture is very ancient. The word Stuno which is 

a synonymn of Pillar in the Manasara is used in Rig Veda and the later literature in the same 

sense. The word Stambha is not so old but Skamba is used in the Rig-veda for column.

The word upa-mit, not used in Manasara, occurs in the Rig-veda and the 

Atharva-veda in the sense of Pillar.

According to Macdonall and Keith, in the Rig-veda the word Upa-mit' is used in the 

sense of an upright Pillar. In the Atharva-veda, the word coupled with parimit and pratimit, 

denotes the beam supporting the upamit. Parimit denotes the beam connecting the Upamit 

horizontally.

According to Acharya (1927), one feature of Indian architecture which illustrates its 

rise and progress, as well as its perfection and weakness is Stambha or Pillar/ Column.

In Indian literature of architecture the column has been divided into two types, first 

type is a component of building structure and the second type is considered to be of 

free-standing type of pillars.

The standing type of pillars are found in all ages, from the simple and monolithic lats 

of Ashoka with inscriptions and emblem, were designed in BC250 till seventeenth century. 

During these 2100 years they were erected first by the Buddhists, then by the Jaini's and 

occasionally by the other sects in all parts of India.

Buddhists employed these pillars for conveying the message of Buddha, with the 

Jains there were generally deepandans or lamp-bearing pillars; with the Vaishnavas they are 

generally bore statues of Garuda or Hanuman; with the Saivas they were flaystaffs but
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whatever their destination may be they were always the most original and frequently the 

most elegant production of Indian art.

The other type of column is associated with the structural component of the building 

and in Indian architecture is known as Palika-Stambha. These type of columns have five 

parts. (1) Pedestal (2) Base (3) Shaft, (4) Cap and (5) Entabulator as shown in the 

following figure.

According to the Indian architecture, they are classified into four types based on the 

nature of their shaft. (1) square or circular (Brahma-kanta or Rudra-Kanta), (2) Octagonal 

(Vishnu-Kanta), (3) Hexagonal (Shoudra-kanta) and (4) Pentagonal (Siva-kanta).

In Amber and Jaipur architecture, we find one more modification in the parts of the 

pillars. In Natwaiji temple, outside pillars have common pedestal, two bases with two shafts 

and caps and single Entabulator. Similarly the lower portion of the shaft has larger diameter 

which tappers towards the top.

According to Vastu-sastra, the ratio of the dimensions of various parts follows a 

specific relation with the height of the column and the load it has to bear.

In the present study the condition of the column was good and no new column was 

designed for and therefore the above mentioned information has been reached just for the 

information that in Indian architecture, the column carries an important position and should 

be studied in detail.

9.7 RESTORATION

The Archaeological Survey of India was established in 1861, but the conservation of 

monuments was not included in the official activities of the British Government then in 

power. As a result, various provincial governments carried out conservation work 
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according to their fancy and whims. The Director General of the Survey played an advisory 

role and could not supervise conservation work. For this reason, the primary duty of the 

chemistry branch of the Survey, set up in 1917, was to carry out "Scientific examination and 

treatment and preservation of museum objects and other antiquities recovered in the course 

of excavations and explorations", but this unit was not authorised to undertake any 

preservation work on monuments or mural paintings.

In approaching the task of conservation, the main guideline stressed in international 

norms is caution: the attempt must be to preserve the architectural, historical and artistic 

identity of an ancient monument. This principle was enunciated in 1916 in a government 

handbook published in Calcutta, as the Indian Archaeological Policy, which warned of the 

"deplorable harm that may be done in the name of restoration" and categorically stated that 

the official policy was, "not to reproduce what has been defused or destroyed, but to save 

what is left from further injury or decay, and to preserve it as a national heirlom for 

posterity".

Accordingly, the government declared itself opposed to restoration "except in 

special circumstances", which were further spelled out to refer to sites "where ceremonial 

functions are still performed" and where therefore, "there are frequently valid reasons for 

resorting to more extensive measures of repair than would be desirable". These important 

caveats, which underline the need for conservators to be trained in the study of ancient 

architectural and the technology of preserving historical buildings, have confined to function 

as the underpinnings of official archaeological policy. In the technology of archaeological 

reconstruction, this principle is translated into anastolysis - i.e., the reassembly of existing 

and dismembered parts, only from the material available at the particular site.

In the year 1945 the conservation of historic monuments was placed under the 

supervision of the central government in order to exercise greater control and to maintain 

the uniform standards in accordance with the archaeological principals. The State Public 

Works Departments engineering staff, which had been associated with repair work on 
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historic monuments were given a one month training course in conservation and put in 

charge of the maintenance and repair of monuments. Accordingly, conservation work on 

Indian national monuments is executed on the departmental level by hired labour under the 

direct control of conservation assistance and engineers, who are supervised by 

archaeological officers.

The International and local bodies like, UNESCO, ICOMOS, ICCROM, INTACH 

and the various charters as described in Chapter two have provided guidelines for the 

conservation or restoration work of the historical buildings and monuments.

The survey of A.S.I. reports for the last forty years show that mostly A.S.I. has 

done the conservation work of the archaeological monuments of India.

Sengupta (1984) has reported about the restoration of Small Buddha at Baniyan and 

about the restoration of Chini- Ka-Rauja, Agra. Sengupta and his colleagues of A.S.I. have 

done good work on the conservation of historical monuments but in Amber and Jaipur 

hardly any work has been reported.

In this study the approach and methodology followed is based on the principal of 

archaeology but instead of conservation the buildings have been restored as per the 

techniques described earlier.

The objective of this project was to recreate the glory of this region and therefore, 

along with the restoration of the three main buildings of Kanak Vrindavan Ghati, Kanak 

Vrindavan and Galta Valleys were also developed.

During seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the period in which Kanak Vrindavan 

Ghati developed, this region was rich in flora and fauna but later as described, the 

ecosystem and the historical buildings deteriorated due to the factors already explained. 

While restoring the buildings of this region, it was felt essential to develop the Kanak
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Vrindavan Valley. The fundamental principles of eco- development have been followed in 

the selection of plants and the development of ecological environment. The work on the 

project was started in the year 1984 and now in the year 1997, the achievements are visible.

The Kanak Vrindavan Ghati was a deserted area with few unauthorised 

encroachments. The buildings were in ruineous condition and although these were religious 

places but had no public participation and Kanak Bagh was not existing. The Kanak 

Vrindavan Valley was without the vegetation.Now, after the restoration, the region has 

become popular place, thousands of tourists and visitors visit the place every day. The 

religious rituals in Natwaiji and Govind Deoji temple have become regular, Kanak Bagh and 

Kanak Vrindavan Valley provides relief to the people from hot and dry climate of this 

region. The project has inspired the Government of Rajasthan and the other bodies for 

under- taking such projects and it is hoped that in near future the historic buildings of 

Amber and Jaipur will regain their ancient glory.

This type of development will help the new generation to know about the history 

and the past glory of Amber and Jaipur.
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9.8 CONCLUSIONS

1. Like other princely states. Amber and Jaipur are rich in cultural heritage.

2. During the last 1000 years, rulers of Amber and Jaipur have enriched this area by 

building large number of historical buildings, temples and gardens. This also includes the 

buildings and gardens of Kanak Vrindavan Ghati, restored in this study.

3. Maharaja Sawai Jai Singh n, developed a new capital Jaipur during AD 1727-1734 and 

shifted to the new City Palace with the Govind Deoji temple and garden.

4. The interest of Maharaja was declined in the Kanak Vrindavan Ghati and this area got 

neglected.

5. Due to the neglect, poor maintenance and human and other factors, buildings and 

condition of the garden deteriorated during the last two centuries.

6. State Government and other agencies, due to unknown factors did not do much for the 

restoration work.

7. Hindustan Charitable Trust took interest in the development of the historical buildings 

of Amber and Jaipur and entrusted the work to the author of this thesis.

8. The detailed study of the following aspects was undertaken in this study:

(i) Development of the area and buildings.

(ii) Documentation of the condition of the buildings.

(iii)Analysis of the causes of decay, structural composition of the buildings and the 

chemical analysis of the materials.
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9. Restoration of the various buildings, Kanak Valley, Kanak Bagh and Galtaji has been 

done by using traditional materials, craftsmen and required techniques.

10. The restoration has brought new glory to this area and the place has become popular 

with the public/tourists.

11. The success of this project has increased the aspirations of the Government and other 

agencies for the development of the historically important areas in the State of 

Rajasthan.
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9.9 RECOMMENDATIONS

The recommendations have been classified in two categories. The first category of 

recommendations relates to the maintenance of the restored buildings and sites and the 

second category refers to the future development of this area.

L Recommendations for the Maintenance

For undertaking the regular maintenance it is essential to have a detailed plan and 

proper budget. After fulfilling these requirements the sites/area can be maintained in healthy 

condition by following these steps:

1. The buildings, garden and Kanak Valley area should be properly used.

2. There should be strict control over the vandalism, which includes the defacement and 

the destruction of the property.

3. The maintenance should be done by the use of scientific methodology.

4. There should be proper supervision of maintenance work, which can be done by the 

following procedure:

i) The staff for the maintenance work should be properly selected and should be 

given the required training

ii) The maintenance should be done by proper tools/ gadgets.

iii) Regular log book should be maintained for routine and periodic maintenance

5. The various factors for the decay and deterioration should be strictly controlled.
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6. The damaged and worn-out components of the structures should be immediately 

repaired or replaced by following laid down techniques.

7. Due to the movement of large number of visitors the buildings and surroundings will 

require regular cleaning and checks on the behaviour of the visitors.

8. The plantation in the Kanak Valley, Kanak Bagh and the surroundings of the buildings 

should be done as per the identified guidelines.

IL Recommendations for Further Development

As mentioned in the conclusions the present project has raised the consciousness of 

the public and a new movement for the preservation and restoration of the historic buildings 

and for the cultural revival has developed.

The following recommendations have therefore, been made to achieve the success in 

the restoration and developmental projects.

1. The Master Plan for the conservation of the entire Kanak Vrindavan Ghati should be 

implemented in phases.

2. Mansagar lake has great potential for beautification as well as water management. The 

pollution of the lake should be checked by proper planning and use of required 

techniques.

3. Jal Mahal and new projects like the development of Reserve Forest, Environmental Park 

etc. can improve the surroundings as well as enrich this area for cultural development 

and therefore, should be given priority.
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4. Jal Mahal complex can be developed into a beautiful museum for historical evolution of 

this region.

5. The encroachment and unplanned development of this area should be immediately 

checked.

6. The slaughter house, stone cresher and textile factories should be shifted to new sites 

away from this locality.

7. The growth of the commercial establishments near the historical sites should be avoided.

8. The heavy traffic on the roads of this area is creating conditions for faster deterioration 

of the old historical buildings and therefore, the vehicular traffic should be diverted by 

making new bypasses and highways.
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CHAPTER 10

GLOSSARY

10.1 GLOSSARY OF ARCHITECTURAL TERMS

Amalaka - Circular ridded motif [derived from a gourd] at the summit of a temple tower 

or at the ends of the 'storeys' of a tower.

Bangla - hut with a curved thatch roof in Bengal; imitated in brick temples.

Basement - Lower part of wails, usually adorned with decorated mouldings.

Bhumi - 'earth'; refers to a horizontal moulding of a shikhara.

Blind arch, blind door way, blind window - Ornamental arch, doorway or window 

forming part of a wall or tower.

Bracket - transitional element between a column and beam; initiated in pilasters.

Buttress - wall support.

Capital - Upper part of a column or pilaster shaft.

Chatri - usually takes the form of an open pavillion with dome.

Circumambulation - clockwise movements around a stupa or temple sanctuary 

constituting an act of worship; in architecture this movement requires a paved pathway or 

enclosed passage way.

Corbelled, Corbel - Projecting horizontal block or stone course that supports vertical 

structure or covers an opening.

Cornice - horizontal band at the top of a wall.

Cupola - small dome.

Curvilinear - curved profile, generally of tower.

Darwaza - gateway.

Dharmashala - rest house for vistin pilgrims.

Dome like - hemispherical forms in temple architecture generally created by corbelled 

stone courses.
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Eave - overhang that shelters a port or verendah.

Finial - emblem at the summit of a stupa, tower or dome, also at the end of a parapet; 

generally takes the form of a tier of umbrella like motifs or a pot.

Foliate, foliation - ornamental design derived from foliage.

Frieze - horizontal band of figures or decorative designs.

Garbh-griha - womb - Chamber; name of a temple sanctuary, (see sanctuary)

Ghat - sacred bathing place, often demarcated by steps, platforms and small shrines.

Intonaco - Plaster or stucco background for mural painting.

Izzra - Literally something exposed; dado.

Kalasha - pot-like finial.

Keystone - central wedge-shaped block in a masonry arch.

Khamba - column.

Kund - water tank or pool.

Lath - column.

Lathe-turned - column with circular shaft decorated with incisionns indicating that the 

column was placed on a lathe and then carved.

Lintel - horizontal beam over doorway, often adorned with a miniture image of the deity 

worshipped inn the sanctuary.

Mandala - geometric diagram symbolizing the structure of the cosmos, often used to 

regulate temple plans.

Mandapa - columned hall preceding the sanctuary in a Jain or Hindu temple; sometimes 

also an independent structure; used for congregational worship and performances of music 

and dance.

Mandir - temple.

Merlon - parapet element shaped like a battlement, usually with a pointed top.

Meshed motif - continuous design of archlike motifs.

Multi lobed - multiple concave profite of an arch or circle.

Niche - Wall recess containing a sculpted image or emblem, mostly framed by a pair of 

pilasters.
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Parapet - wail extending above the roof; often elaborately treated with ornamental roof 

forms.

Pendant - hanging, generfally refers to a motif depicted upside down.

Pier - a short wall or masonry mass sculpted into different elements.

Pilaster - ornamental small column, computer with capital and bracket, usually forming 

part of the wall construction.

Pinacle - protruding roof element.

Pol - gateway.

Porch - covered entrance to a shrine or hall, generally open with columns.

Pot and foliage motif - decorative motif at the base of columns and pilasters.

Ratha - temple chariot; sometimes also refers to a temple model.

Sanctuary - chamber housing the principal votive image or emblem of the temple deity.

Scroll work - stylized design derived from foliage.

Stambha - free-standing column, often lamps or banners.

Stucco - plaster.

Superstructure - tower rising over a sanary or gateway, roof above a hall.

Talar, tank - reservoir bounded by a dam wall temple architecture a masonry-lined by of 

water, often with stepped sides.

Terracotta - burnt clay.

Trilobed - with three concave profiles tub, fortified enclosure containing shrinnes.

Voussoir - wedge-shaped block in masonary arch.

Varana; door panel

10.2 GLOSSARY OF TRADITIONAL TERMS

Aaraish : Smooth fine glossy lime finish.

Ala-Gila : Fresco-buono process for mural paintings. Rajasthan Bhitti-chitra; Ghotai 

Chitra.

Arqal; Luti: Mother of pearl used in mosaic.
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Bagh: Garden

Bandh: Dam

Bangaldhar : Hut with a curved thatch roof in Bengal; imitated in lime and stone.

Bangri: Lobe(s) in an arch; curves of arch built by small curves; cuspid arch.

Baradari: Open pavillion supported on columns and arches.

Batkara : Wooden Mallet for planing plastered surface.

Batkari: Small Batkara

Bent: long slender bamboo sticks for beating 'Dar' flooring.

Beldar: Male labour.

Bawri: Step well

Brahma : the creator of universe.

Bhitichitra : Forescoes on wet lime plaster.

Burj : Watch tower usually located on comers of a building.

Chach : Butter Milk

Chajja : overhang that shelters against rain and water some times supported by brackets 

(todas).

Chatri: usually takes the form of an pavilion built over square, octagonal hexagon or 

circular plan with dome over it.

Chimti: Foreceps for holding small pieces of cut mirrors.

Chowk: Courtyard

Coolie: Female labour.

Dahi: Curd

Dakmeena : Ornamentation work using coloured glasses embedded in lime concave thin 

silver/aluminium foil pasted over plain glass to desired designs.

Dar : Special type of lime mortar used for flooring. Impost, upper most stones or courses 

of a pier, wall or abutment or stones.

Dasa : Stone slab used for distribution of load.

Durmat: Stone piece used for ramming of the uneven surface. Engrailed Arch : an arch 

with multifoils.
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Facade : the face, the wall surface of a building. Frieze : The middle division of the 

entablature; the front portion above the arches but below the parapet. If there is a chajja, a 

frieze can be below and above the chajja, generally for calligraphic or other ornament.

Gardana : Moulding concealing the joint of wall and ceiling in tracery plaster.

Garba Griha: 'womb-chamber1, the sanctrum, the most sacred part of temple.

Gajmitti: Fine clay with glue used in mirror work.

Gau Goli: colour pigment prepared from cow urine.

Ghati: Valley

Ghatti: Stone mixer used to ground lime and stone dust.

Gomukh : 'cow's face' source of periwal flow of water at Gaitaji.

Geru: Red

Guggal:

Gur: Jaggery

Gunnala : Steel mallet for planning any surface.

Gurmali: Small Gurmala; see Gurmala

Hakik Ka Pathar: Agate

Hathni: a cascade of steps flanking both sides of a stairway.

Haveli: Traditionally designed houses in Rajasthan.

Hirmich : Red colour soil rich in red oxide.

Izzara : Skirting in Aaraish, Dados

Jalee: Filigree in lime or stone, perforated screen, lattice work, Balustades and tracery.

Jharokha : Kind of a projected balcony feature.

Jhava: A type of lime stone with coarse texture used for grinding of kara surface.

Jhikki: Fine marble power, a term popular in Udaipur region. Seive through 600 micron 

P.I.C. mesh.

Kabani: a curved curvilinear open pavilion.

Kajal: Lamp black, a nearly pure amorphous form of carbon made from the condensed 

smoke of a luminous flame.

Kalam : An instrument used for carving works.

Kali: Quick lime.
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Kangoora : battlement or merlon or crenellation.

Kara: Plastering over lime concrete: Lime putty with marble powder preparation used for 

surfacing.

Karni: See Naila

Khamira : Mature slaked lime with adatives.

Kund: Tank

Ladav Ki Chat: Corbelled courser of subble work laid in concentric courser to form a flat 

arch using lime mortar.

Langot: a tool used for rounding edges of'kara' or 'aaraish' surfaces.

Loi: a smooth lime plaster finish prepared by mixing slaked lime with surkhi or sand.

Mandala: diagram reproducing the structure of the chiverse; orders deiteir into

pantheons.

Mandir: Temple

Mahal: Palace

Mardana : Pertaining to men.

Mason:

Meena work: technique of filling mollen Belgium/coloured glasses in copper or silver 

depressions forming various designs.

Mehrab: The niche or recess indicating place where the idol is placed inside the sanctuary 

or in Majjid indicating direction of Mecca used in traditional work.

Methi: Fenugreek used as waterproofing compound.

Mirror work : Ornamentation carried out using convex mirrors as well as plain mirrors.

Mouldings: a projecting continuous element on a wall; a decorative band.

Naila: Tool used to throw plaster as to the wall surface and level the material with the flat 

metal base, also known as Kami.

Naili: Small tool for filling mortar in tiny grooves and odd comers.

Natwarji: Lord Shri Krishna.

Niche: a recess in a wall, an inset panel. Nulling: A form of carved enrichment on friezes.

Ornate: given to decoration, richly decorated, embellished without ornament.
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Pacchikari: art of creating designs by fixing stained coloured glasses in lime plaster; 

originally from Udaipur region of Rajasthan.

Pada: (B,H); foot, mostly refers to a foot Print.

Padmaka: a type of lotus design pillar described by Samrangana Sutradhar.

Panni Work: thin foil used over glass in different colours and patterns.

Pol: Gate

Parkota: Boundary wall

Parikrama: see circumambulation

Pathshala: School; here it refers to Vedic pathshala.

Pinnacle: pointed termination, uppermost part of a spire sometimes omate.

Ranga: metal used for making thin silver foil.

Rathkhana: place for keeping a chariot.

Ramraj: Yellow ochre latrite soil from Jaipur.

San Fibre: Jute used as reinforcement in 'Dar' flooring and in lime mortar.

Sares: home-made glue.

Saresi: base coat of lime plaster used over a surface.

Silbatta: traditional stone slab on which materials are grounded (Sil) with a round hard 

stone (Batta).

Shaft: the main part of a column below which is the base above which is the capital, middle 

element of pillar.

Shikhara: Sanskrit word for a fower, a spire.

Sindur: Red colour for religious use.

Surkhi: Burnt brick bats used in lime mortar.

Talab: Small rain water pond.

Tagar: Talar; Tank

Thapies: Wooden planner used for compaction of Dar flooring.

Tibara: Real portion of a temple comprising of molti functional roomer all round forming a 

courtyard in between Garba Griha's west face and the rooms.

Tora: Bracket
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Tumman: Strengtheningg coat over saresi where packing is done by small aggregate or 

brick bats in lime mortar.

Vaastu Porusha Mandala: the mystic diagram of the architecture of man.

Vaastu Shastra: (H) treatise on architecture, including temple buidling.

Vedi: platform for performing rituals, scacrificial fiver.

Vrindavan: Abode of Lord Shri Krishna.

Yagya: (H), sacrificial fire ceremony.

Zenana: Pertaining to women.
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APPENDIX!

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

GALTA GHATI

The published historical account of the Galta Ghati is reproduced here for the 

references incorporated in the Chapter 2 of Historical Study of this thesis.

The following are the titles of each write up:

1. W W aaiftt

2. ftr '3RRTH 6^1 awft

3. J|vidl jaaR ftft ^u||-chic1 ft

4. W q$T ftft

5. war eft aift sfk

6. w w w

7. w ftaa ft aftfa war

8. oftr war

9. war ft srt araftr t

10. ’ft, epnaa ft

11. wtjt aaft ft aviar
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pkk#### IS Uh 4$skt#4 $ iklk 
Ilk is iklk’illiklk kbV

# hi Pk^J &WFff~s£E£» 
■5#He#hhOl 14 lint ikite # # 
(XZ5I - losrrssKireaptBtE

# jki^ik ^I#ik)^eiKik 
#^ikih4#

£fiS



HTOT it arr^T ftwfa xfaftxil aft 
3ftTl548j, f q<wqffa HRHH 

(wy j«ftm wr ft ,pr <tt at xr-nft w
nfr it tort ar) 4 *L

XTR ft Sink R> far fatl HTXHH ft 
toht xnr nr farot arwro at ai^^l 
#TO -farf TO[^ WTRFT -TORTH W 
fk arok TO* tohtH xn 

. ^fcrofcHriti CarfaxTftyferon^ 
i htr anfx tott ark nnar $ ft artw 

-fanM wrf TOR^Tirqi arrfrwxrxT 
afk rhht w toft wt ’14^ 
dqtMWT xp5fa<pf x ww site fax 
WHT $ W TO TOT $ fwfaw fkRTFt 
fawrit rfi

iimn $ «i< toi-utoth 4h 
HHHHdHflHrn Mfa'4 XMT.TO^F 
XT^L^-TIR^ A^l IT xft VMlt

UlfaW WW RRH f 3ff F xhthV
<TX j, fatal RTRflTy $1 TH 

UWHTTTft fk XI TOT -TOTOH TOTO f, 
fTOTH yFTTTO f ftfaW TO 'FT TOH 
TOFTO. ’ifalH TO^ HH& TOT. IRTft 

it hft -afar aftr rzrt it 
rtobtt % arrfx wr fcritwft to 
xxfRfa Rfkr tow afk anfr^ xn 
TO»f ft TOW WTW fanTI faXT,

wrr ^t nr£t
tott TOfro h TOfr to xnrurft 

hhht TOrft dw nfrror f hrh 
41^ tlHclH tkl’T XT TO1T5I TFT TOT TOFT 
it <i«ldi ’id’ll Rft XT, fa <1*1) 4< Ry 
anfrf rti 3T?r:TOFfX«ft3<tTf nw 
RFt at TOTT R» Rff SIT ’JTTOtH f 3TO 
'WTT RlRMl' TONl TOT fTO TOM? 
RT^t xrrff TORm ft r^to f wfa pfr 
«<m>? 3TFt it RTOT TOFF «F (TO. 
TOrft to tit -fit xrir vr^t £1 
RFimn »mF»fe (1x35 -xofj t 
hrto^h aftr tothtx afa afaro? rt 
TOR x4r H ’HMM* <ft 4^1 qe TO TOT 
TOfa Iron f, RK FlrfnF RTF TOTO TO 
TO -faffa RTO TO ft TOTO ft -

W ’fyrsfTO
4 TORT enff fro Rnr ftX I I 

RW TORT TO TO TOI
Rif 3tfTTOZTf TOT RTI I 
RUIW RW ftTO fRRPTl 
TO TORH TO ft MiH I I
RTTFT TOFT RTTO7 TOFT I

faft ffftrTO TORT ft 3TTRTT TOTO 
TOT FT TOTO fa XWf RTRftfclfc TOT 
ix ti^RHfar wtr RTRftir a/k 
xrafaK $ tor TOrfay ft aafr.^ 
faffa TITO Rtf #, faXT 
TOfay m to fW w xafay f, 
Prof wt $ anteTOfr ffroftTOr f

wfiTf, wirf aw 
yro TO -f4t TOI^ ^TO tl

TO^XTO TMHo* Ptfrwar^ro 4k 
TOxftv ^xRnftwiiifw’r farox $ 
4flRTTO TOffa ftf u. WTO TTORTO 
-X^ ft TOSTX XX XW TO -ffl 
IF1? faffa RHT ft TOHR TOfa TOT 
X'.l^X^ft^, MkT3L33W?EI 
ft TOR I RI ^TO W^fl RKWTOW 
^kX TOJ f|, fofaTOXf
*ftRf to tot afaro wit ftrxTOaSr ■ 
.^VRfnffftaftwfl TOTOW- 
^WITW fa TOTTR TOfa f wff ^.^t 
to^to twx to faro to ark war wr 
RT^rfw TOW TO, IW WTO f FTTR R#f.’ 
faro W, ^RH wxfa ^k WTWRR WXf 

xt qxR<i f i"yw wto wwr wf r^rt 
f R^RTt faro a^T TO’. TOR WWW-

’jtf ft I£1 ...........
fa^rf TRTjrRfar wr'wnwL 

-]667’Oi. q £

€\
ftfar TOH #WTO TOT I I 
ft Wf TOH <^'11 UTOXI

TO ITOW Rfyfa TOTO I I 
nfk 3<kr fafro hih fy writi
TO Wk fa <mI d«rtifi 3TTT| 1 
xfaft W TOT TOT TOfxaTHI 

a»f<F toh anxnr toti i 
xftr fafanr ttot ’Fto, 

TOH TXT TOT Rin | 
tRIT rxh hr ru w.

wf wt 3TT1TI I 
TOH TOH W # TOH 

TOHTfann, 
WHH WTOT WHH 
xit nfa tot yi

■qfa s TOTRi HTT 
WRT TOT ftTOFT.
HFf TOTfan

RRTT TSfa TSlft RI I
WTO H *il 4*1 * J

RH1TOT7’, 
3<fiHd HHTH TO



i ft in ikn- Annie kk 14K

Abia £ 1£^ Jfc
ftkShl^'EiAh iMh ifte J1M' i uni. 
A^iky^hkhlkiPkii r^u«±£ 

ih 
n->fr <hb ihlkUU AK lh nit*- Ikh ^ih 

4uih ijk
kk illhk ^Jii AUk ft ,ft\ftl>i* 

Ift ikh. bl lh^-Hfti£. lkkl*j .'ft 
iMKAftk^kAW1^^#^^ 
lh4h|dtltl fftkhftftl&ii^jili

‘ftftAk lft iklte. IhlPb »klhjh^ia>0 
Zl£ Iklhik Ekiyki Eft ki ikilk kit 
•lAk kdi ift. LA&l.. M:EJ h thk 
hl tkfth kt ElLhM kh IKA Ihlkkh 
lkb£ tye li« kt nltltk Mt

Ift 1MK lllk IjL-n \p klkti Hi 
It Ik Ikh JMk h±Mt HkE ft Mhk, 
££ tlK lit ihh IhilllL 21k- tlh hlk Ik 
h 1/ lh^ Ml Hhf IE kJH IE Ak 

: MAH hi |k Ik hi MiJ ft hi 11 MihE 
ikaj k^aiy iift iikiAH Miikdij 
ft Ink jJkklK EL 2k zftLK kit 
hkj IkklM 1211! klUkilHh Ik Ahlhk 
ftlhht E hblhk Mt life Ikklhih 
2h ftihNh]!?;. Ik Rjkjuiii kftjlftik 
in' EJftk $ thizE A^ ft iihii 
.Iftlll k Aft-zkJ 4.K lit k-.lhlkh EtitlK 
Ek it ghjizK ilhk ihlilbk Mt' < 
lit Iklhkj Ikki lit lizlhEii ijik k’£ll

IMt K Mt}nkllkH Aft iMfti Mi Ah
1^ IftlAkhft ft 

JildhAftlLk MMK k Ikk iftlkk IkUz 

htih AfthhllhEK ft £42Hift hftk 
iyr|-AJiiirj£h Aft ft ft^ $ W** 

‘ ilkh litiolb kh 1ft IkZAh Ik hl ft 
ftlklte hiikh $ ikk hl Ik ill ih Uft 

•ft luik ltik| I^IK ft hl k 
ftllLtk iMili ftlftiklh ft A£hlb J.'jk
hltehk ftk ft ikfth Ajil k^J k Aft^ 

klh I lltAft lhh IMh bhhhk 
~i>VlF9h M> IPbfi Hi ft ftl fti Ihk :Me 
. 'ftuiMhftkhftHAkfthte Aft iltkiilk 
.Ifthklift I ftihiK hftj k l?>tb 
;<k litk Aftlkl hl Ik Hkftj ft l^h 
ftfc~lh~Aft fthk Uh ftft ft milnji 
^IMkItSklMkft IMlli tk ’Mii

“ikAft hhR ftH th ft 11^‘ ftL I ft lh2ft 
ft it ftte iMftt ft! Ah ft IkkAft Ak kihi 

?1kiituiki2k iftihiiiMymikiiAB 
<khjnh ih ,2iy- Is. ftft> fthih ftft 
ftUMnihft^lhhkft iMftxftH ift 
JK^ lkh ihfth IH 12ftl MJ ‘Mioiy 

'ik ftk MMik Ih Biq ft Aik Ak ^1^ 
'hlftt kh' ft^ A)k2 I ft kk 2k Aft kAft 

‘ ftili £4k ft Mhft HMite.k hhh Ah 'ft 
r AP* A£k? Aj^ ihk k .ynpniE hi

life iMhlk lopift] Ik .ftfrjii 
lftE ftlh ftk Aft ft 11B1|A 1AK ft 
fteBth hihlkhl M4EIK k

Aj»ih W^b iftftftihkft jMk 
h^L AftAftM^ A? > ftJhk £k At

•1 t* k *h Mfe ikinihili 
'ift?- ui^ib>-ft-hik" k-PKT’^ 
^fiiEikJhhTMhhrkiii ift .Uik^lh 
'ft Iftk,' h UK ih ihlMk ft 1*11 

-1 bjhpj Ik hilt k ^lh UK ,|h>Ji>l>fft 

"hi kJ ft Ah hit KftPMK I ft IPkh ' 
lit IhkJ MMftMltftftJ Ik Ihk Hi hi 
~ ftlhh ik tkj hk, 2k?ft fthftj ft All* 

l'k Hit UlrkJ xiMJ k ftUk p/PE- ftth 
1; Ih Ah Ift SH l^h lh>Ji>l>lb
ft lit ‘ft AWt 1ft ipiK :hlh lAk 
Adklkftlh ilhkjhlhhkjhfthlklti' 
Jft k IMJltIE ft 2hk kltJiftAh Hi
Ilizhizllik LJt IkIkEik Iklitli kb >bk 
hiyi t & inh ikih hlh ik kftiAtS 
Mt Jft A^^A Ak 4^

I Ift SJMt >hht hl* 
luiK yt 
Ihlkk Ik 

Ah Elk klP^S 
ift ilhEA ■hop





faZPPftjFT *TTHT-fl UjFT m w.' 
mt At pfa utu fl .Mr arfaflfl if fl 
fcnW *n sk-^ frit fl fit w.i 
urni mtz ft w? RflM.Tnflrafaui

■ ftfl «i> HpH srtr nmi ftn^'d 
Mfl ™ FFT TOt $ 
fafafl MT M HUT wiRftrafl 
^R.RMfarflirqKHjfl URlEFRi 

nt ft fa ft Mt fMRM.lHfMZ 
RTH * ?. FT. UK fafr^HT in ft iF?U3L

• TFT’ ft fa HUTT TUT^F ft HUTT: 
WflM T ^TH TFT ft hffa fa'-T M- 
Ml TIPTfaK UK «FTtT URTTT ’.Mt ^T. 
faWHT UK RZ aM.M-TFT KITT 7THT 
ftt nrnrH^TFUT^trrMt’fr-TTjfw 
fl fax Mt -FTR £ ’TFRH RIH #t

isuifain $ «n? t-jinuru h nw h • 
xnt ’zur utt «HuniT nr xrr 3^ utk. 
RRTift YTWHRT $ HHTW7 HF'T 'HtT-

Hfafnd 0I< 3>f falfal
■ Tnf-fi jnp'f 'ft x. UH5 Tfrlfifa

aftr iiw^t wf ft fW uit,M 
UTT # 3fa if MT? ft pr $ TO

Kfa cRF WHT TFT I MM <E
rron ft, ftt ftuTwnr $ unr |fr ft, ufM 
^ftMtKnftRlft^fttftl ■jrfawfa'MK 
rfM^ it w^f.wfiraf RMtTjff, 
faiftiwft, fthnrft fttr URrM hfMih 
W PTTT3F Mt FT Wl PTUFM^ 
MtHT KT RvTUfa^TT^^fanFT H^T 

it fttr UHTTT tenft uk «Fnr—KTJr 
MT R7TT-FT TFT XT I fatf. 
HTTFft UFRT 41'MIHHIU FF W 
SflRN 1H mi ft UK ftHT ftiTU Mt 
prft wj7 fruTW uu uni ftr »tt fl, 
•FTKT, uMftt, MFfT. flUT 3ttr wft 
anfr $ TRft UT it Ufa TFT UTI FT 
ffarMt ift aftr ft ftr uhth urfl tt Mr 
str Rftfa ftr rfl M iti



'htw farrn’
nsit fa hw if aiR w 

XTSTT H fasts—SHfaHfu fa^T H£ H 
thrtht’ HTxinfa^’ fa twt fa fa i 

th sr nfa $ ffa hf 'fan faffafa fa 
fafa $ nn fa nud'nwi tt nr 
^TlfTT cRST £| fafa-THlferfUfa & 
5m..fsw 1808 (175it) fa
WW ^51 THfa SR.HHfa W 
zmsmtr t faffin far
fam- nfar if anfer syr fa <i tt 
arcs fw fawn fa fefaferfemu fan 

m*h hhtt TitHF s>fer—Twferfir sst 
qyf 3TKTTTHT ST, HST? HTtnfeTK WH 
dn^Mr^ nj tt st attr
w5 tf 'HTnfer fa nsfa Mt i

an aim n^ h arfaT am{ htt afk 
wnr fa fan h^kixixt— HTutfaF. 
sw, 7«Mtftr^ adr wtf «dm^ fa 
d^R far ddH (fail I
fa ' nc^fa' afrr ynisfa? 5 
'mfa' w 'mfa' $ fam ferti 
dH£HI4 fa Witt 51 $ 
fadl^S SH qfe/44 TH '4*1 < 41 $—

fffwn nfa w,
qfa- afar ^nn 

truth fem^ few, 
UH1IH ST fan I

fFFT-SyT fa we-ufa, 
47*4—S»HlfelftT T’FJ I 
few fam WW H, 
W faff $ STHTJI I 
fepffa fersfa fa Hfa,
HW d I <4»iHT< 1 

nnrfar nfcm fa, 
Tfa In fen mi i 

th st ^Ur hr fast, 
^Tfatt' fadHl 
fan m it "sfer t^, 

»FRH »rrq w<l I 
fMifH? 'Trm st, 
fem th nt nrRi

’mr’. HRtfr' mfan, 
nn if T^ft 7T<I I

stsspr afa-ns'4bs few, 
tn i

sWrfHK wr nt, 
mfafafcn 3mi

<Ffnsr srrsws h? ss s^mr $ 
xferfm sr ifr annurm 
3(fHST< ST afa 4 H’ftT- W 4* 
mfefafamti

$ sfefernnHT ,
d«riy spst urfew ansms; I fef

5ST tTT I Mdl Sms' 4la*j’ 4Mdl 
S^t Mt-TThlfsT ^t W SRcfr tl 
W THHT fe 4K ST fH^- Ft ‘mi t fef 
w aisfae t n^mfussfmf t w 
if hrctt s; spt afa tnm m; H 
TH n# t. -tn KH 3TTTt th Ft. 
thht ynFfersT htht Tt ^nfersT uzt 
' naffer' Tfa n nnn it num tfr atfTm 
sit-n^m ?nn> SHHPfTST'nsn 
ajnfW^mtfat-

IH7: • ;-:; F .c«mT^1 5i\^ii sInn<f

44-4*1 StfeFmS‘'<>3
^cb'Mfet: rm nil I 
T*<d<>*RU fsfnn-

ftnsfr rjwr s»wi nfer, 
rwfn'd-

Tpfr ^nrnsr rfs^feri 
FFtJ 

msmmrfem/ 

UK sm nnt must
miisnsHrfa^i । ; j 

'Tp^ftf st ‘msrt1 
fem arim if sr^t tft # srrit jit wfer 
Ft T#t t afa s^ wit ss wf w. 
7KT|,s^stfemr-4^|<^-^^r 
HITT 3WFt 3IT T$t w*hh"jet,
wrait, faferr sw aftrm^^mmt 
t wrtfw afk wr?HT3ft tanfewfi 
HTmTmifeF?r w nwwftiLaiHH 
tfew W H^t TH SJTFTL

mK Wujul tft th w Twin ant 
HWT fa d^Iti TH WTT it:

”sMt'2^ 55 *55$ ’fat
nfat fa fifa fasrr w fa ^fatrtaF 
HW m$ t Hcfaf ST TTH ST m

"^f trr fan sr.'HttwrTTH 
»nm $ s^fts mnt ^r, 
*n W, HHtKT Tiff 3117 ftfa fa
SKT w fa fefat 3fa TH—sfat sx5t 
tfh^i mfcrar^an wimr^i sft 
tstht-tw, qn-fafr afa sm, 
H>ftmwti

555PHH $ 3W--JW st fafan 
ww ^itt t afa wt W Ffar 
sfw fan nnnjT 5t sr-t wt 11 sfa 
sra-fat fa fa wr tth wit ti 
™ m wrfa t if w tt 'mffa 
’TW TFfa ti farm fa OW if 
<FHvT fax sfar wr -HH3 sr fan?



TiftT Rtf TPT HRO ft TOT Tft.ftl 
5H XWH if ?FF q| $HT ftffrH.

TOR 00 dWMT OROT ft fa? ft fTO. TFR 
«TO Wl $ $HT ft 30$ TOf 3TH 
TORft ft? SHghuSanrHmTTrftcft 
•wn wfti v$su4^rrFT$#nti^T- 

5TO5TI TORT w 01$, rnp TO Jr 
hi?rt rt ft rh ftox ' snro' oft too 
ix hoott ft, hfcT to-to ft oftwn $ 
HOT HIX, fttW ft TO-^TH-fttrftT if 
OH HXTftl

wmrxft
tor $ ^=r?r HWft, ts$irx?nr 
tpft tpn ft, xftt to oo 
ojff^tro tpr ark 3nrxnr3 nft’owftr 
Tft oo ftro ooft ft, w oo ftx ftftS 
ft 3ik ftf$ ft tor ?t ornft? ftt 
O-.ft ft I RT TOR xft-T? oft 
vtrqfn OCT TOftOOR TOH ORH Rft ft 
ft? shotfton totoorir fti”

toot ftr on^fto; ftrmoo o? non 
OT^T HOT OH OTO ft OTO OO ft I.



3ftT
4tTO- TOH a # 3TTTOH 

TO<TO ^ffa ^T^ <1 Hai Hf H 
f.k^TOSfa TOfa ^TOrff TOTO 
pfawrorot # info to fw kt nf 4t 
f<F 'S’lMM TOTTrftlTOft ^fa KhTTI 
3R^ $ anTOHSfatTOHTH^ft 3RTO
to- ftror «r aft? tokA $

; httot & to hthht faro to? 3<k 
: HpkMI TOUlfTO STatTKHTH HTOFT 
i 'TOrnftlTOft *-4lTO<TO< ^fl PT MhNH 
1 «F fTO? K TOHI4T TOT TO5 «1» (TOT^F 
! TnrRnFH tt jh^ urn $ *nr 4i

<PT 1^*1 Mf?l<l41 ntfp<^<r4t hT<;< if 
jFH fPT HIjU MZ ^TC 
IFPFSXf 3fk *TK^ Tft JPFT TFT

■p# >fr vr tFTSr *At uhr inn 
xrrfnn? qin hk^ 

Kfr^THT^BT # HT< gfHHMM ^T 
SWT34H 41HIMglH3faHVft 

snqfrf ^fr tzjz >ft, faj^ <rft npum 

wkt 3<t wir 4 jAt Kf^P^nrrTOT z "w 
311 <^41 c dcr.« 3TT^t H«1I4’IH4I ■d’T» TOT 
$ ’ftl TOnrsiT ¥ 'Hr’ ift TOFFT 
Kfro^HTTOT ^T^T ■Hhm fa» 444* TOT 
TOTRTHTH «ft •ZrruftFFTT fT01^’111

• F<hd. f{HT 4^1 KT *14’1 • 44 
Khro^PTTrof cft fa to pt tot at toftt 
«n ’frsTfargv tor $ ffarr to tok ar? 
ITF TOI ph4<HMI4TU TT ITO fa4U 
<3^ TOa Sihic <»ii»i «ft PPT



TERft fan xqij pRUeFTHTUR ftt Heft 
uruft 4ft h tkh ftt ftr tt nw ft 
ps i Hp. । <i ar nr*hh I4*n pf<01 < $ 
U sAt Mi^ A 4ft H 'd'K Uftt HI f ’W^^T 
3RH ftH ft UKRHR UT Hhi^H fftlT 
ft" UK WRT ft HR ft fa ftfa 
krufhirrrr4 arun hiht ft 
TTUf‘RHt fHT 4. ‘ni UR ftwfaf 
utur ftfnHRTUR ftt ftft uft farft 
urrft un yw-HHH ftt nrftR 4zrt 
TFi

UTHRTRH ftt'ftr H ft HR feUT 
HUT ft< URT ’lMl fcl> Riffu Hprlft ftt 
KTRUi T^R UTHRR HIH ftt ft 3RHT 
iTrnf'jnft -a'in eft ft ftr 4 arnft 
TU3T H H pH TUT tft ft 3R’H URT W 
41 it 4tft hr sir: him «n*r ft TkjR Tt 
hphmi farum trr wh 
H~iip«W * ERFT UTHRETT eft TRT ?RI 
3RH- SUH- UR ftt TZ 5>TH $ 
ifR ft ftft qtn ft ufafnf u ft ftr^n- 

nui
ERTH HTHTUETT A a<qH TTfaF H 

ftft H hpt ftr i uruterrHTH ft TRrfaft 
ftt TTH TPT fa »4ftv HpHTftftt TUJT 
•FT3 ft 7ft ft, 4 UK UHR fft *1H <f-<l>1 
ft fan 4 TH ftPR 4ft ftt ftUR $? T3 
-r^ inn fa up nt TNnRft ftt nrfr i 
ftr PT nrft HT 4zft UTHT ft UH 
anrfRfa ft bn £ ft on un-nutur ft 
HHUUR d^U- HR ftt TTJ fe; m( ftr TH 
ft nr ftr uKft Hrnft faHUdURH pn 
jekt fa €r ft MH hr anrfRR ft to 
Ri / '

hurrt T hthh ft 4H sift ft p ft n t 
HR ft TRfH fttr ERpfat ft farft
t4r ft putr ft KfRHrurunr ftr qft 
favft urt ft ’R anuRRH ftr hhht uu 
HR MPH tftftR.W tw» TUftHTU 
ft ft. RI^FT Tfaf ft tprf ft. ftt 
pfHFHMTUR ft UHTH MW ft ft T$t ft, 
uft uft- fant ft aftr ^rft ft 4m- 
e| (eR .ft it x fteb ft ftft ftj <l^ini ?Wi — 
HCT ft fal{ Cfty fcftT I fttHnTHTH 
ftawnTW ft hr ft tot ft TRftft 
HKHf ftftl ftlRN ftT Rft- HHH, 
ftftftnrtnft tc ftWHTHTHRftftfft 
nrftHWHr far thy ytkt ft ft Tift 
Tftl -3Hftt??ft 1961 HT 1962 ft

ftnTTWrHTM THTF fttHK ftft Hlft 
tc ift ftfti nft ftftir ft w ft 
JcH^fftn Hft ft I 1937 f. ft 3fFHFT 
th nftt K* ft rrft ft ftn ftw 

ft ft, fthf Hft MT I 3T?f! UHdi ft 
TfTUfUeFrft <FT TH ’pf: faTT5TFT? UH 
mi fttf my hth hu> ubyftuR— bn 
HHft 7# ft< ij^ituift ft feft ft 
yrftUTT ft W SR H Wl Hft HI 
■Jrftsftq ft fft ftlUFHHRTlf ftt Heft 
qrftft tft sr ft ftfhr ftt ftftu ft 
ft< THft TH HR ft PT HR fTOR ft 
THUR HR fW HTI

3R HRRI TR HUT UTI HFRnn 
HHfHK ft ftR ft HI frntf ft^UR 

tfhtpt ftt mw HHRftft hurt ht 
ftr Tuft FT HRH- fawn ftftRR 
ftt nrft ft hit htr ft T^ftuurft ft 
Hiftn TH SHhTMK <FT HHiq Tift TFT 
ftmn ^*<1 MT I TUTT ftMitia ft }qrq 
fftHRR ft TpF 3RTHT 1942 .ftt FT 
Huii ft ftt Fpm urft ftt ft, uk th 
WT ft:

" W 7TR ft ftt nwftt ftt H?ft 
QJ 3rfU«FR 5R URft ft farripF HftR 
HURlft ftciR foTtfR ftt 3WWdl |- 
J . fftHTT fft IftRff WRI « TR 
ftt, ftr ftt anft ftt ftRRFpiruR ftt 
farpT JTOT ftt friR TTRIT ftURHT 
tpi 4n 2. ■ ftt hrtt nuft «f
ftaraw 3fruR ftt^uruRftr writ 
ft ftlR fttftt^g<iH4t ftt fnnr ttrh 
ft ufrTftar uh tt mn 4 nfti 3. ftt 
hwi ft txt ante tnfw fn^Ht jft 
fttl fafTHHlta 5TfH HT’prf

TTR ft uh4IH4 (3R IRfttU 
UUTH TFT) ft HfnfcT T5T ft HKT 3R 
ft^H WTT it, HU HKR ^T ^HRURH 
ft fRT UUMH’ft ftt UHTOT ft 4t? 
ftsri THftnKRKnTRR’tfTKufnfnF 
Tnri Ud4fl fth t uhrhih »irrr 
ftft Fm61 *1 HURT H, TT 31 H<4l HftH Ht 
HT four ft ft fTU ft ftri HKR 
ftr^HHRR ft Hpft TOUTHIH. 

HWH 3RT ft HRRWnn anuftuTHR 
HUT 3TR 3HU TRTsft 3fR ft WTTnH 
UH 3 ft ft aftr RRTUR ft ftft uftw 
fapHTH 3HHJ m’jVftl HHHTHTftft 
T^rnflFFlft ft hw TH UHR UT 
hphtrfr ftr hu hr wr ft ft nft, 

. HHTHftwnr.ftuftWftafiTKUft 
ft^nn ftr TrFfEHi ft uftw ftt ur ift 
ft 1

PT nri bq m if to nwft 3TRU 
MRIR ftr ’ftUR-flftH' HUT 'ft 
HH-RTTX •TT/’ :/ ^jprr.FRTUR ft



qfax jnr nT-’inr ft 

mh h xft mi mr rfr *i kfh ft 
: ftpr w if faft ftr frmFft h 

mt hhi i mtttt ft Him 
mva ft nt ft*

M»IJ*H ft 5*1 ft W fa nfa Kt I 

. tot ft mtr tt ft trrt ft mtht 
^Pfth hmhi ft fan far-qiH H<t. 
TqfaR tth in eftn ft mtht fa nft 
fa Jinn/ ft Tnp fri< uUhT. 
HTO^ffaZ far RlKfarM MT 
ntnrn £ Nm4>i mirth 41 xnr ft 
tmrft ft ttrk aft £ 1 

1 ) fanj HTHMF-RHT MH W fa I

HPE if XT^HI £ Ft nTTHH tth if 
hfr vfa i th 'ur tt hurt ft 
fa yn pfr ft thr h mkt tot nrn 
MT XlfaXH oMT mi faTH ft< 

q^Kfa h€t ft uh mV niHKfa ntr 
ft 3nTH if mm iff xfh ft wi 
yfTT ft XRFFT ft MF/FETT fa 
{IM4iyn TT fa Hp^ UMI I TO 

' HKH <1 -HmMI ft XT Ml fa ft HT
Mlftr it 4T TWt HTTrfW TT «T 

. 5FHR Mil XTftr 71 'TM! XfaPTM 
far mft KKtr nit 4imit ft 

pfaf HTTfa iufn«it H >M5JT TO ftI 

'ILl’!!— -■ • th HTRfa. 
idFUM fafa nn yf eFEP XT I

MTT ft HM nft HTCTR MT 
41 d 41 HI '41 XF T>F'<IF TO fa 
preCmR tf» Fftfnfa fan 

; fKHfftfa ft W WT TO XTFTO 
faftRft ft rf? W7 ft TOT-TO TH 
& fan faft hkr faxfa xw 
xmhf <ft yramMHi fa 1 ph toft 

' if Tift MH MTV7TFHT HT
\SI__WV.rr:5r ..f^r far*zf* 

’’^TTH-HFTHX' T MPTH H 

W7 tt nt fenr ft. xm ti te 
’•Hrar frrr n tiftt fm 
Thrift 7mid^ TT 7PFXR H RT'E 

, TT 77T XTI THFH 7 97FTT 
. ft'irft TT RFft FHFF4 T 79 HT4 
TT9ft MR ^T TH SFR ? ■ ’Tit 
JIHH^ H TK 'TR HR 7 Tt Ml 
tkyt trr rt ran kf 
3R7TU MT RM ft HFi lid MET 
T4T HKTlftn ft fm IT ” HM HR 

i ftn—Fthth ynpH gifHHPT ? i 
.MT 7TMT ftM-fam if fa-R KMT

# w HFrstfa
fa HK 7TMT 3ft< ‘pm gin ftft ft 

■ ft MTH n I

?>Rrft Fund; n mna ftn 

HTK^^P ’I ip '41'1 T fal‘*T^H ,:'4(ft «l-i 

; tfw far ftr >.ff ari;v|q qy

<i hk—r _ ftaHT’J tt tt?- 7nMii< 
i Rtft mm T ft TPH TTH^ 

- o • 4 HHFM HT’HT ftr

| ft’IIMHd q^fa| r ftft <pq qft 
| if ft nmmfr ft -r-nr? 
I H HT? 19X5 if THfafH ft ft if i

TH tfa f fa ‘‘r>nR
- HHTM Mim’ ft nftl 'J1TH ^fa 

{^1624)4^ Tft T'H k;i 
■ wnr wfwr fftrur nnf 

x}t XT fftyft H -fty ft 
'JRlhlM-dl efl Mfr? Tri »n ft* jrq; 
irft 1JTR7 qpq ftpft? TrH 

ft*ni ft xrmnTef.rn *.

/ Rrft mmT t hhk Fir 
7R5 fil'Mrnt ’Fnn 9TFH if 
■ HTTHTH' 7 XTUF Tt pfa HR TH 
tht nrmn x-T-Hm t h ht . 
HTTRrm, nftknnfa. htthr, 
W. TftT, in, ’FT, *’Fk 

rrnrrTfi nfr .
WKFRT HI MHRHR WlHl ft $ 
am m xVr uw friar jh 4^$ 

TRRR ft ftfaniliXTTTTHfMt 
R 41 ■rnRTS4Hlftfe:HT MTT 
frftm rr nfm' mt m 
5700 £ XHHF XHTTHT ^RTTT. 
ft Sim; Hld47 ft MTf M He'er( e. 
farm m frir myqr «ni
;.»rft xhrmr ft frtR ^T_ 

7T-'7rnH qmrfti mn wr 

’ftj i 559-1584 rt w.Jll 
THMdlHI ft ft STlfr MffRM 

ftwif mt unr xft $ ftr hr. 
nn-m ft pfr it i.

' wrft' nfrrg fam ft7
farftft i m > iiMHPnr ft 

Txxft ftnrfr ft txt Ar pkt ft 
,TFT M7RT ftr ^Xf 3FfT XTR H <t 
farm ft moth fts xm xft 
Trft xir mi muth nft *nft nt 

xfr 7RF[M HfRrU ft Ft? ft n?T 
tfer HFH ifalrnfff W ’ll , < 
HKr? vrnft HTm i ‘3fTX 
ftr if mH nm nr jiddi ft nr®r



life
W ja hifeifell life

nia^ .yit^ laiMa*. ft nix uh 
, ’ Afefe-lftlfehAfeililhaft ft ftlfe 

t*«^h ^di>» in)£> Ute ih inn

^4^ 4ft bjlthj & t Lfclkli JkftUi 
‘4ft >li

* ;< i£ £n &u >j£
•* >. "ft 4^ HRJlk JfeU fet

* ; • -1ft life
j£l^ ik JkJH fetah h£. ±J 

, $ mu* >^h* 1>JK >yr 1ft >ii 4j^ 
\ ‘ft Jftft 4^k jife life ftn ft Hft ft 

• pjh kS |g»h h kft
11 ith tyna j£i tut life ft
>U 4g> jjftjjaofti njk an

ftnatftinm'ftfeihnnmft 4ft ft 
% 4ft iinihii 4jt fttnmfe ift
4£kJ 4ftht an ^p. ift^hnifeh 
4^ Jft ninmuk 4^i2nh.
TO^14 # 

njKlhmhilife'ift 4£ fe±hAfe inn 
kuqth i^^ ftb ft ft tftik 

h lyijiahh it huee ft siMt-Mb
’.^ ftkh llfefej Ltnifj ai 1ft

ft.ftiafrh ft 4). fthkh|b
ftfe Ufeitut ftj.i ift KidftJ.

?• unit it- ii .juuk.
ftftlnft fttklltu ftk 1,1. irdiadli 
imu kt iaiij ti* ^ianL t^.k 
Eiu^Titeii ±4K itc^ iky- h.Kt* 
fth uniiL tn nikaife n ^^wtL 
«4£ hlikj -tikkH. Jbkn hw <fe klkfe

. bakh.Jhh. fe£. £ jfeh.jUnUl.. 
ji£ia an 4£ all EkK t k lM t>,h 

ifeii xy- 4ftkh 47’ Aub & 
kkfc linn xhj ±4K an; n mhi* 
iiuj tn hfe|hh ik i^ijiant 
XjLzIHE feS-aSi ^lH-4/.lh. 
k .nzpd n^ k^jL n inii i-t-kn 
k Jhlt Mbit k Iftfeftft 
in kb] linn nkjiiUii ktkh. at
UK, i ii y mail ih£, ntn^ n ak a 
4£4psinh in ikbH jlik. igt 1/ijianh 
it n hat $ Uh JiiJ rtkh xilk 
h hikh <n 4h2jhk<h iihnj feint 
.tn jbjfcj 4£ i tn it $ 2±& yn nut 
' i tft it aitt 4| tth iife?a k life 4? 
4^ lilfe 4^2U1 ft IhlL ±b mi2£ 
nut i£ 4ft* ifthk k i>4panh 
Ildtb i-k khlk lllilt 14K toil 

12F_ ft life th If ft1^ : 

‘in i^k. nitt an tn ifeftftfe 2iuu? 
rhbfrft ><bibn 4fth t kK ft ftam 
iM>k bdh urn an iiii ifjpanh 
im ikhk feibitfe 24K ift i>ix 
4^ jnnjbhife inn in inti aiii anL y 
LB.Ukiiijilli4£life?4K nitlkkih 
Hih-fefth fefe ft I2hh hlPiin^ < 

lift ftiiy ninq 
hiniiidh ft nuftih niftxik 

ft Iftiftk likK ik| ft EhhJ ft. Bft±E 

ftftiyt 4ft 4>h 4ftft ufehi ft jniftJfe 
ft_hhik 4ft yn 4k|y iftc ft4£& ^it 
5kiikb in hii>i2 1 in mfeiiKifet ikift 
klk.l ±hS life Ifelxftftfelk fthlun 
Jft Uthi ftl-k ft Lift MI-<I»IK tn 
iiih. ubjk niBift nib-n ft nt 

111th



. ; - ~-------------- V"" ■
ftT, HT

tat ft auH
ata fthj^r qx taq vr ^x 

WXfr ^X?fT t-

aninrafh^gta^ 
FTFT7FT XCltaT 

taft< ’flMPd^TH I 
qqfaw xfrnr nfataj 

XTRT TTfecntoin^ 
wrfa tataf

ftaft ftanf fftftraft 
ra nhja xrwft

nxqfta: qtat vrxfti i
’qR< ftnta ft XT-WX 

jnraraw ntef ft fa? w wire 
ra frre ata xrt xftn anft fti fir,- 
5R, XR 4k MH 4fXl rafte’j KHMFr 
ift ranr 'Xrar ft i ra utHg^wxqcT: 
ftt y< rafter ?hn xirar ft. taxrftt 
5HW wfx v ox ata tatrx I fft
aFTwfW 4 ra qr&i tan 

*w i ^xtutxt aft nmwPi $ 
i^l.i ft ’tajH # xtaf ata W 

tan hwI tatiftW ft’rRT’nnrit 
ifti

"^rxt ata $ nni tft qj »w ww

atan ¥q ft nta aft ¥itar ft 
ftntawfti fttarvq^^rat'Tfrft 
Kq tairaftl ftft XThuumn teft ft $ft 
mr wn atanft ft atan ft i ansr
ata wra £3n fthj® nx xft ra<f ft. 
THnTan^^rfftrf^rnfti ’jnft'Fftf^ 
ran ft nr atalftrn; wht a[ft ta fti 
xrft ata ktht $ 4r< tahrc 
fcnfa taft ft ^rft Kantar m 
^annft aft HZ<FT ftl

"ni^^ivn qx ■sxT’T ata nftpiO 
qter q^r qq 3r^m q^ng^T 
ftm fti star ^ wx frrarft

a^rfftr aft qfkfttaanr 4><ft ft i nft 
aft htam’ ft qn *ft , toh xi jt *fr, 
ftx, htth , faffnr, teirft ata aft^H 
ftft qfwft ft nfafaq f!i qfftHTH ft 
raft TXHT <FXHT ?3<T niH4T»Xn 5X 
ftftft® nrft jftax ftt ftnft ft tan
^s^T^anfti MTTwftqnjftiftftft 
qfKxrft Grsfraft sm qy wft soft ?n 
♦ta^q ftf H?FETXclT ft I

"ftft ft Xq4-fftta ft hR^ft 
antar ata ftrx rft ft, qxft ft 
xftqrqqn ^raft nxtar ft fwft 
ftnxrfn taf ft. ww ft ’fraw



OTW^T^tt ata KTHT IKI
i, fezl*?A®il

^Fjtaj £ ftft w ta &
w ft tar ftftwJ^nn^faswH- 

hot 3 I ata xta-nta 
wmft ^t ntw tan arr^ I- 

qrrFsonnrfW^T
mltdHSTOhn 

WTOrifW’Ttf
HnTfaitat ifti i1' 

'wrw' £nta nr tan.

i Hit ateprtfta 
ft Kt Krcf ata anr^t tar’tf tt wn 
fantam |i hwh ^t Tita tat mnr 
tanFTT ■HcHfMd ta»T TFT HURT tat 
tttV wntat wft |i •

taw atatafaFTHi? ’"' 
IWta tt h^tt: inni 
3FWRT <pj: q^frtar 

taftr h^(\W»<i^i i
"H0 Tt TfKT THKH W’? $ 

wm ih wr riifMw I nta ta 
KHRTT U J{TH ?t WT ftta t K«RT 
iHHta T apn ta TT 3PH W4t ift 
tar *H-t # fan aitafr tat mn Kfat it

’Tfaniret^ npfer' ata 

' u^fauwl Fft' ft ftarr # w tai 
ta I, ntmltT^tatsTH^yKRR w 
ft tranr ftt urn few I nw ^nft 
^ftnfcc^rcntaft^ftcftftnn 
ft «FFT <n-

antat 
ta w#Btnr<i

^fftt iroaFWwta 
IFJH KPT Ht KIK) 

HK W WTO ata c[tat ftt ft? 
fttanftiHftsHTHrft antaftfanan 
w|l HWftfMmatcTWnfttat

I fft nyr nn rpwi
Jr .aw 3 ata ntans irjarenr 

arft nHnnrftKHftfinrta ataanft 
wrTjHTJRrJt.t. 

ata mkhth It, hT^..^ $ afa 
pKFH^fti xrnftifwiinKmafa^wn 
ntth 515^1 tan anta an^^nrli; 
wrfftt ntftarw atanqn Htann/ 
UKHTHH«ta|i

ft arfanr ft Ttat 
HFTFpnf TH ftan KT Hqxit 

"^un £ ft hutt it 
ata Krq nt wnr sthh 3 hhh I, 
^rrnta ftwTH wh I, k’iht,
tannnT ■’roftar, tkh ar»j<T ata her

^ntwTWHiFi taTHntat'm 
tar kth wn ^rta I ta Hwaf 
nwm it ata vr
tanKHR^ faq it It stenC tata * 
nft I, hi irt t tat ti"
*' ^tf anrta nit fa wjt ta 

•tarrnR, anpaj ata tatalt wnr it 
w It4 w amiHrtn nFw t?ht 
annrti MitatanRHm^irrn^T 
ata, ita ata ata.
Sta It It4$ irfajta, ^nfc 
nwFnH^hHTnnnTKH arnlfent 

ata H ifii I *1*11 if <m*A bbl'll til
atan if ift annrnF | ata hhhh if It 
3<tata i iltfta Win I-

3<1H5 Itta HF 
irw.Hinn Ihft xpFi 

mta # ih tat^fa if fhth 
t*<i H , 1|'^•t ^In, Tin iftjan ^ta mIi 
khh aeta ft hbhuht w rth: It fta 
ktht ti nfirfta «$w ita^raft n?nn^ 
FTTH HI MH WTO W W II



wk
w to faTO_n^._TOLHEL 

(494^(74 totoo (xnrn) ftr tott 
fenrwq qfrro totht qfero? 

(ftftft) $ faHtTOm^ft qq w-eMh 
to_3At mr ft frf 10 f^n toi. 
^i*i< ft H?di ft ‘Tmi’I— 3jnr ft Tqft 
RT ^ft ft HWFTT ftt TOTOT 30 ’ft TOT 
TOroft ft ftp anftr to q?r toot ttto 
3rrfr wi poit if feww ftt ^r 
/«MRT TOI ffl TO TOfftit TOTO TO 
tot to few him hi $ qftfe u? ftq
?W RT 4H4W W TOI fof TOI 
to ft ww ft ’ft wfo to.

1 Wflft tot Rtnfarro nwr qr rtott 
! kthh ktht trip toot n~«r 
j 'qrwr«THqrKTrnnf -tohrt £ 
! ft^arft to ®th W wk ft 30 w 
i Hrfwftl

frraf TOK ft KT? KWT ft feqfar 3ftr 
• f^FTH ^FT ^Ift? WT ‘-TH^ ft I •• - •"*
■ HW if TOT TOTTO ft.TTT.5

WTI ftft K7Tft ft qKft ft’FW
TOT TOO TOftrftTTWft ftfan WOT 
qftjn 1. wr^ wfrfeft wFuftq TOfe 
snrqnnr Tferar ’ *mi4 umlHp wfro’ kit 
to wr ft-

wfanft snftfr ft
HKRFK »f<HHI

<mdl ®ft ft 3JJT ft, 
fTOTOTO I

TOlt TOfTO TO TOO TOT WTOT TO 
3ftr tottok sq qroR faro qr to q?r 
frof TOOT TORT ft TOft ft TO TOTOT 
rtkr tot tot qr i too ft feu to ft 
’jw to , ftror ftr kw tor tot 

* tott qri TftTOqft hr ^hie ftqqn 
ft qqft 3ft TOfTOTrft fefw OTfe tot 
few ftuqr ft tohj^i TOftafefe TO 
toTOt qqqfro $ tor froro qri to 
few 1724 t ft koto w mi w 
Tpr qqft # ITO ^rft ft ift toIto ^t. 
qw.3ftr for w $ 'Hindus qr 
zktot 3nftpf ft i ftfecp TOqqfr ft qo 
3npqTTOT_TOT^ TOfro 3fqft qTRTT.O 
fttr Odl %ft *ft <11 < I *< 4) cTO <FTO 
fnrTOTFftqri snftrft'Mdi TOiqqqnf 
ftt mft TO? TOTT ftt TOTO «& ?TO TOftt 

, 3ftr toto qfcft qfroroTBft ft 3o ftr

TOK KTOT 
«b

i TOHTTOTOTrftt 3TrftT«ftqTOTTOTO5Tft 
( HI4 ft TOH TOmft ft TO1I4R 
' TOfTOFT TOq TO TO TO O TOTO 
j ^TOTO TOFTT KI 3ih q£f 
; ftrfTOKTO to nf^< qn to ft tot q^r 
I TOTO TOT rHI4»1 q'tft TORftt TOTf»TK ft

3nft TO IftM'i TOT TOT fTOFT TOR 
I ^t M|« r.c ft TO'’TO' ft fttftOTO^t 
| qit fqvrTOTTR frTOI

w? TOitTO ft 3nftr eft TOft qr 
TP HR ft ft ftf^F qsft ZFT TOTOTOT 

TOHT TOTH TOT fem TO I snftTTOTTOq 
qFTft.f^ftTOTqftqfTOrqnTTOTOKFTT- 
| 3iYrftt TOTOT TORT^qftrftTOTT 
fcTO£. dMQRH5Tftft^roqjTTOtTTO 
qpr ftm qft ift 3TOJ ft WT foil

TOT TOrfftfT ft 3FTOTO W TOT 5H 
ft^TO HTTRU qft qqftfro fw tftr 
arqftt qqfqffttr Trarurft qft vro few 
THTOrff ft qfrqvf TOft TOTTOI TOft 
3TMmAm ft TO aftr OTTO TOT TOTTOT 
TOTTTfurorft Jjqxo f nftfftK TO TOT 
TTO TO TO TOTiftfe ftTO qr TOI 
Wfa MIHlfOlTO RR ft W TOKTO OK 
qft, fTORT RHHT TOft ?ft HI RTF ?ft 
^nft TOft qrrft fttft tot hHht ft fro 
aiTOftq tot ft toht qr ft h?rri ft_ 
oro ft hkw suifqiu qft fawJFL 
^K^LTO TOft ft fcnr ftteT fftw_TOI 
TORTOHKrnfft ^Tqwft TOftjnnnH.?^ 

^nfefe qr a^qftqfq ftft ftfaqw<rfthL 
TJ^ftt 3TOTTqTOTO.ftl .

TH TOTOftt qftm ’jte^TTTOT ft ftft 
ft fft 44^11? ft Pip’i HAl Hp’ft
ftt, ft few ft TKJTO ft, 3nft 3rqft 
TOfe ft few TOrft ft swidi ftm 
wftro wn qr (197if ft feeft ft 
ftTTTOT 3TTTOfe«^ 3TFF ^fejUT 3TTT 
qrotfw TORT ft WIRTH ft dT-dldft 

, ft ferorwqro ’jft , wb)i totW ft 
TOt toot qr w^ft ft W TOfeft 
ft?. ?nfe ftfe, tiwr, qrftro , erftq 
ft< ttpo qq w nm ^^TTOT'wwrq' 
ft HT^feTO ft TO ft UTO ft qR'T ft ft 1 
W ‘TOK TO fej HTO TOIK^T 
yfeqmro fewj ft TO^qf i TOft ftf 
vster tot qft t ftr qqft mg 
o ftft ftror mft wpt gfrto



m ns? ?fai
3TT$T $ 013(1 $ fair oar fa ■> 

fan^reu fa ufa $fao (15O3~ 27 
f.) $ ’nur ?1 ’pU Ufa fa ffar(

snfa fefa M utfau fafaf u 
HHFH^ HTHT If faT ’MOT # fWT 
w fa faw $ *r 
fau^fau ur fcnn 3RtT or ufarr 
UWUT UTl TTiT Wfr fa Tlfa ‘FT

^fa' fa v-m $ fwnr mz nr .; 
30 o fawu £ i wr $ fanrnrfa'j 

TFT qfer fa 3Tp JOT TFT Ufa <FT 
ww^arnli uk fareM frrew 1

an^fafaTrufauTWTFsnunrn: 
fa tut hit unr urn h

-srfa hr itfi 'mr vruf 7^ huh W • • • •
hhiM ^4f^8 .WK^dfa TFWfanfau • 
ibHlPinr fa«f®K M^T^T oftw W 
four ^ft t, ftra$ u^inr rf?

far ’i^ ’ ffifaO ‘ wfar’ # 

TW ^1 wt «rW TFT wr 
trffa 4 ’rqfaiRHT $ w»r «ft 
fasrrq 3R«* uti uw 3 w4V 
snrunr, ut^nh, Kqmnf sAr

^•snumFuf tft wwr ujt

^rftry m: 3At Mt 
urfar aftr Trmf^FF sot vut <ft ufit 
Hfat falj 'drti4> UTI

<1^*4 nf fer^t ITTT
THRf^cr ww atftr^ (1971 
^.) W $ f«F Rnft ^nUHUHT 

i ^T^raftrF $ wu fWi’T^fMxjT^'pr 
; 1^<R ^RT f«W ftF TfWTOt, 
; PwFhrnf, w!^»r aAr ’ 
anr ufamfed ftrinr wr #t f, 

3rt: vrqKFrftiF^^ 
^TtBTHMlfTnW ^if^l RnfrWTFStfe.

«ft ^Mdi ^t Mtf^>,o^aiftu>r^^rRr:M r
’’PjfmnHw’ far # 3itr uui

^T$? UK TFUHW' Tnr ' 
uurnnTHT «ft Mt t^f Firfar shutt ifv 
UHT Ml

uk uMt ukM war # far wi s 
, ^ufW $ uat Huiu # fare Mi uu-v 
; 1727 t $ 18
unrjr ur wm fa far unfair nw_ 
$ ^TH <FT W W 3TCTU XTTK K3HI '



Appendix
11.2 Rates & Specifications
Rates & Specifications for Traditional Construction & finishing Items for Restoration with approved rates by P.W. D. as on March, 97. 
This has been Listed below

S. No. PARTICULARS UNIT RATE REMARKS

1.1 Lime Sand Mortar 1:2(1 Lime Putty : 2 Sand) Cum 413.86 (Rates are for Group Hoor upto 4m 
Height only)

1.2 Lime Surkhi Mortar 1:2(1 Lime Putty : 2 Surkhi) Cum 588.28

2.1 Lime Surkhi Plaster 1:2(1 Lime : 2 Surkhi) for Patch Repair 
including preparation of Mortar by traditional practice (by hand 
grinding) in 3 course for base coarse and subsequent course & Loi, 
tamping, beating, till the shrinkage cracks are disappear. The work is 
doen to all leads and lift as the sork is of restoration nature as per 
Jaipur practice.

(a) 33mm thick (4 coats) Sq.mt. 60.00

(b) 45 mm thick (6 coats) each coat not more than 8mm and allowing 
each coats after 3 days

Sq.mt. 81.00

(c) 75 mm thick (in 9 coats) each coat should not be more than 8mm Sq.mt. 134.50

2.2 Add extra in 2.1 © for tuman by bricks bats in lime surkhi plaster for 
thickness above 75mm.

Sq.mt. 18.50

2.3 Mime Sand Plaster 1:2 for repair work:

(a) 33mm thick (4 coats) Sq.mtr. 50.00

(b) - do- 45mm thick (in 4 coats) Sq.mtr. 64.00



S. No. PARTICULARS UNIT RATE REMARKS

2.4 Making Mehrab’s Arches Pillars, Highly decorative creepers, flower 
of small sizes etc. in lime mortar 1:2 as per traditional practice.

Sq.mtr. 335.63

2.5 Making Kangura’s as per design in lime mortar 1:2 of size 0.30 X 
0.15 cms at the top of the parapet wall including making mortar by 
hand grinding as per practice with flower design.

Sq.mt. 309.00

2.6 Stucco (Nanovat) work in Lime Mortar 1:2 as per design, the mortar 
should be prepared by hank grinding only. The thickness varies from 
10 mm to 20 mm as per the design.

Sq.mt. 1137.8
1

Looking to the nature of work and 
varying thickness 10 mm to 100mm 
it is difficult to assess correctly 
hence rate proposed by A VS 
accepted for approval

2.7 Araish Plaster (as per Jaipur Practice) 1:2(1 lime : 2 Zikki) on lime 
plaster or plane back ground including preparation of lime for 6 
months by slaking of lime with curd as changing the water every 
week. The Kara plaster of not more than 6mm thick is to be left the 
maximum of 3 months to appear the shrinkage & temperature cracks. 
Over the Kara plaster 2mm layer of grinded lime putty is to be done 
and is to be rubbed Gently by Akik stone. Then adding Khoppra & 
Ghee and inserting the design of colour boarder all around.

Sq.mt. 704.50

2.8 (a) Providing Araish Plaster (as per Udaipur Practice) at all vertical 
Flat surfaces at ground floor excluding lift.

Sq.mtr. 128.00

(b) -do- for flat ceiling surfaces at ground floor excluding lift. Sq.mtr. 154.00

(c) Providing lime kara on curved, decorative stone, pillars, 
Meharabs (as per Udaipur Practice) as per decorative ornamental 
design as per old existing carving on stone surface highly pracise.

Sq.mtr. 768.00 Actural curved area to be measured 
(this work is highly ornamental it 
has been taken 6 times the plain 
surface area as visualised at site)
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2.9 Removing of Central dome over defective ornamental plaster and 
redoing entire plaster in lime sand mortar (1:2) in three layers as per 
old traditional pratices including all lead & lift for complete work 
(ornamental work) at Bikanet (Size 14’7 x 3’4 x 13”) Job work.

Each 33810.00 Job work

2.10 Lime Plaster on Chhattiri Dismentling the complete old plaster from 
Chhattri and redoing complete new plaster in lime sand mortar 1:2 in 3 
coats upto 7.5 Mtr. Ht. (ornamental work) (Size 8’3’ x 4’0” x 11 ’6”) 
Job work.

Each 12650.00 Job work

2.11 Removal of old flush pointing from existing Ashalar masonary joints 
of stone cladding, chajjas, jali etc. with neat cement & colour at arious 
places at stages for repairs only incouding all leads & lifts.

Sq.ft. 5.45

2.12 Refixing of loose stone cladding by removing, redressing as per 
patches repair in white cement araldite by adding the pigment to match 
the colour

Sq.ft. 5.39

2.13 Lime Surkhi Jali 2” to 4” thick as per traditional practice cast in site in 
lime mortar 1:2, mortar is hand grinded.

Sq.ft. 202.00

3.1 Removing of 75 mm thick old lime plaster in patches upto 4.5 mtr. In 
bt. With all case

Sq.mt. 8.60

3.2 Scraping & Removing of white wash/distemper/oil paints/algli etc. 
from plain plaster and surfaces gently with care to keep intact the old 
designs.

Sq.mt. 6.35

3.3 Scraping & removing of white wash/distemper/iol paints/algai on lime 
plaster work, highly decorative ornamental & stucco work with at most 
care by using fine sand paper under the close supervision. The old 
design to be kept intact white carrying our scraping.

Sq.ft. 21.81
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3.4 Rubbing/Removal of lime wash from stone work by abrasive method 
woth all care as these may be some decorative carving etc. under the 
lime plaster which have to be keep intact.

Sq.mtr. 8.00

3.5 Removal of lime wash/algai/oil paints etc. from pannel of stones 
walls/chajja by abrasive method with all care to protect if any 
decorative piece of work with atmost supervision.

Sq.mtr. 283.49 This rate is applicable for 
ornamental work available under 
neath only

3.6 Cleaning of Araish by Teepol and other alkaline acidic chemicals with 
care, by gently rubbing & washings under the close supervision.

Sq.ft. 23.10

-do- Marble stucco work Sq.ft. 12.70

3.7 Cleaning of stone surfaces lime stone pillars, beams stone walls & all 
decorative stone work ceiling patties, kanguras, pan by carbovandum 
stone. The stone are cut & make to the size and shipe of groove or 
carving and pasted on wooken stick by araldite to reach the required 
point. Work carry out very slowly, gently and under close supervision 
so that patina of stone does not distorted very much

Sq.ft. 70.17 Rate analysis is not possible. The 
rates should be arrived as per actual 
expenditure because area dannot be 
identify. Hence rates proposed by 
A VS are accepted for approval

3.8 Cleaning of marble wall surface as per 3.7 in three course with atmost 
care at different heights and surface, with scaffolding of balli strong 
enough to carry the load, lighting scaffolding by Bann Rassi with 
tested every month & removing and making joint thight and intact by 
replacing. Loose or cc: Bann also using safety bit at height above 10 ft.

Sq.ft.

•

(a) Plain Surface Non-carve :

(i) Upto 10 ft. ht. Sq.ft. 11.55 -do-
(ii) 10-35 ft. ht. Sq.ft. 12.25 -do-
(iii) 35-65 ft. ht. Sq.ft. 17.68 -do-
(iv) Above 65 ft. ht. Sq.ft. 18.00 -do-
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(b) Same as 3.8
For Marble carve and Decorative Surfaces :

(i) Upto 10 ft. ht. Sq.ft. 35.51 -do-
(ii) 10-35 ft. ht. Sq.ft. 39.52 -do-
(iii) 35-65 ft. ht. Sq.ft. 41.29 -do-
(iv) Above 65 ft. ht. Sq.ft. 46.79 -do-

(c) -do- Highly decorative and carve figure surface like mouth & 
other humen figure intacting the shape of fixure:

(i) Upto 10 ft. ht. Sq.ft. 37.36 -do-
(ii) 10-35 ft. ht. Sq.ft. 42.20 -do-
(iii) 35-65 ft. ht. Sq.ft. 46.15 -do-
(iv) Above 65 ft. ht. Sq.ft. 51.25 -do-

4.1 Khamira colour washing as per old traditional practice to prepare the 
Khamira the lime should be slaked at least for 7-10 days and 
regularly it should be stirred by adding curved Gugal, for non
synthetic colour.

Sq.ft. 4.00

4.2 Painting stucco work by Khamira as per traditional practice to highly 
decorative carved surfaces in different colour

Sq.ft. 25.00

4.3 (a) P/F Belgium coloured glass in square pattern, opening not less 
than 4” by 4” fixing at one side only

Sq.ft. 425.00 This work has been got executed on 
Contract after inviting quotation and 
rates provided are as per actual 
tenders reveived for this work. It is a 
very small jab.
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(b) Add extra if fixing plain glass at Back side in 4.3 (a) Sq.ft. 180.00

(c) P/F Belgium coloured glass in opening of irregular shape and 
small size fixing at one side of opening only.

Sq.ft. 650.00

5.1 Refixing of stone jali, railing design pillars etc. complete with 
pointing in joints with neat cement and colouring pigment to match 
stone colour at Bikaner area at Ratan Bihari Complex pattern.

30.00

5.2 Repair & refixing of dulmera stone chattree in the orginal shape 
complete pointings between joints of different stone parts of the 
Cattree with neat cement and colouring pigment to match same as 
stone colour at Bikaner practice, size 14’ 7” x 3’ 4” x 13’ 6” as per 
Ratan Bihari Complex pattern at Bikaner.

Each 
Job

3552.78

5.3 Fine dressed dulmera stone work :

(a) P/F of Dulmera stone with munni for stone railing complete - 
size 4” x 4” x 3’ 6.50” at Bikaner.

Each 674.94

(b) Large stone Kalash (Size Z’ X 1 -1” length) made of Dulmera 
stone including dressing and fixing.

Each 1350.19

5.4 Dulmera stone Dal size 1’-11 ” x 1 ’ - 9” with carving of leaves, 
flowers, latoo as per existing design of ratan bihari Complex, 
Bikaner.

Each 850.00 These rates are for Ratan Bihari 
Complex as per existing patter for a 
particular & specific job.

5.5 Dulmera stone Jali as per existing design size 2’0” x 1 ’6” at Ratan 
Bihari Complex, Bikaner.

Sq.ft. 956.72
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5.6 Dulmera stone chajja, size 2’ x 1’ - 6” x (2” + 1 *4 “ ) as per existing 
pattern of Ratan Bihari complex, Bikaner.

Sq.ft. 168.85

5.7 Dulmera Stone Khura (Todi) size 4’x 3 */z “ x 4” as per existing 
pattern of Ratan Bihari Complex Bikaner.

Each 300.00

5.8 Dulmera stone cut work pillar for Chhattree/Gumte (Ornamental 
work) size 4” x 4’7 4” x 5” as per existing pattern at Ratan Bihari 
Complex, Bikaner.

Each 1329.69

5.9 Dulmera stone thamble pillar for stone chattrees 8” x8” x 3” size as 
per existing pattern at Ratan Bihari complex, Bikaner

Each 1119.19

5.10 Dulmera stone fine dressed cladding including removing of old 
existing stone with care and fixing new stone complete.

Sq.ft. 71.00

5.11 Dulmera stone dasa with pan leaves finished 4” thick as per existing 
pattern of Ratan Bihari Complex, Bikaner.

Sq.ft. 157.85 These rates are for specific job for a 
particular area.

5.12 Chisel dressed at Top & sike dasa in Jodhpur stone including 
grooving for fixing Jali as per existing pattern at Sh. Raj Ranchod 
Das Ji Temple, Jodhpur

Sq.ft. 98.00

5.13 P/F dressed stone kadam 2” thick as per Jodhpur practice -do- Sq.ft. 115.00

5.14 P/F dressed suridar Jali size 1’ x 1 14 ‘ x 3” finished of Jodhpur stone 
as per existing pattern of Raj Ranchod Das Ji Ka Temple, Jodhpur.

Each 
Job

383.84 Job work

5.15 P/F dressed Jodhpur stone Thambli as per existing pattern of Shri Raj 
Ranchod Das Ji Ka Temple, Jodhpur size 6” x6” x3’ finished 
including making Latoo.

Each 
Job

1189.65
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5.16 P/F dressed Kangurah stone as per existing pattern of Raj Ranchod Ji 
Ka temple, Jodhpur practice Size 2’ x 1’ x 4”.

Each 452.00

5.17 Providing & Fixing dressed stone Chajja as per Jodhpur practice as 
per existing pattern of Raj Ranchod Das Ji Ka Temple, Jodhpur 
(5’3” x 6” x 3”) curved shape.

Each 
Job

3149.36

5.18 Providing & Fixing dressed stone Goomti Chajjah as per existing 
pattern of Raj Ranchod Das Ji Ka Temple, Jodhpur

Each 
Job

2093.32

5.19 P &F dressed stone paga of size 12” x 12” x 3” as per existing pattern 
of Raj Ranchod Das Ji Ka Temple, Jodhpur

Each 
Job

310.69

5.20 P/F railing of Bansi Paharpur stone with dressing on both sides as per 
design and fixing in white cement with Araldite and colouring 
pigment to match same as stone colour.

Sq.mt. 1396.39

5.21 (a) P/F stone thambli of Bansi Paharpur stone after dressing as per 
design 4” x 4” x3’ as per existing pattern of Laxman Mandir, 
Bharatpur.

Each 161.70

(b) P/F Thambli heads on existing Thamblies in Bansi Paharpur 
stones as per existing design of Laxman Mandir, Bharatpur.

Each 98.17

5.22 P/F Bansi Paharpur stone on walls for cladding in approved design & 
joints matched in same colour as stone in white cement extra cost of 
stone used as dassa of 3” x 10” at top payable for only 3” along 
length (in 12 sqm. Loss is of 1.897 sq. mtr.)

Sq.mt. 807.91

5.23 P/F Bansi Paharpur stone Margola on edges of walls of size 18” x 4” 
x 70’ with gola on one edge as per design in white cement sand 
mortar.

Sq.mt. 10329.00 For complete job work.
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5.24 P/F Bansi Paharpur stone dassa designed as leaf of pan in 18” x 10: 
x 26’

Rmt. 21087.00 For complete job work

5.25 P/F Bansi Paharpur stone dressed as per design of leaf of snake 
12” x 30’.

Rmt. 26862.00 For complete job work
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The Revival of

Kanak

After eight years of research and effort to recall and re-use original 
building materials and techniques, this restoration project, 
covering an entire valley dotted with old buildings and in 

particular, two temples, bears witness to the beauty 
and viability of age-old techniques even today. Architect Rajiv Khanna

I
n AD 1714, about fourteen years prior to the building of the 
now fabled city of Jaipur, Raja Sawai Jai Singh brought the 
idol of Vrindavan's ruling deity. Lord Govind Deoji to his 
kingdom. The idol was placed in a temple where the 

figure of Radha-Madhav had already been installed by the poet 
Jaidev of Bengal. The temple was situated in a valley that was 
green and lush and filled with Kadamb and Dhak trees of the kind 
that enriched the gardens of Lord Krishna in Vrindavan. Soon, 
the entire valley came to be known as Kanak Vrindavan Ghati, 
and the temple where the idol was installed, as the Govind Deoji 
Temple.

Towards the east of the temple was the sprawling Kanak 
Bagh, a garden laid out in a unique amalgam of the Rajputana 
and Mughal styles with waterways, fountains and flower beds. 
Adjacent to the temple was the smaller, but equally impressive 
Natwarji Temple built by Amar Kanwar, the devout sister of 
Raja Sawai Jai Singh.

During the course of almost three centuries, however, the 
harsh environment of the bordering desert took its toll on the 
temples. The lime mortar cracked and crumbled, walls 

weakened, roofs and ceilings developed cracks and the intricate 
jali work disintegrated. The deterioration of structures was 
caused as much by extreme variations in temperature, as by 
plant growth and moisture retention after rain. The adjacent 
Mansagar Lake with its fluctuating water levels during the 
monsoon and frequent flooding resulted in further dampness in 
these structures. Porosity of the material gave rise to capillary 
action allowing water to seep into the foundations and 
superstructure. As a result, the sedimentary stone disintegrated. 
Bats, stray animals and people encroaching onto the premises 
added to the damage. Left in this state, it was only a matter of 
time before the already ruined temples would be completely 
obliterated.

This deterioration was not restricted to buildings alone. 
Ihe surroundings of these temples, too. degraded rapidlv, 
influencing in a significant manner the condition of the entire 
complex. The disturbed aquatic ecosvstem of the lake resulted in 
an unbalanced hvdrological cycle which had led to frequent 
floods, high water pollution and elimination of aquatic life, as 
also depletion in the surface and sub-surface ground water.
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kanak Vrindavan Ghati

The Process
It was necessarv that bunding restoration and environmental 
conservation work be taken up simultaneously. In order to 
counter the enects of over two centuries ot decav 1 started 
research on the ancient materials and methods ot construction 
used in these buildings. A conjectural plan ot the original was 
made from the ruins. Buildings belonging to the same period in 
Rajasthan were documented. The intention was to recreate 
architectural features in terms of geometry, form, scale, colours 
and materials.

Dunng the vear 1984. various experiments with different 
traditional materials and methodology were carried out before 
the actual restoration work began in early 1985. It was difficult to 
locate the masons, artisans and craftsmen who could still use 
these old techniques, and apart from three. Angira. Surai and 
Prabhudaval. most of them had only piecemeal knowledge, both 
about the composition or materials and the sequence of 
techniques It was onlv arter eight years of rigorous experiments 
that near penection was achieved, and the results are now being 

implemented at Galta Tempie complex near Jaipur where 
restoration work is in progress.

In addition to materials and techniques, the decorative arts 
of the period, now rareiy in use. were also recreated. The time 
and effort involved in recreating original procedures and 
intricate designs, and the exnorbitant costs this entailed, had 
restricted their use for more than a century. However, our 
painstaking ett'ort and patience rinailv produced original results. 
For instance, among the laborious techniques involved, the lime 
used in buildings tor various hnishes such as aaraish and fresco 
requires preparation tor at least two vears before its application. 
If any colour is to be added then natural stones are crushed, 
mixed with the processed lime and churned in pots for at least 
six months before use. Similarly, the mirror and panni work is so 
elaborate that it takes a day to create oniy two square inches of the 
surface in intricate geometrical patterns laid over relief work. The 
preparation ot adhesives from extracts of plants is also a 
cumbersome process.
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TradiHonai Materials and Techniques

Traditional Indian nr:- ot construction made wide u-e of raw 
materials -uch a- ,v:.t 'iumi. cur ttaegerv 'tarai ’coconut), 
uin; wirra-’ “letui itenucreek). -.iniih trope ubre-1. and others 
-uvh a- co.oured stone dust and resins from war extracts.

DAR (Flooring)
In thi- prmect.everv mi—mu -tonewas reiaid. Old lime mortal 
was reintorced with :re-h lime mortar Entire liners were due 
up ana repiastered AZ exposed terraces and roots w ere treated 
•or waterproonne wait -ne.'hi and rope fibre, along with 
lime -:ov:r winch en-urcs adequate waterproofing. To carrv 
• 'lit the terracing work the first task was to dismantle the floor 
and re-lav ;t tn hme anu -iiMti w ith stone pieces tlghtlv |omed 
n a circulartormatien This process i- known as :h>nau. To the 
tme and • oot; is added rope fibre 'which prevent-cracking). 
• >a waterproonnd agenti. and cur ia binding material), 
"he mix i- men applied w ith w ooden pieces on the ummii in a 
-nvtnmtc beat accompanied bv <ingtng. Later, surplus water is 
extracted bv beating me -urt-ice with bamboo -trips tor weeks: 
•his i- followed bv ramming or wooden rbai’is <-Mts> which 
ncips cor.-ohdaie the lime mortar. This process -pans two to 
three weeks. At the end 01 it. the surface is completely waterproot 
ano i- known in the .ocai language as dar

The ;.;r sunace becomes a base tor vet another nnish.
-now n as .t.mn-A 1' ail paintings or trescoes are also m 
work. Th!' nnish can .ast.it least a centurv without the loss ot 
onuinai colour, shine and without cracking in arid conditions.

: has been exten-ivelv used on floors, w ails and pillars ot
the complex.

‘. >ther traditional aecorattve arts which have been reviv evi 
n the-e temples inc.ude ceometnc and floral designs in relief 
v on- There is an ama.eam 01 mirror. ni»ui and work in 

•he -.'■t.torbut:-, thetemries. Themlavwon-on<andalwood
ioor- t- wi mother : rear! Even the-impie doors placed in 

•he r’lrw- ;•>.•./ have mir-ate floral designs The brass and silver 
vork - decorative war and rlower pattern.
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Sequence of Work
After tile derris was removed, .in exterwive sun ex • >t rhe area 
led to me drawing up or .1 comecntr.n man \ nunwer g mom* 
tv meh had been w ailed or partial?. .e\ ered with dem* w. re
opened and oats removed bx mean-ot .nemicai* and -most 
About I’ll labourers were engaged and a -earen Konuitcwu a.l 
over llausthan tor mason* who were conversant anh the 
original technique*

Some 'truelitres required onlv -trengthenmg wmie other* 
needed .ompwee demottiton and reminding Drawing* were 
made on the floor ot the site.

The Door
One ot the lower rooms ot Govind Deon 
Tempie has recently been converted into a 
museum The loosened stone ?«-h and 
weathered stone pillars were r .structured. 
The broken wooden coor was also 
recratted following the traditional wn-m 
or hinges, .ocktng. and use or metai strips 
using nuts and bolts to strengthen the 
wooden door The missing tool ot I oro 
Ganesna >11 the niche a rove the door wa* 
replaced

Central Pavilion or Kanak Bayh 
The root had developed cracks and 
leakage. Temporary wooden rafters 
placed bv the previous occupants ot the 
room can be *ren The original ma role 
column* on the right were missing. The 
damaged floor *eemed like a compact 
stack or *anu

This centra: pavilion has a xJtwrr 
resting over it Thus, while restoring the 
pavilion the entire load or the above 
existing was transferred on 
temporary raised columns at the sides 
Then the celling was opened up anu rre*h 
'tone slabs were placed and the usual 
dar terracing was followed. Xew 
engraved marble columns were 
reintroduced and Mrat<h flooring wa* 
reiatd.

Closed Rooms or the Temple 
To our surprise, eighty rooms were 
discovered beiow the Govind Deon 
Temple. The dampness and lack ot iresh 
air m the closed rooms had disintegrated 
the building materials.

The rooms were reopened and the 
entire floor wdS dug open and aired The 
damaged hme piaster ot the walls was 
raked out and holes were carefully made

in the walls so as to allow air to come in. 
Stone bracings were placed where there 
were vertical cracks.

The erstwhile main occupants ot the 
rooms — thousands ot bats — were 
removed be the use or Aldrin and smoke. 
The excreta ot the bats < which is an ideal 
fertilizer: was used in the valley 
conservation scheme.
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CuUapsed Chhatn
7 he duTunor.Hvd m-iicrMt* were n\cd 

•\uh Tru^h Sw nmir 7he dome 

u\b rebuilt in "Tone ana mortar tjivim: n 

its anginal ^hape and Mvie.

\irtkrunui
\:ter a period or S -u mon:n^ the 

: ,iriKr.n>M prepared to receive .in 
intricate -tucco debiun riuknceu be 
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\n1ei'.i>’d.e:at’.j-;nri-::v! .-.oriK e 
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proportioned be Jr.tuinp the actual size 

on the floor The arched ooeninys nere 
rerilled with trei-nli carved ’.di' to allow 
ventilation and prevent bird-, intern>r 
huhtinn wai concealed in dei'oratne
■'.H.ne'- or anwa.

Gtirlt/m Griha
The earWra pnea w hich had remained 
closed tor three centunes was opened no 
and cleaned or bats ana other debns. This 
view has been taken arter eight months or 
work in propress. The surfaces are stiil 
being prepared tor and mirror work 
on the ceiling and wails. The marble 
pedestal seen was placed tor the idols.



xanak \ nnjavan Ghati

nANAK bagh

The kanaK Bacn. .cored 
perween tne two terrs pies.

:$ uid oui over roar acres i: 
pas a eeomemcai desicn with 
toumams. fjower-ceas 
warerwavs and pathways. The 
outer, six feet high rawM wail 
wail cappea with arc neo 

ronnsi acts as a protection 
against the harsn cnmate and 
strav ammais. in the course or 
nme. a factory nad come up 
and agriculture was re me 
nracttsea within tne area. After 
mese acnvmes were stooped 
tne iana was restored to its 
original use as a garaen 
However, it was oniv after 
remonne two reet or sot! chat

one couid trace tne ongmai 
design. The imcanon system 
was restores, channels were 
due up ana a pipeline reiatd 
The fountains were activated 
using gravitational torce. 
Carerui shuttering and 
centering resuitea in replacing 
stone siaos to provide 
structural stabilirv to pavilions 
under the iarch-$haped 
canopv covering a rectangular 
space?. Evenmaiiv. after 
restoration or the cnnatns. the 
raraaari tpavuion? ana rioaras. 
ana with the accompanying 
souna of cascading water, the 
magnificence of the garden 
was restored 77:e restored Kanax. o^h mine original geometric wvout.

CONSERVATION OF THE VALLEY

T
reating the protect as an 
entire heritage area, the 
consenanon work involved 
re-establishing the lost 

ecosvstem with!n the ehatt. 
Soil ana water conservation 
was achieved bv restoring the 
old drainage partem, 
accumulating the sunace 
water m a senes ot ponos. 
recharging or existing 
aau iters, increasing soil depth 
using me check-tanah svstem. 
reintroaucing the native flora 
of the Aravailis with ecoiogical 
considerations, and improving

microclimatic conditions bv 
creating a senes ot watertalis 
and evaporation ponds, etc. 
Lasting over a period of eight 
years, this enort resulted in a 
nch gmui with an abundance 
of natural reserves. Migratory 
birds flocking over water
bodies and trees are now a 
common sight, and it is no 
longer unusual to see trees like 
the Flame ot Forest . Amalias, 
faaamb and others adding to 
the colour and fragrance of the 
gnait.

The Valiev before.
oner comervatwn

»«< h tctjf • of6*-

in terms ot active usage, the tempies will accommodate a 
V edic Centre with a comprehensive collection ot Hindu 
scriptures. The lower rooms are being converted into a museum 
replete with miniatures depicting mvtholoiogicai scenes. And 
thus, tor scholars and theologians, as much as tor the ciigrun. 
this restoration proiect hones to revive an architectural, 
environmental and cultural heritage. >>

Client GP
Proiect architect Rauv Knanna rRane Khanna and Landscape Associates) 
Finance and execution Hwausran own tv T.q^sf. Cakutfo
Period ot restoration 19d\-I99j (S vearst
Cost Rs 2.5 crores

Raw Khanna has a Mrstcr $ octree tn Landscape Architecture 11930), and is tn 
tne process o? comrte/in? a aociorat thesis or .Arc/nrccrun/ Rcs/oranort and 
Landscape Conservation H/s uorx on fire ancnf protect nas earned him the 
indira Cd noh? Pnusa^rsn/n? Awara. 2991.(he Maharana Sa nan 5tn?h 
Award. 1992. He rs presently tn restoration worxai Galla near fatpur



2 BUILDING TRADITIONALLY

Traditionally, mirror work, work and stained glass in various geometrical designs was used
extensively in the interiors of the forts, palaces and havdis of fifteenth century Rajasthan. Some 

of the finest examples of this work are to be seen in the ceilings, walls and columns of the palace at 
Samode, Me DiiMn-e-Kltas at Amber and the City Palace, as well as the Lake Palace in (Jdaipur.

MIRROR WORK Rajasthan Rajiv Khanna

if the design being carved out in 
jajmitti.

This highly intricate process requires specific 
micro tools — the kami for applying the 

paste, natia for finishing the surface, different 
types of kalam for scratching the lime paste and 
for cutting the mirrors and a chimti for gripping 
the mirror firmly — in addition to a special type 
of glue. The coloured mirrors are not available 
easily and come from Ahmedabad orFaizabad in 
circular shapes of 30 cm diameter and 2-4 mm 
thickness, costing approximately Rs 150 per kg.

The base on which the mirrors are placed is 
of lime piaster that has been-watered for few days 
and made rough to prevent cracks. A special 
finish known as loi is then applied. Titis is a paste 
formed by mixing kali (baked lime) and surkhi

Cutting of mirrors is a very specialised task.

(crushed burnt brick bats) in a 3:10 ratio with 
water. This imparts a fine reddish brown look to 
the surface now ready to receive the relief work. 
A 20-23 cm long kalam is used to carve out the 
design. (This tool has a pointed upper tip for 
carving,while the lower tip is left flat for scraping 
off the undesired paste. A circular central portion 
ensures a good grip.) The relief work is then 
followed in ^ajmitti after which the finer details 
are worked out in a paste formed by bAing a 
mixture of gum and baked clay in a 1:5 ratio with 
water. Finally the mirrors are cut into the desired 
shape and their edges softened with a 15 cm long 
kalam (this one has teeth-like edges). With the 
help of a 10 cm long chimti they are then 
painstakingly placed piece by piece to form the 
floral pattern as per the design and geometry.

The mirror is firmly held with a chimti while the edges are 
smoothened. Also seen are various other tools utilized.

Studding of mirrors in progress.

ABdCTBTH/RE . DSKN 1193 73



P A N N I WORK Rajasthan

Interior of the Samode Palace. Samode. Rajasthan.

Rajiv Kharma

Recreated garbha griha of Nah 
Temple showing both mirror and p 
work.

Otten used in cunjuction with it, yanni is 
another ancient technique similar to mirror 

work though more colourful. Pannt is a thin foil 
(Mkm x 25cm) made out of the metal ranga, 
available in different colours (green, yellow, red, 
white and blue). The process involves outlining 
floral designs in paint on a glass surface 2 mm 
thick. The patirti is cu t by scissors and then rubbed 
with a special hard stone known as hakkik ka 
pathar to get a concave surface. The panni is 
placed on the outlined design with the help of a 
paste made from baked clay, gum and water. The 
glass is framed in lime plaster with a slight gap 
between it and the wall The overall effect is not 
only three-dimensional,but also catches the suns 
rays and reflects them with great clarity.

These processes .ire elaborate and require great skill and precision. This, combined with the expense 
involved has resulted in a loss of patronage.Today, there are only about a handful of craftsmen in 
Rajasthan conversant with this technique and they are mostly in the 70-80 year age group. One artist 
can complete only 20-30 cms a day. The cost varies from Rs 10,000 - Rs 20,000 per sq m based 
on the intricacy of the design. At the recently restored temple at Kanak Vrindavan, Jaipur (see A+D 
Nov-Dec 1992) mirror work is recreated on the ceiling of the garbha griha where the idols of Radha- 
Madhavjt are installed,and panni work at the Govind Deoji’s and Natwaiji's temples. The master 
craftmen Suraj and Prabhudayal who have been associated with the work learnt this art at an early 
age,but for the past decade have used it only to make decorative pieces and artefacts.*
„ ^CHTTtCTURE’ DESIGN



A N = A ! St : H E EXISTING

Bagore ki Haveli Udaipur

Architect Rajeev Khanna

B
agore Li Haveii is a three hundred 
vear oid paiatial building situated 
on the banks of Lake Pichola tn 
L'daipur. Built bv Maharana Sagan Sinch 

in InTl. it is a nne example ot the rich 
cultural and architectural tradition ot the 
golden era or Me war The haveli. 
uninhabited and neglected over a lone 
period, had degenerated tremendoush . 
with encroachments and additions 
distorting the original grandeur. It came 
into the iimeheht again when it was 
handed over to the i\ est Zone Cultural 
Centre tor Office. The Centre now proposes 
to convert thc/wKW into a living museum 
or the cultural and living traditions ot the 
region by recreating various environments 
ot the eighteenth and nineteenth centun 
Extensive conservation measures, carried 
out to stop further deterioration and to 
restore the/wtr/t. played a crucial role in 
encouraging architectural revival.

XHtTECn-llt-DrSKA U.



Bagore ki haven

Designed to accommodate the large 
extended familv ot the Bagore Maharaia. 
the hatvh was divided into distinct 
sections. Each ot these areas had their own 
significance and ambience which also 
determined the detailing and architectural 
character. Clantv in public and private 
spaces was evident in the distinct 
planning, where all public and serru-public 
JMickf were near the entrance on the 
ground floor, and al) private areas on the 
upper floor. A series ot chmvks at various 
levels cleariv demarcated the various 
activitv zones 

tboi'e left MtlMnnui tihiiml Sinfh ceiebratine t‘:c 
iMilgour vsniul c 1935). From The Citv
Palace Museum. L Jaipur. Paintings ot Mewar 
Court Life. Miivn PnWisbing. Ahmeiiatm. I99f>
lliow DcMtI. exterior miff rw the dankhana >t;
r’W/nt Cm'. Lett l..iK<>nie twit the haveit 
i.xwi/ f or left P.irtwa Chat ««<i G<i»wnr Chat 
: .ike Ph neut

.Wlllrtcn. HF. • OFSICX



■ ■ i< E N E V. I X G THE EXISTING

The Chowks
“he c«ok-vs on the eround floor Functioned 
>s the main areas tor dativ chores as mev 
housed the stores traaiwarj, the stables 
raigm and the weaponry isiiaitkhdMi. 

These were primarily the maraana areas. 
The forecourt to the entrance iTripoha 
Gate) and theGangaur gnat was known as 
the Mor Cnowx
Mor Chowk The chowk owes its name to 
the geometrical panels or peacocks m 
multi-coloured glass panels set tn the Rate. 
This dominating teatureon Tnpoita eate 
reveais the rich architectural vocaouiarv ot 
the haveli. .Above tt is the darikhatut. 
oopuiarlv known as Kancn Mahal, rich in 
retail and ornamentation work ano 
exquisite mirror and glass iniav work 
raccinkan work) seen on the wails, 

windows, iMiroxhas and citrus. The 
Tripoli.! Cate is tlanked on either side bv 
two octagonal towers called the vatu bun 
and the choti bur; The interior ot these 
■ntm along with the dankhnna comomed to 
make a huge grand space tor the 
Maharaia s court.
Manak Chowk Mor Chowk led into 
Manak Chowk. the first in the series of 
public spaces in the haveli. It formed the 
entrance and had hardened earth to 
facilitate the movement of horses, it led to 
the Ganesh Pol that marked the entrance to 
the activity court. The naucatkkana ano 
■■.iCiindiiiMii located within the gate housed 
•he musician. The west side ot the cvumw 
.-.ad the .'wax. for guest ana visitors. A 
.-urease next to tnetwws led to the 
unkhaim wmen was the administrative 
area. Work such as collecting revenue 

taxes, etc. was carried out here.
Chandi Chowk Manak Chowk then led 
into Chandi Chowk that was the nucleus 
or the entire naveii as it formed the hub oi 
most of the dav-to-dav activities of the 
staff. Chandi Chowk is the last public 
chowk. with a huge three-storeved fountain 
as the tocus. In the centre of the cimvk 
there was an open well under a neem tree 
that provided the immediate water 
requirement tor the area. The chowk. like 
the Manak Chowk. was not paved because

ot the constant movement ot horses, cows 
and elephants m this area. On the west 
side of ihe Chanoi Chowk were riiiyw lor 
the personal animals ot the maharaia and 
other noblemen. Above these was located 
the private darikhana or men s wing. The 
second floor or the aarikhana is an open 
terrace used tor musical concerts and 
competitive chess matches.
Tulsi Chowk Around this chowk resided 
the royal women. Around the chowk were 
separate rooms for every r.im. Tills zenana 
was out of bounds to the men. Besides the 
dailv chores, religious activities were also 
performed here.
Moti Chowk was the centre ot cultural 
activities ana for aispiav ot arts and crarts. 
Here both men anu women ot the hit tri; 
could participate in musical concerts and 
dances and it became a focal area during 
testivals.
Kamal Chowk had a special significance 
,n the haveli. It was enlivened bv cultural 
and religious events such as performance 
or pu,a. music, hoh. etc. Kamal Chowk 
owes its name to the fountain in the centre 
which has a lotus shaped pedestal. The 
central fountain, is tn the form of a deep 
rectangular tank. From the base ot the 
fountain, numerous lotus petals m stone 
arise and cover the sides of the pond; 
when the fountain was in operation it 
looked like a floating lotus.

Left A dancing yeacotK tn pacchikan, one ot the 
•nano that five More Chowk its name. Below 
~rinalta Cote IrMme to Mure Chowk. Beiow left 
Manak Chow*. showing Bacoreki Hatvii on the tert 
end Netawax I laveh lo the ri^ht.



Bagore kihaveh

Far left firass leek ar Bari Sun Left 
Pacchikan detail on the izzaras.

clockwise from above n^ht Molt Chowk; Kamal 
Chotvk rrm Mon Chowk: Corridor ot Tulsi Chmi'k: 
Ciariil: Clkhce

*£CHrTECTUR£ - DESIGN Fdn Fft» 1*W<$ cq



± REXEWIXG THE EXISTING

USESOFCHOWKS AND
PERIPHERAL AREAS

MARDANA 

"ARASHKHANA 

silahkhana 

=HANDAR 

RELIGIOUS 

\AGARKHANA 

ZENANA

FIRST FLOOR

-----------p?B~
GROUND FLOOR

1 MOR CHOWK
2 TRIPOUAGATE
3 GANGAURGHAT
a B ADI BUR J
5 TEMPLE
$ MANAK CHOWK
7 PAIGA
a GANESH POLE
9 NAGARKHANA

tO 0AROGA
T1 CHAND) CHOWK
12 GHANI
13 HATHITHAN
U PANERJ
15 farashkhana

16 silahkhana

17 8HAN0AR
18 FOUNTAIN
19 PARVATI VILAS
20 PARVATI GHAT
21 PARVAL GHAT
22 OARIKHANA
23 TULSI CHOWK
24 KUNWAR 0AWAJI MAHAL
25 MOTI CHOWK
26 KOTHARI
27 THAKURJI
20 KAMAl CHOWK
29 Tt SUAJ
30 ^aSCBDA
31 GANG AU A MATA
32 ZENANA

q0 Hin-CTLRE - .7LSKA



Bagore ki haveli

flight and far right Typical rooms showing the 
extent ot deterioration that had occured m seme
areas.

SECTION 00
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<■ RENEWING THE EXISTING

dc»» '0 'tsncM wo no
;«tat 9 sow* *o ?o rmvto a* 9<>

MDBrttce C «nom<a
>e<rwiM ■

TULSI CKOWK EAST ELEVATION

0f <»M to mtfrTH

TULSI CKOWK SOUTH ELEVATION
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3d go re ki haveli

FIRST FLOOR

Museum proposal
The post-renovation phase of the imveii 
was the revival ot both the private and 
public spaces. The private areas were to 
become a museum and the chou-ks 
individually treated accommodate 
traditional cultural activities. Clarity in 
circulation pattern was established bv 
demarcating the public and administrative 
movement areas. The public was to enter 
the haveh through the Parvati Ghat leading 
to theChandt Chowk.

Many physical elements, as symbols 
of the past, were used to recreate the 
ambience of historical times in various 
parts of the ha veil that was at the crux of 
this re-use and renovation etfort.

Display in a jharokha ot the renovated darikhana 
at Chandi Chotek

GROUND FLOOR
PROPOSED CIRCULATION PATTERN

BALCONY DETAIL

HJTECTL R£ ♦ DESIGN 'MW 65



Bagore ki haveli

Left Temporary wooden supports were inserted 
where required. Below Cleaning the plaster off the 
stone walls Below left Scaffolding over a jharokha 
prior to the application of lime plaster.

iRCHnreCTVRE • OESiGN tm-rrt 63



v RENEWING THE EXISTING

leoye Work in progress on exposea .-tone pillars
■ .1 patties in the corridors of Tulsi CiuKrk. Belote 
.wing ornamental features in kara tiunh. Beloiv 
tt Finishing a arch in ar.iish



Kanak Vrindavan Valley i.„pur
Landscape and Restoration Architect Ranv Khanna

T
he valley, named the
Kanak Vrindavan Ghati bv 

Sawai fai Singhji in the eariv 
eighteenth century, lies to the 
north or Jaipur walled city and 
is tlanked by the Aravaili hills. 
Beginning with theZorawar 
Sinan Gate on the northern 
penpherv or the wailed citv. 
this region rorms a corridor ot 
tremendous historic and 
tourist interest.

in the heart ot the Kanak 
Vrindavan vallev is the ..ike 
Mansagar created by Saw ai 
Man Singh a tew centuries ago 
bv damming the Darbhat an. a 
small river that used to rtow 
‘nrouah the vailey. According 
to historical clans—circa CD

ne lai Mahal Mt'd.’.ted in 
•v* ..>e .had been tne 

M.inaraun - pleasure ■ ..ce

The .Mansagar is surrounded 
bv hills or rhe Aravaili ranges. 
Kilangarh in the east and 
Xaharearh tn the west. A 
wealth ot flora and fauna once 
covered these hills Interference 
with nature was minimal and 
the effects were within its 
natural regenerative power.

However, alter Sawai lai 
Singhji shitted his capital to 
Jaipur in the early eighteenth 
centurv. the temples and 
palaces in the vailey lost their 
importance and over the years 
disintegrated into rums. After 
independence, the increasing 
population ot the wailed citv 
spiiled over into the vailev in a 
haphazard growth that \ ttuitec 
both the hi-toriCai .mu
m ironnwt.:. .ontext' m 

<Jdil:t>n. ■ ' "term
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Kanak \ nndav.in Valiev

.ec£«o

Historical map of the valley, until the Mansagar bike. iCuumsv National Museum. Detin)

development concerns, loss of 
aesthetic and cultural values, 
incompatible landuse, 
inadequate resource 
management and air and water 
pollution led to the 
degradation of the vallev. In 
1975, the situation tvorsened 
drastically when the sewage of 
the city and the toxic waste 
from nearby factories was 
diverted into the lake.

The disturbed hydrological 
cvcle led to floods, depletion of 
ground and surface water, 
elimination ot aquatic life and 
high water pollution. Heavy 
interference in the ecosystem, 
in the form ot the introduction 
of exotic plants, cutting of 
wood and grazing, depleted 
the surrounding forests. 
Natural constraints such as soil 
with scantv humus and a low 
water holding capacity, scarce 
microbial flora, the absence of 
carpet vegetation and an 
inhospitable climate reduced 

the green cover. This led to soil 
erosion, air pollution, siitation 
in the lake and increased 
temperatures. The dwindling 
forest cover resulted in the 
gradual elimination of wildlife 
from the area.

The valley had deteriorated 
considerably when we started 
work on the development 
proposal in 1975. The situation 
presented a unique challenge 
where one had to prepare a 
plan for the rejuvenation of an 
entire valley, honouring the 
accultured symbolism it 
evoked by virtue of its 
natural and man-made 
history. The entire landscape 
had to be recreated, 
addressing environmental 
issues and preserving the 
integrity of the historic 
structures scattered through 
it. For this development, an 
area of 28 sq km, that used to 
be original catchment area, 
surrounding the lake was

identified and marked as a 
conservation zone.

Following this a large-scale 
environmental studv of the 
region was earned out. This 
included an analysis of the 
natural and man-made factors 
affecting the ecosystem of the 
valley. Technical issues such as 
the effect of the microclimate, 
the lake's hydrological cycle, 
soil characteristics, the patterns 
of flora and the habits of fauna 
were considered. Factors 
leading to the degradation of 
the environment were 
identified.

The basic philosophy was to 
revive the valley by restonng 
its past character. This 
included the restoration of the 
original landscape, 
conservation of architectural 
monuments and the revival of 
traditional skills and 
techniques, bringing about a 
cultural resurgence in the 
region. A comprehensive

~he Brahmpuri Nullah used for 
yramiy. now a part of the 
Mansagar lake.

'.RCHIKCTCHE - oesrex ,U41~<!,V —
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Kanak Vrindavan Valiev

■^llrofrcshS
•iutacroans

master plan was prepared 
after studying historical maps 
that describe the area as it 
existed a few centuries ago 
with its natural resources and 
built structures. The Raiasthan 
government approved this 
landscape and architectural 
conservation master plan 
in 1984.

The plan proposed to 
recreate the old natural 
environment by introducing 
flora typical of the Aravallis, in 
the valley and the surrounding 
hills. The flora varied in 
distinct tiers on the hills 
depending on the altitude, soil 
quality, atmospheric conditions 
and inter-relationships among 
the plants. Plants and trees 
have been proposed on the 
basis of the past configuration 
and the present environmental 
conditions.

The plan aiso calls for the 
reintroduction of animais and 
birds, that have disappeared 
rrom this region. Thus, rather 
than restricting itself to the 
Proposal of geometries, water 

bodies and plants, the 
landscape development 
attempts to regenerate a whole 
ecosystem in the image of the 
one that existed previously.

As the development is 
taking place in a context with a 
ach historical content, special 
care has been taken to reflect 
the style of the built 
environment in the design of 
the landscape especially near 
the historical monuments. The 
designed landscape integrates 
harmoniously the hardness of 
the built environment with the 
softness of the planted one. 
Gardens enhance the beauty 
of the monuments without 
detracting from their 
importance.

The monuments themselves 
have been rebuilt or restored 
and guidelines have been set 
for their preservation. Only 
traditional materials such as 
lime, sanalt (rope fibres), daht 
icurdl, nanuai (coconut) and 
yuna (gum l have been used in 
the entire work. Methi 
(fenugreek! has been used for

REGION TREE

ScNtm* Common Nimt

Hid toot AnOQtiMUl M<XluU CMC*■imaeaify <yi wnitj
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URBAN ADJUNCTS ' Ccrcervcttn • krdscape dtNtfcprreri 
JALMAHAL CCMPLEX Jdpr ’

Chattris in Kanak Bagh in process ot being restored

waterproofing and gitr 
(jaggen.-) has been utilized for 
binding. Stone colours which 
are permanent have been used, 
in conformity with the style of 
the region. Even the techniques 
used are traditional such as 
aaraish. khamira and dar 
flooring.

The whole area was 
proposed to be developed as a 
tourist spine with a 200 feet 
right of way. Heavv traffic has 
been diverted to the national 
highway through a bvpass. 
Many people who had 
encroached on the vailev have 
also been relocated. An 
acquisition plan prepared bv 
the Jaipur Development 
Authority’ has been entorced.

The entire valley has been 
divided into subzones that are 
being developed separately 
within the overall context.

The Walled City Area 
The conservation plan 
prepared for the walled citv 

area from Manak Chowk to 
Zora war Singh gate, 
encompassing the Hawa Mahal 
and Jalebi Chowk called for the 
conservation of old buildings 
and suggested improvements 
in traffic flow and existing 
infrastructure. The plan has 
been partially implemented. 
Outside the walled city, this 
development proposal further 
extended up to the Mansagar 
Dam. Parasuram Dwara 
temple, situated opposite the 
Mansagar lake has been 
restored and a traditional 
building arts centre created in 
the temple complex to impart 
training in the traditional 
skills and crafts of the region 
such as aaraish, khamira, 
fresco work, mirror work, 
/mum work, inlay works and 
dar flooring.

Kanak Vrindavan
The Hindustan Charity Trust 
took the initiative for the 
development of this area

xaciintcnat • otsicc ■.-<■ >—



Restoration Plan, Kanak Bagh

composing the Govind Deoji 
Temple. Natwani Temple, the 
Kanak Sagh and the Kanak 
Ghati. ail of which are as oid as 
AD 1714. The temples, which 
were in ruins, have been 
rebuilt, keeping intact their 
original architecture (refer 
A+D. Seat-Oct 1992), Kanak 
Bagh and Kanak Ghati have 
also been restored to a large 
extent.

Kanak Bagh
Spread over tour acres, Kanak 
Bagh used to be the garden 
attached to the Govind Deoii 
temple. However, over the 
years, the land was diverted 
tor agricultural use and on a 
part ot it a carpet factorv was 
set up. The original garden, 
buried beneath two reel or soil, 
was all but forgotten. 
Restoration work, when tt 
began, required the 
contecrunng ot the original 
(avout geometry rrom 
excavated remains.

Today, the old channels, 
fountains as well as the 
traditional watering system 
have been recreated. The 
baradari in the centre, the 
pavilions, kabanis, chatths and 
the varkota wall have been 
rebuilt. In keeping with the 
philosophy of the master plan, 
traditional materials and 
techniques have been used to 
restor this garden to some 
semblance of its original 
glory.

An important consideration 
in the design of Kanak Bagh 
was its harmonious integration 
with the temples in the 
complex. As the Bagh is an 
extension of the temple, the 
built elements such as the 
kabams and chattm have been 
built in the same stvle. The 
main axes of the garden are 
parallel to those of the temple 
and the rectangular geometry 
of the garden emphasizes its 
unity with the rectilinear 
structure ot the temple.
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•> LANDSCAPE

Kanak Ghati post-conseroahon, top 
and before work started, above Kanak Ghati

This lies to the north of the 
temple complex spread over 
2 sq km of area. What had been 
once a lively forest had become 
barren, owing to the ravages of 
man aggravated by an 
inhospitable climate. The steep 
slopes had resulted in a swift 
rain water run-off leading to 
extensive soil erosion, making 
it difficult for the vegetation to 
survive.

The basic issues in the 
restoration of this ghati have 
been the conservation of the 
existing flora, mostly dhok 
(Anogeissus pendula), that has 
always been predominant in 
the area forming climax 
vegetation that has adapted 
and survived through 
thousands of years. New trees 
that have been planted are 
complementary in terms of 
characteristics to this species. 
While selecting plants, the food 
habits of birds were also 
considered, resulting in an 
increased influx of birds such 
as the Blue Throated Barbet, 
Eagret and the Spotted Dove. 
Exotic plants have been used 
with restraint to enhance the 
beauty of the ghati, without 
detracting from its original 
character.

The flow of rain water has 
been intercepted, and collected 
and recycled through vanous 
connected cooling pools. The 
reduced run-off and increased 
percolation rate has greatlv 
improved the water table in the 

ghati. The interception of the 
water has also reduced soil 
erosion.

The vailev has been planned 
as an orchestration of views 
and experiences creating 
various moods as the visitor 
moves around the landscape. 
By treating the whole 
landscape as a multi
dimensional canvas seducing 
the human senses—through an 
interplay of sound, colour, 
texture and fragrance, visitors 
are brought into a series of 
planned associations with 
nature, evoking a myriad of 
emotional responses.

Apart from improving the 
ecosystem of the area and 
creating a multivalent 
ambience signifying the 
multiple values and meanings 
attached to this valley, the 
landscape development also 
reflects the influence of the 
adjacent Govind Deoji Temple 
through the sculpural 
depiction of episodes in the life 
of Lord Krishna at vanous 
points in the ghati.
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Mansagar Lake
This complex includes the 

Mansagar lake. Jal Mahal and 
the Mansagar Dam. Over the 
vears disturbances in the 
catchment area greatlv reduced 
the storage capacity ot the lake, 
thus decreasing its potential for 
use tn agriculture, forestry and 
daily consumption. The 
Nagtaiai Nullah carries silt 
from the Kilangarh foothills at 
14 lakh gallons a dav. This is 
further compounded bv 
quarrving and construction 
activities in the foothills that 
have reactivated sand deposits, 
accumulated as dunes by air 
movement. Heavy storms 
transport the loose sand to the 
lake. Rain water run-off also 
carries this unstable sand to 
the lake. With the depletion 
of forest cover, there is iittle 
to prevent erosion and 
consequent siltation in 
the lake.

Further compounding the 
problem is rhe Brahmpuri 
Nullah that carries 12 lakh 
bailors or the citv 5 waste—

BOD 380 mg/1; COS 980 mgr 1 
and solids 2856 mg/1 at the 
rate of 5 cusecs—right into 
the lake.

To stop the lake's pollution, 
remove its impunties and 
restore its former capacity, 
various measures have been 
proposed. The water of the 
Brahmpuri Nullah is to be 
treated before it flows into the 
lake; the hills are to be 
afforested; the Nagtalai Nullah 
will be deepened at the inflow 
point to allow for siltation; the 
lake is also to be dredged in 
stages to remove the silt. 
Twenty acres ot area has 
already been desilted, 
increasing the depth of the 
lake and thereby its capacity; 
water hyacinth that had 
become a scourge has been 
removed from this area: steps 
are also being taken to 
revitalize the lake by 
introducing aquatic life.

The Jal Mahal is being 
restored and rehabilitated as a 
museum. Floors tnat had been 
buried under sludge nave

Aerial view of the model showing 
Mansagar lake and its surroundings

been reopened and aerated to 
reduce decay because of 
moisture. The structure has 
also been strengthened. The 
garden on the roof will be 
revived as a lawn, with a 
symbolic imprint in the 
centre that will represent the 
existing pavilion buried below.

The Mansagar Dam is also 
being restored. The terraces on 
the dam will be used for 
providing a panoramic view or

•«w 1^
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Kanak Vrindavan Valley
v landscape

the valley with its histoneal 
monuments by developing 
them into lawns with low 
ground cover. Silt from the 
lake will be deposited on the 
adjoining areas to create a 
recreational park and a 
heritage resort.

The valley to the north-east 
of the lake, the Kadamb Ghati. 
will be afforested with dhok 
(Anogeissus pendula), Kadamb 
(Matrigyna permfloria), Solar 
(Bosawellia serrata) and Amaltas 
trees. The rain water will be 
intercepted to reduce water 
run-off and, thus, reduce soil 
erosion. This water will be 
collected in natural water 
reservoirs.

Amber Ghati
This complex comprises 
historical gardens such as the 
Kesar Kyari, Ram Bagh. 
Dalaram Bagh and Sagar Tai.

Kesar Kyari, jutting into the 
Mautha Sarovar at the foothills 
of the Amber fort, use to be a 
viewing garden for the rulers 
of Amber. It was laid out in a 
style that is an amalgam of 
Rajputana and Mughal 
influences. The process of 
restoration traced out the old 
channels, flower beds, 
pipelines and other features in 
an attempt to recreate the Bagh 
to as close to its original state 
as possible. The other three 
projects are being taken up for 
execution in the near future.

The revival of the Kanak 
Vrindavan valley has been a 
pioneering achievement. It 
started with an undergraduate 
dissertation twenty-one years 
ago and is continuing as a 
doctoral work. Today one can 
see perceptible improvements 
in the valley. One of the salient 

features of this project is that it 
is the first time traditional 
materials and techniques have 
been used in the hard 
landscape. Many artisans who 
mastered their skills in the 
restoration of this landscape 
have found gainful 
employment outside, reviving 
skills and traditions that had 
lain dormant for centuries. 
Even more important, this 
work has laid the foundation 
for other projects starting a 
landscape and architectural 
conservation movement 
throughout Rajasthan.
Photographs courtesy the architect 

Rajiv Khanna would also like to 
acknowledge the various government 
agencies that were involved in the 
implementation of this project, 
without whose co-operation, 
this work would not have been 
possible.

Finance and Execution: 
Kanak Bagh, Govind Deoji and 
Natwaiji temples Hindustan 
Charity Trust <1984-13911 
Kanak Ghati Birla Archaeological 
and Cultural Research Institute 
(1984-2991)
Mansagar Lake Jaipur Nagar 
Nigam, PHED. and other government 
agenciesi continuing from 1993) 
Jal Mahal Jaipur Nagar Nigam 
(1993-1996)
Mansagar Dam Jan Mangai 
Charitable Trust (1993-1996) 
Kesar Kyari Jaipur Nagar Nigam 
and others 11992-1994)
Parasuram Dwara Avas Vikas 
Sansthan (1993-1995)
Nhargarh National Park Forest 
Department
Afforestation Forest Department 
Walled City Area laipur Develop
ment Authority (1983-1985) 
Infrastructure Development PWD
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Budding Traditionally

AARAISH Jaipur------------------------------------------------------------------------ —Raiiv Khanna

Aaraish on chhatns and kabams 
ot the Cotta temple complex

A recently constructed screen wall aver the Zenana Kund at 
the Calla temple complex is laid with aaraish in rehri work 
ustny dtherent colours for mottts

A araish is an aee-oid technique producing an 
Z1 impeccable lime nrush which has ennched 
the interiors of palaces, forts and havelis. 
withstanding the harsh climatic conditions of 
and regions, and adding colour and theme to the 
remarkable architectural scene m Raiasthan. This 
hme finish is smooth, cool to feel and has a gloss 
to it. It remains intact for centuries without 
developing cracks in sone of the d iumal variations 
in temperature. The glossy surface prevents 
accumulation of dust and sand prevalent ail over 
Raiasthan.

An existing example of aanush at Ganesh 
Pole. Amber Fort, dates it to the period when 
such trad itional techniques were common! v used. 
The wail paintings, m aaraish (frescos) at Galta 
outside Jaipur have also remained intact without 
loss of colour, shine or the development of cracks 
since the sixteenth cenrurv. This technique reached 
a peak du ring the reign of Maharaja Pratap Singh 
(1779-1803). the ruler of Amber/Jaipur. For a 
century this art flourished and was successfully 
implemented on various architectural elements, 
wall paintings, intenors of palaces and even on 
artefacts. The wall frescos depicted various themes 
from Mughal court life, legends from the Krishna 
and Radha theme andeptsodes from the Ra mayana. 
intncate geometrical designs and ornamentation 
also adorned the walls, floors and ceilings where 
aaraish was used. InShekhawatiand Bundi, even 
the common man's hatvii depicts signs of this art. 
Unfortunately, the practice of this technique has 
died down and lost its importance m today's age 
of advanced technologies with constraints of 
time and skilled artisans.

At the Galta temple complex near Jaipur, 
this technique has been revived and is comparable 
to the aaraish that was done here m the sixteenth 
century. The entire exterior surfaces of chhatns. 
wants. temple facades and the newlv erected 
screen wail at the Zenana Kund and Mardana 
Kund have used this finish with natural stone 
colours like green, yellow ochre, brown, orange 
and maroon. The ornamentation in relief work is 
aiso done is aaraish.

Aaraish tn the interiors ot Ram Kan war Mahal (IStn 
cenruru/at Cairo

The Process
In the case of flooring, a surrace is made waterproof 
— known as a dar surrace. in this method, rone 
fibre is added to iime and surkhi (to prevent 
cracking); to this is add ed wthi (for water proofing) 
and gur (tor binding). Surplus water is extracted 
by beating the suriace with bamboo strips lor 
weeks to the accompaniment of rhvthrruc songs 
Wooden thaats (slats > are then rammed down on 
it for 2-3 weeks to consolidate the iime water. The 
surrace is now complete! v waterproor and known 
as aar and is the a base to carry out the aaratsit 
finish.

Tne preparation ot aaraish work begins bi 
pun tying hme m water tor at least two vears
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Umr paste prepared over two year* ground with marble 
powder and applied as a primary coarse la ver known as kada 
tnvr the dar surface.

The ground lime paste, kada.is being 
applied on the dar surfacewith awood
en spreader. Thefinnl layer of fine lime 
will then be laid over it.

Green colour being extracted bv rubbing natural stones.

Natural slow colour being mixed with the two-war old 
rr,gesvd low in earthen pels. The churning continues lor at 

’,r ninths before apphcaf urn m the aaraish work.

before its application. The water is replaced every 
day and churned in large earthen pots with the 
help of a wooden stick. Gur (jaggery) and curd is 
a Iso added to it. Control of tempera lure is essen tial, 
therefore dark rooms are preferred. The lime 
paste is then taken out and ground with marble 
powder and made into a coarse paste which is 
further applied to the already prepared lime 
mortar dar surfaces with the help of flat wooden 
spreaders. This process is known as kada. The 
kada surface is kept moist to allow settlement of 
lime for two to three weeks.

While the preparation is on. curd is added to 
the lime (which has been purified for two years in 
the earthen pots) for final cleaning purposes. 
Curd removes d irt particles existing in the mi xture 
and turns it into a smooth, fine paste which is 
finally applied on the earlier, coarsely plastered 
surface. The thickness of the finish is usually 3- 
5mm. This is the finest paste. The surface is then 
evenly spread and smoothened by a fine knife. If 
any colour is to be added, then natural colours 
are extracted by a process of nibbing stones and 
mixed in the lime paste along with gum extracted 
from the Prosopis fuliflorii tree, and churned for at 
least six months before application. (It must be 
mentioned that these stones are not easily available.)

Now the surface is allowed to harden under 
norma! temperature.but protected from thedirect 
sun and dusty winds. A special hard stone is 
rubbed over the surface a long with coconut water 
togiveita shine fine enough to see one s reflection 
in it. The process is now complete. ■>

The author is an architect who experimented tor over eight 
years on the traditional technique of aaraish al Kanak 
Vrindawn Chuti and the Caltu Temple complex. Iww. and 
has been Me to i mnlermmt thearl successfully in these places
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Redevelopment of
Ghat-ki-Guni Complex^

3‘rai—ceen icenm v.
TswriraT" "sursm. P.aiasran =5 r ares so 
:e asveiccsz as a ".sfiisce wee. i. rg on ine

:: ;«xur z?i cn me Aera rcsa .t :$ a ?wo 
• .cmere S^eneio naves. :5~Tes ano 
-sroens. i-: i'. “e case x a crc r: 'arrow

ev. : "as a." ""C’e^i .e ^cneome - an q* cz 
zue rsxncs; seeches amcrcs:.'.'" are

e Aai tewas 3aon.. CT/cana’ Sarne's. 
=smesn,.va!';i "cxoie ar □ me Vi5w;axa:xa 
"eniDie
A comcenucr xr me reaeveioonem c: me Ghat- 
<i-Guni comciex was ergamzeo oy me Awas 
/■Kas Sarsman cn cenaii of me Deoanrent of 
"zuism. -assman icwaias ■he erg of '995. The 
// ccnsisrea of. amcr.cs; oxers. '.I M .miexar 
x Px: D - ^amoo.
a aesicr ore: given x me arcr.::ecis soeciieo 

2: me maxonai caie ceam oo:cc: screws as 
ash as me exniieciurai Yemenis :e rex.r.eo. 
Also, me existing reigr.is of me cunnings nao io 
oe reiarnso ano anv new structures orcoosen 
.voum have 5 maximum negnt of groyne oxs 
Tree rcors. “e ocen areas ano careens ~ao to 
oe oreser/eo ano no; .'eouceo in any wav. 
r:even croressxnais were snort—is;eo 00: “i

■ on mo -rms. Anucama ano Paieev Axmxcts
. ^eiiv Khanna Aesiorstion Arcmteci. .vere
zv awarcea me Secono P'-ze. The Rs: Prize 

;,as not awakes.
Featured here are the second prize winning 
entries: Schemes A ana B

Scheme A
Architects Anupama and Rajeev

T
he proposal torthe Ghat-ki-Guni to 
inaction as □ complete hentaae .and 
■ uuural zone comprised a 
programme which considered the lollowinii 

plannine and design issues.

Traffic and Transport
A transport node shall be provided at the 
Jaipur end. aiong with adequate parking, 
which •Aiil be a nincuon lor utiuhc 
transport bringing people to this complex, 

‘deallv. the area should be 
pedestnaniseo: however, since some 
provision nas to be made lor access ano 
servicing within the control area, a 
walkable stretch ot one Kilometre 
pedestrian ’.valkwav snail be Branded on 
me side 01 the street, leaving a roan -.ndth 

<» six metres.

Public Facilities
X small information oilice shad be nroncied 
it the Aura end ot the street wmeh -.ml

also house public conveniences, drinking 
water lactiities. a refreshment booth, post 
olfice. bank, police post, medical centre 
and telecom facilities.

An inicrorctation centre is proposed 
at the Jaipur end of the street mst before 
the Gaiewav. which marks the beginning 
ol the control area.

Streetscape
Kiosks ano booihs shall be provided on 
the street and in some ot :he open piazas. 
Seating piatlorms. streetlighting. planters 
trees and signage wall also be 
provided.The stenaae shall be ot two 
types: one graphic, ano the other ston- 
•.ablets that orotioe intormation on the 
aistorv 01 earn building, space or lumisn 
details about the natural ilora ana latina.

Tourist Accommodation
rhis will be provided on camp sites, the 
Rai Xiwas Garden Hotel inihin she vast
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Scheme B
.rcr.i'ec Rajiv Khanna

T
he wr. jc *1 .ncmv nas wn

»» acvdoninc j; -n .inn 
..:t:r.i; irr.tre 'nai itivniws

-xuansion : u t'.viurs to un aide 
*r.cifM;t ana vnLisje t ran.

.•.m2 •: re Minur-Aura miitnvav 
.its >«e -r^ua; r.oi tie overloaded -anm 
onstnnt :ra:!:c 'rem .xera uj Jaipur 
nsieaa.r.ee<2» io ne diverted throuun me 
■mass.

Tie enure Mreirh oi two Kilometres ts 
rorose*d ■ avmarcateu into mur zones:

• recreational zone
• rcscaenn.ii zone
♦ reiicioo ■ me
• cultural zone
Each zenr :< re pre set native pj bvuonc 

, 0 m utth naicr ^mnnasis on rvcrcatin- me 
•'.t'rtace nt ‘."'.s imatt.

Recreational Zone
• me nv^’r.nmc ne -trr’m - -wanis me 

-.pct ’near i;. .1 nn ^umem av arunaa -ana 
:eon$its in a -ijir m iraiale rauuibnurn 
“tese sane dimes need soil stabilization

ai is c-on^er.atmn m natural heritage
h veee’auonaj * over on (hem

. 'rc<iauon . an nrm :o out tn:< sireren
- vTca uonai .-r and devr loument r>i .in 
-•oitHHca; wars 7’j» urcen licit <han
. inner .hi as .1 Jii:icr Dvr.wen me vav 
jnn :h oran mojex.

Residential Zone
3 e vo no :r.:- - re it n n a anv-tvinn 
■'‘sincrmji.' ne -nr;: me dour :evci 01 The 
'•mrTuros nr: -.v r::e -treet level. These
• • met ores ;a» r :< u:c DroNems •>! i.Tuinaee

•nd stmriural saletv hucrveraicn is 
necessity- ’or :he txpiinment oi The area on 
he '.vnoie «nh a certain oj «ontrois/ 
r.ooris prepared lor :ne new ■•jm-aruction.

Religious Zone
T:e next streivn ot Lind is dot tea with 
emnics T-s zone nereis nrervenuon with 
ai the reunions at tnines ’o o<* pTrcnted. A 
arse space v.nh a naraaar :n :iv centre 
vnicn was oru r Narsmun Ka ixijn ran hr 
.aaotea :ar vunurai anwuirs. Has is the 
mvonrn <nacr avaiiabie \o new
nsirucnim Mionici hr permit tea hut trit 

:ree rar processions icsuve occasions.
Within tne entire area, thevanous 

antaec smuts arc identities wmeh mve 
i.terrshne .ma simiresoue wvsoi the 
□iturai prore<*ions: rar cxumoie.

BlkWvan Minis -tai-eit with icrracea 
omdors -. raen r.as been srooosca 10 be 
.jdDtea *.vr ’ar acnormancc *; huhe ana 
-ound sihm- -r.a ovenooK* '.ne cultural 
.cimtv ^s unr.

\ senes >1 -nnuar nisinnrai sues arc 
mi! m a n w wnwn max become j tQunst 

-Dine with 1 ade-ston :) rcr.aoilnaie 
ipse dil.iPHtaird -apit !uro*
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Lime & yoghurt among natural finishes 
used to restore ancient Indian temple

Dilapidated condition of a rear nsw m the Ihih Century templex complex in Kanak Vrindavan \ultes.

CLOSE to the Indian city of Jaipur, called 
the Pink City because of its generous use of 
sandstone, is a temple complex dating back 
to the I Sth Century. The complex is located 
in the Kanak Vrindasan valley and. for years 
now. was subject to decay and negligence.

*■

That t>. until industrialisi/phtlanthropist G P 
Birla took up the challenge of restoring it to 
its former glory. According to project archi
tect Rajiv Khanna, this is the first restoration 
project of its kind m India using age-old 
techniques and construction materials. "We 
shouldn't apply new techniques on old struc
tures." said Mr Khanna, "in order to retain 
authenticity of the original The idea is to 
retire forgotten arts and architecture of a 
certain period and it serves as an example for 
people to know their heritage "

Tipiral room interior before restoration
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tn mil Deoji • one of the ;« o temples in the complex after restoration
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HiApprooch

Historical context ihe s,a|c of Rajasthan.

Kanak Vrindavan isa natural valley stretch
ing ab»: - km that was originally under 
heavy forest cover. A river flowed through 
the area and its ruler. Raja Sawai Jai Singh, 
constructed a dam Water collected in the 
dam gradua|h turned into a lake, subse
quently leading to the loss of the forest.

Amer was the main town of the kingdom 
but about >72" A.D.. the foundations of 
Jaipur were laid Today, n is the capital of 

Jaipur attracted its fair share of inhabitants 
who contributed to the denudation of the 
forest. Instead of a perennial lake, this 
suffered from sihation and turned into a 
seasonal feature. Unauthorized 
encroaching, heavy grazing, and the use of 
fertilizers further disturbed the ecological 
system.

The temple complex, built ab>ui 1'07 
A D., is located m the centre of the lake It 

consists of two buildings: the Govind Deoji 
and Natwaiji temples. An idol of Radha- 
Madhav had already been installed in the 
temple by the poet Jaidev of Bengal. Later. 
Raja Sawai Jai Singh added an idol of 
Vrindavanruling deity. Lord Govind 
Deoji. to this temple. The entire structure 
was subsequently gifted by the king to one 
of his priests w ho. along w rth his entou - 
ragv made changes as required. After a 
lapse of time, their descendents moved out 
and covered the structure in masonry and 
plaster to bar intruders.
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PAKISTAN CHINA

■ DELHI
Plan of action

■ Jaipur

INDIA

The state government of Rajasthan origi
nally commissioned Rajiv Khanna to pre
pare a masterplan for the site measuring 
under 30 sq. km. but later shelved this in 
view of more pressing priorities. Mr Birla 
stepped in at this point and was asked to 
submit a formal proposal within six months.

Once accepted, it was decided that work. 
take place in phases. The first phase (1984- ' 
1991) concentrated on restoration of the 
temple and val ley. The second and current j 
phase, is to last 10 years and will see ’• 
improvement of the lake and hilly areas, 
and provision ol-touri>t facilities.

Arabian 
Sea





Approac-'jH

The temple complex

The temple complex held Jittie 
material value to the king but is 
today recognized for its archi
tectural style particular to Jaipur 
in the ISth Century. The com
plex is built according to the 
centuries-old Vastu Manilla 
Purusha temple architecture of 
India. Every room in the temple 
conforms to the position of a 
planet and follows a square pat
tern. Each pari belongs to a par
ticular deity with the main idol 
placed in the centre.

The struct ure. constructed of I i me 
and stone, was subject tir ex
treme temperature* differences - 
tanging from 4k degrees Celsius 
in the day to four degrees Celsius 
at night. The cladding contrib
uted to its deterioration, there 
being no aeration. Polluted wa
ter rose from the foundations, 
weakening the mortar so much 
that it crumbled upon human contact, in
creased porosity precipitated a capillary ac
tion so that the interiors became damp.

The surrounding garden was based upon 
Persian and Rajputana influences with geo
metric channels divided into eight equal 
parts and a central axis.

Approach

The groundwork for Rajiv Khanna's work 
A as a '-'Mt to museums. An historic map 
showed the location of the temple, lake, 
surrounding gardens and forested areas. This 
was followed up by visits to neighbouring

Interior of Govind Drop featuring jali tde< orothe pattern in the tsail with.
perforation's) and aaraish I special lime finish) flooring

Jodhpur which has a distinctive architecture 
but shares some common elements. For 
example, the arches are different but how 
are the arches spanned, their normal span, 
and materials commonly used - it was such 
details that Mr Khanna ferreted opt-.

A study of the temple foundations revealed 
its geometry. In this instance, its highlight 
were chattris (dome on pillars O'er octago
nal plan)in the cor- with htbani (typical 
roof pattern over a covered plan; in the 
centre. Also evident were details such as 
jalts rdecorative pattern in the wall with 
perforations, used as a screen and for venti
lation). patterns and finishes. When the 

cladding was removed. 81 previ
ously forgotten rooms were dis
covered inside the Govind Deoji 
temple.

Mr Khanna spent one year ex
perimenting with different tradi
tional materials and methods. For 
example, the building has been 
constructed from lime but how 
was this lime prepared? Tradi
tion has ii that lime is processed 
for a minimum of tun years and 
tnmroves with age. sumewlut like 
wine. During tbi- lime, the lime 
was Mored in I? to 2(1 drums and 
'naked in wafer. Women were 
hired to change (he water daily 
and churn the mixture. After two 
v ears, (he lime became as h:ud as 
brick.

Even application of the lime re
quired antiquated instruments. 
Mr Khanna made copies of these 
implements after seeing them in 
museums.

Locating people familiar with appropriate 
skills was an equally arduous task. Some 
times, the person had only partial knowl
edge and wasn’t certain about the exact 
composition or its sequence. Some didn't 
wish to revea. -kills passed down from 
father to son.

Ans prevalent during that time were re 
vived; tnirrorwork. ipoimiuort (silver foil 
placed behi nd glass I. goldenf oi I work, st uceo 
work, mother of pearl work, and sandal
wood work.

mtrroruork (using flat mirror; and
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Pantl-uuis'u/v»r art tome < <»u ineiurren torefleet light rv-created in the ceiling 
nt Sumerif. fl take* nue dav tn fradm r two Mysore inehei d the surface.

l,tnl\ nt Radha mid WtlHiirf. vit » ett agatnd u background of tntrrmwork. med 
Inf the fif'l ”'n> "’,,r•A"" ",rr M‘«'A flanking the idoh teoture stiverwork

<dver door with intricate engraving and stiverwork on the walls.

panniwork (based on concave mirrors to 
reflect light) is so elaborate that it took one 
day to create two square inches of the sur
face featuring intricate geometrical patients 
over relief work This is also the first time 
that mirrorwork has been put to architec
tural use.

Deciding the geomelo ot a particular de
sign or colour combinations of that time, or 
work precedure - ail such tietails had to he 
resolved. Examples ot meettithork (copper 
mould with vanoush-coloured glass in-
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The Kanak Vrindavan valley after conservation.

Project architect Kauv Khanna.

nels were dug up and 
the pipeline relaid with 
fountains.

sets) is traditionally used in making Sadies' 
ornaments. In this instance, these were 
bought from an old house and incorporated 
in the interior.

Al) colours and finishes were derived from 
nature. Colour, for example, resulted from 
rubbing stones with lime until the time 
changed colour. Yoghurt was added to this 
and the mixture processed for about 1 1/2 
years. The Natwarjt temple was subse
quently finished in a peach colour; and the 
Govind Deoji in Jaipur’s favourite pink. 
Coconut water was used for glazing and 
fenugreek added to lime provided a water
proof finish for the roofing. Gum was used 
as a binding agent.

Missing stones were re- 
laid and the lime mortar 
re-inforccd. Entire floors 
were dug up and 
replastered. All exposed 
terraces and roofs were 
waterproofed. An aaraish (special lime)
finish was used for the flooring. This is 
possible only in temples where people don’t 
wear shoes.

Similar effort went into conservation of the 
surrounding enclosed garden. Plants condu
cive to the climate of Jaipur and prevalent 
during the I Sih Century were selected. Af
ter digging two feet below the ground, the 
original design pattern was uncovered. Chan

Hao I used modern 
techniques and materi-

als, [ could have finished the project in 1 1/ 
- years." said Mr Khanna. "No one has the 
patience i<> do this hut these techniques are 
superb. V> e currently do not h ive any finish 
- exterior or interior - that can stand 10 years 
of this harsh climate but these withstotxl 
3(XI years. Traditional methods may he bet
ter but these were more appropriate for a 
different time when people had patience."
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